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PREFACE

This report is submitted to the Planning Commission of the Government of
Pakistan in accordance with contract AID/CM-otr-C-73-200, Work Order #11.

This report describes the activities and results of the Phase II effort undertaken by PCI (Practical.Concepts Incorporated) to develop national-level
planning, monitoring, and·evaluation approaches that would close the implementation gap impeding development.

The technical monitor for this activity

was Mr. Namet Ilahi, Director of the Project Wing of the Planning Commission.
Our PCI team is thankful to Mr. Ilahi and

hi~

Deputy, Mr. M. Akram Swati,

Sor their graciousness and hospitality, as well as for their thoughtful
technical direction and comments.

The value of the activities discussed in this report are dependent upon many.
individuals but most particularly upon the effort of the 28 individuals who
worked with our PCI team for a period of approximately three months.

These

individuals, who arl9 identified by name in Section II of this report, were the
key to the success of our activities, and it is therefore fitting for us to
thank the organizations that participated by seconding staff to this activity.

Our thanks also for the thoughtful assistance of Messrs. Joseph Wheeler,
William Wolffe.r, Wflliam Thomas, and Masud Siddiqui of USAID/Pakistan. Their
assistance was rend19red on a non-intervention basis by which there was never
any doubt that the GOP Planning Commission and not USAID was PCI's client.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

In the Spring of 1!l74, the Planning Commission of the GQvernment of Pakistan
advised USAID/Paki:;tan of its interest in closing the "implementation gap"
by improving the planning, monitoring, and mid-term evaluation processes.
Based upon discuss:lons between USAID and Planning Commission staff, and
subsequently on di:;cussions that involved the contractor, Practical Concepts
Incorporated (PCI) " "the following three-phase program was outlined:
1.

Initial discussions and need assessment,

2.

Test and demonstration of concept~ of potential relevance to
the 'Govelrnment of Pakistan,

3.

Implementation of recommended improvements.

Because there was

II

high degree of, interest in Logical Framework concepts,

originally develoPEld by PCI

and

presented to GOP officials in 197.1"

the contractor chosen to perform the Phase I and Phase II activities
PCI.

WllS

Based on a brief Phase I analysis in late 1974, PCI and the GOP agreed

that a Phase II activity should be undertaken--to test and demonstrate certain
key concepts upon which systematic

improvements could be based.

This report

describes PCI's Phase II efforts to test, demonstrate, and refine the following
concepts for applicability within the Pakistan context:
1.

The Logic:al Framework approach to design, clarification and
evaluaticon ,

2.

Basic networking techniques to reflect logical interdependencies
and clarHy input-to-output linkages,

3.

Cost and resource analysis and management,
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4.

Achievement and exception reporting,

5.

Integration of concepts into a comprehensive project management
system.

During the Phase II activities, the above were tested and refined on. three
case projects selected by the Planning Commission:
1.

Simly Dam

2.

University of Islamabad

3.

Mustehkam Cement Expansion Project

These projects were analyzed and reformulated by staff from the GOP and
government corporations.

Thus, this report

a product largely of the GOP. effort.

is based on evidence which was

Independent conclusions reached by

the. three. w<;>rking groups,' into which' GOP participants were divided,

are presented in Section IV of this report, as is per's analysis of the
work activities.
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SECTION II
SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for our activities under this contract includes the following:
1.

The training of a cadre of GOF personnel, preferably from
priority projects, in planning, monitoring, and evaluation
concepts;

2.

The application of these concepts to three "live" GOP projects;

3.

The an1aysis of experience gained by the GOP participants
to adapt these concepts or provide others as necessary to
meet the need;

4.

The development of a plan for implementing such improvements
as had demonstrated their value in the GOP context, based on
experience with these actual projects and upon review and
analysis of related GOP activities.

Our original plan was to provide concentrated training to a group of
approximately. 30 pa.rticipants for a period of one month, following which
all project related participants. would work at project sites to implement
these concepts for the selected "case" projects.

The overall period of

performance was to be approximately three months, with the first month in
training, and the last two months spent working in the organizations responsible
for the case projects.

This strategy required that the bulk of the trainees be

members of the project teams or at least from the organizations responsible for
the projects selected.
case.

However, in fact this did not turn out to be the

The original criteria of selecting our participants based upon their

relationship to those representative projects had to be

abandoned.

Rather the

decision was made to select a 'more fully representative range of individuals to
provide a cross-section of organizations, with a modest emphasis on obtaining
participation of personnel working on the projects that were used as cases.
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Based upon the revised composition of the participants

and upon their

assignment to work full-time with the PCI team over a period of three months,
the Phase II activities were modified as follows:
1.

The trainees were charged not just with testing and demonstrating
the concepts, but also with a~alysis of these concepts to develop
recommendations as to whether and how improvements should be made.

2.

Following the initial four-week period of classroom and seminar,
work, the tralllees were divided into three relatively autonomous
groups, one group for each of the three "case" projects--a project
to expand cement production of Mustehkam Cement Ltd, the Construction
of SimlyDam, and the project to develop the University of Islamabad;

3.

Each of these groups was charged with analyzing the projects
in-depth, recommending improvements in monitoring of the,se
projects, presenting those recommendations to management
within the implementing organization, and analyzing the
experience so gained;.

4.

The group's objectives were defined and then each group was
encouraged to develop its own plan fer meeting those objectives.
PCI staff moderated and assisted the groups, and were available
to help resolve conceptual issues. The group defined its own
leadership as well as its own schedule for meeting objectives.

The specific individuals involved in these Phase II activities

and their titles

and home organizations are shown for each working group in Table II-I.

Supplementing our work with the trainees, PCI staff made several presentations at
the request of the Planning Commission.

In addition to the opening day

presentation, which was well attended but formal. in nature, PCI held two seminars
for high level personnel, at which
were presented.

The

first

WaS

~he

results of activities to date

held on July 21, 1975 and consisted of a

half day presentation of the problems the participants had raised
as to how the PMS concepts addressed those key problems.
July 21st seminar are identified in Table 11-2.

and explanations

The attendees at this

FollOWing the seminar, the
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LIST OF THE PARTICIPANTS, TITLES, AND ORGANIZATIONS

MUSTEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT
Mr. Behram Rafi

Plant Engineer
National Refinery Ltd.

Mr. Shafi Ull.ah Ba ig

Deputy Manager (Planning)
Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation Ltd.

Mr. Maqhool Ahmad Shahin

Assistant Works Manager
Pakistan Ordinance Factories, Wah.

Mr. Nasir Ahn,ad Khan

Research Officer
Planning Commission

Mr. Rai Naima,t Ali

Research Officer
Planning & Development Dept.
Government of Punjab, Lahore

Mr. Mohammad Wasim Akhtar

Deputy Manager (Evaluation)
Pakistan Industrial Development Corp.

Mr.

Staff Officer II (Designs)
Ministry of Defense

Muhamm~d

Yousaf Chaudry

Mr. Shahid Ja.lal

Manager of Finance
National Fertilizer Corporation, Lahore

Mr. Mujahid Eshai

Manager of Finance
Pakistan Engineering Company Ltd.

Mr. Tila Mohammad

Pl.·ogress Officer
Planning Commission

SIMLY DAM PROJECT
Mr. R. R. Pervez

Deputy Director, Programming & Evaluation
Capital Development Authority

Mr. R. D. Malik

Principal Engineer
Pakistan Atomic Engery Commission

Mr. Iqbal Ali Shah

Assistant Engineer
Sarhad Development Authority, Peshawar

Mr. Ghulam Samdani

Assistant Engineer
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission

Mr. Sher Akbar

Progress Officer (Engineering)
Planning Commission
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TABLE II-I (CONTINuED)
Mr. Il,1ayatullah

·Assistant Director (Evaluation)
C~pital Development Authority

Mr. Nasim Raza Naqvi

Research Officer, Defense Science & Tech. Org
Ministry of Defense

Mr. Riaz-uddin Khilji

Progress Officer
Planning Commission

Mr. K. Q. Pal

Chief of Agriculture Section
Planning & Development Dept.
Government of Punjab, Lahore

Mr. Fayya"..ur-Rehman

Deputy Director (Industry)
Federally Administered Tribal Areas Developm<
Corporation. Peshawar

UNIVERSITY OF ISL."MAB."D PROJECT
Mr. Ali· Jafar Zaidi

Planning & Development Officer
University of Islamabad

Mr. Shaikh Parwez Nusrat

Senior Research Officer
Ministry of Defense

Mr. Ejaz Ahmed

Assistant Executive Engineer
University of Islamabad

Mr. Kifayatullah

Assistant Chief
Ministry of Production

Miss Zareen Bano

Assistant Chief. Appraisal & Evaluation Sect
Planning & Development Dept., Punjab

Mr. Abdul Qayyum

Assistant. Chief
Planning. Commission

!.Ir. Mohammad Shahbaz

Progress Officer
Planning Commission

Mr. Naqi Mohsln

Divisional Accounts Officer
Ministry of Railways
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TABLE B-2
ATTENDEES AT THE JULY 21, 1974 SEMINAR

,

NAME

POSITION

Mr. Namet Ilahi

Joint

Mr. M. Akram Swati

Deputy Chief, Planning Commission

Mr. Hasan Zaheer

Additional Secretary, Ministry of Railways

Mr. Fazal Muqeem Khan

Secretary of Defense

Mr. Joseph Wheeler

Director, USAID

Mr. William Wolffer

Deputy Director, USAID

Mr. Masud A. Siddiqui

Program Officer, USAID

Mr. K. U. Faruqui

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Industries

Mr. Hasan Nawck

Joint Secretar-y, Ministry of Communications

Dr.

Additional Secretary, Ministry of Food & Agriculture

M. Jaqoob Bhatti

~ecretary,

Planning Commission

Dr. Moin Baqai

Chief Economist, Planning Division

Mr. H. N. Akhtar

Finance Director, Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation

Mr. U. A. Isani

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Education

Mr. Masood Nab Nul'

Additional Secretary, Ministry of Information
& Broadcasting

Mr. B. Zahid i

Additional Secretary, Ministry of Communications

Mr •. Faved A. Khan

Executive Director, FATADC

Mr. I. A. Imtiazi

Chairman P & D, Board Lhr.
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,..
visited with the individual work groups to examine their work products and
question them further on the nature and value of the activities undertaken.

,.

The concepts and conclusions of the three working groups were formally
presented during a two-day seminar held on August 1 and 2, 1975.

The

attendees of that seminar are identified in Table 11-3.· Each of the
three working groups presented their work products and their conclusions
..~.

regarding application of the concepts that they had used.

These sessions

were supplemented by PCI lecturers and by open discussions that included
the attendees, workshop participants, and PCI staff.

The analysis, recommendations, and plans presented in this report are to a
large extent joint products developed by GOP personnel with PCI assistance.
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TABLE B-3
M:'TENDEES AT THE AUGUST 1-2, 1975 SEMINAR

,j

'.

NAME

POSITION

Mr. Sajjad Ahmad Bhutta

Abnaging Director, REPCO

Mr. Mohammad Athar Zaka

Joint Secretary, Production Division

Mr. Fakir Syed Aijazuddin

General Manager (Finance), National Fertilizer
Corporation Ltd., Lahore

Mr. Ali Hashim

General Manager (EDP), Pakistan Steel Mill
Corporation

Mr'. Ifithkar Ahmad Khan

Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Railways .'

Lt. Col. Daulat Zar (Retd.)

Project Director, University of Islamabad

Mr. Salim. A•. Jilani

Joint Secretary, Defense Division
Joint Secretary (Development), Ministry of Finance

'Mr. Ahmad Rafi
Mr. As i f Rahim

Additional Chief Secretary (Development), Punjab

Dr. M. S. Bokhari

Director of Labs, Defense Services & Technology
. Ol'ganization

Mr. Ejaz Ahmad Faruqui

Joint Secretary, Ministry'of Information &
Broadcasting

Dr. Tahir Husain

Joint Educational Advisor/Joint Secretary,
Ministry of Education

Mr. Mohammad Ahmad

Principal Engineer, Chashma Nuclear Project,
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission

Mr. Hasan Nawab

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Communications

Mr. S. Sarfaraz Ali

Deputy Secretary, Industries Division

Mr. Zafar Hasan Mahmood

OSD (Development), Finance Division

Dr. Firoza Ahmed

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Health & Social Welfare

Mr. G. M. Minhas

Managing Director, Mustehkam Cement Factory
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SECTION III

A.

Summary of Conclusions

Both the GOP particip'lnts and our PCI analysts conclude that:
1.

There is an implementation gap, in that projects differ in fact from
statements in the project documentation.

2.

The gap is exaggerated or perhaps caused by ambiguities in objectives and
a lack of candor in addressing problems.

3.

That gap ~ be closed by improving the planning, monitoring, evaluation,
and follow-up processes.

"4.

The Logical Framework approach, already proven of value in scores of countries
and adopted worldw"ide by AID, is a useful "tool for facilitating planning,
moni toring, and evaluation and has great relevance to Pakistani projects
and needs.

5.

Easic networking approaches, derivative of PER'I'-type systems, when used in
conjunction with the Logical Framework, can force project personnel to
clarify their resource needs as well as the logical" interdependencies within
and among projects and programs.

6.

Episodic exception/achievement reporting (reports describing actual results
or failures regarding certain key project events) is in every way to be
preferred to periodic discursive reporting.

7.

Resource management.techniques are necessary in order to provide accurate

estimates, proper allocations, and effective control of project resources.
8.

The above concepts--the Logical Framework" networki.ng" achievement/exception

reporting,and resource management--can be integrated to create a project
management system that has great potential value to GOP ministries and
corporations.
B.

Summary of Recommendations

PCI recommends that:
1.

The Planning Commission establish, as a policy objective, a Project Management
System (PMS) within government ministries and corporations, consistent with the
concepts noted in the above conclusions.
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2.

The functional adoption of the P~ffi requirements precede its formal
adoption. That is, implementation of the PM9 should proceed on an
organization-by-organization, project-by-project basis, and successful
implementation in a number of organization3 should precede formal
change in the current Planning Commission pro forroas.

3.

The Planning Commission itself adopt for its internal workings, to
the extent practical, the PMS system concepts.

4.

The Planning Commission establish within the Project Wing a PMS
cell that is responsible for providing training and technical assistance
to organizations wishing to adopt PMS concepts, as well as retaining
responsibility for the ultimate policy objective of comprehensive use of
these concepts •

. C.

Next Steps

The next steps required to implement the PMS (the schedule is discussed in Section
VIn) are:

1.

The Project Wing immediately establish a staff of six skilled analysts to
accept responsibility for the PMS function as outlined in the preceding
recommendations.

2.

The-staff of six be supplemented by individuals from other organizations so
tnat there is a continuing and immediate capability for prOViding technical
assistance to organizations interested in adopting PMS concepts.

3.

Based upon Planning Comnlission discussions with organizations that have
participated in the Phase XX'activities (and other organizations as
appropriate),select two such organizations for immediate full-scale
implementation of PMS concepts.

4.

PMS concepts immediately be built into all feasibility studies where the
result of those feasibility studies would be a major federal project.
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5.

The Planning Commission obtain additional technical assistance to (1)
train trainers and analysts who will be supporting system development
in the cooperating organizations and (2) to develop training materials
and programs for general use as well as Planning Commission use. (Details of these training programs are presented in Section IX of this
report. )

6.

The Planning Connnission undertake a study of alternative mechanisms for
automating a PMS data base, but without co~nitting to any single approach
until experience has been gained operating the system. (Automation
decisions should be made about six months after start of implementation.)
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SECTION IV
RESULTS OF SEMINAR ACTIVITIES

This section contains a description of work activities; the participants'
response, conclusions, and recoMnendations; and perts conclusions for each

of the three

workgr~ups:

1.

Mustehkam Cement

2.

Simly Dam

3.

University of Islamabad

A.

Description of Work Activities

1.

Mustehkam Cement Project (Group C)

After the initial formal training period of three weeks, Group C developed
a PMS for the Mustehkam Cement Expansion Project (project execution is due
to begin in September or October of 1975) over a period of approximately
two and a half months.

For the first two weeks the group worked without

any direct contact with the Mustehkam Cement Limited (MCL) project people
although MCL was urged to send a representative(s) to join our participants.
During this period, the participants developed a Master LogFrame based on the
information available in the Project's PC-I.

The group decided to begin

developing Output Log:Frames prior to project involvement, since it had good
technical balance among its members, including three engineers, two accounts,
two economists, and three evaluation and planning officers.

The participants

divided themselves into five work groups to accomplish this task.
completing the Master

LogFr~me

After

and the Output LogFrames, the work groups

constructed output-level networks (i.e., Level 3).

This was all completed

without project involvement.
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Finally t i.n the th:lrd week, an appointment was made for the group to

visit the existing MCL factory in Hattar.

A presentation on the Logical
I.

Framework was given to the General Manager (Mr. Qureshi), the Chief
Engineer (Mr. Baig), the Mechanical Engineer (Mr. Saeed), and the Administrative
Officer (Mr. Sheikh).

-'These fouo' individuals will also serve as the key

personnel responsible for the Expansion Project's execution.

While reviewing the LogFrames with project management, the participants quiCkly
judged that the interest of this level of management was not being captured.

They

temporarily left the LogFrames aside and explained all of the Level 3
Networlcs.

Project management was very keen on the networks and provided a

great deal of documentation as well as explanation that was most constructive

in cri.tiquing the participants' early products.

The LogFrames were of

interest to project management as they clari.fied the interrelationship bet'''een
networks and supported the networks with targets and "assumptions. 11

Upon returning from the site vizit, the participants revised the networks and
LogFrames and developed a Master Network for the Project Manager (Mr. Qureshi).
Having completed these tasks, the group returned to MCL for further crItiquing of
their products.

This process (cycle) was thereafter repeated twice.

During

the last site visIt,. the participants realized that there was a critical component
of the project management system that bad been neglected:

Mr. Baig(the·Chie£

Engineer) will be providing a functional bridge between the Project Manager and
the "Field Operators" (I.e., subordinate engineers and erection staff), serving
as the "£oreman" of the proj ect I s execution.

Therefore, .the participants

found i t necessary to develop a special network for Mr. Bal,:: (Le., Level 2.5).
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During the site visit which follm.ed the preparation of the "Baig" network,
all products were once again scrutinized and minor adjustments made.

The

participants who were engineers were particularly concerned about the
activity times being supplied to the group by the Project Engineers.

The

engineer participants felt that the times were adjusted to meet schedule
targets imposed on the project execution staff by higher management and
were· not necessarily realistic time estimates.
but no conclusions were drawn.
discussed with

projl~ct

some alternatives

During this same meeting, the participants

management the prevailing reporting system and

'~lich

·achievement reporting.

The specifics were discussed,

they were considering, i.e., episodic exception and
It was decided that both issues, time estimates

and reporting, should be raised in a meeting with Mr. Minhas, the Managing
Director (M.D.).

In preparation for the group's scheduled visit with the M.D;, a reporting
structure and a reporting·format for exception reports were developed.
The group met with Hr. Minhas and gave him an informal, yet comprehensive
presentation on the concepts.

Thereafter, the M.D. reviewed the networks

and LogFrames with the group.

He was very supportive of the system which was

being developed, including exception reporting.

The M.D. requested that the

group further develop the exception report format to cover in greater detail
the impact on resource allocation of schedule delays.

In addition, he

invited the group to meet once again with him and the project management
staff at MGL.

Anticipating the next site visit, with the H.D., the group further
developed the reporting system as well as a Level I Network for the H.D.
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..
addition, during the interlude between visi.ts, the group subdivided

itself

into four worlt groups to begin applying the basic PifrS concepts/techniques

to projects of pcrsonal concer-n and applicabi.lity to several of the partici.pants.
The work groups all prepc:.red Master LogFrames for the projects and SOme
went a.s far as developing Output LogFrames and even networks..

However J

only one work group made a project site visit.

Also during this

hiatus~

the group began analyzing the resource management

compOnent of project management ~

The participants developed a "work breakdown"

in which discrete "end- ttems It were identified.

These cells were broken down

to 'a level of detail wh:tch the participants judged to be sufficient to accurately

mOnitor project costs without technically or financially
project.

overburdening the

The group proceeded to code the activities and events of the different

levels of networks.

The coding system synchronized scheduling and cost

determinants of the activities.

After discussing reporting with one of the attendees·of the July 21st seminar,
the General Manager of Finance for Karachi Steel lIills,. the group redefined the
reporting system

that they recommended.

The system includes both episodic

achievement reporting and exception reporting.

A new set of formats and a revised

'reporting structure were developed. (Refer to Appendix A.)

TIle group met with the M.D. and the other members of MCL project management
a week and a half before the end of the training semi.nar.

The M.D. committed

himself and his staff to utilizing the system that Group C developed and
assured the group that a colleague (the M. D. of the Javedam Cement Expansion Proj ec
he brought to the meeting would also employ the system.

In order to ensure

that someone from MCL would be able to upgrade the networks as modifications
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are made during project execution, the

~1.D.

deputed the Chief Engineer to

spend two to three days with the group in Islamabad learning the networking

,

technique and further refining the networks.

The participants took pleasure

in transferring the responsibili ty for further development of a PMS for
MeL to the M.D. at the end of the August 1st seminar.

2.

The Simly Dam Project (Group D)

The Simly Dam workshop group had no members who were directly related to
the project.

Two group members, Mr. Pervez and Mr. Inayatullah, belong to

the planning and evaluation cell of the CDA, the organization in which
resides responsibility for the Simly Dam project.

The group started its work by developing an initial
Output LogFrames,. using for
very brief documents.

i~s

1~ster

LogFrarne and

information only the PC-I and a few other

A Master Network was then developed, using only,

this limited supply of information.

The Simly Dam project was first planned

in 1962, and the initial completion date was 1972.

However, much of the work

is still unfinished due to many delays, and it will be several more years until
construction is finally completed.

Al though part of the project work is

nOw history, the group first developed the design as if the project had not yet been
implemented.

This allowed them to independently conceptualize their ideas as

to the logical sequence of activities.

Once the initial PMS documents were

prepared, the group sought more detailed information from project personnel.
With this information, Output Networks were prepared that traced the history
of the

project.

TIlE> Output Networks were not at the level of detail needed

for project management monitoring of activities and, therefore, were labelled as
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Level 2 Networks.

The historical data available did not allow the development of

a more detailed network.
network.

The Level 2 Networks were combined into a consolidated

At this point the group compared the initial Master Network with

the historical network and thus was able to anal,yze the actual sequence of

activities against the group's initial conceptualization of the project.

This

was viewed by the group as a vRluable exercise in evaluating achievement.

The Simly Dam Project is divided into two major components:
and dam construction.

watershed management

The Project Manager of the construction work was not

aware of who was direct:tng the
completE:-d on the watershed.

wa.t~rsh€'d

management nor how much work had been

These two project components are :i.ndepGndent of each

other i.n regard to l!lanagement ~ although both are conducted under the auspices of

the CDA.
level.

They are viewed together only at a superior program management
The group was critical of the poor coordination of these two

components.

Visits were made by the group to both the watershed catchment area and the
construction works.

on the group.

The vlork currently in progress made a positive impression

The tour of the construction works was given by a spokesman

for the contractor (Mechanized Construction of Pakistan, Limited, MCPL),
who explained the reasons for the past project delays and gave his appraisal
of the current state of progress.

He indicated that the current major

constraint was the unavailability of foreign exchange, which did not allow
for the acquisition of the necessary earth moving machinery.

He said that

if foreign exchange were made available, construction work could be completed
by December 1977.
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The Project Director of Simly Dam, Mr. Khattak, is also the CDA Director
of Water and Sewage.

"

He is, therefore, able to give only part of his time to

the management of the Simly Dam Project and does not monitor the project
in a detailed manner.

The actual monitoring of the project is the task of the

Project Consultant, WAPDA, an ,organizatiOn which is responsible for public
utilities, and like MCPL, is in the public sector.

The group learned from

the WAPDA Technical Officer that the contractor had not been reliable, and
efforts to change contractors had failed due to higher level political
decisions.

Without authority to change contractors and with the current

contract, ,,,hich has no penalty clauses, there is no accountability of the
contractor to CDA.

According to the WAPDA Technical Officer, the contractor

makes very little effort to maintain the expected rate of progress, delays
are commonplace; and CDA does not have the means to speed up the work.

The

group agreed with the Technical Officer that the utility of a monitoring and
reporting system, such as the group was preparing, would be slight, considering
these constraints.

The group consequently lost int<"'cst in developing a

management system for this project, and the level

(>

'.'ffort of the group

diminished sharply.

Subsequent activities revolved around the development of a Level 3 Network
for the remaining project activities and the creation of appropriate reporting
documents.

When this network was completed, Level 3 project staff were invited

to scrutinize the network and make suggestions for improvement.
managers were also invited, and they
reported to them.
to attend.

con~ented

Some Level 2

on the events that they wished

Unfortunately not all of the key Level 2 personnel were able

Two critical factors--the renlaining project activities being few and

not of a complicated nature and the unaccountability of the contractor--
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resulted in a lack of interest both by the group and by the proj ect and
program staff in making the necessary effort to see a new project management
system implemented in the Simly Dam Proj eet.

Hmvever, the group finished the

,.

system development exercises and presented their recommendations.

3.
a.

Descriptton of the Projeet
and the Wo.rk G1.'OUP
.

__

~""T"

~

~~_,_~._-

The University of Islamabad, a federal development

project~

was selected

by the Planning Commission for a test of the applicability of the PMS o
The Universi ~y was estaiJl:tshed as a

It

seat of learning" for science

technology at the Post-graduate level by the National Assembly.

and

The growth

of the University during its first three or four years was devoted to assembling

initial staff, planning for future

development, and establishing an admin-

istrative structure to carry out the work.

Initially in rented space, equipment

was assembled, teaching began, and construction of permanent quarters was

pnshed forward.

Tne University now consists of about 200 faculty members,

30 administrators, and a dozen buildings.

Nearly 900 scholars were

granted degrees in 1975 in about 16 fields of study.

The work group, composed of eight participants of the PHS 'seminar, consisted
of economics graduates working in the Planning Commission, both federal and
provincial, an accountant, several program planners and evaluators. an operations

research and systems specialist, an engineer from the University project
directorate, and the Planning and Development Officer of the University.
latter

is

The

directly under the Vi,ce Chancellor in all matters concerning planning

and funding of

,.

the University and was the yice Chancellor's official representativ
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in the work group so that it became an ad hoc extension of the University
for the application of the PMS.

After a three-week training period (lectures, workshop practice sessions, etc,),
the "70rk group working from the PC··! "Scheme for Development of the University
of Islamabad, Phase II" (Part I: Short-Term Requirements--1974-'75 to 1975-76),
dated October 1974, and an earlier (1973) document of similar nature, began
to dissect and reassemble tbe University on paper.

b.

Analysis of the Development Project

The documentation available provided a basis for elaborating a Logical Framework
only in the most general terms.

At.otal plan'for .the development project needed

to be developed by the work group.

The University was described by criteria

or indicators applicable to each major component, taking the year 1980 as the
target date for a complete functioning university.

The Logical Framework:> at the Master and Output levels, were elaborated.
Initially no distinction was made between the functions of the components of
the University as an operating organism and the functions as a development project.
As this distinction b"came clear the

~gical

Frameworks slowly took proper shape.

There were considerable difficulties in capturing the complexities of the
University's manifold and interlocking authority, approval, and execution
systems.

The University is a self-governing organism and has multiple intangible

objectives.

This exercised to the utmost the capabilities of the work group members
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In the initial weeks of the seminar"

c.

Networks

With the clarj.fication and specification of the outputs, sUboutputs, and
the detailed quantity and quality indicators needed--professors, equipment,
buildings, other staff t.

etc~--the

net\'lOrks for each component of the Uni.vRrsity

were developed; a separate subgroup for each component.

various key people at the University
dev~lopment

pl~ovided

Interviews with

a basis for Checking the logical

of the various components in the network at Levels 2 and 3.

The integration of the separate component networks into a sj,ngle l,evel 2 Network

was a major feat

o

The time relations for activities and events were based on

past development and constituted mOdels for future projections to 1980.
The complexity of the Level 2 Network was a result of the multiple parallel
paths the departments followed., each at a pace of its own.

It was recognized very clearly by the worl, group that' representing this

University's development,as it has occurred up to the present, was a valid part
of the exercise even though it did not constitute an ideally organized project.
F~rther

work is expected to articulate this realization with a replanning of the

University development as a project discrete from the operation of the University.

Some six or seven detailed networks were developed successively for portions of
the University development, each refining further the transition of conceptualizati
from a structure

defi~ed

by persons with official status, rank, and authority

to an organization described by activities pnd achievable targets.

In other

words; to analyze the University as a project with a purpose, it had to be
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described as a sequeatia1 series of actions rather than a pyramid of
titles.

The networks presented very difficult problems both for showing logical
dependencies and for clean graphic representation.

The work group was

forced to devise "shorthand" techniques, not usually found in less complex
projects, to represent repeated activities.

Many events, each removed

in time from the establishment of the Syndicate as the approving authority,
were ·10gica11y d'=pendent on that authority and also dependent on many
other intervening events.

d.

Work Breakdmm

In developing the work breakdown and coding system preparatory to a
fully integrated resource management system including the cost analysis
and reporting systerrl, the work group recognized how far they were transcending the present capabilities of both the University administration
and of the higher management levels for managing and monitoring this
project.

Ultimately the resource management exercise benefited greatly from the
intensive effort put into clarifying the logic of the project and paid
off in the simplicity of concepts for cost allocation in project
development.
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e.

Recapitulation of Steps

The steps in the testing of the appl.ication of the PMS to the University of
Islamabad were:
1.

Transformatlon of the.

i.ntangib~e

objeetives descrihed in the

PO-I fol:' the University into a clearly defined purpose with
objectively verifiable :i.ndicators;

2.

Transformation of the activities of components of the University,
usually described in ceremonial tcr:..;;.s,. into operationally e.xplicit

terms which could be related to the purpose in a set of log'ical
steps;

3.

Defining the major components (six outputs) of the project,
distinguishing between development and operation of the
University;

4.

5.

Identifying the necessary resources (inputn) in money, manpower,
equipment, buildJ.ng ~ services, etc~ ~ for each component;
Integrating Steps 1 to 4 into a Logical Fr.amework with vertical

and horizontal logic;
6.

Parallel construction of the Level 2 Network (including subnetworks)

and of output Logical Frameworks;
7.

Drafting and redrafting the Level 3 Networks to show initial
developrilent of the acade'mic departments and their subsequent
elaboration into ;fa.culties;

8.

Construction of a work breakdown structure for coding resources
used by activities and the develo~uent of the code pattern for cost
center accounting in the Level 2 Network;

9.

Identification of majol' reporting points for Levelland Alpha
Networks;

10.

f.

Design of achievement and exception reporting forms and specific
reporting structure.

Remarks

One innovation in networking a~ applied to development projects is particularly
worth highlighting.

When the cost breakdo1.u of an academic department was

analyzed it was realized that the costs of activities in the development network
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needed an arbitrary time allocation.

For example, the first year of the

Chairman's salary "hould be allocated to development costs instead of
operating costs.

This can be generalized to be applicable to other

development activities as well.
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B.

Participant Response, Conclusions, and Hecommendations

This section was prepared by representatives from each workshop and
presents the YlOrkshops I reactions to PHS.

1.

Views and Recommendations of Gr0'-!E...:9.':_RE.~££'lt~£....t!L
. P.ll.-Plenary Session

~August

8, 1975-----

a)

Vertical Log.is. which is a summary of proj ect design emphasizing
the results expected when a project is successfully completed.

b)

Horizontal Lo~~ which clarifies what is to be produced and
the evidence that will signal success.

Moreover, some things important to project success which are outside the
control of the Project Manager or Executing Agency/Development organizations
are very clearly mentioned as important assumptions.

may be vital to the success of the project.

SOIDe of the assumptions

Besides other agencies which

are involved in the development of the project are also mentioned.

The Logical Framework approach not only spells out the necessary and
sufficient conditions for achieving each level in the vertical logic (GPOT)
but through horizontal logic it also enables the evaluation team to compare
actual accompli.shment to a given project level against planned objectives.
Thus, it is a good tool for evaluation of the project.

Networking Techniques based on LogFrame will be helpful in implementation
of the project.

It will not only be useful for the Project Manager but also

for the planners and programmers.
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The Project Manager will know in advance as to what activities are on
critical path and Ca'Zll1ot be delayed.

Moreover) the concurrent activities,.

precedence activities and following activities with slack time if any,
would be in the knowledge of the Project Manager and he will be able to
monitor and control the implementation

of

the project better than in a

situation "hen hardly any time schedule is followed.

Project Manager

will be able to takE! some corrective actions "hich ,,,ill savo cost overruns
or timE! overruns or both.

It will also enable the planners and

progr~lmers

to know as to what allocation will be necessary in the annual development
programme for a project in order to ensure that it is completed without
delay and cost overruns are avoided to a great extent "hich may be due
to capitalization of interest during extended periods of execution and
inflationary pressures.

The Exception Report- will not only highlight the problems/difficulties
in
.
advance but will signal that some target is in danger of being missed or
already missed with suggestions for overcoming the problem, etc.

It will

enable the next level of management to take appropriate decision/action in
order to prevent further difficulties and bottlenecks.

Recommendations

1.

Coordination cell in the Planning Division, Government of Pakistan to·
sort out issues and problems with various agencies involved in the
project which are not under the control of the project manager/executing
agencies.
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2.

Strengthening of monitoring and evaluation sections in the administrative
ministries and planning division of the Government of Pakistan.

3.

Strengthening of planning departments and evaluation departments in
the development agencies iFi Pakistan.

4.

Identification of data elements, data collection methods which is least
costly and data analysis plan for evaluation of project.

5.

Training of planners, programmers, project managers and field
operators in developlnent organizations will be a must for :success of
this new system of project planning, monitoring and evaluation.

6.

The use of computer for monitoring and evaluation of new big projects
will be

un~voidable.

However, in case of such projects, the use of

computers ,,,ill not be economical.
7.

The costing system will be vital for each project which then new
concepts are tried because without controlling cost of various activities
it will not be of much use.

8.

The new system of project design and evaluation should be adopted on
a few projects in the country in the first instance in order to see if
appreciation and utility in our country.

'Shortcomings of the Course
1.

The durection of the course was too long and it could be completed in
1 1/2 months.

Lots of time was wasted in collecting data and information

from the Management of Mustehkam Cement Ltd.

No participation from

project people handicapped the participants in working better.
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2.

The "Management of Resources" was not covered in detail and only
one lecture was given.

3.

The case study was based on an expansion project--expansion of
Mustehkam Cement Ltd., Hattar.

As a matter of fact alot of things

involved in a new project could not be covered in the exercise.

2.

Findings of GrouE-"D"

In the beginning of this training course we were given to understand
that after going through the PCl concepts for project design managmenet
and evaluation, there may perhaps be some additions and alterations in the
existing revised PC-l for which is being used

~s

a tool for project

designing/identification for purposes according approval to development
projects.

Now after going through this course we are of the opinion that

it does not provide relevant information on more comprehensive lines as
compared to PC-l form.

For example, the LogFrame (PCr concepts) provides information only on the

investment aspects of a development project but does not identify the
financial returns from the investment in question.
is fully taken care of by the revised PC-I form.

Whereas this aspect
Thus, LogFrame (PC I concept)

does not provide any basis for addition or alternation of revised PC-l form.
It may be noted here that both the LogFrame and PC-I form are dependent
for their proper preparation on the data contained in feasibility report
of a project.

Hence annexing of the LogFrame with the PC-I form will not

provide any additional information.
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As noted above the LogFrame does not provide information on the financial
returns from an investment.

Hence i t cannot be regarded as a good tool

for according approval to a development project.

In the course of training, PCI introduced another tool--namely networking
for undertaking effective monitoring and evaluation of a development project
both during and after execution.

In the training course the PCI have laid

emphasis on the following aspects of networking:
1.

Logical sequence of the activities.

2.

Timing of the activities.

3.

M/E of the physical aspects only of the events resulting from
different activities.

The PCI have not provided any concrete guidance on the following pivitol
aspects of the project:
1.

Financial,

2.

Manpower,

3.

Resource Phasing.

The networking however, could be adopted as M/E tool, during implementation
of a development project provided the above noted resource aspects are
included in its scope.

The group visualizes that i f this tool is adopted for M/E it will involve
substantial resources in terms of funds and trained manpower in·order to
strengthen the existing planning units/cells for fruitful implementation
of the system.
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The quality of the training imparted by PCI was quite satisfactory during
the first four weeks in particular and during the remaining seven weeks
in general.

The entire course eould have been completed in four weeks

or in six weeks at the best.

3.

Vie,,, of GrouLU": University of Islamabad

The process of appraisal/approval of development projects proposed to be
located in the publie sector, partieularly in the context of developing
economy, plays a pivotal role in attainment of its .professed objectives and
overall growth rate.

The Framework and techniques of LogFrame analysis

developed by the PCI group aims at facilitating the very mechanism governing
the processing/appraising/approving development projects.

In the first place, the LogFrame analysis helps the sponsoring agency to
go in for their particular project/set of projects for which adequate
information both in terms of both quantity and quality at levels of inputs
(IOPG), outputs, purpose and goal is available or can easily be made
available.

The system, therefore, is of tremendous help to sponsoring agency

in determining what particular proj ect/proj ects would qualify to be drawn
up or has the potential of surviving the rigorous tests applied to quantify
result and gains in terms of time and quality.

A large number of projects

would therefore automatically stand discarded with the sponsoring agency/
department and as such approval according agencies like the PDWP, CDWP,
Ec/NEC would be able to devote time to projects which are really merritorious
and are well drawn up; providing all essential information going in to approval
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of projects.

The LogFrame analysis has the characteristic feature of

equiping the project manager with tools helpful in conceiving the project
in as clear terms as possible right from its inception to completion.

The LogFrame technique spells out in the, logical and rationalized way various
steps involved before moving to the next higher pedestal.

The analysis

clearly establishes the relationship between the magnitudes of inputs and
output.

Where particular level of output in what particular period of time

would need what particular inputs in quantitative and qualitative terms form
the hard core of the mechanism.

The assured supply of inputs at both the

implementation and post-implementation which goes as key factor to signal
. . successful completion 'implementation of the project as stands this high-

lighted and squarely focused.

The approach has. the potency of identifying

in objective terms the various levels of output on the basis of given
availability of inputs.

This in turn helps the approval according agency

to appraise things in realistic perspective.

The system therefore

concentrates and relies heavily on selection of raw material (quality,
quantity, time wise) in signalling success of the project.

The other salient feature of the mechanism relates to funding aspect of
each activity, if possible, or the proposed milestone.

The approach offers

tremendous help to finance and planning division to determine the cost
on factual, scientific and rationalized bases.
eliminate the waste of

resour~es

This therefore, helps to

identifying what particular activity/

milestone should be rated really essential for the project and should go
backed by the provision of necessary funds.

At the same time, the initiation

and completion of activity within the stipulated facility to carry out the
evaluation done at a later stage.
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Resource Management:

With all advantages stated above, the fundamental

question whether existing PC-I should be replaced or not remain unresolved.
The introduction of LogFrame techniques would imply that existing tools
in use like cost-benefit ratio, capital output ratio, net present worth
of the project, internal rate of return of the project, breakeven point
analysis, are felt being deficient in

would need to be replaced.

certa~n

respects and that these

The deficiencies of the existing tools have

got to be spelled out at length and in what particular way the present
approach proposes to make up the deficiencies and offer improvements

I

have to be looked into before replacing the PC-I.
and evaluation,

hovll~ver,

For implementation

the approach can serve useful purpose and

qualifies to be introduced in our system.
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C.

PCI Conclusions

1.

Divergence from

Origina~lan

The original plan was to provide concentrated traini.ng to a group of
approximately 30 participants for a period of one month, following
which all project-related participants would work at project sites to
implement these concepts for the selected "case" proj ects.

The

participants were to be selected from the "case" project staff and
from the Planning Commission.

However, a decision was made to change

the criteria for selection of participants with the new approach being
towards a more fully representative range of i..ndividuals to provide
a cross-sec.tion of organizations.

This mix of organizations gave the

seminar access to a broad source of skill, viewpoints, and ideas to

apply to PMS developmQnt.
2.

Diversity of Projects
There was' also diversi.ty in the types of projects used as "case"
projects.

The University project represented a mix of both a capital

project (construction of the University) and a social project (education).
The

~am

project was both a capital project (construction of dam) and an

agricultural project (watershed management).

The MCL Expansion project

was a capital project in the industrial sector.

This mix of "case"

projects provided a more comprehensive learning experience for the
trainees and a better understanding of PMS requirements for system
development.
3.

Timl:rtJ); of_S-",mi..nar
The timing of the seminar was not ideal for attracting the highest
quality participants.

The seminar began during the final month of the
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GOP fiscal year, and many of tlwpeople uho were. best
"
qualified for
seminar participation were needed for !,uelget preparation in their
organizations. However, the high caliber of a number of participants
was impressive.
4.

Absence of Proje~!Staif
The workshop gronps that developed PMS for

of the case projects

t,lO

wasted considerable time and effort obtaining information needed for
PMS development due to the lack of direct seminar participation on
the part of the staff of these two projects.

This absence of project-

related personnel in the workshop groups affected the morale of these
two groups as the participants were not getting direct and timely
feedback regarding the interest of project managers in using PMS.

There

was also a question as to whether the system could be adopted by these
projects if no staff members were undergoing thorough training in
PMS techniques.
5.

Participant Contrib_~~ion
The duration of the workshops was increased from the time initially
envisaged· by PCI.

The change was made to accommodate the time period

that the participants had

con~itted

to the seminar in accordance with

their invitations from the Planning Commission.

All of the participants

had been invited to spend 11 weeks in the seminar although initially
it was thought that only project-related people would stay for the duration.
This change resulted in an increased contribution to system
on the part of the participants.

develop~ent

However, these people did not have

direct responsibilities within the ease projects, and their.
interest in assisting in the management of these projects was less than
that required for fully effective participation.
>
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6.

Seminar Duration

The eight-week period was too long to spend developing PMS for two of
the three case projects (Simly Dam and MeL Exp'ansion) and just slightly
longer than necessary for the University project, which was a larger
and more complicated project than the other two.

The work was accomplished

more rapidly than planned because (1) the participants grasped the
PHS concepts quickly and (2) with more people than planned participating
in the workshops, more of the activities could be conducted in
parallel.

However, as mentioned above, some time was lost due to the

lack of direct participation of project personnel.
7.

Addition of Resource Management
It had not been made clear initially that changes in the components
of PMS would he made for the case projects as needed during the course
of the seminar.

This created some confusion when the Resource Management

component was added near the end of the seminar.
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PROJECT lolANAGEMENT AND PMS CONCEPTS

-,-----

The introduction of the project COnC0pt for development activities entails nlajor
changes in several a.reas of management concern. . Records, reports, controls,

planning, etc., that are characteristic of program management are used
differently under project management.

These differences need to be contrasted as clearly as pos"ible so that the
im~lications

of the project concepts are understood.

Most management systems used in government and business today can be identified
as program administration.

The emphasis is placed on procedures for carrying on

regular and repeated operations of the organization.

Whatever the area of

activity, work is organized and reported upon in about the same fashion as the
use of materials or other resources.

The focus of attention of management is on

the rates at which daily, weekly, etc., activities, materials, and funds flow
through the organization.

Whether the organization is profit-oriented, or a

public service or a military organization the normal methods of administration are

employed: general ledger bookkeeping, inventories, work force reports, balance
of debits and credite"

etc.

Various

'taining or increasing efficiency:

strater:,~es

have been developed for main-

cost accounting, perpetual inventories, cash-

credit ratios, quality controls, and others, have built upon and improved different
aspects of administration.

Since the 1930s there has grown up a set of related professional specialties which
have analyzed the organizational characteristics of business, government bureaus, and
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the like.

They have identified certain styles of management as more

appropriate than others to the principal objectives or organizations .. The
questions that are raised in this kind of analysis have often led to profound
changes in the perspective of organizers and administrators.

For example,

traditionally libraries were organized around the central concept of a library
as a stock or repository of books.

The methods of cataloguing, storing, and

protecting the books reflected tllis concept and the convenience of the library
staff.

A change in the concept to one emphasizing the use of books as sources

of information led to open stacks, detailed cross-referencing by subject matter,
and other innovations which were ardently resisted by librarians of several
generations ago.

Organizational analysis demonstrated that some activities can be more effectively
carried out when the working unit is separated from the routine administration
and organized as a project.

The normal and presumably effective preoccupations

of management are subordinated to a different management perspective pertinent
to the project alone.

Project oTganization is usually applied only to non-repeated

undertakings such as research, development, major construction, and the like.
The internal organization of the project is different from normal administration
and can be variable depending on the objectives.

Most important, however,

is the fact that the management of the project is conducted in a manner
different from normal administration.

Records, reports, control strategies,

tools, processes, etc., of the project are not derived from standard operating
procedures but are.selected or designed with reference to the needs of the
project and its specific limited objective.
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PrOjects have two characteristics which make them. very different from routine
administration:

(1) projects are designed to provide for measures of results

which are independent of their internal management's reporting and control
system

and (2) projects permit operations to cross jurisdictional lines and

to be governed according to rules and regulations specifically designed to
optimize their own purposes.

The contrasts betwe'3n program and project styles of organizations and management
are illustrated in Figure V-I.

It is important to Inake explicit the differences between program administration
and project managemnt in order to establish the framework for effective use
of project management.

This is particularly true when project management is

an unaccustomed s.tyle.

Very often components of the program administration

system are retained and imposed on the project system distorting the logic,
around which the project is:developed.

It is worthwhile examining crucial management processes as they apply to
projects.

Figure V-'2 shows that a project's design with its dynamic inter nal

logic and structure is consistent with project purpose but does not follow the
program administration pattern of management processes.

This, it should be

emphasized, does not detract from the role of the approval authority.

On the

contrary the project approval establishes a specialized system of management
processes specifically for the purposes of the project.

Certain patterns can,be

developed for projects in which similar resources, activities, and objectives are
found.

It is incumbent upon the approval authority to establish whatever

combination of specialized and previously standardized procedures and regulations

for governing project management as is appropriate in each project.
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FIGURE V-l:

CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS OF OPERATIONS AND PROJECTS

OPERATIONS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Orientation or
Style

Steady or cruising rates of
production

Research, development, experimentation, one
time activities, major construction, new
technology applications

Design

Optimization of efficiency by
simplified repetitive actionS
(Bar Charts)

Lqgically dependent steps, actions, and times
organized for specific limited purpose
(Networks)

Reporting

Periodic reports; time,
materials, labor, funds as
used, inventories, production

Episodic: Achievement or completion of steps,
exceptions, warnings, changes in assumed
conditions, periodic recapitulations,& reviews

:J

Budgeting

By organizational unit, subunit

-

By logical steps, milestones, specific
activities

Accounting

Cash flows, capital investment,
credit ratios, cost allocation

Success Criteria

Profit or loss, sales, units ,
of work accomplished
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FIGlJ'RE V-2:

MANAGEMENT PROCESSES APPLIED TO

OPER4.TIONS

PROCESSES

Approval
"'tl

iil
o

AND PROJECTS

OPER4.TIONS
Granted annually for continued
operation with possible modifi~
cations. Different approval bodies
for different aspects

PROJECTS

I

Granted once on the basis of total
design of logically interlinked

steps toward achievement of purpose,
single approval body

::!:

o

tI>

Control and

o
o

Review

Periodic examination'and appraisal
of performance

Predetermined by project design as
indicators of major events

::l

Funds

-

Regular flow established on basis
of level of operations

Scheduled in project design at time
of approval

Reporting

Periodic, timed to reflect regular
use of resources and performance

Scheduled in project design, showing
achievement of milestones or exceptions
any time performance is threatened

Evaluation

Normally follows yearly summary
for approval renewal

Evaluation for feasibility prior to
approval and then scheduled by design
for critical events to ensure
responsiveness to problems

Resource
lfanagement

General accounting procedures
and reports

Activity paced resource allocation
based on designed performance steps

o

CD
"0
( Jl

::l

o

o
....
"0
o

-

iil
CD

Q.

$6-

1
<II
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There is a tendency in instituting project management to overlook the
unexpressed

assu~ptions

which underlie either the program administration or

the project management system.

These assumptions apply to the performance

of work, methods of contracting, standards and specific actions, jurisdicti onal
prerogatives,. and many others.

As an example there are agricultural projects which have as their outputs
increased productivity and farmer's income.
appear to be crucial:

Two elements in the problem

water management and the marketing structure.

Examination

of the situation showed that the area of the water basin for irnigation did not
coincide with the area for the marketing pattern.
jurisdictions of the two ministries were involved.

discovered that farmer's

Clearly different areas in the
More important it was

use of water did not ..depend on his knowledge or

motivation for improved practices but was regulated by the water officer whose
distribution practices were governed by a detailed manual of regulations about
water use that had been prepared according to the most enlightened scientific
knowledge of about 80 years ago.

No one was actively obstructing progress but

the projects ignored the fact that water use was dependent upon an elaborate
on-going system of administration with different preoccupations and unexpressed
assumptions.

This example illustrates the kind of problems that Occur when undertaking to
introduce change for development and improvement.
to administrative practices

o~

Reality does not conform

bureaucratic jurisdictions.

Moreover, there are

incorporated in the fabric of operation administration, accepted definitions of
authority and responsibility that constrain the conduct of a project.

To

break through these constraints deliberately by organizing a project around a

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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limited purpose means that the ultimate reference is the reality in which the
project operate~ and that setting aside normal rules aud regulations requires an
analysis of the implications for the project purpose.

To bring together the points that have been examined under the concept of
style of management:
sufficient

Project management focuses on logically necessary and

activiti.~s,

resources, and management practices required' to

accomplish a particular limited purpose.

Operating administration focuses on

standard operating procedures, activities, and resources that are needed for
continued operation of routine 'services, production, information, and the
lil,<e.

Each is appropriate to certain situations, problems, and' ,purposes, but they
are not interchangeable.'

The GOP Project Management System as defined during PCI's Phase II activities
is here summarized in terms of the following concepts:
A.

Overall System Concepts

B.

Logical Framework

C. ,Networking and Scheduling
D.

Resource

Management

E.

Achievement and Exception Reporting

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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A.

Overall System Concepts

The PMS is less a system in the sense of people and machinery than it is the
application of certain key concepts between two levels of management.

The

system focuses on the relationship between the project manager and his
superiors.

However, the reporting rules between superior and subordinate

are in eSSence the" same regardless of management level.

The system assumes that

for each manager participating in this system there can be:

•

A Logical Framework expressing his manageable interest, purpose,' and goal;

•

A network for· the project showing the til.e phasing and ,logical interdependence
of all'activities 'required to produce the outputs on the Logical Framework.

Based upon the existence of this plauning information, each subordinate level
of management then identifies ,for his superiors:

•

A set of selected "key" events that provides the basis for achievement
reporting (that is, at the time that a key event is scheduled for
completion, a report must be generated to indicate the nature and
level of accomplishment);

•

Those subordinate events upon which exception reports will be
based (that is, there will be a report if and only if the date,
quality, or quantity targets are missed).

Included among the key events so identified will be "special reports"--usually
evaluation reports.

Such special reports normally would be developed in antici-

pation of and to support decision points in the project.

A decision point is

of course any point where the logic of the project in terms of inputs, outputs,
or purpose, should be reconsidered in terms of either restructuring of the project
or reallocation of project resources to other objectives.
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Based upon the planning package and recommended reporting approach presented
to him, the superior level manager establishes "his own" project network that
consists of the key
events that he may

,~vents
d,~em

identified by the project manager anll/or key

to be of particular interest to him, plus additional

reports--usually keyed to decisions--that he may require.

The system excludes

periodic reporting poor se, although it is possible for superior levels of managem.,nt to
require periodic evaluations (say every Ii! months) to assure them that the
project is in fact on course and promises to meet goal-level objectives.

In

recognition of the fact that information also consumes r.esources, particularly
the, scarce resources of good managers and analysts, there is a burden on the superior
level manager to clearly specify the information he needs and why he
needs it.

~'he

subordinate level manager also indicates the information he

will require regarding progress of other projects and activities upon which
the success of his, project depends.

These are usually the assumptions noted

in the Logical Framev/ork, the assessment of which may require additional
allocation of information gathering resources.

The superior level manager then retains the planning package as developed by
his subordinate, with a clear understanding that the subordinate will actually
monitor project activities at the level shown in that package.

He (the superior)

actually monitors thE' project ,based only upon the key events he has selected.
It is normal and frequently desirable to have, especially at middle levels of

management, the superior and subordinate using the same network with the
exception that the kE'y events 'selected by the superior are represented by different
symbols to facilitate, their identification.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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The PAIS requires utilization of the above planning and reporting requirements
only at the project level.

However, these concepts are indefinitely extendable

both "downward" and ttupward."

Based upon this dialogue between the two levels of management, a reportIng
schedule has been established to include three types of reports generated by the
system:

~n

•

Achievement Reports

•

Exception Reports

•

Special Reports'

achievement report indicates the quality, quantity, and time of accomplishing

a pre-specified key event.

An exception report indicates one of the following two conditions:
A key event (an event on the superior's network for the project) is
in danger of being missed, which constitutes a yellow flag report.
ThIs normally signifIes that an event immediately subordinate to a
key event has been missed.
o

A key event has been missed which constitutes a "red" flag report.

'Special reports should normally include an assessment of progress at each
of the four levels of the project (input, output, purpose, and goal), a
determination of the congruence of that relationship, and an extrapolation as to
the level and probability of success.

Representative formats of achievement and exceptions reports are shown in
Appendix A of this report.
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It is recommended, rnlt it is not a requirement of the system, that:
1,

The problem causing an exception report be given the same level
and degree of attention by management as the project itself
receives, This is' appropriate in that the success of the
project depends on the resolution of that problem,

2,

After a red flag report has been generated, management.
will review and reanalyze the project just as though it were
a new projeet.
Once the problem has been analyzed and
a solution accepted, then the network will be modified
accordingly and the rescheduled event (which was originally
missed) returns to the normal flow of reporting and if
achieved on time, is reported on an achievement basis,

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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B.

Logical Framework

The Logical Framework approach assumes that development projects are instruments
of change:

that they were selected from among alternative instruments as the

potentially most cost-effective approach to achieving a desired, beneficial
result.

Our approach accepts the uncertainty inherent in all development

projects by explicitly identifying the nature of the uncertainty,' the' ,development
hypothesis.

On the basis of demonstrated application to 'hundreds of social

and economic development projects, we believe that the concepts are both
tactically and strategically sound.

It is convenient to think of the Logical Framework in terms of two types of
'thought processes:

•

A vertical- logic that clarifies why a project is undertaken
(project design)

•

A horizontal logic that clarifies what is to be produced and
the evidence that will signal SUCCess (evaluation).

1.

The Vertical Logic of the Logical Framework

Goal, purpose, outputs, and inputs characterize a project and are linked by'
a· set of hypotheses.

Good project design requires that at each level in the vertical logic, the
stated conditions be those necessary and sufficient to achieve the objective(s)
at the next higher level.
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Recognizing both that the full set of necessary an!! sufficient conditions
must be indicated at each level

and that many things important to project

success may be outside the project's control or influence, the Logical
Framework requires that the project manager identify the key assumptions he
must make

to postulate success of his project.

That is, he must explicitly

identify the factors beyond his influence that will affect success of his
project.

Thus, the B.ssumptions abou t a project are often the focus of

dialogue between the project manager and next levels of management.

Having characterized the project as a set -of linked hypotheses, it is important
to note that there is a significant difference between input-to-output linkage
and the other higher linkages.

We can expect the project manager to use

appropriately the input resources to produce the outputs; he is accountable
for results.

However, it is his best judgment--a hypothesis shared with his

higher levels of management--that outputs will, in fact, result in the
purpose.

Based on this view, the manager accepts personal accountability for

producing outputs;
term.

he is a project manager in the contemporary sense of the

However, in postulating that those outputs will be sufficient to realize

the purpose, he is a development scientist.

He is held accountable for the

quality of his analysis and judgment--not for the purpose-level results.

By separating the convent! onal management role from that of development
scientist--with the project as an experiment in development--we set the
framework for a candid and objective evaluation.

Thus, the Logical Framework

not only clarifies Why projects are undertaken, but also fosters the objective
and analytical sorting of evidence that will be required by later evaluations.
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2.

Objective Vaification:

The Horizontal

Lo~

Having clarified the basic design of a project in terms of inputs, outputs,
purpose, and goal--why the effort is being undertaken--the Logical Framework
demands that

the project team identify the evidence required to demonstrate

accomplishment.

We use the term "horizontal logic" because experience shows

that defining the evidence required to demonstrate a given event clarifies the
nature of the event itself.

Specifically, the horizontal logic demands that at each of.the conceptual
levels in the Logical Framework the project team must make explicit:
.0

o

Objectively verifiable indicators that will demonstrate that the
desired result has been realized
Means of verification-~specificmechanisms through which
·accompHshment will be objectively verified

It is important to note that objective verification does not necessarily mean

.quantification.

Moreover, the two-step clarification of evidence--identifying

first the indicator and subsequently the means of verifieation--is specifically
introduced to encourage project teams to measure that which is important, rather
than that which is easily measured.

Recognizing the limitations of single indicators for measuring complex
change, the Logical Framework encourages using multiple indicators to verify
success at the purpose level.

To clarify the project's purpose for planning and evaluation, project designs
can be displayed in summary form using the Logical Framework matrix.
framework displays the interlocking concepts that clarify

~a

The

project is

being undertaken and states specifically what will be done to achieve the desired
result.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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C.

Networking and Scheduling

Networking is the graphic display of the sequence and the interdependence of
activities and events in a development project.

As a project planning tool, networking

will increase confidence in the design of a project.

The Logical Framework

states the resources and activities that are necessary for the desired outputs
to be produced.

Networking then illustrates how the reSources and activities

will be used to produce these outputs.

This exercise will bring to light some of

the constraints on project activities that were not previously evident.

Networking provides a bridge between project design and implementation.

Once

implementation has begun, the networks prov:j.de a' basis for monitoring proj ect
.progress.

Networking also facUi tates the reporting of progress to higher

level management by making explicit the timing and 'nature of reports.

The networks

allow for·a more proper management of resources by providing a format to
show management where resourCeS are needed, when they are needed, and how much is
needed.

Finally, the networics provide a basis for evaluating achievement.

Quantity and

quality targets of llchievement at various critical points of time are clearly
stated.

1.

Critical Path

The elapsed time for each activity on a network, that is, the time required
for the completion of each activity, is shown.

The longest time path of

activity from the beginning to the completion of a project is called the
Critical Path.

This is the minimum time period required to complete the project.
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An increase in the time period necessary to complete any activity on the
critical path will result in at least an equal increase in the time required
to complete the project.

Activities and events lying on the critical path

arc therefore generally monitored more closely than other activities and
events.

2.

Slack

The period by which activities can be delayed without affecting total project
duration is called slack.

When the slack time is known, project management can

delay commencement of an activity with slack for any period of time up to the
full slack period of the activity in order to economize on the allocation
of resources.

Tlirough~

networking,project managsnentcan receive various reports beyond the

previously mentioned episodic achievement/exception reports.

Some of the more intensive reports which would be needed for project analysts
and scheduling woul d be:
1.

Listing of all activities, in activity number sequence, to be
used as a reference to obtain information regarding any activity;

2.

Listing of all events, in event number sequence, to be used as
a reference to obtain information regarding any event;

3.

Listing of all activities in chronological sequence of start date
or completion date;

4.

Listing of all activities in order of decreasing slack. This will
give management an immediate picture of where the scheduling and
resource allocation flexibility lies in the project;

5.

Listing of all activities on the critical path and/or all events
on the critical path.
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These types of reports will facilitate project management in evaluating'
alternatives in Scheduling and resource reallocations. - The reports can be
generated on a selective basis after making any modification to the network
and w{ll show immediately the schedule/cost- impact' of the modification.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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D.

Resource Management

In discussing reSource management it is important to address two basic
conceptual issues.

The first such issue is one that has been raised on a number of occasions
by some of the GOP participants in the Phase II activities.

TIleir position

is that the lack of sufficient reSources available to get the job done
represents a fundamental constraint on system utilization.

The

conclusion

they Seem to be drawing from this is that any system that does not increase
the level of resourCes available is not useful.

It is PCI's position, and it

is built into the system concept as it is presented here. that

the art of

management is exactly the art of maximizing the"value'added by use of
av",il"-'bleresourCes.

Resource. availability is always a constraint.

There

is never an infinitude of resources.

Further, examination of the so-called implementation gap sugg.ests that availability
of resources is not in fact the most critical problem facing the GOP.

Rather,

even in projects for which substantial resources are made available, the
purpose of any analysis is to highlight the opportunities for

optimi~ing

the pay-

back from our resource investments and to provide continuing oversight such
that those resources can be reallocated based upon increasing expected value
of alternative investments.

The second conceptual issue relating to reSOurces is that performance tracking
leads cost tracking.

That is, a project that is in trouble meeting its

performance targets becomes a project that has trouble meeting its expenditure
targets and living within its expenditure constraints. Therefore, an orientation
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to performance is th" most cost effective way of regarding information
allowing us to understand and predict probability of project success.

In short there is a ehoice between a result-oriented management system in
which management attention is oriented to performance with resource availability
as a constraint.

This is a clear alternative, consistent with our earlier

discussion that we are in fact talking about a change in management style
to an expenditure- and accounting-oriented trackti.P:K'sys<tem . . It is possible,
although expensive, to know everything there is to know about expenditure
patterns and even expenditure projections and know little or even

nothing

about the success Or failure of our projects in terms of their output, purpose,
and goal targets.

It is important to avoid the specious precision associated

with low level cost analysis, tracking, and reporting. The orientation should
be toward tracking of performance targets and to giving continuous attention
to the definition and redefinition of project and program objectives that are
consistent with the span of .control of management.
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E.

Achievement and Exception Reporting

The function of a good managemeht information system (MIS) is to provide
the right information to the right people at the right time.

TIle right

information is information that identifies a problem in a manner such that
it is actionable by the level of management to which the report is made.
This means that policy level management must be careful that it does not overwhelm
itself with data as opposed to information.

It is not appropriate to forward inforl

tion regarding progress or lack of progress at the lowest level of operations
to the highes.t levels of management.
schedule in some regard.

Virtually every project is behind

TIlus, a totally disaggregated system, in which

all information is b;rought to top ilevel management's attention, would simply
indicate that "all projects are behind schedule."

It is not necessary for an

information system to provide this kind of information.

One could save the

time and trouble and simply write a monthly report for the record saying exactly that--all projects· are behind schedule.

The job to be done then is to

report on those problems that are both important enough to be raised to the
management level receiving the report, in a manner such that a resolution
can be expected.

The achievement and exception reporting approach (discussed in A above) built i.nto
the PMS achieves those objectives.

It is keyed to and based on the orderly

delegation of responsibilties of accountability establdshed by the Logical
Framework approach

and, by requiring the maintenance of lower levels of

networks and schedules, .provides· the capability for immediate audit of management
performance at all levels of the· organization.
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SECTION VI
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF Po-I/PO-III AND PMS

A.

PO-I

The PO-I proforma, the form which is currently required for development
project approval by the Planning Commission, is a composite of elements
of different types o:f feasibility studies.

The uniform information demanded

for aU projects (e.I?:., industrial, agricultural, health, education, etc.> focpses
heavily on financial questions: capital costs breakdown, foreign exchange
and local currency requirements, cost of sales for first year, fixed and
variable costs, cash flow statement, profit-loss estimate for next five years,
and financial structure.

In addition, the PO-I demands a statement of project

objectives, a project description, and a justification.

Finally, technical

questions are also raised wIth respect to physical work schedule; manpower,
equipment, and material .requirements; estimate of demand for product or service,
and expected economic life of project.

Those who have submitted PO-Is view the form as a set of questions
which may satisfy

Planning Commission informational needs but

11
provide marginal ben.. U t to project execution-.

As a result of this, project

managers play only a limited role in the preparation of the PO-I: They usually
2/
appoint junior managE'rs to the task of completing the report-Consequently, a
constructive dialogUE' between project planners/managers and project approval
authori ties is impedE,d and an adversary relationship often results.
This conclusion was arrived at through discussions with Seminar participants
and project management from the three "case" projects.
In discussions with the Seminar participants, five individuals, all "junior"
level managers in their organizations, indicated that it is their responsibility
to prepare PO-Is on behalf of project managers.
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The Project Management System is composed of four basic elements:
1~

The Logical Framework--project formulation and evalaution
technique;

2.

Networking~~project

3.

Resour ce

scheduling and ·monitoring technique;

Mana.g~~ent--resource estimating,

budgeting, --,realloca tion,

and control;
4.

The Reporting Structure--information feedback mechanism which
provides the bas:Gt fol" project centrol, "realignment,1l and
reformulation ..

These techniques are not necessarily intended to replace the PO-I nor to add
an additional burden to the project cycle (formulation, appraisal,
execution, evaluation).

Instead, these tools can enhance the usefulness of

the PC-I for both project managers and the Planning Commission.

Between the

Logical Framework and networking, the major elements of the PO-I are pulled
together into a Goncise, integrated project plan which both validates project
design and facilitates project execution and control.

In some cases, the

information required for the Logical Framework is a summary of what is to be
Irovided in the PO- 1.

In other cases, the Logical Framework and networks are

more comprehensive than the PO-I;' Exhibits VI··l and VI-2 analyze the variations
between the PO-I and the fundamental components of the
llutworking).
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EXHIBIT 1'1-1
1'0-1 DATA AVAILABILITY IN .THE PMS
ITEM #
I

o

~

Name of project

AVAILABILITY IN PMS
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Included in Title

NETWORKS
Included in Title

Included in Title
Included ·in ~se Narrative Sum.

Included in Title of all level
networks
Terminal event elapsed time

2

Authority responsible for:
sponsoring, executing, operating
. and moni toring

3

Time required for completion of

Purpose (narrative summary) targeted

project

di::f.te

Plan provision in 5-year plant
allocation

Applicable as statement of Assumption
required for successful completion
of project
Input Level: with respect to ready
availablility of funds
Output Level: with respect to Gov't
commitment to sector over time

Indicated at the appropriate
level as constraining events.

Precise relationship stated in Goal
narrative and objectively verifiable
indicators of contribution to Goal
spelled out in'Goal 01'1

Can be included in higher level

Cost breakdown.in input OVIs for
local and foreign exchange

InCluded in Resource Mgt.
component that results from
networks (i.e., work breakdown/
cost)

..,"1J
Sl>

DESCRIPTION OF 1'0-1 ELEMENT

4

o

Sl>

o
o
OJ

o
(l)
"0

~

0::

or

'"

(J>

OJ

o

5

Relationship to sector objectives

o
..,

"0

o
..,
~
(l)

a.

6

Capital cost of project

components

7

Annual operating expenditure

Can be included in:
1) end-of-project status as a
qualitative description of
successful execution, or

2) Output Level Assumption which
compares eXPected returns to
expected costs of production

63

networks.

Not indicated

EXHIBIT VI.,.l (CONTINUED)

ITEM #

DESCRIPTION OF PO- I ELEMENT

AVAIlABILITY IN PMS
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

-0
....

8

Objectives of project (preferably quantitative terms)

Precise definition in narrative summary of purpose and targeted in
purpose level OVIs or EOPS (end.,of project status: what is expected
to be found by the end of the project's
execution).

Should be indicated
as terminal event of
the master network

9

Location of project

Found in Title

Found in Title

Market and demand

Indicated:
a) as purpose level .assumption
b) as output level assumption
c) as output when project takes within
its manageable interests the generation or influencing of demand

10

~
=:
o
III

()

o
:J
o

-

NETWORKS

CD

.

Can be indicated as a
sequence of activities
leading to an end event
if project takes within
its manageable interest
stimUlating or
influencing demand

"0
( f)

a) Justification

a) Reflected in the output-to-pu~pose
and purpose-to-goal linkages.

b) Description

b) specifics
are indicated in out out
..
, and .inJ:'l'ut nf:lrrative -sununaries, and
quality, quantity,. and timeliness
aspects of each aspect are outlined
in output and input ovas.

b) quality, quantity
reporting indicators
~ully describe the
details for milestones
and other key events

12

Date of calculation for
capital expenditure
estimates

Not shown explicitly, but can be included
as input targets
.

Not shown

13

Breakdown of capital cost for
investment period

Input OVIs for local & foreign exchange
costs

Included in Resource Mgt.
component which results
from networks (i.e., war
breakdown/costs)

14

Basis of cost estimates

Details not included

Details not available

11

:J

o

o....
"0
o....
III

CD

Q.

~5Z

.

a) not indicated

I
I

<l

'i'
>I»

EXHIBIT VI-l (CONTINUED)

ITEM II

AVAILABILITY IN P1ffi

DESCRIPTION OF PO- I ELEMENT
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

-0
..,
Cl

o
o

Cl

oo

:J

NETWORKS

14

Basis of cost estimates

Details not included

Details not available

15

Costs of sales
a) 1st year
b) full production

Available in a) purpose OVI in
aggregated form or b) in output
assumption in aggregate.

Not included

16

Fixed & variable costs & price/
unit

Specified in EOPS

Not included

17

Cash flow statement for 5 yrs.

18

Profit & loss account for 10
yrs. & repayment schedule

Available in purpose OVIs (but not in
detail) & referred to in output assurop.

Not included

19

Work & financial schedule

Available in detail in input narrative
summary & OVIs

Available in detail in network
and work. breakdown/cost

Available in purpose OVIs

Not included

o

20

Available in goal narrative & OVIs if
so structured, details N/A

Not included

-

Foreign exchange effect of
project

21

Sources of equipment & financin
& present position in negot.

Available in input level assump. but
detail depends on perceived probability
of non-availability of equipment &
financing

Should be clearly indicated

22

Financial structure

Can be reflected in input assump.

Not indicated

23

Other benefits

Reflected in Goal narr. sum. &/or goal
assumption

24

Jobs to be created

Included in the OVIs

25

~~npower

26

Physical & other facilities
requirements

Normally not indicated but can
be specified in higher level
networks (quantity & quality
indicators for key events)
Available in quality, quantity
indicators for key events
related to manpower
Included in resource allocatio
for activities
Included in resource allocatio
for activities

Cll

"0

( Jj

:J

o

o
..,
o

"0

a
Cll

a.

A6$--

requirements

Included in input OVIs
Included in input aVIs

<

'i'

'"

VI-6

SUMMARY OF PO-I DATA AVAIlABILITY IN PMS
(LOGFRAMES & NETWORK..';)

NOT INCLUDED
14. "Basis of Cost Estimates

.

PARTIALLY INCJ>UDED
4. "Provision for in 5 year plan "

7. "Annual Operating Expenditure "
12. Data of calculation of "Capital
Expenditure Estimate "
15. Costs of sales for 1st year of
operation and of, a year of
production at full operating
capacity
17. Cash flow statement
18. Profit & loss account & repayment

schedule
21. Sm rce of equipment & financing
& present status of negotiation
22. Financial structu-re
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EXHIBIT VI-2
PMS DATA AVAIIABILITY IN PO-I
DESCRIPTION OF PMS ELEMENTS

ITEM #
~

Goal (objective which relates proj.
to sectoral level)

Pe-I identifies a set of objectives which
often includes more than one that relates
the proj. to sectoral objective. By not
limiting the "Goal" to the one proj.
objective which is most closely related
to the impact of the proj. in question,
it becomes very difficult to ascribe
causality to the project.

2

Purpose (the single objective which
the proj. is planned to effect
directly)

Pe-I does not require ·identification of
a single objective which the proj. auth.
are seeking to effect through the proj.'s
.implementation. Therefore, proj. impact
is rarely evaluated, and mgt. is usually
content to see the " outputs" produced to
justify the commitment of resources to the
project in question.
PO-I outlines some of the results expected
from the proj. specifically w/respect to
physical structures, equipment installed,
& jobs created. However, some of the
" outputs" which aren't as obvious, but
are key to proj. success, are not
usually covered (e.g., farmers motivated,
community health corom. organized, engineers
trained in mgt. techniques).
·Pe-I identifies the major resources needed
under several listings: finances (foreign
exchange & local currency), equipment, manpower, & materials & supplies. In addition,
it outlines the activities in a work plan
(some PO-Is indicate the availability of a
PERT network, but usually they include bar
charts). However, PO-I does not relate the
specific activities to the resp. outputs,
. not does it relate the specific resources
to the specific activities requiring them.

\l

~

-o'
III
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o

:l

o

(l)

"0
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:l

o

Outputs (the actual results of the
proj. for which the proj. manager
is held accountable)

3

o...

"0

...

o

II>

Oi
a.

4
.

Inputs (the activities & resources
committed to activities which are
needed to produce the desired
"outputs")

,

~

AVAIIABILITY IN PO-I

COMMENTS

I
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EXHIBIT VI-2 (CONTINUED)

ITEM #
5

6
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DESCRIPTION OF PMS ELEMENTS
Manageable Interest {ithe aspects of
a proj. for which'proj. manager is
responsible & held accountable for
(inputs & outputs)

AVAIIABILIty IN PO-I
Po-I does not make explicit the
complete set of conditions under
which a proj. mgr. ,is held
accountable for his obligations

Development Hypothesis (the logical
linkage between purpose &. goal is
a statement of hypotheses which
describes the desired result--goal
achievement--of purpose accomplishment)
Objectively Verifiable IndicatorsOVls-- (the set of indicators which
is pre-determined in targeted, objective, &. verifiable terms that signals
the degree of success or failure in
achieving each level objective)
End of-Project-Status ~EOPs7-(OVIs at
the purpose level which signal proj.
completion)

Po-I does not attempt to layout
the terms of a development experiment (1. e.'; the dev. hypothesis)
that. engages proj. planners or

~
CD

0.

9
;

bY

Means of Verification (the source of
info. which will be tapped in verifying 'OVIS and which is pre-determined
for each OVI in the proj. design)

COMMENTS
The development of a LogFrame
necessitates a dialogue between
the proj. mgr. &. higher level
proj. auth. in which the expectations of both are made explicit
(i.e., resources &. mgt. backing
for the proj. mgr. Sf, results for
higher mgt.)

managers as dev. scientists

<

PO-I rarely makes explicit the
indicators Which will signal
accomplishment of proj. objectives

Indeveloping'OVIs; one is forced
to validate. the It logic " even
before implementation by comparing
the indicators w/what is reason- I
able to expect based on experience
intuition &. good tech. jUdgment.
By specifying EOPS w/in the proj.
design, it is clear whether proj •.

Po-I does not demand that objeetively verifiable terms are predetermined to specify the proj •
I has succeeded or· has failed & is
conditions which will signal
to be discontinued.
achievement of proj. purpose & the
completion of the proiect
The closest po-r requirement which
The advantage of specifying MOVs
resembles ~~Vs is item #14, ttBasis
in proj. design is 2-fold: 1) data
of Cost Estimates." However, this
collection can actually be initia~nfo. does not provide a foundation
ted at the outset of proj. irnple.
for future verification, merely an
to verify its progress rather than'
explanation of the source of info.
" scurrying" for info. at the end
already provided
of a proj.--this often reduces the
cost of verification & ?)'OYIs ~an
be modified early-on or changed
if the related MOVs are judged to
be too costly or difficult to be
practiced

'i'
0>

EXHIBIT VI-2 (CONTINUED)
ITEM #

10

DESCRIPTION OF PMS ELEMENTS

Assumptions (the set of uncertainties
or constraints which are outside of
the manageable interest. of the proj.
mgr. & which will affect the probable
success of proj. implementation.)

AVAIL!\.BILITY IN PO- I
PO-I addresses a limited set of
uncertainties. It requests a desc.
of the fin. structure, the sources
of equipment & financing, the present

status of negot. re: equipment &
finances, the availability of a mkt.
for the new product or svc, & provisions
made for the proj. in the current
5_yr. plan. Although all of these
data are to be made availabl~ they
are not registered as uncertainties

& related to proj. implementation for.
which proj. mgt. should be actively
concerned. In addition, because the
data are not explicitly tagged as
risks their net potential influence
on successful proj. implementation
is'not calculated (nor discussed) by
either of the proj. auth., the proj.
mgr., or the approving auth. Further,
the list of uncertainties required by
PC-I is limited & does not invite.proj~
formulators to think in terms which
identify t.he total set of assump. to be

...."'U
III
0

=.

0
III

0
0

;j

0

-

(1)

."0

( fl

;j

'0

0

....
.0
....
III
"0

co

COMMENTS

These·uncertainties are. made
explicit in the:proj. design
so: that I) proj~ auth;. are'
appraised of .. the.real risks ..
involved &. can· either approve
or disapprove. the ..proj. based
on the most realistic
appraisal possible and 2)
proj. mgt. can attempt to
influence these uncertainties
where possible so as to
reduce the risk involved .in
proj. implementation

<:

'i'
<0

considered •

I

11

0.

12

o/?

Logical Framework Matrix (a concise
display mechanism which enables proj.
formulators,.mgt., evaluators &
oth!,rs. to relate each component of
the proj. design to the overall
logic)

Not included

Output Logical Frameworks (the set of
detailed LogFrames developed for each.
output of the Master LogFrame)

PO-I does not include anything related
to the concept/technique of output LogFrame. Thus, it is difficult to 1)
further Validate the. soundness of proj.
design &. 2) provide a realistic transition between proj. plan & actual imple.

PO-I's linear display tends
to isolate data as unrelated
& discrete facts. This display mechanism impedes the
constructive

.exerci~e

of

validating a project's logical design because the logical relationships between
proj. elements are

EXHIBIT VI-2 (CONTINUED)

ITEM #
13

DESCRIPTION OF PMS ELE,ffiNTS
Networking:Logical sequence of
ilactivities~' and "events" to
accomplish the proj. Ithe detailed
sequence of inter-dependent
" activities " Which originate from
specific points in time and terminate
at specific points in time (events) ,
consume resources & time, &"provide
the imple. paths which produce the

AVAILABILITY IN PO-I
Po-.I requires a work schedule
either in the form of a PERT
Network or a Bar ~nart.

desired I'outputs"]
-0

COMl.ffiNTS
In the proj. formulation stage, these
networks should Serve to further validate the completeness & logic of the
activities defined by the LogFrames ~
.' the resources committed to them. In
addition, they clarify the means by
which the activities & resources ( ... e. ,
inputs) will produce the outputs.
Networks provide a clear bridge bet.
proj. formulation & execution by
"
charting the course, ft Itsetting the
pace;" identifying the resources

iii
o

=o

needed, defining the "interfacing "
bet. the various paths of activities,

()

& further defining the mgt. res p<;ms ib- <1
ilities of the proj. mgr. & his staff I1
,..

I'\l

oOJ

o

CD

14

"

~

CJ>

OJ

o

Quantity, quality, time indicators (the
objectively verifiable targets which
are identified for each milestone or
key event on the networks).

Po-'I Networks or bar charts
do not include this aspect.

I

quantity, and time indicators for tpe
I
networks is laid in the LogFrame "input

output, & purpose" level OVIs. Their
inclusion forces managers to closely
reexamine the networks before they
commit themselves to the " mgt. cOlltract
which makes the~ accountable for deliver~ng the targeted results.

...
"...o
ro
o

~

CD

Q.

15

Selection of reporting events (in
PMS, events to be reported are
identified through dialogue bet.
the individual monitoring the net-

work in ques. & the individual who
will receive reports on the progress
of the activities represented on the
network. This identification takes
place prior to implementation.)

7<)

Io

of managers.
In P1ill, the foundation for quality,

Po-I Networks & Bar Charts
do not require this
element.

The selection of these events prior
to'implementation~

induces higher mgt.

to become familiar with the imple.
design, &, to come to an agreement
subordinate mgt. on the important

wi

reporting events; Familiarity w/higher
mgt's reporting expectations in ad-

vance enables the subordinates to
prepare "to meet those expectations.

..

I
I

SUMMARY OF PMS DATA AVAIIABILITY IN PC-I

PARTIALLY INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5.

Manageable Interest

1.

Goal

6.

Development Jlypothesis

2.

Purpose

7.

Objectively V"rifiable
Indicators

3.

Outputs

4.

Inputs

8.

End-oi-Project Status
9.

Means of Verification

11.

LogFrame Matrix

12.

Output LogFrames

14. - Quantity, Quality & 'rime Indicators

10.

Assumptions

13.

Logical Sequence of
and Events '!

15. Selection-of Reporting Events
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VI-Ii

B.

PO- III

There are two basic categories of information which are reported between levels
of management:

physical progress and resource utilization.

Reporting is

done either on a periodic basis or on arr episodic basis.

The result of an "early warning" (exception) reporting system is that the
negative impact of implementation bottlenecks can be minimized through early
detection and corrective action.

Episodic

achievem~nt

reports inform higher man-

agement of the achievement status of specific events upon their completion.
Although more than one report may be submitted at a time, achievement reporting
is not cumulative but rather focuses on the achievement of discrete events

(as identified on a network).

There are many alternative patterns to reporting which can be followed.
Exhibits VI-3 and VI-4 describe
by the Planning

Cow~ission

the

existing reporting system utilized

(PO-III and monthly reports) and the PMS exception/

achievement reports developed in the Phase II effort by the seminar groups
(Appendix B).

Practical Concepts Incorporated

EXHIBIT VI-3
PO-III DATA AVAILABILITY IN PMS

ITEM #

ELEMENTS OF PO-III

&

MONTHLY REPORTS

EXCEPTION REPORT

ACHIEVE~LENT

REPORT

I

Code # of project

Included as Reference #

Included as Reference #

2

Report for quarter ended

Time parameter included in

Time parameter included in Date ,
date of state of lead activ~s
& Date of Completion in Physical

Target as well as

~

aSpDcts'& financial aspects
.\)

3

Name of project

ll>

4

Location

<:!:

5
6

Sanctioning authority
Total cost as per PO-I revisions

,

()

()

ll>

oo
()

o,
,o

7

Actual date of commencement of work

8

Likely date of completion

tion report
Indicated in event target for
specific event

"0

-a.

ll>

<t>

9

10

7..3

IIndicated as same
Included in Name of Project
Included in Title
Cost of activities leading to
specific event being reported is

included but revisions aren't
necessarily shown

included in the annual evalua-

OJ
()

is

reported. Cost 'reviSions are

<t>
"0

lh

Indicated as same
Included ia Name. of Project
Included in Title
Cost of activities or groups
of activities leading to key
event which is monitored

OJ

-

I

Reasons for delay in completion of
work (checklist of five reasons)
Change in scope of design

,.,"
". '>,."., ,.,••, ••••,
completion & proj. completion

t<

I'" ..,."., ,.,..,....,...".-

Indicated in date of state of lead

activities for specific event

tion is indicated under Physical
(based on the calculated effect Aspects "target date of completion
of expected or actual event
delay) are indicated under impac
Reasons are identified under
Reasons are identified under
Problem l'Source';'

Changes are suggested'in Action
Taken & Actions Requested

'il-'"

Physical Aspects !tReason for

Deviation from Target if any "
Changes are reflected in Impact

EXHIBIT VI-3 (CONTINUED)

ITEM #
11

12

13
""tl
~

III

o
:::::
o

ELEMENTS OF PO-III &
MONTHLY REPORTS
Phasing of Proj. Costs:
Expenditure as per PO-I &
Release of Funds to Executing
Authority
Progress per quarter for major
work items (planned vs. actual
in % or other terms)

o

Not indicated

Costs are indicated as related to the

specific event in Financial "Estimated
Costs If &. "Actual Costs" Aspects

Included in up to date progress Included in Physical Aspects Targets &
and target fo~ activities lead- tlActual" for activities leading to the
ing to the specific event
specific event
.

Can be reflected in condition,

major items (up to end of
current quarter)

problem & impact for the
specific event in question

Identified in Financial Aspects,
"Estimated Cost," "Actual Cost':'

Item, "

&

its relationship to the entire
project
14

Expenditure unaccounted for
or booked to suspense

Not included

Can be reflected in "Financial Aspects "

15

Reasons for cost escalation

Can be reflected in Problem

Covered by Reasons for Increase/Decrease
in Cost

::J

o

-

ACHIEVEMENT REPORT

.

Planned costs vs. actual per

2-

o

EXCEPTION REPORT

<D

-0

( J)

::J

o

o

~

-0

o

~

III
<D
0.

77

ItNature" &. ftSource'l

---

<
'i'
,..,

""

VI-15

.
.

.

.---------------_._~~--

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM EXHIBIT VI-3

Only one specific item covered by PO-III and Monthly Reports is .not covered
in the PMS reports developed by the seminar groups) namely, "Phasing of
Project Costs."

PO-III & Monthly Reports is a cumulative periodic reporting mechanism which tracks
total project performance and adds each quarter's (month '.s) progress to the
sum total of prior project progress reports.

PO-III achieves project-wide reporting at the cost of brevity: consciencious
reporting' with. the PO-III became a demanding time- and resource-consuming

·operation.

PMS can keep reporting streamlined while compensating for the

lack of project-wide coverage in the Exception and Achievement Reports by requiring
a periodic (annual)i evaluation report.

This report would summarize the

progress of the pr()ject t s pel'formance (planned vs. achieved) and resource
utilization (plann"d vs. actual) for project replanning and resource reallocation.

'II

.1Il
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EXHIBIT VI-4
PAlS REPORTING DATA AVAHABILITY IN
PO-III AND MONTHLY nEPORTS

ITEM #

PMS REPORTING ~mCHANISMS
EXCEPTION REPORT

PC III

&,

MONTHLY REPORTS

1

Reference number

Identified as the code number of the project

2

Date

Time p"rameter is indicated in "Report for Quarter ended" and by
the date which follows the signature of the reporter

3

To: (this report is primarily designed for

Po-UIs (& Monthly Reports) are primarily prepared for the PIng.
Comm and GOP.

reporting from one level of mgt. concerned

wi th the proj. to the next higher level but it could also be fo~varded to other
monitoring mgt. units (e.g. Plng.·Co~~)

I

From:

4

Indicated by the signature at the end of the report

Name of Project

5

Indicated as same

Event (the report is providing info. as
related to one key event on a proj.
irople. netwoTk, not the sum of all
events to that point in time)

6

7

a

9

10

<:

l'

)oJ

m

"Progress per Quarter for Major Work Itenls

H

identifies in general

the activities and events for the total project.

.

Target (results expected upon event

Indicated in but not clearly specified "progress per quarter for

occurrence)

major work items" for entire project..

Condition (the current status of the
activities which lead to event 'Occurrence
& performance evaluation w/respect to
quantity, quality, and time)
Problem/Nature of (desc. of expected
or actual delay of event)
Problem/Source of (desc. of cause of
expected or actual delay of event)

(Same as #7 Above)

I

(Same as #7 Above)
Described in Reasons for Delay in Completion of Work," however, th,
limited checklist of reasons available may not describe the actual
reason for a delay.

Impact (projection of the effect of the
delay or expected delay on the entire proj.
w/respect to time & cost overruns)
.

11

,~
"",

,
~

c

•

f

or

•

~

r

r

r

Not included

I
r

.-

r

r

II

!

..

,

r

r

Il

I.

L

ITEM #
12

13

14
-0

~

1- 6
7

:::!:

o

8

()

o
::J
o

(l)

~
o

~

I.

l

Il

,

l

EXHIBIT VI-4 (CONTINUED)

9

10

(l)

77

L

ic

II.

Actions Requested (list of alternative actions
requested of higher mgt. to avoid a pending delay
or adjust for an actual delay. Each alternative
is qualified by the desc. of its 1) major advantage;
2) major disadvantage, & 3) schedule & resource'
impact on total project)
Please Respond by __'~'~ (deadline for a response set
for higher management)
ACHIEVEMENT REPORT
(Same as for Exception Report
Date of start of activities leading to the specified

Not included

Physical'Aspects (targets & actual date for both the
date of completion of lead activities & their level
of accomplishment in terms of quality, quantity
time
Reasons for Deviaton from target, i f any:
Financial Aspects (the ''Estimated Cost," Actual
Cost, " 8< ",. variation " per leading activity)

a.

I

PO- I II & MONTHLY REPORTS
Not 'included

"0

~

IL

PMS REPORTING MECHANISMS
Actions Taken (description of the actions taken by'
the reporting manager to avoid or correct for time
delay)

o
-.

o
-.

L

event

~

::J

L

11

Reasons for increase/decrease in cost

12

Impact (statement ,of any modifications which
may result from the level of accomplishment)

II.

II.

.

Not included

Same as for Exception Report
Indicated as Actual Date of Commencement of Work
(for the ,entire project, not event'specific)
Reflected in Progress per Qual"ter' for Maj or Work
I<
Items" (Planned vs. actual in ~ or other terms) &
I
"Likely Date of Completion"-however, these sections
tend to be more general than event specific. QuaRtity, quality, & timeliness indicators of the level
of accomplishment are not required in Po-III.
Partially covered in Reasons for Delay in Completion
of Work." Qualitative assessment of achievement is not
a factor which is required by Po-III.
Included in part in Planning Costs vs. Actual Costs
per Major Item." These figures are not activity Specific
but reflect quarterly worl.-item costs.
Covered in pal"t by Reasons for Cost Escalation." This
section doesn't necessarily isolate the reasons that
are project unique.
Not included

VI-18

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM EXHIBIT VI-4

••

There are five items which are included in the PAm reports (exception and
achievement) which are not required by PO-III or Monthly Reports:

...

.• F!om the E!-ception Report:

6

•

Impact

•

Actions Taken

•
•

Actions Requested

••

.Respqnse Date

••

From the Achievement Report

••

Impact

Although 21 out of 26 items covered by the Exception and Achievement reports are
also represented in PO-III and Monthly Reports, there are fundamental differences
between the tw.? reporting "schools."

.

PMS reporting is directed at assisting

project management in' controlling and facilitating the project's implementation.
It accomplishes this by(l) providing advanced warning of pending problems so that
timely corrective actions can be taken in order to minimize the negative affects

on overall project

accompli~hment,(2) maintaining

a

dia~ogue

between the various

levels of management responsible for the project's execution, (3) focusing on
current activities and events in order to limit the reporting load to the
information required for timely decision making, and (4) relating delays in key
events to the time and cost overruns of the entire project.•

Conversely, the PO-III mode of reporting 1s designed primarily to provide GOP
levels of management with periodic information regarding the project's progress.

Being

a GOP requirement, the PO-XII seems to provide only marginal value

to the actual project management.

...

It further places a significant burden

on lower-level project management in terms of the effort required to

...

collect, generate, and .process the data necessary for reporting to~O~.

It should be recognized that the justification for any reporting is its
value towards increasing project management's ability to predict and control
project ·,success.

~.

SECTION VII
RECOMMENDATIONS

.

A.

Planning Commiss'ion Policy for Management I_mprovement

The PMS concepts, as presented and analyzed in this report, are more than just
a method of planning and monitoring projects and programs.

They are at once

cause and effect of a management style that is oriented to results rather
than activities,

a.~tion

rather than discourse.

PCI's overap recommendation is that the Planning Commtssion of the Government
of Pakistan recognize and accept this change in management style as an explicit
objective.

It is our further recommendation that the Planning CommIssion accept

policy-level responsibility for related management improvement throughout
the Government of Pakistan.

-'"

We do not recommend that the Planning Commission

become involved in the planning and operation of individual projects, or
impede the autonomy of other ministries and corporations.

We do recommend

that the Planning Commission provide support and assistance, as well as
_oi

conceptual leadership, to management improvement efforts throughout the nation.
Specifically, PCI

recon~ends

that the Planning Commission perceive introduction

of the Project Management System (PMS) described herein as one initiative that
may achieve that end and ultimately close the implementation gap.

Specific recomlnendations for implementing the Phase III activities are presented
in the following paragraphs:
1.

Organization and staffing of a PMS function within the
Project Wing

2.

Development of a Planning Commission PMS

Practical Concepts Incorporated

VII-2

...

1.

3.

Implementing PMS for priority projects;

4.

Training

..

Organization and Staffing of a PMS Function within the Project Wing

••

PCI recommends that the Project Wing be assigned staff sufficient to carry out
the policrlevel responsibilities outlined ;,.above, to supervise and

••
assist in implementation of PMS concepts in organizations throughout the government
aS,well as within the Planning Commission, and to Oversee operations of

I"

thePMS once it has been implemented.

Clearly, the different phases of activity have different implications for manII

power requirements.

The heaviest demand for human resources will be during

system implementation, when assistance is being prOVided to a number of

I.

organizations and/or for a number of projects, and during which time
extensive training will be required.

Once the implementation program has

been completed however, a modest level of human resources should suffice.
During the operational phases, the manpower requirements are for the policy-level
overview of management improvement and for providing direct service consistent

••
••

with Planning Commission's normal functions of revieWing and monitoring
projects.

Successful implementation of the PMS implies that the PMS concepts

and functions become a way of life for the participating organizations--implying
that the more successful the implementation effort, the more modest the level
of reSources that must be conmitted by the Planning Commission during operations.

.,

We recommend that a cadre of six skilled analysts be selected to staff
the

PW~

function within the Project Wing of the Planning Commission.

Practical Concepts Incorporated

Further,

..

VII-3

•

.

we recommend that the Planning Commission obtain the commitment for at least
30 additional staff to serve within the PMS ceU of the Project Wing, On
loan from other ministries and corporations, for a period of.' at least six months.

'"

Usi"g these individuals as trainers, as well as participants to assist project
formulation and system implementation within other ministries and organizations,

...

should allow for rapid expansion of the Pi,t,>,

(The general approach to using

these personnel on-'loan to the Planning Commission is discussed in Section IX
of this report and illustrated in Exhibit IX-I,)

The quality of the staff assigned to this function will directly influence
both the quality and rate of extending the PMS system and concepts,

2.

Development of

P~ffi

Within the Planning Commission

PCI recommends de facto utilization of P1ffi concepts wi thin the Planning Commission
in advance of de jure modification of Planning. Commission activities,

To

this end, we recommend that:
1.

All Planning Commission staff be oriented in and trained
in use of PMS concepts not later than 12 months after

start of implementation;

J.

2,

All feasibility studies coming under the cognizance of the
Planning Commission, use the PMS concepts and that the results
of feasibility studies be included in a PMS planning package;

3,

Priority federal projects and priority federal evaluations
PMS concepts.

use the

PCI recommends that the Planning Commission provide technical assistance and
other support as required to assist at least two corporations and ministries to
comprehensively effect PMS systems for federal projects under control of
that organization.

.

The chosen organizations would logically be among those

Practical Concepts Incorporated

VII-4

that have participated ~-through sending participants or involvement of
their projects--in the Phase II activities.

3.

Implementation of the PMS for PriorIty

'0

Pr~fcts

PCI recommends that the highest priority projects in terms of resources and
potential development return be identified and put within the PWS as soon as

••
is practical.

It is not unrealistic to expect 20 such projects could be

planned or replanned

and monitored. using PMS concepts wi thin 12 months after

initiation of implementation activities. (Refer to Figure VIII-2

'"

and VIII-3.)

.It is estimated that only a small percentage of the federal projects will

I,

represent the majority of resource investment suggesting that the bulk of
federal development project activities can be quickly brought into the system.

We further recolnmend that specific consideration be given to coordinating some-

",

hi

of the PMS activities with related USAID/pakistan activities to effect
comparable planning and monitoring improvements.

Specific projects that

might serve as vehicles for activities include the malaria project and the

••

agricultural research activities.

••

PCI recommends that the Planning Commission immediately develop or cause to
have developed training packages to Serve the following audiences:
1.

Project personnel in order to prepare them to reformulate and
monitor their projects;

2.

PMS staff in order to equip them to not only use but also
teach others to use p~g concepts;

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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•
•

3.

4.

General federal audiences through the development of audio-visual
packages that can be used independent of lecturers;
Orientat:lon sessions for top level management to explain the

system concepts and to delineate how those concepts should
be used by them;
5.

Modernto~s

to support packages developed per (3) above.

,.
Curricula and approaches to development of training are presented in
Section IX ("The Proj ect Management Unit and Training Program") .

..

,.
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SECTION VIII
PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING A PMS

•

An abbreviated Logical Framework for PMS implementation is shown in Figure VIII-l.
The outputs and targets shown here are tentative as only Planning Commission
staff can judge the necessity and sufficiency of these outputs.

(This

framework should, however, simplify the dialogue regarding just what will
be necessary and sufficient to achieve the stated purpose and goal.)

The overall plan for implementing the PMS is shown in Figure VIII-2.

The key

operational milestones in this schedule are:
A Critical Mass of Projects covered by'the PMS (sufficient
to sustain system operations without direct Planning
Commission supervision) within 12 months;,

,.

Full-Scale Operations: all organizations or projects routinely
included within the system--by the'end of 18 months;

•

Steady-State Operations: full-scale automation, development of
supplementary analytical capabilities, etc.--within 42 months.

,r

The schedule shown is more accurate than precise.
milestones,

However, the two earlier

of initial high volume capacity, plus full-scale,operations

including some automation, seem realistic.

The ambiguity is as to when

, or if "steady-stat,e" operations will ever be realized, since that will
depend in part upon the definition of system capabilities, which definition
will be in a state of evolution as the Planning Commission and other ministries
define their needs and interests.

The individual tas:ks shown in Figure VIII-2 are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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FIGURE VIII-l
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PHASE III IMPLEMENTATION

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE

NARRATIVE SUMMA.RY

INDICATO!~

GOAL
Implementation Gap Closed

More than half of Phffi-controlled projects
meet financial and time targets

PURPOSE

Within 12 months:
- Projects in PMS format deemed better
planned by 90% of reviewers & originators;
- Management responses to reports are
.,
timely and appropriate;
- Replanning and reallocation of resources
based on evidence

.

Institutionalize cost-effective
project management system

(All

OUTPUTS
1.

PMS implemented for priority
federal projects.
1.1 Procedures & Reports
operational
1.2 Critical mass of federai

tar~ets
9

to' be achieved within 12 months)L

1.1 PO-3 & PO-I functionally revised; PC
staff aware of & use revised procedures.
1.2 20 high-priority,' high-cos t projects

L

projects "in" the. system

2.

Concepts and systems extended
2.1 Systems for Phase II orgs.
2.2 Non-PC training capability
established
2.3 Awareness among key orgs.
and officials

I

3.

Strengthen PC capabilities
3.1 Organizational placement
3.2 Staff

2.1 (At least) 1 org. adopts basic system
L,
to own needs; all find concepts of
potential use.
2.2 Minimum: At least 2 federal training
L
institutions include PMS in basic toplevel training. Target: All 4 federal
institutions plus selected ministries
2.3 80% of top-level (Minister & next 2 leve4
federal officials plus provincial P & D
staff briefed.
3.1 Separate identity within Project Wing;
monthly status briefings requested by
secretary
3.2 6 top-flight analysts ,(with quantitative
and result orientation) assigned to
PMS cell; 30 analysts on-loan from
interested organizations.
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FIGURE VIII-l (CONTINUED)

•
NARRATIVE SUMMARY

OB.fflCTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

OUTPUTS (CONTINUED)

•

4. Development of complementary
systems/capabilities
4.1 Evaluation
4.2 Automation

..

5. Training capability established
5.1 Within PC

•
•

5.2 National Institutes
5.3 Other Minist:ries
5.4 Testing & Certification

4.1 Mid-term evals. use PMS concepts &
feedback to PM staff
4.2 Level 1 networks automated for
"priority projects" by month 13.
Service capability established for
running Level 2 and Level 3 •
5.1 Replacement needs for PC staff &
PC trainers; supplementary training
for all "priority project" staff;
training in conjunction with planning
for all project teams
5.2 "Most" (60%) attendees receive PMS
training
5.3 At least 1 non-·PC organization
establishes internal training
capability
5.4 90% of those "passing" and 100% of
those receiving liB" or better do use
concepts effectively.

•

,
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PHASE III PIAN FOR PMS IMPLEMEl'!TATION
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~.

Se~ect

Regard~ess

Priority Projects
of the strategic

imp~ementation

approach chosen, the

imp~ementation

tactic

must u~timately boil down to selecting priority projects (from within an
organization, based on national level criteria, etc.).

We assume that

based upon the results of the Phase II activities, the Planning Commission
will have-selected a number of priority organizations in which the system will be
implemented.

In this case, the selection of priority projects will involve

discussions with
assessment of

10p

management of those organizations as well as an

proje'~t

organization.

The

management and analytical capability within the

,~riteria

for project selection then will be the speed and

effectiveness with which the PAffi can be implemented within the participating
organization.

Secondary criteria would include the alternative approaches

discussed earlier, with emphasis on national-level priority of the project,
representativeness of the project in terms of comparable activities

and

training value.

2.

Follow-Up Implementation of Phase II Projects

'!'his task will cons:lst of the following activities:
a.

Presentations by the Phase II participants to top and middle-level
managers of the organizations implementing the Phase II projects.

b.

Analysis of the cost and value of the PAffi approach to the parent
organization. )iscussions would include Planning Commission participation.

c.

Follow-up discullsions by Planning Commission staff regarding next steps
to -be taken by the parent organization. These discussions would be
similar to those held with organizations for which no case projects had
been prepared (J~r Task 1) with the exception that we have the advantage
of a live project that will be used to assess potential value of PAm
concepts to the organization.
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Note:

It is desirable that the organizations from which the case projects

were selected participate in PMS implementation.

Such participation is not

necessary, however, as these projects were, not chosen -based upon the key
criterion of organizational interest in

instituti~g

However, there is a burden of proof on the PMS.

a PMS type of system.

Certainly if none of the

three organizations from which the case projects have been selected desire
to go forward with the PMS concepts, then the Planning

Co~~ission

would be

veIl advised to reconsider,this entire implementation plan.

In such a case either:
a.

The concepts are in fact not suited to the Pakistan environment,
in spite of the assessments of our Pakistani participants,

b.

The participants have not adequately explained the system
concepts; or,

c.

The organizations are anomolous '-(not. representative of the t.ypes
of organizations for which PMS participation is desired).

If the last of the above 'is demonstrated to be the case, implementation can
proceed in accordance with the schedule outlined here.

If either of the first

two alternatives is the case, then there are implications as to the desirability
of PMS implementation, or the level of resources required to effect that
implementation.

To the extent practical, implementation of PMS concepts--espeically, within the

parent

organizations for the case projects--should involve the Phase II

participants both in a systems as well as a project specific capability.

Some

Phase II participants have demonstrated insight into PMS and the exigencies of
the situation, such that they can provide valuable counsel to system implementors
within the participating organizations.
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3.

Implement PHS for Priority Projects

.
In order to quickly achieve

'I critical

mass " in terms of pIOjects, personnel

and organizati ons ,the implementation activities should do triple duty:
1.

Developini:the PMS for the project,

2.

Training staff involved in that preparation --including both
project staff and others who will subsequently serve as
trainers,

3.

Sharpeninl: insights into how the system should be specifically
implemented within the participating organization.

The general approach to this is shown schematically in Exhibit IX-I.
The basic assumption here is that after a brief period of initial orientation,
I>.Painees acquire and sharpen skills by actually working on projects, after
which they themselv,~s Gan become trainers to help others i!Uplement the system for
subsequent projects.
of trained staff.

This approach allows for rapid increase in the number

[t seems realistic to suppose that an individual trainer

could provide training to' eight participants. Taking into account the fact that
not all trainees will become trainers (particularly the ·projecj;', teams, who
must return to the!:.... projects rather than participate as trainers), normal

a ttrition, and the possibility that some trainees may not be certified for
training, the number of trainers and hence the capability for bringing projects
within the system c'Duld essentially double after each training cycle.

TJie

limiting factor will be the availability of suitable personnel.

To alleviate the pr'Dblems of personnel availability, as well as to ensure that
there is a freshness and vitality brought back to the training program, it is
hoped that selected trainees may be called back to serve as trainers on a
periodic basis.
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That is, individuals who have gone through one cycle of training may work
within their home organizations (for perhaps 10 months) and then be called
back for a two or three-month period to serve as trainers within organizations'
other than their own.

The cross fertilization effects .of such an approach, as

well as the positive heuristic impact of having doers rather than trainers
provide the

t~aining,

argue strongly in favor of this approach.

As shown in Figure VIII-2, the initial project implementation activities
should be preceded by an intensive training session for Planning Commission
and other trainers.

At this session, training should emphasize not just the

concepts, but methods of training, and methods of training trainers.

4.

Finalize PMS Procedures and Forms

This task involves the generation of formal implementing documents.

These

documents will be generated for at least one of the participating organizations
as well as for the Planning Commission on a national level.

These documents

will set forth procedures, planning,and reporting reqUirements, etc., as
required to sustain "full-scale" operations.

However, as full-scale operations

are not scheduled until the 18th month, it will not be necessary that these
documents be acted upon immediately.
and analysis is envisioned.

Note

Rather, a prolonged period of discussion

that, consistent with our earlier discussion,

the PMS can be functionaliy implemented without any formal changes in documentatic
or ..procedures.·

This task of finalizing procedures and forms is not intended tc

preclude that approach, but rather to shed further insight into possible long-ter.
outcomes.
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5.

Review PMS Implementation and Finalize Implementation and Operations Plans

Upon completion of the revised procedures and docwnent requirements, and based
upon information de'veloped during work on the first set of projects (probably
at least three in addition to the Phase. II projects), we envision an intensive
phase of review and analysis to determine whether it is necessary to revise
the implementation plan.

It is during this phase of activities that the GOP should specifically consider:

6.

1,

The desirability of technical assistance.

2.

Timing of the development of automated capability,

3.

Introducing PMS--particularly LogFrame--concepts into all
federal f'easibili ty studies,

4.

Strengthening of the mid-term and impact evaluation subsystems.

Select and Trail1

Staff to Strengthen Planning Commission Capabilities

The Planning Commiso;ion must be ever alert as to the number and nature of staff
required to implement the system and support it once it is operating.

The

initial cadre of six senior-level analysts will certainly not be able to
handle the peak loading requirements imposed by system implementation, and, in
any event, normal attrition suggests that there must be a continual backlog
of personnel to fill key PMS slots.

Therefore, we envision a continuing

effort to ensure that PMS staffing gets a high priority in selection of
staff and that the outreach a"d training process will be a continuing one.

7.

Establish TrainIng Capability

Three types of training capabilities are to be developed during system
implementation:
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1.

Within the Planning Commission,

2.

Within ,:national institutes of training,

3.

Within Other Ministries, Provincial p. &,D Departments, and
Government corporations.

The scarcest resource.in establishing training capabilities is the availability
of skilled instructors.

The retention of skilled instructors is within the

manageable interest of the Planning Commission only for the Planning Commission
ca~abilities.

(Note that we have recommended, in Task 6 of this implementation

program, a continuing process of task selection and recruitment.)

Therefore,

it is necessary to undertake the following activities to ensure the embeding
o~

residual training capabilities in institutions outside the Planning Commission:
1.

Define the essential core curricula;

2.

Develop audio-visual packages (e.g., videotape, sound file, or
sound and slide) to make. it possible to provide quality training
without having highly expert instructors;

3.

DevelOp standardized 'case materials suitable for various
audiences;

4.

Train "moderators" in the use of those case materials.

It is recommended that in addition to the development of training packages and
orienting individuals to the integrated PMS, a separate package be developed
to introduce and develop skills and utilization of the Logical Framework.
This package would be of particular importance in orienting top management,
nOl~GOP

personnel involved in feasibility studies, etc.

Another training package that should be considered is one that would train
network technicians, who would provide the bridge between the management-orientec
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PM:> networks and automation.

This training should properly, be

considered

part of the automation activities, ' however, 'and need not be given early
priority.

The task of going from the PMS networks to machinable data is

ent irely a mechanice,l one, and that which computer service personnel' (e. g., IBM)
have currently available will probably meet the training needs.

8.

Extend PHS System and the PMS System Concepts

The basic approach to system implementation is to extend the system concepts
and/or the integratE,d system wherever there is a high degree of management interest,
and the Planning Conlmission has resources available to assist in implementation.

This is seen as a c<mtinuing

process-~first,

working with organizations selected

'during the initial (Task 1) activities, and subsequently providing assistance
where interest is gEmerated by presentations or discussions between Planning
Commission and top management staff.

9.

Develop Complementary Systems

Full-scale operation of the PMS will be greatly enhanced by the addition of
complementary capabHities.

Such capabilities include but are not limited to:

iL.

Mid-term emd impact evaluations

2.

Automation.

To this end, it is recommended that the Planning Commission integrate the
special evaluation function with the PMS activities, to benefit both.

The

Logical Framework concepts are ideally constructed to set up impact evaluations
as well as mid-term assessments.

The integration of this approach into the

special evaluation J;unction. as well as the utilization of PMS hierarchical
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aChievement assessments, should bring

i~nediate

benefit to the replanning

process as well as the evaluation activities that support such replanning.

The automation approaches that should be considered by the Planning Commission·
PMS staff inciude:
1.

Automating only PMS data actually processed by the
Planning Commission,

2.

Including analytical functions as well as "routine"
PMS functions within the machine capability,

3.

Providing a data processing service to organizations
adopting the PMS approach.

These and other alternatives (discussed in more detail in Section X of this
report) must be analyzed in-depth during the initial phase of PMS operations and
on a continuing basis thereafter.

During the first six months, plans must

be developed for providing at least a modest level of automated capability,

i.e., batch processing of Level 2 networks, within 12 months.

Thus,

progra~aing

activi ties should be ini tiated--or selection of 'existing programs (for example,
from among the existing IBM packages) should be effected--by the end of
six months.

10. Review and Evaluate Entire Program and Take Corrective Action if Needed
At the end of the 4th month, and every quarter thereafter, we reco,nmend an
evaluation of the overall PMS program as well as progress to date.

A major

review-:-involving users outside of the Planning Commission as well as Planning'
CommiSsion and advisory staff--should be undertaken immediately in the two-month
period preceding full-scale operations.
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11, Continue PMS Implementation to Second Priority Projects

After the PMS has be,m implemented for all "first priority" projects, it will
reach the point of filII-scale operations.

As of that time, system extension

should continue to aU other projects and/or organizations.

12. Review
Intensive annual reviews--in addition to the quarterly evaluations--should
be undertaken to ensure both that the PMS continues to be successfully
operated and that it is effectively integrated with other systems and functions.

13. Implement PMS for All Other Projects Selected for Inclusion
It is not unrealistic to expect that within 30 months after start of this
activity, the PMS as it has evolved during the course of those 30 months; will
be implemented to include the bulk of federal development projects and organizavions.

A key question that cannot be answered in advance of Phase III activities is
·the extent to which provincial planning departments will use these concepts.·
Certainly it is to be hoped that provincial planning departments will be
among those .organizations participating early in the third phase.

However, we

cannot assume this, and in the event that provincial planning departments are not
using the PMS concepts by that time, an active program of outreach should be
scheduled.

14. PMSFully Operational and Institutionalized
At the end of approximately 42 months, from the start of Phase III, the PMS
should be fUlly institionalized and a routine part of day-to-day GOP operations.
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SECTION IX
THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNIT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

A.

Introduction

PCI recommends that the Planning Commission establish a Project Management
Unit (PMU) within its organizational structure..

The PMU would have as its

functional orientation the development, implementation, and supervision of
the Project Manageme'nt· System (PMS) in the Government of Pakistan.

The PMU

would have a core of PMS experts whose task it would be to (1) train others
to use PMS; (2) give advice and guidance to those using

P~ffi;

and (3) scrutinize

planning, monitoring, and evaluation documents to see that projects are

proper~y

planned and managed.

The PMu would regularly assess the manner in which PMS is being used in
different organizations and make recommendations regarding necessary
changes in (1) the Project Y.anagelnent and (2) the strategy for implementation of PMS.

In the early stages of implementation it is important that

careful attention be given to PMS utilization in those projects where the
system is already in use.

Exhibit IX-I, at the end of this section, shows

the network for the :initial phases of the PMStraining program •.

B.

PMU Staff Development

1.

Seminar I

The PMU would require a strong support staff that can produce quality training
materials quickly and make all the necessary arrangements for training seminars.

The first group of

~~

trainers should number six persons.

from among the ranks of the PCI Phase II training seminar.

They would be recruited
In order to bring

this small group up t.o trainer capability, they should receive an intensive
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three-week tratning session.

During this period there would be instruction

and practice, both in using and in presenting the PMS concepts (see Table IX-I).
Because of the small number of persons involved, the space required for this
training session would be two office rooms"in the Planning Commission.

The training session would begin by presenting a review of the concepts
immediately followed by short exercises using "live" projects.

By the

end of the first week, the participants should be able to develop LogFrames
quickly and accurately and should understand the techniques of reviewing
LogFrames.

Also by this time each of the participants will have made a

presentation of one set of LogFrame charts.

During the second week LogFrame practice presentations would continue

while the group does chart exercises in networking.

This second week would

aiso entail the development of case studies to be used for future training
sessions.

By the end of the second week the participants should be adept at

networking techniques including resource allocation and LogFrame presentations.

During the third week there would be instruction in workshop moderator techniques.
The group would practice network presentations and develop case studies in
"networking for future training sessions.

Also during this last week of the

training session the group would undertake the evaluation of a "live" project
using PMS techniques.

By the end of the third week tre participants will have

developed the skill level and the degree of experience necessary to confidently
instruct others.
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TABLE IX-l
SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR I
WEEK 1
DAY 1
MONDAY

8:00
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
1:00
2:00
3:30
4:30

DAY 2
TUESDAY

8:00

DAY 3

WEDNESDAY

Introduction to Training
LogFrame Presentation
~mnageable Interest Presentation
Tea Break
Select Projects to LogFrame
Preparation of LogFram~s
Lunch
Work on Presentation Techniques
Preparation of LogFrames
End of Day

9:00
10:00
10:45
11:15
1:00
2:00
4:30

Presentation on Objectively Verifiable
Indicators
Review LogFrames
Presentation on Purpose-to-Goal Linkage
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Preparation of LogFrames
End of Day

8':00
9:00
9 :45,
10:45
11:15
1:00
2:00
4:30

Review of LogFrames
Presentation of Key Concepts of Evaluation
Practice Presentations
Tea Break
Preparation of LogFrames
Lunch
LogFrame Review Techniques
End of Day

DAY 4
THURSDAY

8:00
8:30
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:00
4:30

Presentation on Evaluation Process
-Practice Presentations
Tea Break
Preparation of LogFrames
Lunch
Preparation of Seminar Training Materials
End of Day

DAY 5
FRIDAY

8:00
10:15
10:45
12:00

Practice Presentations
Tea Break
Final Review of'LogFrames
End of Day
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TABLE IX-l (CONTINUED)

DAY 6
SATiffibAY

8:00
10:30
11 :00
2:30

Practice Presentations
Tea Break
Preparation of Seminar Training Materials
End of Day

WEEK 2
DAY 1
MONDAY

8:00
8:30
9:00
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:00
2:30
4:30

DAY 2
TUESDAY

8:00
10:30
11 :00
11 :30
1:00
2:00
'3(30
4:30

DAY 3
WEDNESDAY

8:00
10:30
11 :00
1:00

2:00
3:30
4:30

DAY 4
THURSDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:00

3:30
4:30

DAY 5
FRIDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
12:00

Presentation of Networking & Scheduling
Presentation of Networking & LogFrame
Develop Output LogFrames for Networking
Tea Break
Develop Output LogFrames for Networking
Lunch
Presentation on Critical Path & Slack
Prepare LogFrame Case Studies for Training
Seminar
End of Day
Develop Output LogFrames for Networking
Tea Break
Presentation on Reporting & Monitoring
Review Output LogFrames
Lunch
Develop NetworkS
Prepare LogFrame Case Studies
End of Day
Develop NetworkS
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Develop Networks
Prepare LogFrame Case Studies
End of Day
DevelOp Networks
Tea Break
Practice· Presentations
Lunch
Develop NetworkS
Presentation on Resource Management
End of Day
Develop Networks & Resol1rce Management Tool'
Tea Break
Develop NetworkS
End of Day
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TABLE IX-l (CONTINUED)

DAY 6
SATURDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
2:30

Develop Networks
Tea Break
Review Networks
End of Day

WEEK 3
8:00
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:00
4:30

Plan Project Evaluation
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Prepare Network Case Studies
End of Day

8:00
10:30
,11:00
1:00
2:00
4:30

Evaluation
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Prepare Network Case Studies
End of"Day

DAY 3
WED'N'ESDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
't :00
2:00
4:30

Evaluation
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Prepare Network Case Studies
End of Day

DAY 4
THURSDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:00
3:30
4:30

Evaluation Review
Tea Break
Practice Presentations
Lunch
Prepare Network Case Studies
Learn Workshop Moderator Techniques
End of Day

DAY 5
FRIDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
12:00

Learn Workshop Moderator Techniques
Tea Break
Practice Presentatim s
End of Day

DAY 6
SATURDAY

8:00
10:30
11:00
1:00
2:30

Final Preparation of Materials for Seminavs
Tea Break
Finalize Network Case Studies
Final Practice Presentations
End of Training

DAY 1
MONDAY

DAY 2
TUESDAY
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During the three-week period that the trainers are undergoing

their

intensive training, the PMU would be producing training materials for future
training seminars

2.

and be making preparations for Seminar II.

Seminar II

This seminar would have two categories of participants; Category A would be
future trainers and Category B would be future PMS users.
fifteen (15) participants in Category A.

There would be

These could all be targeted for

the PAlU staff or some could be from outside the Planning Commission and be
targeted as trainers for their home organizations.

The criteria recommended for selecting the Category A participants are as
follows:
1.

Grade 17, 18, or 19;

2.

Available to work as trainers for minimum of one year;

3.

Good leadership Skills;

4.

Abiiity to speak before an aUdience;

5.

Bright and innovative.

The CategorYB participants would be project personnel selected from key
projects in which PMS is to be implemented.

The number of projects would be

dependent upon the number of persons available for training from each project.
There should be a maximum of twelve (12) and a minimum of eighfl (8) Category B
participants.

The number of projects could l'ange from' 2· 'to 3 with a range of 2 to :

participants from each project.

It would be preferable that the projects represent

different fields of development (e.g., health, industry, agriculture, education).
The organizations in which these projects are located could also send one person
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along with the proje'ct team who is from the planning cell of the
organization.

Seminar II would start with a presentation of the Logical Framework concepts.
The form of presents.tion and the flip charts used would differ very little
from what was used by the PCI team during Phase II.

It is expected that

some minor changes would be made during Seminar I when the presentations
are reviewed and new materials produced.
LogFramepresentatio,ns.

The same can be said for all of the

However, new presentations would be developed for

reporting and resource management showing the specific application of the
system to the Pakistani management process.

The workshop materials would differ from Phase II as new case studies could be
developed during Seminar I.
projects in Pakistan..

These case studies would be drawn from development

All the necessary data would be supplied to the

participants so that no delays would occur trying to obtain additional information
. about these projects.

It is essential that workshops devote their attention

to process and not waste their time arguing or analyzing issues of project
substance.

Seminar II would also serve as a testing ground for the PMU trainers who would
share the tasks of making IDresentations and moderating workshops.

A schedule for the two-week session is shown in Table IX-2.
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TABLE IX-2
SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR I I

DAY 1

MONDAy

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:20
9 :40
10:40
10:50
11:10

1:10
2:20
2:30

Registrati<m
Distribution of Course Materials
Opening Ceremony
Introduction
Presentation of Logical Framework Concepts
Ground Rules for Project Design Workshop
Tea Break
Workshop I
Workshop Critique in Plenary
Homework Assignment
End of Day

10:30
2:30

Hand in Homework Assignments
Day 2 Objectives
Presentation on Manageable Interest
Presentation on· Objectively Verifiable Indicators
Ground Rules for Workshop II
Tea Break
Workshop II
End of Day

---

8:00
8:05
8:45
10:15
10 :30
11:45
12:00
12:10
2:30

Day 3 Objectives
Discussion of Day 1 Homework Assignments
Workshop II Critique in Plenary
Tea Break
Spot the Errors Exercise in Plenary
Presentation on Key Concepts in Evaluation
Ground Rules for Workshop III
Workshop III, Part A--Project Design
LogFrames Complete--End of Day

DAY 4

8:00

THURSDAY

8:05
9:15
9:45

DAY 2

TUESDAY

8:.00
8:15
8:20
8:50
10:00
10:10

DAY 3
WEDNESDAY

12:00
1:30
2:30

Day 4 Objectives
Review of Workshop III LogFrames
Presentation on the Evaluation Process
Workshop III, Part B--Evaluation Plan
Tea Break when Convenient (15 minutes)
Evaluation Data Distributed to Workshops (Part C)
Data Analysis
Workshop III, Part D--Conclusions and Recommendati,
End of Day
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10:00
10:15
12:00

Day 5 Objectives
Workshops Present Conclusions and Recommendations
to Plenary
Tea Break
Review of LogFrame Concepts
End of Day.

DAY 6
MTURDAY

8:00
8:05
·8:45
9:30
10:30
10:45
H:30
12:30
2:00
2:30

Day 6 Objectives
Introduction to Networking
Workshop IV--Network Exercise
Time Dimension; Critical Path and Slack
Tea Break
Workshop V--Calculating Time, Critical Path & Slack
Networking and LogFrame
Workshop VIA
Discussion on Workshop
End of Day

DAY 7
MONDAY

8:00
8:05
8:15
9:15
10:00
10:15
12:00
2:30

Day 7 Objectives
Ground Rules for Workshop VIB
Workshop VIB
Discussion of Workshop VIB
Tea Break
Monitoring and Reporting
Workshop VII--Level II Networks of Case Study
End of Day

DAY 8
TUESDAY

8:00

Workshop VII Continues
Tea Break when Convenient (15 minutes)
Workshops Present Level II Network to Plenary
End of Day

DAY 5

FRiWAY

8:00
8:05

1:00
2:30
DAY 9

8:00

WEDNESDAY
2:30
10
THURSDAY

DAY

8:00,
10:15
10:30
12:00
2:30

Workshop VIII--Level III·Networks of Case Study
Tea Break when Convenient (15 minutes)
End of Day
Workshop VIII Continues
Tea Break
Groups Critique Each Other's Level III Networks
Refine Level II Networks and Draw Level 1 Networks
End of Day
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TABLE IX-2 (CONTINUED)

DAY 11

FRIDAY

8:00

8:05
9:00

10:15
10:30
12:00

12
SATURDAY

DAY

8:00
12:00

2:30

Objectives of Day 11
Presentation of Re~ource Management Techniques
Discussion·
Tea Break
Workshop IX--Supplement Networks with Resource
Management System
End of Day

Continue Workshop IX
Tea Break when Convenient (15 minutes)
Discussion On Seminar
End of Seminar
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At. the conclusion of this seminar the participants should be acquainted with
all of the PMS conc(~pts.

However, their experience so far in using the

techniques would be insufficient to allow for confidence in applying the
techniques without

l~uidance.

The next step is to implement PMS in the projects from which Seminar II
participants were chosen.
purpose.

This implementation phase

would have a dual

First, th"re would be supervised implementation of PMS.

Second,

both the project personnel and the future trainers would increase their
ability to grasp and apply the PMS concepts.

It is estimated that three of the 15 participants of Seminar II would not
continue in the training program because they ,,:,ould >;lot have performed well
enough during their initial training period.
divided equally among the projects.

The remaining 12 would be

Each project would have eight to 11

trainees and one trainer.

This implementation phase would last six weeks.

Each of the projects would

provide enough spaCie for nine to 12 persons to work together. The work groups

should be located at the same site where the necessary data can be obtained.

The first week would be devoted to development of a Master LogFrame and Output
LogFrames.
I, 2, and 3

The next four weeks would see the development of networks at Levels
and th,e development of resource management and reporting systems.

It should be expect'ed that one final week would be necessary to put all the
management tools' into working order.

While the Category B participants take

care of the final w,eek's work, the Category A participants would change groups
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each day to become familiar with the work of the other group(s).

Finally,

at the end of week six, a formal presentation of the PMS system, as it would
work in each project, would be presented in a plenary session.

The top

management of-each of the represented organizations should be in attendance.

The 12 Category A participants would now begin a three-week session to be
trained as trainers.

This training session would be the same as Seminar I

except that it would not need to include the preparation of case studies.

The

P.ro

would then have a total of 18 persons who are capable of training

others to use PMS concepts.

However, this total would be less if some of the

Category A participants were from other organizations and return thereto.

C.

Program Expansion

After Seminar II, only four of the PMU trainers would be required to continue
working with the participants as they enter the implementation phase.

Two poro

trainers would be freed to work with a new Seminar II geared to the implementation
of PMS in one to two more projects.

This new seminar would not have future

trainers as participants but rather only project personnel.

Each of the ofie to tW(

projects would have two to five persons trained, and again, the organizations in
which these projects are located could also send one person along with the
project team who is from the planning cell of the organization.

The PMS implementation phase for these one to two projects would terminate just
one week before the end of the trainer training session for the 12 new trainers.
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At the end of trainl.r training there would he three to five projects using
PMS and·a core of 18 trainers ready to work on new seminars.

The rate of expansion of PMS could now be increased.
should now concentrate on training system users.

The expansion program

There are several approaches

to such training that are not mutually exclusive.

1.

Approach 1

The first approach ;ls to train future system users with a two-week training
seminar similar to the one used for Seminar. II.

Each seminar would have

25 participants who would return to their organizations immediately after the
tw~week

session.

~rhey

would then be free to use PMS on whatever projects

they would be plann:lng or managing.
a large number of

~.rsons

The advantage of this approach is that

would be trained quickly •. A disadvantage is that

only two weeks of tlraining would not be enough to give those trained full
confidence t6 use PMS effectively.

This could be overcome by having a highly

trained PAIS superviser in each organization or by having PMU staff on-call as
troubleshooters when problems develop.

In order to train large numbers of people a special facility should be
established in a training institute.

PCI recommends that the National Institute

of Public Administration (NIPA) be requested to cooperate with the Planning
Commission in this Emdeavor.

2.

Approach 2

The second approach to training is to train specific project personnel and to
include the implementation of PMS in the project as part of the training,
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would have two advantages:

(1) the implementation of PMS would be supervised

by PMU to ensure that it is done properly, and (2) the PMS users would be
better trained.

The format of such training would fOllow that of Seminar II,

plus the implementation program already used.

The obvious disadvantage is

that this approach cannot train as many pecple as fast as the first mentioned
approach.

3.

Approach 3

The third approach is to give short three-day seminars.

This is recommended

for the training of top management.

At their level, an acquaintance with

the system is all that is necessary.

They would be using the tools for

monitoring but the actual drawing of the LogFrames, networks, etc.
done by lower levels of

would be

managen~nt.

The three-day seminar would be divided into three equal.parts:
Day 1:

LogFrame presentatiolw and workshop;

Day 2:

Network, Reporting and Monitoring and Resource Management
presentations with brief workshops for each presentation;

Day 3:

PMS experience in Pakistan.

Worlalhops would play an important role in this short PMS orientation seminar.
PCI has found that short exercises in applying the concepts are essential if
the participants are to leave 'the seminars with a firm grasp of system methodology.

The third day would consist of discussions on the successes and problems that
have been incurred in ,implementing PMS in Pakistan.
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as a result of three days of PYS orientation, be able to realistically
assess not only the value of the system in their own organizations, but
also the manner in which the implementation should take place in these
organizations.

PMU should develop the capacity to handle all three approaches to training.
Each of the trainers should be capable of working with the three types of
seminars.

D.

PMU Staff Expansion

After two to three months of an intensive period of training seminars, PMU
~y

wish to,further increase its staff.

With more trained people actively

using PMS there would be a greater demand on PMU experts to solve problems
in the field.

More troubleshooters would be- needed.

Although PMU could

recruit the new staff from within the Planning Commission, an additional or
alternative means of recruitment would be to select individuals who have
demonstrated in earlier seminars the ability to quickly grasp the concepts and
use them effectively.

Those recruited to be trainers would undergo an intensive three-week training
session similar to that used to train the earlier groups of trainers.

Those

trainers who have already had considerable experience training others would
be best qualified as troubleshooters.

E".

V"ideotaped Presentations

An alternative to having the trainers make formal presentations of the PMS
concepts would be to have the presentations videotaped and presented on screen.
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In an expanded training program this would assure the maintenance of a
high level of quality in the initial communication of the concepts.

The

trainers would be able to concentrate their efforts on their workshop
activities.

The videotapes could be made available to system users for

review purposes.

These advanced training aids, which could be available within the first
six months, would facilitate the training program since the emphasis
would be shifted to training of workshop monitors.

Such training therefore

would not be as intensive as in Seminar I.

Monitors would have to be familiar with PYB concepts as well as the conduct
of workshops and the related case projects.
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SECTION X
CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

As \vas discussed in Section IV, the evidence suggests that important improvements
can be made in the

~IP

planning,.monitoring, and evaluating processes, and that

those improvements can help the GOP close the implementation gap in development
efforts.

On the oth.,r hand, even though the direction of improvement is clear

there are many options, specific mechanisms, timil;lg, and other considerations
which are available to the GOP.

PCI has recommended a specific course of

action and an implemEmtation plan.
the only way of moving forward.

However, PCl's recommendations are not

The Planning Commission, the GOP generally,

and organizations interested in PMS clearly have other options that range from
(1) development of a management system in very different directions

to (2) more

aggressive action than PCI recommends.

In order to assist the GOP in such considerations, this section of the report
examines some of the issues and alternatives that were considered during the
Phase II work (Table X-I).

A discussion of these alternatives is presented

here to give further insight into the rationale for the plan that
recommended.

pcr

has

That insight could also simplify the task of selecting an

alternative course of action, should that be desired.
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TABLE X-I
ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION FOR USING PMS

A.

Modification of GOP Approval Cycle

B.

Modification of PO-I and PQ-III

C.

Other"Adaptations and Time Phasing

D.

1)

Reporting Considerations

2)

Cost Considerations

3)

Priority Projects

4)

Selection of Personnel and Training

5)

Automation

6)

Time Phasing

Organization of PC/PMS Staff
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A.

Modification of GOP Approval Cycle

There are four basic alternatives:

1.

Not includ:lng the PMS in the approval cycle (Figure X-J),

2.

Formally mquiring compliance with PMS requirements as part
of the Planning Commission approval cycle,

3.

Formal ~nclusion of PMS requirements in other ministries or
corporations i

4.

Informal compliance--building PMS concepts into projects
without fOl'mal changes in their requirements for approval.

Pel's work

w~th

the trainees, as well as with members of the Planning Commission,

our analysis of proj"cts, and discussions with individuals from numerous
ministries and organ:lzations, has proven to our satisfaction that real improvements
can and should be made.

It seems unrealistic, therefore, to consider the

first alternative per se for all development projects.

A more realistic

interpretation would be not to use the PMS approach for projects that have
already been·formulated;

The concepts would be used for all feasibility

studies and/or selected new project submissions.

PMS staff could participate

in feasibility studi"s to the extent required to ensure proper use of the concepts.

B¥

starting the projects off. in the

r~ght

direction, this alternative

should realize high payoff from relatively low PMS manpower investments.

The

major difficulties wi.th using this approach exclusively are that it inevitably
must deal with projects rather than organizations and, because of that, implementation would be a relatively slow process.

On the other hand, it would be

quite appropriate fOI' organizations that introduce the PMS to immediately
require use of PMS concepts, particularly' the Logical Framework, in all,
feasibility studies.

f..
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The other three alternatives mentioned above (formal/informal inclusion of
PMS requirements within the Planning Commission approval process) should be
viewed in terms of:

•

Comprehensive compliance for all projects;

• Selective compliance for a given class of projects •

Given the practicalities of the situation, only the latter should be considered.
Compliance must be on a selective basis.

The essential altern.atives to be considered for' selective projects are:
1.

Upon submission of a project approval request,

2.

After project approval,

3.

A hybrid approach.

These are examined telow.

The last of these alternatives appears the most

attractive, as it allows us to

~ocus

scarce analytical and planning resources

efficiently.

~.

Compliance Upon Submission of a Project Approval Request

This alternative implies that as part of the ori.ginal PO,-I submission, all projects
. selected for inclusion in the PMS must comply with PMS requirements.

This

means that all project staff must be oriented and assisted in the development
of the planning package before they have made formal contact with the Planning
Commission.

2.

Compliance after Project Approval

This alternative is attractive in that there would be a sense of immediacy about
any assistance provided the project team.

With the project having already
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been approved, and the actual commitment of funds dependent solely upon
completion of the planning activity, and with full knowledge of the financial
resources available, there should be a sense of immediacy. and vitality afforded
the planning process.

A modest procedural change might be useful--by which

the Planning Commission could delay commitment of funds until PMS planning
packages meet the established requirenwnts.

This approach also

al~s

the system to be implemented without any change

in. the PG-I (either formal or functional) without· precluding use of PMS
concepts to comply with portions of the pO-I •

. 3.

Hybrid System

This approach would involve partial compliance with PMS requirements as part
of the PO-I submission, or immediately thereafter as part of a Po-I revision,
with final compliance only after project approval.

Planning Commission

assistance and guidance would be appropriate at this stage (see Figure X-2).

A key advantage to this approach is that the Logical Franwworks and networks
would be available early in the review process, thus facilitating Planning
Commission reviews.

At the same time, the details of the project--output

level Logical Frameworks and Level 3 networks--are not· developed until the
project has been approved, thus preserving the sense of vitality and immediacy
associated with.Option 2.

Note also that by waiting until the project has

been approved to develop the Level 3 networks, tm project will have much better
data as to the detailed cost implications.
has been approved

They will know how much money

and will be working with current rather than'projected

prices of both commodities and labor.
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B.

Modification of PC-I and PC-III

1.

The PO-I

PMS reporting requirements can be met without changing the PO-I.

That is,

submission of Logical Frameworks and related PMS system plans comply with
major portions of the current Po-I narrative, thus allowing the project
team to simply supplement the basic ptm package with additional narrative
as requested by the PO-I.

(This compatibility of the PMS and the Po-I.

requirements is a further indicator of the effectiveness of both.>

The alternatives thus available to use include:

•

No change at all in the PO-I;

•

Functional change in the PO-I, r~quiri.ng PMS products as a means
of complying with current PO-I requirements;

•

FornJally changing the Po-I.

These alternatives need little discussion.

As a practical matter, it is

possible to view PMS implementation in successive phases •. That is, in the
first batch of projects, approvals will be based upon "normal" Po-I submissions.
Over time, and consistent with the hybrid approach noted in the.preceding
paragraph, basic PO-I submissions will require PMS

products.

Finally, based

on experience with the PAm, the PO-I would be formally revised to explicitly
include PMS requirements.

The essential compatibilities 'between the PO-I and the PMS concepts are
illustrated in Exhibit VI-l and VI-2.
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2.

The PO-III

The current PC-III is not compatible with PMS requirements and could not
be used as the basis for a result oriented information system.

Therefore, the alternatives to be considered are:
a.

Immediate change in the PO-III requirements,

b.

Exemption from the Po-III requirements on a case-by-case basis-projects are either within the PMS or continue to comply With
the Po-III,

c.

A combination of the above--developing a modified PC-III that
is used as the basis for reporting for only the selected
claSS of projects that are within the PMS.

The 'comparisons between the PO-III and the PMS are:

a.

Immediate Modification of the PO-III

This alternative is attractive but does not appear feasible in terms of either·
the ability of the project staff to comply nor with the availability of Planning
Commission personnel to judge the utility of reporting alternatives presented
by project teams.

·h.

Exemption from PO-III Requirements

This alternative implies that the project-unique approach to reporting is
preserved.

That is, the reporting periods, evaluation requirements, etc.

developed as part of a dialogue between successive levels· of management.

are
When

all projects have been put within the PMS, the PO-III will de facto no longer be
required.
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c.

Combination of the Above

This approach is compatible with both of the preceding.

In the case where

we preserve project-unique reporting, the PO-III would clarify the guidelines
upon which such project-unique reports are developed and forwarded
clarify the concepts underlying the system.

and

It would also contain formats

for both exception and achievement reports, as well as indications as to
how alternative formats can be approved during the project formulation phase.

To the extent practical, all instructions on the PMS should set forth
minimum functional requirements that must be complied with and should include
practical guidelines--suggestions as to how to go about meeting functional"
planning and reporting needs.

This will encourage constructive compliance with

the system. and is in every way consistent With a management style that the
PMS is trying to effect--an orientation to results rather than activities.

C.

Other Adaptations and Time Phasing

Some important aspects of the PMS need to be elaborated and have bearing
on whatever system or combination of systems are used.
1.

Reporting Considerations,

2.

Cost Considerations,

3.

Priority Projects,

4.

Selection of Personnel and Training Problems,

5.

Automation,

6.

Time Phasing.
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1.

Reporting Considerations

There are many reporting formats that might be considered.

In fact, using

the project-unique B,pproach emphasized by the PMS, it is possible, to some
extent, to combine several kinds within the

P~S.

However, even recognizing the

system's orientation to guidelines rather than requirements, the system
should take a stronB: stand on the issue of timing:
A.

Periodic Reports

B.

Episodic Reports
Achieve~--reports submitted upon achievement of a
. given milestone or event·

Excepti.on--develbped only when there is a deviation from
plan.

The above are by no means exclusive.

The PMS can require episodic achievement

reporting for key events

and exception reporting regarding events subordinate

to those key events.

migh~

periodic reports.

One

even impose an additional requirement for

F'or example, mid-level management might demand reports

regarding two key events during the course of a year, with instructions that
exception reports be, developed if difficulties arise for events immediately
subordinate to those, key events.

In fact, the above noted requirement for all three types of reporting may be a
preferred way of getting the system started.

However, it should be recommended

that periodic reports not be' required more frequently than annually and, further,
that the content of those periodic reports be evaluative rather than narrative.
That is, instead of periodic annual reports, evaluation reports might be
developed, examining: the congruence of the vertical logic of the Logical
Framework (inputs-to'-outputs, outptlts~to-purpose, etc.) "
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2.

Cost Considerations

In addition to the basic reporting alternatives for performance (achievement and

e<ception reports), cost reports should be considered in two dimensions:

a.

a.

EXpenditure and Disbursement Tracking

b.

Costing Criteria.

Expenditure and Disbursement Tracking

Assuming that some form of exception reporting is to be undertaken, tbe
question arises as to the level of variance that would constitute an exception.
Clearly this will depend in large part on the level of disaggregation when
the report is generated.

For a minor activity, clearly larger variances (say 30% (

possibly more) would be tolerated whereas at a highly aggregated level (say for
the project as a whole) exception reports might be generated based on variance
below 10%.

Another alternative to be considered is the utilization of cost trend data.
Are variances escalating, remaining constant,. etc.? A variance that goes 1%,
2%, 4%, 8%, in successive months, may be symptomatic of greater difficulties
then a constant variance of 10%.

There are great difficulties in establishing an expenditure reporting system,
particularly at highly disaggregated levels.

Truely valid expenditure reporting

systems must be based on highly dis aggregated data.

This implies that valid

expenditure reporting depends upon our ability to impose job order accounting
systems upon all elements participating in a project.

This is impractical and

suggests that expenditure reporting should be imposed on a highly selective
basis.
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Disbursement data Should, however, be relatively easily available.

In fact,

such data frequently can be made available without imposing any reporting
burden upon the

proj.~ct

disbursement.)

Wher.. disbursement data are available, then valid cost

team.

(Presuming that there are central sources of

reporting requires (:l) careful prediction of what the disbursement patterns
should .look like
disbursements

(rel~ognizing

the lag time between expenditures and

and (:n correlation of disbursement with achievement reports.

Disbursement analysis should allow considerable freedom in developing variance
and trend calculations, among classes of projects as well as for individual
projects.

Another alternative---valid for performance as well as cost reporting, but of more
significance to the latter--is the tracking of only selected elements of a
project.

If 80r. of the project cost is in buildings being constructed by a

single contractor

and 20% of the costs are in related technical assistance

activities, it might be appropriate to require detailed cost reporting only
upon the construction activities and rely on performance reporting to keep
control of the residual 20%.

Performance failures normally precede cost overruns.

Note also that there might be an inversion on emphasis between the cost reporting
and ·the performance reporting systems.
heaVily dependent

up~n

Performance of the project might be more

the 20% that is technical assistance, thus requiring more

detailed performance reports for these activities, whereas cost analysis would
focus on the 80% that constitutes construction activities.

Thus, cost reporting must consider the issue of expenditure vs. disbursement
reporting.

As a rul'e, expenditure reporting is appropriate if and only if there
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is something like a job order accounting system supporting the cost data
at a level of aggregation below that upon which costs are being reported.
Imposition of an expenditure reporting system without such an accounting
capability to support it is liable to yield the same type of result as
imposition of 'a "percent complete" performance reporting system where there
are no objective «riteria for the percentage calculations. ,The inevitable
result is spurious information.

As a rule then, where there are no job order accounting systems to support
cost reports, it would be advantageous to use disbursement data and ,perform
one's own analysis in an attempt to correlate disbursements with performance.

b.

Costing Criteria

Ns a practical matter there are only two things that a cost reporting system
can do:

1.

Require that you identify costs associated with individual
activities or purchases (laying bricks, buying bricks);

2.

Require that you report on the actual expenditures or
disbursements.

In theory, and to some extent in practice, the greater the level of disaggregation
upon which the cost estimates are based, the greater the degree of certainty
that the estimates are valid.

An estimate for Rs 100 million to build a

university is generally inferior to an estimate that identifies the construction
costs for each of the buildings, development of the library, etc.

On the other

hand, there is a point at which disaggregation will increase the predicted costs.
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By way of a simple example of this phenomenon consider the following:
It seems safe to estimate that one can write a letter to a friend
the course of an hour.

within

However, if one were to break out the individual

activities actually associated with the .writing of a letter and then aggregate
plausible time estimates for each of those activities it might logically
seem that writing a letter would take several hours.
the responding to a letter would include:

Activities involved in

rereading the letter, getting out

the pen and ink, identifying the key points made in the letter, considering
a series of alternative responses for each of the key points, etc.

If one were to

disaggregate these activities and assign relatively modest levels of time
requirements to each, say 10 minutes.or so, the writing

o~

quiCkly become. extremely expensive in terms

resources,

of·~anpower

a letter could

Thus, manpower estimates that are extremely disaggregated must be carefully
reviewed for inadvertent "fat. n On the other hand, costs of purchasing commodities
and equipment are generally firmer as one gets to more disaggregated levels.

The basic alternative for a cost-estimating element of a system is the level
of disaggregation,

At one extreme, the concern is only with total cost of

the project--saying that a project cost Rs 10 million five years ago and should,
therefore, cost Rs 14 million this year (accounting for inflation). At the other
extreme, every individual human activity--laying of bricks, mixing of mortar,
etc •. --is individually estimated.

The decision as to the level of aggregation

appropriate to an individual project is unfortunately more an art than a
science.

One must be at a low enough level of disaggregation that the estimate

is believable and credible to both reviewer and technican alike, but a high
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enough

level of aggregation so that one does not unintentionally inflate the

manpower costs through the mechanism described earlier.

As a practical matter, it is a good idea to examine or perform a before-the-fact
audit of commodity cost estimates at a highly dis aggregated level.

As a

method of ascertaining the care with which the project cost estimates have been
developed, one might randomly select from among the lists of commodities
and other procurements for the projects and then calculate the unit costs for
those commodities.

If the unit costs are overstated or not known, then one

should have less confidence in all the other items of the cost estimate.

An

estimate that indicates Rs 1 million for drugs and related supplies should
be examined to see exactly what drugs and other supplies need to be purchased.

The individual drugs and supplies should be readily identifiable by the
prOject team.
part.

If not, it is a symptom of inadequate cost, analysis on their

We have frequently seen projects where the project team was unable

to answer the question as to how Rs 1 million was to be allocated among
'different drugs and commodities.

Upon questioning, 'they might indicate that' they

intended to buy contraceptives, malaria vaccines, arid'refrigerators, but could
not associate a cost for these individual items.

An inability to disaggregate

commodity costs down to a relatively IaN level is generally a symptom of poor
planning and suggests that the project may experience performance as well as
cost difficulties.

There is another (non-exclusive) alternative to cost analysis and reporting
that is of particular importance to the Planning Commission.

That alternative

is to have each project identify scarce resources--foreign exchange and skilled
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manpower--and analyze these during the project and program review cycle
as a form of priority resource allocation.

Given a good performance reporting

system, and careful analysis of disbursement data" particularly regarding
scarce resources, it :is practical for the Planning Commission to identify projects
with higher expectations of success and/or greater development impact.

Certainly

such a resource alloc:.tion system would also be part of the basic project
approval process.

That is, as projects become more clearly defined in terms

of their development

:~,

we can identify the expenditures of scarce

resource associated with each of those goals as well as with each project
supporting the goal.

AS'an empirical data base develops, we should also

be able to examine the probabilities of success for given projects

and

development objectives, enabling a priori determination of expected

~igher

values for resource expenditures as well as the post facto determination
of actual payoff.

Operations of such a reSource management system depends

in part On the developmont of an evaluation cell Which squarely addresses such
.issues as calculation of rate of return based on social benefits.

3.

Priority Projects.

On the assumption that PAffi will be introduced on a phase-in basis, as opposed
to immediate

sta~t-up

approach, then the criteria to select projects for inclusion

,

within the PAffi should be examined.

Some of these criteria, which require little

in the way of discussion include:

•

•
•

Interest on the part of the project personnel and/or the
organizations who will be implementing the project,
Importance to the GOP development effort,
Total cost of the project;

•

Foreign exchange or other scarce resource associated With
those projects,

•

Quality of the management implementing the project;
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•

Relative ease with which the project can be put within the
system,

• Availability of donor funds to support additional planning
and analytical activities,
•

Uncertainty--the degree to which additional information
is needed in order to decide whether or not to attempt
the project,

• The degree of direct federal and/or Planning Commission
involvement in the project,
• Expression of interest and commitment by an organization
to adopt PMS as an organization-wide internal control
mechanism,
• All of the above.

One project that meets a number of the above

GOP uncertainty as to the relative value of
program.

Further,

criter1a-~perhaps

th~

including

project--is the malaria

this program has tentatively been identified by the USAID

Mission as a candidate for inclusion Within the AID project performance
tracking system (PPT), a system that is in every way compatible with the PMS
aequirements as outlined.

If the malaria project is planned using the PMS

planning and reporting requirements, then it will in every way meet the PPT
requirements as imposed by AID/W.

As it is the USAID and

AID~N

intention to make

the planning of the malaria project a collaborative process involving both
AID and GOP personnel, it would be an ideal project in terms of the availability
of AID analytical support.

This project has the additional advantage of being

one that is well understood in concept and could thns readily serve as a useful
orientation and training activity for participants and, with the agreement of
project staff, as a case for further use in GOP training and orientation activitie
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4.

Selection of Personnel and Training

The success of the PMS will be dependent on having a sufficient number of
project personnel trained to use the system.

The practical minimum would be that

number of project staff that, regardless of normal circulation of personnel
through

reass~gnment

and attrition, would be required to effectively use the

system as well as orient new project personnel to system requirements.
project staff members who would double as

P~ffi

These

specialists would also on

occasion be available to train others outside of their own project or organization.

The retention or subsequent request for project personnel. to serve as backup
or part-time trainers would depend upon the following three factors:

•

Their knOWledge and facility with the concepts,

•

Their credibility as teachers (which'"depends heavily On their
experience with live project situations),

•

Their effectiveness in teaching and interest in developing
as P~ specialists.

Some of those trained during Phase II will be available by:

•

Allowing them to return to their parent organization and using
them as ag'ents for PMS activities within their parent organization,

•

Using them as a cadre of trainers (whether immediately or after
some period of service in their parent organization),

•
•

Using them as a cadre of system implementers,
Not specifically involving them in the P~ffi implementation activities
(Phase II was a test in design phase, and need not be integrated
with Phase I II) ,

•

Assigning some of these individuals to Planning Commission
functions on either a temporary or permanent basis.

•

Some

c~mbination

P~

of the above.

The probable alternative is the last--some combination--based on the interest
and capabilities of both the individual trainees and their parent organizations.
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Given that there are certain key concepts that the GOP wishes to have utilized
by project planners, implementers, and reviewers and regardless of whether those
concepts are extended individually or as part of an integrated system,
clearly some set of activities must be established to train personnel in
use of these concepts.

Alternative approaches to training will be considered

in terms of three dimensions:

a.

a.

Organization

b.

Curricula

c~

, Locations

Organization

ell Policy

Responsibility

PCI at this time sees no practical alternative to having the Planning Commission
responsible at a policy level for training.

Even if the decision is made to

decentralize training--for exam~le, to include it within the normal activities
of government ministries or corporations--the Planning Commission would still
have policy responsibilities to some extent for monitoring the effectiveness
of such training and certainly to review the applicability of extending training
activities to other ministries.

{2) The Home Training Organization
The Planning Commission can choose to have within its own organization and
under its own control, a core ,training staff, or it can assist other organizations
(either Ministries or government corporations or training institutions) to
develop training' capabilities, or it can do both of the above.

Both of the above seems to be the correct alternative at this moment.
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b.

Curricula

The curriculum for training PMS users will vary according to the level of
personnel being trained.

For those Who will be responsible for developing

LogFrames, networks, etc., a more intensive training program will be necessary.

Shorter, briefer training sessions would suffice for higher levels of
management that would need only an orientation to PMS.

The range would be from half-day seminars to tw~week seminars followed by
four weeks of supervised application.

Presentations for the short seminars

could be developed using videotape, sound film or sound and slide training aids,
with one PMS trainer or specialist available to answer questions.

These same training aids could be used for longer seminars with Phffi trainers
available to moderate workshops."

Training seminars could be conducted on a routine basis at government training
institutions and could be included as standardized packages within the entry-level
programs of each or

c.

of selected ministries.

Locations

The location for training PMS users would be dependent on the projects or
organizations whose staff is to be trained.

The training institutions such as (1) Administrative Staff College, (2) National
Institute of Public Administration, (3) Secretariat Training Institute, and
(4) Civil Services Academy could make facilities available to give a home to PMS
training activities"
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Another issue that must be addressed is the location (s) for training trainers.
Two of the obvious alternatives include:

5.

•

Initial training in Pakistan,

•

Training of GOP staff in the United States.

Automation

As a practical matter implementation of a PMS on a large scale argues strongly
for automation.

Before actually automating the system, however, the Planning

Commission must consider whether it wishes to use existing software packages
or develop its own.

This choice obviously depends in part upon the types of

software packages that are available.

However, we can aSSume that for certain

types of activities--deemed desirable but not necessary to Planning Commission
staff--no existing software will do the complete job (e;g., calculations
of probabilities of success, development of cost and performance trend data,
etc.>.

It is quite possible that th@ best use of Planning Commission resources would be
to support and assist automation of the system in organizations that adopt
the PMS.

The experience gained could thus be transferred to other users as the

occasion arises.

If however, a large number of organizations simultaneously express an interest
in or make the decision to automate the PMS, the Planning Commission should serious 1
consider setting up a centralized activity that would develop a full-service
software package to support the system and contain PMS-unique processing elements.
It might also be appropriate to establish--based upon the development of such
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software--a service bureau function'providing either batch process or ort-line
(to remote terminal) capability.

That is, depending upon the nature and

extent of demand, and of the Planning Commission's own needs for automation,
the Planning Commission should consider establishing a PMS computer service
center (or adding a PMS capability within an existing service bureau).

With

respect to software. the most probable option will be to procure a standard
package from a computer manufacturer or service bureau.

Plans for automation should also recognize the rapid evolution in hardware, such
that table-top computers now have a capability exceeding that of most main
frames of a decade ago.

By using mini or table-top computers separately or

in combination with r,emote access main-frames, a whole new range of options
become available.

Th'us, the basic hardware configurations now include:

a.

Central pro,cessor (batch process) only,

b.

Central

c.

Same as (2) above, but· including a small computer within the
remote user console, creating an "intelligent" terminal,

d.

A full capability processor at the user site, precluding the

pr')cessor plus interactive or other remote access console,

need for a :remote access.

6.

Time Phasing

The scarcity of trairu,d human resources demand that system implementation be
time phased rather than executed by fiat.

The approaches to time phasing seem

to boil down to only four:
a.

By project,

b.

By organization,

c.

By individual,

d.

A combination of the above.
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Phase II, completed with submission of this report. is the type of activity
that might be associated with the third alternative.

System concepts and

skills are provided to individuals. and the establishment of systems then
becomes a functi on of their competence and interest.

Clearly, this alternative

is not likely to lead to important change without further assistance on a
project or organizational basis.

Most probably. the alternative chosen will be some combination of the above.
Specifically. it would be appropriate to establish the PMS in those organizations
where Phase II trainees can provide the basis for system implementation (in their
home organizations).

For those'organizations where our trainees and follow-up

v isi ts by Planning CommIssion personnel reveal a high level of management interest
arm commitment in the PAm concepts. the Planning Commission would actively
assist in impiementation of the PAm within that organization.

The implementation

alternatives outlined above of course would again be available to that organization.
However. PAm is a project management system and ultimately the unit of that
activity will be the projects themselves.

Thus. the issue of time phasing

ultimately becomes an issue of project selection.

D. . Organization of Planning Commission/PHS Staff

The central question to be determined here is the extent to which the Planning
Commission will establish PAm staff on a permanent basis.
are not exclusive.

Again these alternatives

It is quite possible for the Planning Commission to

establish a core.staff and supplement these individuals with temporary staff
from other ministries and organizations.
during system implementation pluses.

This alternative is particularly useful

System implementation would represent a peak

load on the human resources required to support implementation as opposed to
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operations.

This strongly suggests augmentation of. Planning Commission

capability on a temporary basis.

Further, the individuals so "loaned"

to the Planning Commission could consider their service there as a period
of training, preparing them to supervise system impleme~tation activities

within their own organizations •.

In terms of organizational placement within the Planning Commission, the
Project Wing i -which initiated and supervised this study, seems the logical
choice.

The key criteria for determining placement of the PMS function should 'be:

•

Mm\agement commitment to its success,

•

Propinquity to the planning and evaluation functions.

•

Ability to raise issues quickly to the very highest levels
of management and policy.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACHIEVEMENT REPORTING

Reporting from one level of management to the
next higher level on the 'accomplishment of previously
determined performance targets based on quality,
quantity, and timeliness indicators.

ACTIVITY
(Represented by ........)

Tasks to be completed in order to reach project
objectives which require reSources (money, manpower, materials) and which consume time in the
achievement of a planned result. An activity
begins at a specific point in time , is
preceded by an event"ends at a later point
in time, and terminates in the occurrence of an
event.
If more than one activity occurs
at the same time, they are said to be in-parallel.

ASSUMPTIONS

Things that must happen if the project is to
succeed, but which are not directly controlled by
the Project Team. (For example, if our purpose
is to increase agricultural productivity and our
goal is to increase farm income, then we must
assume that there are sufficient roads, markets,
etc. to translate agricultural products into
real income.)

CONSTRAINTS

Factors affecting the achievement of a planned
result or component of a project. These may
include the resources required by an activity, the
occurrence of a preceding event or other activities
leading to that event, or the existence of factors
external to our control which limit the timely
execution of an actiVity.

COSTS

The monetary (money, manpower, materials, equipment,.
etc.) or non-monetary (e.g., social consequences,
sacrifices, or disadvantage) contribution of
resources needed to carry out an actiVity.

CRITICAL PATH

The sequence of activities Which takes the longest
time from the beginning to the end of the project.
It defines the minimum time for the accomplishment
of the end, given the level of effort or amount
of resources devoted to the activities.

DECISION POINT
(Represented by

A)

Events which represent key decisions or points of
approval. Also, decision points are points in a
project life where a reprogramming option exists.
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DEPENDENCY

A logical relationship which is indicated by a
causal or temporal precedence. (e.g., if an act'ivity
cannot begin until the occurrence of an event which
is the result of one or more preceding activities,
then it is dependent on those pre-conditions),

DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESIS

"If outputs, then'purpose" is called the project
development hypothesis. The hypothesis that
purpose will Ie ad 'to goal is call,ed the program devele
'ment hypothesi s. These are hypotheses because we are
not certain of the causal relationship between the
Iliff! statement and the II then " statement.

Projects

should be supported only if informed judgment, based
on the best available evidence, provides reasonable
confidence that the "then" statement will' be
achieved, The degree of confidence required should
be a function of the value of achieving the intended
purpose.

DUMMY ACTIVITY
(Represented'by - -l'>~)

A dummy activity shows that one event which marks
the beginning of one activity cannot occur unless
another event occurs which signals the completion
of a different activity, Dummy activities consume
neither time nor resources.

ELAPSED TIME

The time required"for the accomplishment of an
activity.

END-OF-PROJECT STATUS (EOPS)

The objectively Verifiable targets that signal
the successful completion of the project purpose,
that our primary reason for undertaking the project
has been achieved.

EPISODIC REPORTING

Reporting from one level of management to the next
higher level based on pre-determined target dates ane
levels of accomplishment for the completion of
activities and not a routine schedule of reporting
with regular time intervals,

EXCEPTION REPORTING

Reporting on an episodic basis to inform the next
higher level of management that a planned event did
not occur or is in danger of not occurring on time
and/or in the same manner as was planned (i,e., with
respect to the quantity and quality of Performance).
Exception reports should also indicate the actions
being:~taken','lnd·,·iec6mmendedto ameliorate the
situation plus the impact of this change of plan
'on the rest of the project. The importance of exceptJ
reporting is that it spontaneously keeps higher
management aware of current implementation problems
so that it can assist in overcoming bottlenecks as
they arise, not after progress is paralyzed.
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EVALUATION

EVENT
(Represented by

Analysis and comparison of actual achievement
versus planned achievement 'oriented toward improving
plans for future implementation.

0

>

A condition, state, or point in time which can be
defined as the end of one or more activities or the
beginning of one or more activities. An event
consumes no time or resources.

FOCUS

Concentrating attention On the 'lmain thrust" or
truly important issues and avoiding the less important.
Focus is particularly relevant when considering
project purpose. Pro~ect purpose should be limited
to the single "main thrust" of the project, stated
as concisely as possible. (Secondary results of a
project may be considered as other projects, with
cost-benefit analyses based on incremental, rather
than total, cost.>

GOAL

The higher level objective immediately above
project purpose. That is. the "then" statement for
which the project purpose must provide a plausible
"if:" The ratioli"ale by which a project is undertaken
should ultimately allow the project purpose to be
linked to a goal that is set out as part of the
overall strategy.

GOOD PROJECT DESIGN

The best available evidence convinces us that providing
inputs we ~ provide will result in achieving what
we want to happen. The project design can be
analyzed into its linked hypotheses tt to isolate
critical factors and ensure that the design is based
On convincing hypotheses.
- -

It

GPOI

An acronym for: Goal, Purpose, Outputs, Inputs-the vertical logic of the LogFrame. The results
expected when the project is successfully completed
are made explicit and classified in a four-level
hierarchy as part of good project design.

HYPOTHESIS

A predictive statement based on a causal relationship between two elements involving a degree of
uncertainty.
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INDICA'l'ORS

Measures of the occurrance of an event or the
achievement of an output or activity, Pre-establishe
targets or pre-determined measures of progress are
indicators of project performance, (See Objectively
Verifiable Indicators,)

INPUTS

Theresouroes'available and activities to be
undertaken in order to produce the outputs"

INTERFACE EVENT
(Represented by

c:J )

KEY EVENTS

LEADING

INDIC~'roRS

LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

An event which occurs in more than one network.
Events ,which are crucial to the successful implementation of the project and are of interest to higher
management but are not necessarily on the critical p:
Indicators that are observable nOw and are
useful predictors of future success.

A system of arranging management in a functional
hierarchy in which "top management" characteristical
is responsible for selling policy (Level Alpha) ;
Program Management is responsible for program planni
and steering projects toward the accomplishment of
program objectives (Levell); the "Project Manager"
who is responsible for the successful execution of
the project ('Level 2); "Field Operators" who
mobilize and-put to use the project resources to
achieve the planned outputs (Level 3). "Contractors
Consultants normally monitor at Level' 3 but occasic
monitor at an even greater level of detail, (Level 4

..

LINKED HYPOTHESES

Usipg GPOI, the hypothesis is that achieving the
expected results at each level of the GPOI hierarch!
will lead to the results at the next higher level.
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A project design tool developed by PCI that clearly,
. 'logically, and explicitly states why a project is
undertaken, how the project will be undertaken,
what exogenous factors make project success uncertain, and what the project will look like
when it has been successfully completed.

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

MANAGEABLE INTEREST

The scope of responsibility for project activities for
which a manager is held accountable. These activities
correspond to predetermined project outputs, which
in turn contribute to project purpose realization.

MATRIX FOR THE LOGICAL
FRAMEWORK (LOGFRAME)

A worksheet divided into four rows (for goal, purpose,
outputs, and inputs) and four colunms (for narrative,
objectively verifiable targets, means of verification,
and important assumptions).

MILESTONE EVENTS

Key events which correspond to outputs on the
Logical Framework or to major occurrences which
contribute to those outputs. Milestones are
almost always of interest and are, therefore,
reported to the next higher level of management.

MONITORING

The .management function of following the progress
of a project from its inception to its completion.
As management assesSes achievement of events, it
is interested in the quality, quantity, and timeliness characteristics of the achievement. When
actual achievement falls short of planned
achievement it is management's responsibility to
analyze the source of the problem, assess the net
impact on the project and take and/or recommend
corrective actions to higher management.

A graphic representations of the sequence of
activities and events required to reach an objective~

NETWORKS

OBJECTIVELY
INDICATORS

VERIFIAB1~

Good project design must include pre-establishing
"What" will be measured to demonstrate progress
(indicators) and "how much" is the minimum acceptable
level of achievement (targets). Ways of verifying
progress should be objectively stated so that both
a prop9nent of a project and an informed skeptic would
agree that progress has or has not been as planned.
Pre-establishing objectively verifiable targets helps
focus discussion on evidence rather than opin~ons.
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OUTPUTS

The specifically intended results that can be
expected from gOOd management of the inputs provided.
A project manager is responsible for producing
s.pecific outputs; the project manager, line
supervisors, and program staff share responsibility
for the judgment that producing these outputs
will result in achieving purpose.

PARALLEL ACTIVITIES

Activities in a network which can
at the same time.

PERIODIC REPORTING

Reporti.ng on the degree of achievement of activities
and events from one level of management to the
next higher level based on a pre-defined, regular
time interval rfPorting schedule.

POINTER

A symbol which cross-references two events. in a
network (or between networl~) which are interdependen'
The pointer can be used to replace dummy activities w)
represent only a time dependency (but consume no
time or resources) or to replace a normal activity,
In the latter case, the pointer should be carefully
labeled in addition to being cOded. In both cases,
the pointer is uS.(c!d only to avoid overcomplicated
crossing of arrows.

(Represented

bY\»

occur

PROJECT

A planned undertaking that clearly specifies
what will be accomplished, OVer what period of
time, and at what cost.

PURPOSE

What we hope to achieve by undertaking the project,
The result We aspire to if we produce the required
outputs.

PROJECT DESIGN

A summary of what the project is expected to
achieve (purpose) and how it will be achieved
with the inputs and time available, The key
elements of project design may be summarized in
the Logical Framework format.

PROJECT MANAGER

The individual who holds himself personally responsi
for the .success of a project. More specifically, th
individual who is charged with producing the agreed~pon outPl ts within the specified time and cost
constraints.
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REPORTING

"Provides
people at
regarding
Reporting
system.

the right information to the right
the right time" for timely decision-making
the successful implementation of projects.
is the,foundation of any management

SrACK

The time that an activity can be delayed without
delaying the targeted completion of a project.

TARGET

An indicator against which performance is measured
in terms of quality, quantity, and time. In the
Logical Framework they are identified as objectively
verifiable indicators and in networking they are
associated with every milestone and key event which
is reported to a higher level of management.
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2. REPORTING FORMATS
A.

M4.stehkam Cement Ltd. Project
Reporting Structure
Achievement Report
Exception Report

B.

Simly Dam Pro ject
Amnagement Levels
AChieven ent Report
Exception Report

C.

University of Islamabad Project
Amnagement Levels
Achievement Report
Exception Report
Periodic Report

REPORTING STRUCTURE FOR
tWSTEHKAM CEMENT LTD.

LEVEL
ALPHA

CADRE

Policy
Makers

MONITOR

REPORTS TO

Chairman,
state Cement
Corp. of
Pakistan Ltd.,
Lahore

Secretary,

NATURE OF
Minis~

try of Production Govt. of

Pakistan,

Islam~

abad

INFO&~TION

IN REPORTS

TYPE OF REPORT

1. Achievements of 'events on Alpha net1;vork.
- Work completed, reasons for deviation from
date, if any.

.'

.

- Actual total expedditure'increased against
estimated cost and funds received from the
and ot her sources.

, 2. Problems relating to:
= Provision of funds by the Govt. in ADP and
release.
- Import·license.
- Appointment of higher management.
- Coordination with other agencies.
- Labor.

"'0

iil
o

-o·
III

o::J

-do-

3. Reconunendations with alternatives to. overcome the

,

()

problems in order to facilitate policy

dec~sion.

".
J

o(1)

"0

en
::J

o

o
.....

"0

o
iil
<ii

a.

<t;)

I

Planners

Managing

& Program- Director,
mers

Mustehkam
'Cement Ltd.

Rawalpindi

,

Chairman t State

Cement Corp. of
Pakistan Ltd.)
Lahore

c.c.
1. Gen. Mgr. MCL,
Hattar

2. Gen. Mgr.

(Finance)
SCCP
3. Gen. Mgr.

(Planning)

scep

1. Achievements of targets (events) on Level I Network Achievement Repor
- Items of work completed, reasons for deviation
from target date, if any.
- Actual cost of eac~ event as against estimated
cost •
2. Problems and bottlenecks due to:
Exception Report
- Inadequate finances (funds).
- Import policy concerning cement plant, spare
parts, etc.
- Contractors unsatisfactory performance.
_ Labor situation and strikes.

- Damages to buildi~gs S equipment due to various
reasons.
- Delay" in recruitment and/or promotion of management personnel.
I
- Noh-availability of trained manpower, material
and services.
- Lack of pro,er coordination with other Govt./Semi'
Govt. agencies etc. associated in development wor
- Event missed or in danger of being missed.
3. Recommendations with alternatives to overcome the
problems and remove the bottlenecks.

.

-do-

~

\r\
------._---------------

..

REPORTING STRUCTURE FOR
MUSTEHKAM CEMENT LTD.
(Continued)

o
~

LEVEL

CADRE

2

!Project Mgr

IREPORTS TO

MONITOR

,

I

c:e

Gen. Mgr.
'Mustehkam

Managing Dir. ,
Mustehkum Cement
Cement Ltd.) Ltd.) Peshawar
Hattar
c.c.
1. Chief Enginee
MCL, Hattar

"

NATURE OF INFORMATION IN REPORTS
1. Achievements of~ targets (events) on Level 2 Network
- Items of work completed, reasons for deviation
from target date, ·if any.
- Expenditure against funds received with breakup.
2. Financial position and additional'requirements of
funns with schedule of disbursement.
3. Problems & bottlenecks due to:
- Inadequate finances.
- Contractors unsatisf~ctory performance.
- Labor situation and strikes.
- Events missed or in danger of being missed.
- Damages to property.
- Performance of management persons.
- No~-availability of trained manpower.
- Lack of proper coordination with other agencies.
- Delay in recruitment or promotion of management
personnel.
4. RecOiumendation with alternatives to overcome the
problems and remove the bottlenecks.

TYPE OF REPORT
Achievement Report

Exception Report

"C
Ql

1ii
~

o

0.

~

o

o
c

$l

0.

Ql

o
C

o

-do-

()

<U
o
o

:;:;

. 2.5 IExecuting
Officers

1. Chief
IGen. Mgr.
Engineer Mustehkam Cement
Mustehkam Ltd.) Hattar
Cement Lt
·Hattar

1.a)Achievements o~ targets(event~) on Level 2.5 Networks relating to:
- Civil engineering works.
- Procurement of plant and machinery.
- I~stallation of machinery.

Achievement Report

~

a..

- Hanpmver recruitment t training & deployment.

- Raw m~terial supply system.
b)Prohlems anticipated or existing which will ad-

Exception Report

versely affect." the time schedule for:

- Construction of buildings & structures.
- Procurement of plant & machinery at site.
- Irlstallation of machinery & equipment.
- Raw material supply system.
c) Recommendation ,with alternatives for removing the
problems & bottlenecks.

;16

CO

-do-

REPORTING STRUCTURE FOR
MUSTEHKAM CEMENT LTD.
(Continued)

LEVEL
2.5
(Cont'd

CADRE

MONITOR
2. Accountan¢
Mustehkam

REPORTS TO
-d6-

Cement Lt

"'U

3. Manager
(Imports)
Mustehkam
Cement Lt
Rawalpind

~

o
:::

o

~

oo

NATURE OF

INFOlli~ATION

IN REPORTS

2.a)Financial Progress:
- Act~al expenditure on each· activity along with
estimated cost of.that activity.
- Cost overrun or un~errun for each activity.
b) Inadequate cash for rn~eting day-to-day requirements
- Additional funds needed based on commitments.
- Suggestions for overcoming financial problems.
3.a)Achievement of targets relating to procurement of
machinery.
.
- Order placed for import and local purchase'of
plant and equipment.
- Consignments of machinery and equipment received
at Karachi Port and expected to be received at

TYPE OF REPORT
Achievement Report

Exception,. Report
Achievement Report

site.

:J

o

en

:J

o

o

"0
""'

3

Field Oper-j1. Civil
. rhief Engineer
ators
, Engineer
us.tehkam Cement
Mustehkam td.' Hattar
Cement Ltd
• Hattar

o

""'

ll>

CD

0.

~. Mechanical
Engineer
Mustehkam
Cement Ltd
Hattar
,

/?/,?'

I

~

(I)

"0

;p
~

,,'

p.la)Achievement of targets for civil engineering work~ Achievement Report
on Level 3 Network; (output Network No. 1 relating
to'buildings and structures in use).
p.lb)Problems which may result in some event not
Exception Report
"
completed in; time as per specifications such as:
- Unsatisfactory performance of contractors.
- Non-availability or inadequate availability
of resources as per schedule •
•1c)Suggestions for recovering the bottlenecks
-doalternatives
.2a)Achievements of targets for machinery & equipment
Achievement Report
on Level 3 Network (output Network No. 2 relating
"to machinery and equipment functioning •
•2b)Problems which may arise due to:
Exception Report
- Delay in receipt of plant and machinery.
- Non-pvailability of constructed buildings &
structure.
:- - Inadequate trained manpower.
- Breakdown of plant and machinery in transit or
during assembly.
- Non-availability of services for the machinery
and equipm~t as per sched~le.
3.2c)Suggest~ons tor overcoming the problems with alter
-donatives

REPORTING STRUCTURE FOR
MUSTEHKAM CEMENT LTD.

(Continued)
LEVEL

REPORTS TO

MONITOR

CADRE

3

i3.:F.lectrical!

(Cont'd)

Engineer
Mustehkam

-do-

1

NATURE OF INFOfu~TION IN REPORTS

TYPE

Hattar

electrical installations and .internal .electrifications.
~

I

I 4.Admin.
Officer

-do-

Ml.lstehkam

~

,

I

c:e

Cem.ent·,
Ltd'

t

I._

'

Hattar

-do-

5.Labor
Officer

5.

Cet:1€nt
Ltd. ,
Hattar

6.Labor
Officer

. ,..do-

6a)

Mustehkam

6b)

Cement

,

I

Ltd. )

I Hatt~r

!

6c)
I"

"0

- Delay in getting adequate power load from WAPD~.
- Non-availability of electrical fittings and

0)

1ii
'-

equipment.

for overcoming the problems with
alternatives.
4.a) Achievements of targets (events) shown on the
Level 3 Network relating to manpower functioning
on job and management for execution of 'expansion
project (output Network No. 3 and 4.)
4.b) Problems which may arise due to non-availability
of manpower (skilled or semi-skilled labor union
activities) .
4.c) Recommendation for overcoming the problem with
alternatives.

Mustehkam

I

J

Exception Report

3.3c)~ugge5tions

N

REP ORT·

3.3a)Achievemen.ts oJ targets (events) relating to
Achievement Report
electrical 't.Jork on output Network No.. 1, 2 and 5.

3.3b)Problems which may arise due to:
- Unsatisfactory ~rformance of contractors for

Cement Ltd

or

o

-do-

c.

'-

Achieve~ent

o

o

Report

C

tfJ

C.

Exception Report

0)

o
c

o

()

~

o

g

Problens which may arise due to:
Exception Report
- Demand of labor union.
- Notice for stri~e.
- Delay the payment of compensation for accidents
during working hours.
Ach~evement of targets (events) on Level 3 Network relating to raw material supply system
(output Network No·5).
Problems which may upset the schedule ~or the
development/raw material system.
Rec~mmendations for removing the problems.

'-

0..

Achievement Report
Exception Report
Ex·ception Report.·
!

I

jtl'~

REPORTING STRUCTURE rOR
MUSTEHKAM CDlENT L'ID.

(Continued)
~

LEVEL

4

CADRE

Contractors

\l

MONITOR'

REPORTS TO

NATURE OF INFO&'!ATION IN REPORTS

4a)Achievements of targets (events) on Level 3 Network ~chievement Report

Chief Erector Chief Engineer

I

1'1ustehkam Cement
Ltd., Hattar

i»
o
O·

-

4b)Problems which may a~ise due to: .
- Delay in receipt of some machinery and equipment

J

I

Exception Report"
/

at site.

III

- Delay in completion of foundation and structures
for installation of machine.
- D~lay in service consumption-like power gas.and

o

o

:J

o(1)

water.

-

- Lack of coordination between contractors for
electrical works.
- Now compliance of request for providing skilled
manpower in time by the MeL. management.
4c)R~commen~ation with alternatives for removing ~~e

"0
C/l

:J

o

o
...,

problems.

"0

o

a

(])

a.

.

/7

TYPE OF REPORT

.

".
I

~

W

. rException Report
.
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MUSTEHKAM CEMENT PROJECT
'ACHIEVEMENT REPORT

REFERENCE NO.
TO:

FROM:
1.

NAME OF PROJECT:

2.

EVENT:

3.

DATE OF START OF ACTIVITY:

4.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS
DATE OF COMPI.ETION

5.

I.EVELOF

ACCOY~LISHMENT

1)

Target

2)

Actual

3)

Reasons for Deviation from Target, if any.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS:
CODE

ITEMS

ESTIMATED COST

ACTUAL COST

% INCREASE OR

('DECREASE)

6.

REASONS FOR INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN COST:

7.

IMPACT

c.c.
SIGNATURE OF REPORTING OFFICER

Practical Concepts Incorporated

A-J5
.

,

MUSTEHKAN CEMENT PROJECT

!

f

EXCEPTION REPORT

REF NO.

DATE

TO
FROM
1. ,,- NAME OF PROJECT

2.

EVENT

3.

TARGET

4.

uP-TO-DATE PROGRESS

5.

PROBLEM
I.
II.

6.

Nature
Source

IMPACT
I.
-II.

Output Level
Purpose Level

7.

ACTION 'TAKEN

8.

ACTION REQUESTED
A.

REOOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES

(i)

(H)
FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE LISTED:
a.

b.
c.

Najor Advantage
Najor Disadvantage
Resource Impact on Total Project

PLEASE RESPOND BY:

_

C.C.
Signature of Reporting Officer

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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SIMLY DAM PRQJECT

IfJANAGEMENT ,.
ACTIVITY
Level Alpha

ORGANIZATION &
DEPUTEU OFFICER
CHIEF OFFICER
Minister for Prod.,T.P + A
Mr. Rafi Reza

ORGANIZATION &
CHIEF OFFICER
Minister for PIng & Fin
Rana Mohd Hani!

Secy. T.P.A. Division
Mr. S. B. Awan

Secy. Gen. PIng. & Fin.
Mr. G. N. Kazi

Policy Level
I

Chairman CDA
Mr. M.A. Kazmi

Secy. PIng. Comm.
Mr. V. A. Jaffery

Policy Level.
I

Member Finance CDA
Malik Israr Ahmed

Policy Level
I

Member Technical CDA
Mr. Ashfad Hasan

Policy Level
I
0

"1J
....
su

o
o

=
~

()

o

UEPUTED OFFICER

:J

o

CD

~

Policy Level
II

:J

o

o
....

.Director Technical CDA
Mr. A. R. Javed

"tl

o

a

~-<--

Deputy Dir. P & E
Mr. A. R. Pervez
Asst. Dir. Eval •
Mr. Inayatullah

Joint Secy. Proj. Wing
PC - Mr. Namet Ilahi

Deputy Dir. Tech.
Chief Engineer P&I
Mr. Imtiaz Ali Shat WAPDA - Mr. Rebman

Proj. Dir. Simly Dam CDA
Mr. M.A.K. Khattak
.

Deputy Director
Mr. Jehanzeb

Consultant
Level -" III

Chief Resident Engineer
WAPDA - Mr. Mohd. Umar

Technical Officer
Mr. Mohd Aslam

Contractor

G.M. Mech. Cons. Pak.
Ltd. (MCPL)
Mr. M.L. Hussain Tariq

Deputy Dir. Const.
Mr. Anwar

Proj. Dir.
Level - II
J.

I

~

0->

Dir. Gen. Works CDA
Mr. S. Hamid Rizvi

" Planners Level
II

CD

a

:»

,,,

Asst. Chief Progressing
PC - Mr. Badrul Hasan
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SIMLY DAM PROJECT
ACHIEVEMENT REPORT
GREEN FLAG
REFERENCE NO:
DATE:
FROM:
TO:

NAME OF PROJEC'!':
EVENT:
ACHIEVEMENT:
IMPACT ON PROJECT' iN CASE OF OVERACHIEVEMENT:

Practical Concepts Incorporated

A-18

SIMLY DAM PROJECT
EXCEPTION REPORT

RED FLAG

REFERENCE NO.
DATE:
FROM:

TO:
NAME OF PROJECT:
EVENT:
TARGET:
ACHIEVEMENT:
SHORTFALL:
REASONS FOR SHORTFALL:

CORRECTIVE MEASURES ALREADY TAKEN BY PROJECT II<ANAGER:

CORRECTIVE MEASURES PROPOSED TO BE TAKEN BY PROJECT MANAGER:
CORRECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDED FOR HIGHER LEVEL VANAGEMENT WIm AL'l'ERNATIVES:

ADVERSE IMPACT ON TIMELY COMPLETION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION IF CORRECTIVE
MEASURES ARE NOT TAKEN:

GENERAL REMARKS, IF ANY:

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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UN IVERS ITY OF ISlAMABAD
MANAGEMENT LEVELS

DESIGNATION

LEVEL AT WHICH TO MONITOR

Chancellor

Beta

ECNEC

Alpha

CDWP

Alpha

Senate
Ministry of Education

)
)

Alpha

Syndicate
Vice Chancellor

)
)

One

Registrar/PDO

One/Two

Academic Council
Treasurer
Proj(lct Director

)
)
)

Two

Dean of Faculty
Audit Officer
Executive Engineer

)
.)
)

Three

Chairmen of .Departments )
Other Officers
)
Engin(lers
.)

Four

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD
ACHIEVE~ffiNT

REPORT
DATE:

1-

Reference No:

2.

From:

3.

To:

4.

Name of the Project:

5.

Nature of Event:

6.

Targets:

7.

a)

Physical Status:

.b)

Date of Completion:

Achievements:
a)

Actual Physical Status:

b)

Actual Date of Completion:

8.

Impact on the Overal.l Project:

9.

Remarks. if 'any:

.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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UNIVERSI'lY OF ISLAMABAD
EXCEPTION REPORT

1.

Name of the Project;

2.

Nature of Event:

3.

Target Date:

4.

Achievem'mts:

5.

Short Fall:

6.

Reasons :for the Short Fall:

7.

Corrective Measures Already Taken by P.M.

8.

Corrective Measures Proposed to be Taken by P.M.

9.

Alternatives Suggested:

10.

Impact 011 Completion Time and Resource allocation on. Project if
Corrective Measures are not Adopted in Time:

11.

Remarks, if any:

TO:

REF. NO.
DATED:

Practical Concepts Incorporated

FROM:

/>1
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UNIVERSI'lY OF ISLAMABAD

PERIODIC REPORT

MONTH ENDING
NAME OF PROJECT
ESTIMATED COST

S. NO:

DESCRIPTION

-------

_
_

RATE

QUANTITY

AMOUNT

REMARKS

""

WORK DONE UP TO LAST MONTI!:"
WORK DONE DURING CURRENT MONTH:
UP-TO-DATE WORK DONE:

TO:

REF. NO:

Practical Concepts Incorporated

FROM:

---------------

PHASE II REPORT
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR THE PLANNING COMMISSION
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN
APPENDIX B

November, 1975

prepared by:
Practical Concepts Incorporated
1730 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036, U.S.A.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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APPENDIX B
INTRODUCTION

The participants i,n the three workshops--Workshop C (Mustekham Cement
Expansion Project), Workshop D (Simly Dam Project), and Workshop U
(University of Islamabad Project)--developed two primary sets of
documents during the three-month period of their involvement:
Frameworks' and networks.

Logical

The initial set of information used by the

workshops to develop these documents come from the project PC-I
reports (included in

thi~

appendix).

As further information was

needed, the workshop teams obtained it by working in collaboration
'with the project people.

Consequently, several editions of both the

Logical Frameworks and networks were drafted during the design
process.

Each document included in this appendix, represents the

last revision.

All of the 14 Logical Frameworks completed by the three workshops are
included.

Of the 23 networks developed, only eight are presented and

were selected to

hj~ghlight:

1.

Specific 'techniques employed by the different workshops,

2.

Different interpretations of the "nested levels" of networks
which were judged to be of relevance to project implementors
by the respective workshops, and

3.

Accommodations which were made in networking project implementation. schedules to tailor the networks to the user's needs.

Practical Concepts Incorporated

PROJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS GENERATED

DOCUMENTS

MUSTEKHAM.. CEMENT PROJECT

Master Logical
Frameworks *
Output Logical
Frameworks*

• "Buildings & Structures in
Use"

• "Manpower Functioning on
Job"
• "Effective Management Estab
lished"
• "Existing Raw Material
Supply System Accommodates
Expected Needs"

E.1.

()

o
:J
o

<1>

"

x

• "Feasibility Report
Prepared"
• "Water Stored in
Reservior 1T

Use"

D3
o
=.
o

ISLAMABAD UNIVERSITY

x

x
• "Machinery & Equipment in

."

SIMLY DAM PROJECT

" "Diversion Tunnel Constructed 11

• "Service Tunnel & OutLet Works Constructed"
• "Silt Intake Reduced"
• "CDA Consultants Live
in Constructed Colony"

I

'I'

( J)

:J

o

...o
"oD>...

<0

a.

NETWORKS
Level
Level
Level
Level

Alpha
One
Two
Three

. X*
X

X*

X*

X

• "Buildings & Structures in
Use"*
• "Machinery & Equipment Installed"
• "Management Functioning"

• "Feasibility Study"
• "Diversion Tunnel"*
• "Service Tunnel'"
• "Main Embankment"

X*
• "Basic Services"*

• "Faculties Developed"
6'

"University Press"

• "Development, Planning, &
Administrative Cycle"
" "Water Shed Management"

• "Manpower Functioning"
• "Raw Material Supply System
Developed"
Level Three
Composite
Special Level 2.5

,ff,z

X

• "Chief Engineer's Network"*

* Included in this appendix.
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I

MASTER LOGICAL

F~1EWORK:

}IDSTEKHAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT

Practical Concepts Incorporated

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'__9;;/c,7'.L/.!.7.25

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI72-6

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

Project Title: MUSTEHKAM CEMENT

EXPtlNSlON

PROJECT

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

Project Purpose:

financially viable riel expands production of grade 12 cement by 3 lac
tons by 1980.

Outputs:

1.

2.

Building and structures in use.

Machinery and Equipment functioning.

MEANS OF VERIFJCATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which. this project contributes:

Projected Cement shortage of 12 lac
ton/year in Northern Zone decreased
by 50% by 1980.

(Master logFrame)
Concerning long term val.ue of program/project:

1.

Decrease in regional quota of cement
factories of southern zone for projected
supply to northern zone by 50% by 1980.

2.

Increase in production of grade 12 cement
to X lac tons/year in northern ZOne by
1980.

i

1.

Ministry of Production
records.

2.

State Cement Corporation
of Pakistan Records.

3.

State Cement Corporation
Records.

National target for production of 7
million tons of cement per year met.

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affecting purposNo·goallink:

1.

EOP

Production
record.

Oepartrr~nt.

MeL

1. ,ll,ctua1 Demand remains as projected.

1.

Existing and expanded unit prodl;ces 3.3 la,
tons/year of grade 12 cement by 1980 and
thereafter.

2.

Other factories in Northern ZOne
will also contribute towards cement
production as planned.

2.

Targeted minimum rate of return 10% per
year achieved by 1980 and maintained.

3.

Kohat Cement factory produces 3 lac
tons/year of grade 12 cement by

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and suffic:ient to

L

2.

1%0.

ac:~ieve purpose.

a)

100% occupation of buildings for intended purposes by end of 1977.

b)

Engineer's specification met b;!fore
occupancy.

a)

90% production efficiency obtained
during trial runs.

b)

Down time does not exceed s,heduled
maintenar1ce time during fit'st year.

4.

Quota of Northern Zone production
is zero for southern zone and no
export until the supply is greater
than demand in northern zone.

5.

Goverment policy regarding cement
does not change.

AffC(:ting output·to·purpose link:

1• Admn. Ofti ce Record.

2. a) Engi neer I S Report
b)

._·do-

1.

Projected prodllction targets not
altered.

2.

No serious breakdowns due to
factors beyond our manageable interest, like:
a)
b)

c)

,

No .. :5ack1.og of \-Iork.
3.

/by

Fuel & Power Supply
Natural disasters.

Cost of inputs does not increase at
faster rate than cement price.

© Pracli<:al Concepts Incorpor3ted. 1972
Wa~l>;ngtQn.

D.C.

LOGICAL FRAMEWOR ~
FOR

l'C172~

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this SummarY'-OgulJ.7LiZ,,5'-

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

Titl ~:

P

MUSTEHKAM CEMENT

EXPANSION PROJECT

. NARRATIVE SUMMARY

Outputs:
3.

(Master LogFrame Continued)

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

Manpower functioning on JoD.

3.

.

a)

No backlog of work.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

5.

Prorluction Engineer's

Record.

c) Staft turnover per category does not

c)

Effective Management established for 4. a) Production targets being met at 100%
expanded production capacity.
capacity utilization by 1980.

Existing raw Material supply system
accommodates expansion needs.

a)

b) Personal record.

exceed X% per year.

, 5.

3.

b) No more than X% rate of absenteeism per
month .

4.

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

(Continued)

4. a)

-doProduction Engineer's
Report.

b) Production bonus declared.

b)

c) Stri kes avoided •.

c) Labour Office records.

a)

Timelag between orders placed and received for Gypsum and Spares does
not exceed expectation.

a)

-do-

Purchase Dept.

b) X No. of tons per day of acceptable

b) Store Dept.

c) XMG/Day water provided.

0) Civil Engineer's Office

quality of various raw material provided.

records.

d)

X No. of tons per day of raw material
from central store to shops.

d)

e)

Min/max level ·of inventory maintained
for X. Y. Z.

e) Store Dept.

,

Inputs: Activities and Types of ResourCfl;s

1.

. 2.

,

/t"..

Construct Buildings &Structures.
. b) Install Services.
c) Furnish and equip buildings and
structures.
a)

a)

Procure machinery and equipment.

~l

Test machinery and Equipment.
Maintain machinery and Equipment.

b) Instal machinery and Equipment.

Store Dept.

.

Affecting input·to·output link:

level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

1.

Cost of raw material does not
increase faster than the price
of cement.
Fuel and Power available in
needed ~uantity as per
s,:,:hedule.

© "'acli~1

Con~p

Wa,hington. D.C.
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_

_

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI12-6

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

FOR

Proiect Title: MUSTEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT
.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
(Cont' d)
3. .) Detc~ine M3npower needs
Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources

b)

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
Hlaster LogFrame Contined)

OBJ~_q.IIVEl

YVERIFIABLE INDICATORS

Level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANTASSUMPTIO_~~

Affecting input·to-output link:

3.

Recruit Manpower

Foreign exchange loan payment
made at required time.

c) Train Manpower 1 - relevant jobs

'.

dJ Deploy personnel.
4. aJ Determine Management needs.
b)

cJ Hire and orient Management
personnel from outside &deploy.
to expanded unit and make good
employees permanent.

5.

a) Make purchase arra;gement.
b)

5.

Dependable transportation systern exists between Supply
Source and Factory.

6.

No delay due to the defects in the
equipment and machinery received.

Develop storage facilities.

cJ Establish services infrastructure.

d) Deploy personnel in Procurement
Cell.

//.tf

,

d) Extend Review Management System

•

,

4. Targeted local funds allocated
made available according to
schedule.

Transfer Hanagement froo flCL to
expanded uni t.

,
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Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

P'C1 72-6

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

t'roJect I me:

(MASTER LOGFRAME)

SIMLY DAM PROJECT

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Municipal water demand of
Islamabad met beyond 1978.

Project Purpose:

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Measures of Goal Achievement:

150 FPD per capita potable water supplied
from 1978 to 1985 including industrial uses.

a) CDA Municipal record.
b) Water laboratory test.

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

24 MGD Hater supplied from Simly Dam
by end of 1978.

Release of 24 MDG. Water frOm Dam by end
of 1978. loss of storage capaci ty does not
exceed 146 AFT/Annum.
,

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of programlproject:

Affecting purpo$e·tOlloallink:

COA's Resident Engineer.

•

• Minimum rainfall of 31 11 per annum.
• Work distribution system laid as
per plan and properly maintained.
• Filtration Plant workssuccessfully.
• Population grows at the rate of 10%
per year in Islamabad by 1985.
• Other projects such as Rawal Dam,
tapping of Nullahs and Tubewells, etc.,
supply of target quantity of water•

.
OutpUts:

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

1. Feasiblity Report prepared.

1. Feasibility Report accepted by COA by

2: COA Consultants for Simly Dam
1ive in cOnstructed Colony.

January 1969.
2. a) 33 consultants reside in the colony by

3.
4.

5. Water stored in Reservoir.
5.
6. Silt Intake Reduced.

Site Engineer's report.

Sept. 1975.

3. Diversion Tunnel constructed.
4. Service Tunnel and Outlet work
constructed.

Affecting OlJtp~t-to·purPOse link:

CDA's record.

6.

b) Resident are fully satisfied with the
construction of colony.
28 FT. DIA & 600 FT. long R.C. Concrete
lined tunnel completed by Jan. 1973.
a) 6 FT.DIA. 700' Long RC Concrete lined
tunnel completed.
b) RCC 15, DIA 60' high intake structure
as per design completed.
c) RCC 10' X 20' and 10' high control
tower as per design.
d) 200' Prefabricated double line 36" DIA
conduit laid and ali9ned by 1978.
Gross storage capacity of 28750 AFT. I·lith
live storage of 2,0000 AFT. Attained by 1978
Silt Intake does not exceed P.P.M. by 1978.

Director Maintenance Report.
Site Engineer's report.
Site Engineer's report.

Site Engineer's report.
Watershed Management report.

Earthquake intensity does not exceed
the SEISMIC Design criteria.

Seepage does not exceed the level anticipated the soil investigation study.
Watershed Management effective for
60 years.

© f'raerical Concepti
Wnhinllton, D.C.
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Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI7206

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
Project Title:

SIMLY DAM

(rASTER LOGFfUlME CONTINUED)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

INPUTS:

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATlON

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

ACTIVIIES 1\.\1> TYRES OF RESOUCES

1. Govt. maintains priority of this
project for financing both"' oca1 and
foreign costs.

1. (a) Award contract to the consultants.
(b) Prepare research design for data.
(c) Draft and print feasibility report!
2. (a) Construct residences, offices and

12. Import policy change does not affect

1aboratory.
(b) Construct Mosque and Market.

this project by 10 years.

3. Construct Coffer Dams, Diversion
Tunnel and Divert water.

3. Rate of inflation does not exceed as
stipulated in the cost estimates.

4. (a) Construct & make intake structure
to function.
(b) Install steel gates.
(c) Construct control tower &l~
conduit.

4. Strikes do not reduce the working
days to less than 200 per year.

&make concrete spillway
to function.
(b) Construct embankment.

5. (a) Construct

6. (a) Construct check dams/detention

dams.
(b) Construct gully structures.

(c) Grow improved variety of grass

on lands.
(d) Terrace cultivated lands.

5. Farmers take interest in
Management works. "
150 small detention dams constructed by 1977.
5000 acres range land improved by 1977.

Watershed Management record.

l~atershed

6. Labor is satisfied with the working
con~1ition.

Soil conservation works in 31000 acres by
1977.
2,000,000 fb~est trees and 5.00000 fruit trees
growing and spread over 22,000 acres by 1977.

(c) Grow forest and fruit trees.

/if
© :'~ac.t;e,,1 Con"ce~1S

Incorporated, 1972
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MASTER LOGICAL FRAMEWORK: UNIVERSITY OF ISlJU1ABAD

Practical Concepts Incorporated

PCI

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

72~

t'roject

Iltle: ~~IVERSITY

Of

---,,---_

_

(Master LogFrame)

ISlAMABAD

OBJECTIV.ELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of program/project:

Mea$ures 01 Goal Achievement:

PrOlJram Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Scientific and technological
development in Pakistan equal
to international quality

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

1. Percentage increase in Pakistan engaged as
,2.

: 3.

4.
.
5.

consultants by foreign countries/international organizations by 1985.
# of patents issued to Pakistan by 1985.
Percentage increase in scientific & technological research organizations in Pakistan by 1985.
$ of international awards in S&T conferred
to Pakistanis by 1985.
# of publications recognized internationall
by 1985.

i 6. Percentage increase in the
.

PROJECT PURPOSE,

A national seat of learning for
higher education and research in
science and technology comparable to
international standards.

OUTPUTS:
1. Implementation of University Act.

2. faculties functioning.

# of appointment
in international organizations in the field
of science and technology by 1985:
7. Percentage increase in the # of editorial
boards of internationally" recognized
scientific journals by 1985.

AFFECTING PURPOSE-TO-GOAL LINK,
CONOITIONS TPAT WILL INOICATE PURPOSE HAS BEEN
ACHIEVEO, ENO-OF-PROJECT STATUS'
1. # of publications/research papers produced 1. Relevant national/internal. Qualified scientists from University
by profs/associate profs/assistant profs/
tional journals/bibliographer
of Islamabad absorbed in science &
lecturers recognized at national/internatechnology fields.
tional level.
2. # of post-graduates/research scholars at
2. Record of controller of exams 2. Receptive attitude of people in
different levels.
and registrar.
general toward science & technology.
3. # of participants in international confer- 3. Ministry of Science &Tech- 3. Resources available for science &
ences and seminars.
nology as well as Ministry of
technology development.
Education records.
If. # of international conference and seminars 4. University record.
held in University of Islamabad.
,t'\.C:':I"rUOS OF ')UTrUTS f!ECESSr,~Y ~, SUfnCIEt-;r TO
rFFECTIt/G OUT.nUT- TO-Plm.rOSE LINK:
U'H1J':VE PURPOSE:
la)Senate
. Processing of meetings of
1. Policies framed by constituent bodies
lb)Syndicate
these bodies.
implemented properly.
lc)Academic.counci1
ld)8oard of Faculties
le)Finance &Planning Committee
If)Discipline Committee
19)Board of Studies
2a)Academic Staff
1. # of prof-PhDs from school of reputation a.Relevant university record.
. Non-interference in university affairs
with ---yrs. of teaching/research exper.
2.# of associate profs.
3.# of assistant profs.
4.# of lectures PhDs/MSc
2b)Su~portin9 Staff
2b.From international &national
1. of research assts. having 11Sc degree w/
journals.
~rs. experience.
2.# of technician~ having degree/diploma w/
------yrs. experlence.
I

/7/

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI72-6

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
Project Title:

UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD

NARRATlve:SUMMARY

OUTPUTS: (Continued)

!. Administration functioning

4. Students undertaking courses of
studY and research work.

5. Curriculum prepared
6. Operative plant

(Master Log Frame Continued)
OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

-2c}AcademlC!Research Act1vltles
1.# of research papers published/yr. by top
professors.
2.Pass % of students as a function of
enrollment every year.
.
3.% of targeted students registered in each'
dept.
4.% increase in the # of depts. & faculties.,
5.% increase in the # of courses offered.
6.# of international researchers worKing in
Islamabad University.
3a)# of senior officers of specified skill wit
adequate experience.
3b)# of junior officers of specified skill wit
adequate experience.
3t)# of staff members of specified skill with
adequate experience.
3d)# of general service staff.
3e)# of maintenance staff.
4a)# of students with 1st class career.
4b)#of students having acquired GRE standard
a~d are among the top twenty.
4c)#fof students in PhD courses.
4d)# of students in MPhD courses
4e)# of students in M$c courses
4f)# ,of students in Diploma courses
4g)# of students engaged in research topics.
5a)# of courses and syllabi approved and revise
• By the Committee of Experts.
5b)"# of research topics offered.
5a)# of various outputs bY.1980 under "Operativ
, Plant"
BLO~.

- PI>:.1llcs

CLASS!
ROOrS \LABS.

DE T~
LI!3RY.lsiORt

MEANS OF VERIFICATiON

3. Personnel records of the
university.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

3. Favorable attitude of foreign
countries/agencies & local organiza1 tions towards grants/donations to
University of Islamabad.

4. Academic records of univ.

5a. Record of Boa rd of Facu1t.Y •
5b.Record of Board of Higher
6, 1~g~C~'d;rectorate record
&planning &development
offi ce record.

Chell).
Math

SOCla

n-~ce

I :., I

!=:t=:::!=±=1

6b)Central librhrY-Oimension of covered area.
6c)Hostels of cQvered area.
6d)Staff accommotJation of covered area.
6e)Cafeteria of qovered area.
6f)Sports Hall of covered area.
6g)Health Center of covered area.
6h)Mosque of covered area.

J7~

© P,actlCllr Concept,

Ineo'PO,~tO'd. 1972
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Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summaryr

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

Project Title: UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD

(Master LoqFrame Continued)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

7. Central library functioning

_
_

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

7a)# of qualified librarians & staff

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

7. Library record.

#-- OF
POSTS IDEGREE I DIPLOMA I EXPERIENCE
Lib.
Asst.
Lib.

8. University of Islamabad Press.

iNPUTS: ACTIVITIES &TYPES OF RESOURCES:
. University of Islamabad Act.

2a)Rules & regulations'of university.
:20) Funds.
2c)S~lection!recruitment of teachers.
2d)Incentives for outstanding teachers.
3a)Rules & regulations of university.
3b) Funds.
3c)Selection!recruitment of executive &
supervisory staff.
3d)Selection/recruitment of clerical staf'jo
3e)Selection/recruitment of Gen. Studies
staff .
3f)Selection/recruitment of maintenance
staff .
3g)l1eans of transportation(cost of fuel,
gasol ine, maintenance, etc.).
4a)Functs.
4b)Screening/selection of students in PhD
N?hD and MSc level s.
4c)Registration/enrollment to PhD, MPhD.
MSc.
4d}Award of scholarships/fello\'lships.
5a )Fi nances.
5b)Printing/reproducing facilities.
5c}Reference to curriculum of other in~
ternati onally di sti nguished' uni versity"
in respective fields.
5d)Books ~ jrnls. for preparing curriculu

Staff
7b)Addition of latest journals/books/reports/
micro-films every year.
7c}Total # of:
1. Books available in 1980.
2. Journals being SiJ b;cribed by 1980.
3. Tech. reports &other relevant publications being read in 1980.
8. Univ. record and Press Infor8. # of publications per year.
mation Dept.
LEVEL OF EFFDRT/EXPENDITURE FOR 'EACH ACTIVITY:
1. Qualified students &teachers are
la)University Admin/Planning/academic units. 1. University records.
available.
1b)# of MNAs,
lc)# of experts from various fields
ld)# of unlv. academic staff reps. of differen
grades.
le)Representation of Supreme Court, Public
Service Commission, etc.
2. Annual development plans & 2. Continuity of flow of finances.
2b)Funds--amount
audit records.
2c)Recruitment ofstaff--# of staff.
3. Relevant university records.
3b)Funds--amount .

3g)Buses/Vans/Cars--#
3g)Fuel--Gallons
4a)Funds·-amount

4d)ScholarShips/Fellowships--# of students
registered/selected for PhD, MPhD. MSc.
5a)Funds-·amount
5b)Printing, reproducin9--amount
5c)Curriculum of other universities

3. Funds required for. expected inflationary trends.

~

4. Proper import permits & supplies
granted.
.

5. Reasonable expectation of delivery
on schedule.

"
© l'taclical COflcePU Incorporated. 1972
Wuhi"ll10n. D.C.
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Project Iltle:

University of Islamabad

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

o

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary·

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

PC172-6

6a)Rules/regulations of the university.
6b}Finances
6c)Formal approval for location of
buildings.
6d}Selection and acquisition of land.
6e)Consultant/architect services hired
for design and dra~lings.
6f}Hire contractors services for construction of buildings and for
equippinq these buildings with
various services.
7a)Finances
7b)Selection/recruitment of qualified
1ibrarians and staff.
7c)Procurement of books, journals.

_
_

(Master LogFrame Continued)
OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

MEANS OF VERIFICATiON

6. Continuous supply of electricity,
water, gas, fuel. etc. maintained.

6b)Funds--amount
6d}Acquisition of land--# of acr~s of land.
6e)Consultant services--X of the capital cost
of construction.
amount per sq. ft.
6f)Contractor servlces-of covered area.
-7a)Finances--amount
7c)Books and journals--# of latest
na 1s added each year.

books/jour~

7d)Subscription for current journals and
other reports/microfilms.
7e)Procurement of library equipment
7e)EQuipment--printing, reproducing, audioi.e .• Ml
visual facil ities available.
Ba)Finances
8a)Funds--amount
8b)Selection/recruitment of manager,
editors and other staff.
8c)Supply of equipment viz. printing,
camera, typewriter, xeroxing
machine, etc,
8d)Printing facilities
8d)Machinery for printing--amount

..

...

11/
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OUTPUT LOGICAL FRAMEWORKS: MUSTEKHAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT

Practical Concepts Incorporated

Project Title:

r-I

-. I
o

MUSTAHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT:
OUTPUT LOG FRAME • BUILDINGS & STR-UCTURES

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

I

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which thi$ project contributes:

Date of this Summary

FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
I N USE

QBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

I'

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

I

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

I
I

Concerning long term value of program/project:

Mea$ure$ of Goal Achievement:

~ Financially viable MCl expands prOduc1.Existing & expanded units produce 3.3 + 3 lak 1.Production Department of MCl
Record;
~ tion of Grade 12 cement by 3 lak tons by
tons/yr of Grade 12 cement by 1980 & there-

V>~
.... 1980.
w ~

after; minimum rate of return 10% per year
2.Targeted

~ r-

intended purposes by the end of 1977;
2.Engineers' specifications met before occupan- 2.tngineer Record.
.cy.

~

_

National & sectoral target of 7 million
tons of cement per year met by 1980.

2.Finance Department of MCl

8..
achieved by 1980 & maintained.
Record.
:I:
"
...
~I_::.-:=-:-::-:-c:------------_+__=_..,_..,-_..,_..,_..,:;_---_..,:;_-------j_------------_j-:-::--,------_..,_..,-------1
o ':: Project Purpow:
Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
Affecting pl.lrpose·toiloallink:
~
achieved: End of ploject status.
1.Machinery &equipment functioning;
X
Building &structures in use.
1.100% occupation of buildings & structures for 11 .Department Record of MCl;
~

~

-'

w

<1l

B

~

'

~1i

.... 1 0

~ A.8uildlngs & structures constructed as

-5 I

per Annex A;

~IB.serVices

,-

tow ,
w
...'" S-,

installed;

~

~

w

0
c

-"•

.. ...,
... -'
ro

w
<:>
Z

"

,;

C.Buildings & structures furnished &
equippe'd;
lnput$: Activitie$ and Types of Resources

Al.Select Site;
"c
2.Select consultant;
:= 3.Provide data to consultants;
4.Approve consultant's drawings;
5.Prepare tender documents;
6.Invite tenders;
7.Select contractor;
8.Sign contract;
9.Supervise construction under schedule;
10.Take over buildings.
Bl.Provide data to consultant about
services for buildings & structures;
2.Approve consultant's drawings;
3.Prepare tender documents;
4.Invite tenders;
5.Select contractor;
6.Sign contract;
7.Supervise installation;
8.Test services.

Affecting outpuHO·purPO~ link;

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sulfil:icnt to achieve purpose.

A.Buildings &structures list in Annex A completed per construction schedule attached;

Al.Certificate of completion by 1.Personnel employed;
MCL Chief Engineer;
2.Plant &machinery installed.
2.Comparison of actual cost pe
final bill with budgeted cos
B.Service facilities (for .buildings &struc~ures Bl.Engineer's inspection report;
2.Completion
certificates;
installed) 100% by June 1977 per approved de·
signs within 15% budgeted cost of Rs. X;
3.Comparison of actual vs. bud~'
geted cost;
C. Physical inventory per deC.100% furniture & equipment in place by June
partment.
1978 as per approved requirements within 15%
budgeted cost of Rs.X.
level of Effolt/Expenditure for each activity.

Al-5.#of personnel x man hours + equipment x
equivalent hours (if applicable) = cost of
1~6 incurred by
: (1)Civil Engineer
& contractors; {2} Architect &consulting
engineers; (3) Purchase manager; (4) Purchase manager; (5) Civil Engineer staff;
A3.Design work for attached list of buildings &
structures completed by June 1976 for X'Rs.;
A6.Implementation schedules being met;
A7.Contractor hands over keys to site engineer
by June 1977.

Affecting input·to-outP\Jt link:

Ai .Comparison of actual cost
w1th budgeted cost by Finance
Department;
ii.Personnel Department report;
2.Final blueprints;
5.Civil engineer Monthly Prow
gress Reports;
6.Certificate of takeover~

Bl-8. # of personnel x man hours + equipment x
Bl.Final list of services;
equipment hours (if applicable) = cost of 2.Final blueprints;
1 to 8. Incurred by' _ _. (1) Consul3.Civil engineer Monthly Protant engineers; (2) Architect &consu1tin
gress Report;
engineers; (3) Consulting engineers; (4)
4.Engineering staff report.
Consulting engineers; (5) Purchase managers; (6) Purchase managers; (7) Civil
engineer staff; (8) Civil engineer staff.

Cl.Oetermine furnishing required in
Cl-4.# of personnel x man hours + equipment x
C5.Engineering staff & interior
building & structures in consultation
equipment hours (if applicable) = cost of
decorators report.
with the consultant;
1-8. Incurred by
'. (1) Interior
2.Determine equipment required in build
decorators; (2) Consulting engineers; (3)
ing &structures;
Purchase manaqer; (4) Civil engineer staff"
3.Prepare tender documents;
C2.Implementation schedule being met;
4.Invite quotations for furnishing &
C4.Furnished &equipped rooms.
equipment;
5.5ign contract;
6.Receive equipment &furnishing;
7.Prepare equipment & furnishing.
I

/7?

2.Manpower functioning on jobs;
3. Effective management of existing expanded MCl production capacity;
4.Raw material supply system developed;
5.Quality of raw material product con w
trolled .

Al.Connections are given by agencies
for electricity. gas & water;
2.Trained personnel available to carry
out supervisory·work;
3.Strikes do not happen;
4.Contractors remain financially viable during the course of constructio~
5.Contractors statt work On scheduled
dates.

Bl-8.Prices do not fluctuate beyond 5%
of budgeted estimates;
2.Contractors remain financially sound
during the period of contract.

-------ANNEX A: MUSTEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT
OUTPUT LOGFRAME: BUILDINGS &STRUCTURES

1-

Kilm Structure

2.

Mi 11 Structure

3.

Crusher Structure

4.

Homogenizing Silos

5.

Pac ki ng Pl ant

6.

Office Buil di ngs

7.

Sub Station (Electric)

8.

Railway Siding

9.

Storage Yards Stores

&

1D.

63 Housing Uni ts

11.

Cl i ni c

Cement Si 1os

Practical Concepts Incorporated

--------_._--------,

QUALITY, QUANTITY AND TIMELINESS INDICATORS
FOR MILESTONE EVENTS OF "BUILDING STRUCTURE IN USE"

KEYS
1..

Kiln foundation as per contract specification and design completed
within budget costs of Rs. X by 22.5 months after start of project.

2.

Mill foundations as per contract specification and design completed'
within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 21.5 months of start of project.

3.

Crusher structure as per contract specification and design completed
within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 20.5 months of start of project.

4.

Homogenizing silos as per contract specification and design completed
within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 21.5 months after start of project.

5.

Packing plant structure as per specification and design completed
within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 24.5 months after start of project .

. 6.

X s.f.t. of covered area for offices according to specification and
design constructed within. budgeted cost of Rs. X by 23.0 months
after start of project.
.

7.

Substation building as per contract specification and design completed
within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 21.0 months after the start of
the project.

8.

X s.f.t. of RailWay Siding of X characteristic completed within
budgeted cost of Rs. X by 16.50 months after start of project.

9.

X s.f.t. of storage yard as per contract and specification and design
completed within budgeted cost of Rs. X by 16.75 months after start
of project.

10.

X s.f.t. of covered area for stores as per contract specification
and design completed within budgeted cost of Rs. X within 14.75
months after start of project.

11.

19 housing units as per contract specification and design completed
in budgeted cost of Rs. X by 12.25 months of start of project.

12.

44 housing units as per contract specification and design completed
to budgeted cost of Rs. X by 18.25 months after start of project.

13.

Clinic constructed as per contract specification and design
budgeted cost of Rs. X by 13.25 months after start of project.
Practical Concepts Incorporated

•

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
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FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

P rOJect lltle:

_
_

MUSKEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT lOGFAAME)

NARRAT-IVE SUMMARY
Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Grade 12 cement production of f1 nan-

cially viable Mel increased by 91%
by 1980.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFiCATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning lonll term value of program/project:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

1. Existing &expanded unit produce 3 lac tons
& 3.3 lac tons per year of grade 12 cement
by 1980 & thereafter.
2. Targetted minimum rate of return of 10% per
year achieved by 1980 & maintained.

1. Mel production department
records.
2. Finance department records.

1. Actual demand remains as projected.
2. Other factories in N. Zone will also
contribute towards cement production
as planned.
3. Kohat cement factory produces 3 lac
tons per year of Grade 12 ~ement by
1980.

4. Agents have effective distribution
system.

5. Quota of N. Zone prod. is 0 for SZ.
Project PUrpo$ll:

Machinery &equipment functioning.

Outputs:

1. Machinery &equipment procured.
2. Machinery &equipment installed.
3. Machinery &equipment tested.
4. Machinery & equipment maintained.

Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affecting purpose·toiloallink:

1. 90% production efficiency during tr"ialruns. 1. Engineering records.
2. Downtime does not exceed scheduled maintenance time during first year.
3. No backlog of work for machinery.

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

1. Projected production targets not
altered.
2. No serious breakdowns.
3a) Fuel &power.
3b) Natural disasters.
4. Cost of inputs does not increase at
faster rate than cement prices.

Affecting output·to·purpose link:

1. Timely availability of services like
1. Receipt register of machinery
1&2. The machinery & equipment mentioned in
gas, electricity, etc. in required
Engineering department.
Annex received &installed according to
quanti ty.
2. Report of erection engines.
schedul e.
2. Suppliers will supply machinery &
3. X% of installed machinery reported for non· 3. Report of maintenance dept.
equipment as per schedule.
compl iance with standards per testing
3. Shipment facilities are available.
schedule.
4. Adequate transport facilities from
4. X No. of corrective action taken in time for
port to site available.
each report of noncompl iance with set standards.
Affecting input·to-output link:

Level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

1a)List of machinery & eqUipment, and their
la) Oetermine No. &type of M/E &
specifications. .
spares required.
lb) Identifypo5sible sources of suppl 1b)Men X Hours Wages.
1c) Obtain quotations.
lc)X - Rs.
ld) Compare. select. quality, cost &
availability.
1e) Place order with down p~ent.
If) Arrange for delivery to site.
19) Arrange finances.
lh) Physically inspect WE upon
del ivery.

1.· Adequate response for quotations.
• Reqd. M/E readily available from
local/foreign sources as per
schedule.
• Adequate shipment/transport
facilities available.

.

e PrKliul Cono!p1llncorporaled. 19n
Walhington. D.C.
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Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

FOR

_
_

MUSTEHKAf1 CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT lOGI\lAMMARIZING PROJECT OESIGN
Project lltle:
NARRATIVE SUMMARY
r-'nputs: Activities and Types of Resources

2a) Trans per M/E to location.
2b) Assemble on spot if necessary.
2c) Arrange for special installation
equipment.
2d) Place in position.
2e) Connection of services.
3a) Inspect & prepare for operation
according to M/E manual of instruc~
ticn.
3b) Test run as per manual of instruction.
4a) Determine spares required for M/E fp
min. of one year.
4b) Identify sources of spares supply.
4c) Invite quotations.
4d) Compare quality. cost. & availabilit
4e) Place order with down payment.
4f) Arrange for delivery to site.
4g) Arrange finances.
4h) Store spares.
4i) Supply service upon demand.
4j) Determine preventive maintenance
schedule.

/cfiJ

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS.OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

AHecting input-To-output link;

2a) ncn X Hours Xwages forl. erection personnel.
2b) X - Rs. for installati.on equipment ch~rges.

Erection Dept. Reports.

3a) Men X Hourse Wages.

Finance Records.

Finance Reports.

2.

Services like gas & electricity.
available at right time.
Services
like gas, electricity
3.
available.

3b) X No. of machinery reported for nonconfonn- Erection Dept. Reports.
ity.
Maintenance Records.
4a) Maintenance schedule.
4b) Men XHourse X Wages.
4c) X - Rs. X No. of appl ied suppl ier the
earl iest for spare.

Machinery &eouin~ent arrvies at
site as per schedule Ca) No backl0
in manufacture and supply of M/E
(b) shipment of~machinery in time.

4.

Finance Reports.

.
•

I,

Imported spares available in time.

---.,..----ANNEX FOR MUSTEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT
OUTPUT LOGFRAME

JI1ACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN USE

1.

A) 1 No. dry process kiln continuous with suspension heaters of 1000
T/day capacity installed within 35.50 months. from the start.
b) Mill House (Raw Grinding Plant) completed/following equipment
erected within 35.50 months from the start of project as per
supplier design:
a) Electric Precipatators
b) Cooling Tower
c) 35 T/hr. closed circuit
grinding mill
d) Separation & electric precipatators

2.

A)

1 No.
1 No.
2 No.
2 No.

Installation of crusher consisting of-following equipment completed
within 32.:15 months within the start of project as per design:
a) 400 T/hr. hire stone crusher
b) 300 T/hr. scraper
c) 70.T/hr. scraper

3. A)

Following quary equipment assembled and shifted to site within 22.75
months from the start of the project for the development of quary
site:
a}
b)
c)
d)
e)

3" DIA. hole wagon drill
900 cfm portable compressor
3500 cfm portable compressor
0-8 Buldozer
20 ton dumper
f) 2.5 CyD bucket shovel
g) pay loaders

3
2
3
2
4
1
2

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

4. .

Packing Plant erected as per supplier design within 33.75 months from the
start of project consisting of following equipment:
a) 1600 b,1gs/hour
1 No.
b} Cement Silos equipment
4 No.

5.

30000 T/month of grade 12 grey cement produced as per rated capacity
at the end of test run of 1 month.
Practical Concepts Incorporated
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ANNEX FOR MUSTEHKAM CH1ENT EXPANSION PROJECT
OUTPUT LOGFRAME

LIST OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

1.

Kil n

1 No.

Dry process kiln continuous with suspension heater (1000 tone/day capacity)
2.

Mill House (raw grinding plant)
1
Electric percipitator
Cooling-tower
1
35 tons/hr. closed circuit
·cement grinding .mill s
2
Separators &electric
percipitators
2

3.

No.
No.
No.
Nos.

Packing Pl ant
1) 1600/bags/hr. Rato Packer
2) Locomotive
3) Cement Silos equipment

1 No.
1 No.

4. Crusher
400/tons/hr. live stone crusher
300 tons/HR scraper
70 tons/HR scraper
5.

1
1
1

Quary Equipment
3" diameter hol e wagon drill
900 CFM portable compressors
3500 CMF portable compressors
0-8 buldozer
20 ton dumpers
2.5 CVD bucket shovel
pay loaders

3 Nos.
2 Nos.
3 Nos.
2 Nos.
4 Nos.
1 No.
2 Nos.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PC172-6

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
t'roJect Ime: MUSTAHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT LOGICAL FRAMEWORK)

I
I.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Financially viable Mel expands production 1.Existing &expanded units produce 3-3 &3 lak Mel Production Department reof Grade 12 cement by 3 laks ton by 1980. tons/year of Grade 12 cement by 1980 &there- cord.
after;
2.Targeted minimum rate of return lOX/year achieved by 1980 &maintained.

Project Purpose:

Manpower functioning on job.

Outputs:

1.Manpower needs determined;
2.Manpower recruited;
3.0perators trained;
4.Manpower deployed.

Inpuu: Activities and Types of Resources

•

Conditions that will indicate purpose has b~n
ach!e'!oo: End of project ~tat(l~.

LNo backlog of work;
1.Production Engineer record;
2.No more than 10% rate of absenteeism per month 2.Personnel records;
3.Staff turnover per category of manpower does 3.Personnel records.
not exceed XX per year.

Magnitude of Outpu1$ necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of program/project:

National Sectoral target of 7 million"
tons/year by 1980 met.

Affecting purpose-to-goall1nk:

1.Machine &equipment functioning;
2.Effective management of existing &
expanded MCl;
3.Raw material supply system developed;
4.Quality of raw material &production
controlled.

Affecting output-to-purpose link:

1.Recruitment of 290 persons fol" implementation; 1.Personnel Department record;
1.Availability of persons at the time of
2.Recruitment of 427 persons for operation by
2.Comparison of actual with prorecruitment;
1978;
jected manpower requirement.
2.80 persons out of 180 meet our requirement at the time of operation.

Level of Effort/Expenditure for each activitY.

FOR IMPLEMENTATION
.Evaluate category-wise manpower re1.Consultant's Record;
quired for implementation & production; Al.With Ycost;
2.Personnel Office Record.
2.160 #-of skilled labor required for X;
3.Mandays with Y cost;
4.131 unskilled .labor required for Xman-days
with Ycost;
S.X # of White collars required for! man-days
qty cost;

Affecting input·to-output link:

l.Availability of X # each of trained
supervisors & skilled personnel for
implementation purpose;
2.More than Xi 6f persons apply for
each category for fair competition for
selecting suitable personnel.

FOR PRODUCTION

Al.# of operators recruited with I cost in~- Personnel Department Record.
cess field;
2.~of fitters required in maintenance field
with y ~ost;
3.X # of technicians required for maintenance
with 1. cost.
•
C P,aetiC;llI COncepts II'>CO'POr"ed. 1912
Washington. D.C.
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Project Title:

.

Aetivitie~

_
_

MUSTAHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT LOGICAL FRAMEWORK)

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Inputs:

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summarv

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

and Type~ of Resources

Level 01 Effort/Expendill,lrefor each activity.

JOBS

Bl.Determine job & mall specification;

~Operators.

fitters~

technicians, drivers;

I

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

I

Affecting input·to-outpu(link:

Personnel. Manager1s Records.

b.Clerks;

MANPOWER

Bla.X Ace Qi
b.X years exp in field;

IPersonnel, Manager's Records.

c.X year ago;

d.H2 domicile;
e.#2 domicile;
f.#2 domicile;

2.Advertise posts;
3.Reviewapplications;

4.Interview qualified candidates;
5.Select personnel;
6.Appoint personnel;

g.+ typing speed;
2.X # posts advertised for clerks &other staff
mentioned above;
3.A # of applications for each c.ategory select- Personnel. Office Record.
ed;
4. Y # persons appeared for interview for each Personnel. Office Record.
category;
S.X # persons selected on the basis of inter- Selection Record.
view (merits in following category);
6a.
b.

c.
d.

Cl-S.Determine training loads per category.

Persons to be trained from newly recruited per- P.M. Record &Finance Department
sons for each category:
Technicians
Fitter
Van Oper.
Other Oper.

TOTAL
Ol.Oeployment.

NO. TRAINING PERIOO COST
Rs
3 months
8
Rs
3 months
20
Rs
3 months
5
Rs
24 months
14
47

. 33 months

Persons who have successfully completed the
training in various fields mentioned above
placed in respective positions.

Office. Finance Record.

Xl qualified training within scheduled
time in ABC fields.
©

/d)Y

P,act;ClI1 Conc;eph InO;O'PO,ated. 19n
Wa.hington. D.C.

· MANPOWER FUNCTIONING ON JOB

MANPOWER REQUIRED
FOR ~ If.1EW·1EUTAT ION
1. Head office

QUANTITY

QUALITY

10

qualified/
unskill ed

1.3.76

16

qual ified

1.4.76

24

qual ified/
unskilled·

1.4.76

45

qualified/
unskilled

1.6.76

.

2: Labor Office
3. Civil Works

4. Handling

&Drafting

&Stores

TIMELINESS

"

5. Erector

6. Electrician

163

ski 11 ed/
unski 11 ed

1. 7•76
1.10.76

32

skilled/
unskill ed

1.10.76
1.1.77

427

skill ed/
unskill ed

1.6.78

MANPOWER REQUIRED
FOR RUNNING·OF THE PLANT
AFTER EXTENSION
For Production

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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Est, Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

t"rolect .Iltle:

MUSTEKHAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT LOGFRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Financially viable MeL expands production of grade 12 cement by 3 lac
tons by 1980.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Measures of Goal Achievement:

1. Existing &expanded unit 3.3+3 lac tons/yr.
of grade 12 cement by 1980 & thereafter.
2. Targetted minimum rate of return 10% per
year achieved by 1980 & maintained.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of program/project:

1. Production department MCl
record.
2. Finance department of Mel
record.

1. Actual demand remains as projected.
2. Other factories in N.Zone will also
contribute towards cement production.
as planned.
3. Kohat Cement Factory produces 3 lac
tons per yea r of grade 12 cement by
1980.

Project Purpose:

Effective management establ ished for
expanded production capacities.

Conditions thai will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affecting purpose·t01J081Iink:

1. PrOduction targets being met at 100~ capacity 1. Production Engineer's report.
utilization by 1980 & thereafter.
,
2. PrOduction houses avoided.
2. Production Engineer's report.
3. Strikes avoided.
3. Labor Officer records •

.
Outputs:

,

Magnitude of OutpuU !leC(!ssary and sufficiMt to achieve purpose.

a) Management needs determined.
1. 2 senior mechanical &civil engineer both
~) Personnel dept. records.
b) Existing management for Mel transB.Sc. Engineers with at least 10 years exper- b) Supervisor reports.
ferred to expanded unit.
ience in the cement industry transferred from
c) Management personnel from outside
MCL and deployed at end of 16 weeks. One
hired; oriented aid deployed.
electrical engineer with B.Sc. and 5 y~ars
d} Management review system extended to
experience in the cement industry together
expanded unit & good employees made
with 5 junior electrical engineers, one
permanent.
junior mechanica1 engineer; one Junior eivil
engineer all with B.Se. eng1neer1n1 de9t~~s
and a labor officer \'I'ith a BAllB deployed by
by of week 17. By end of week 17, the
following 4 personnel will also have been
deo1oyed:
a)Project Accountant Part I Qualified ACA
b)Purchase Officer 8A 5 years exp·. as Purchase
Officer.
c)Assistant Accountant a.Com 3. years expo
d)Cleaning &Forwarding Officer who should be
a BA and a license holder.
2. Assessment of personnel complete by end of
week 24.

Afflicting output·to·purpose link:

Avai1abi1 ity of required personnel.

© P,actical COr>c:eptl Inoo,po..~. 1l~72
W.lhington.O.C.
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LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
Project Title:

MUSTEla.jAM r.FMFNT FXPAN~TON_J~Rn,'I='r.T

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
'np~lIs:

Activities and Types of

Re$ourc~

(OItTPIIT IOr:;FRAMF rONTTNIIFn'

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

Al) Determine needs from within existfngjAl) Management review of existing organization
organization and from outside.
incorporates additional management requirement for expanded units within 1 week.
A2) Personnel dept. evaluation report of management/personnel submitted within 1 week.
B1) Examine possibilities of promotion ,B1) Two persons transferred by end.of 3 weeks
&transfer from MCl.
to expanded MCl.
C1) Short list of applicants received within
C1) Advertise for required posts
3 weeks.
C2) Review applications and send calls
C2) Interview, etc .• held within 2 weeks &
aoolicants selected.
for interview.
C3) 8 manaGement personnel oriented wlthin 2
C3) Interview & test candidates.
months:
C4) Management deployed within one week.
C4) Select employees.
CS) Orient employees.
C6) Deploy employees.
01) Establ ish assessment forms for all D) Assessment form for management established
management personnel.
within one work supervision assess within
02) Supervision assess individual per8 weeks and management decided within one
fonr,ance.
week which permit to layoff make permanent.
03) Manager to decide which personnel to
layoff and which to make permanent.

;g7

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecting input·to-output link:

A) Personnel dept. records &
supervisory reports.

B) Personnel dept. records &
supervisory reports.
C) Personnel Regst.

OJ Personnel dept.
• Supervi soryreports.

Availability of required personnel.

NOTES ON

1.

11USTEKHA~'

CEI1ENLEXPANSIONPROJECT .
OUTPUT LOGFRAME

Quantity and Time
Four personnel employed at end of 17 weeks.
Quality
Project Accountant Part I Qualified ACA
Purchase Officer:

B.A., 5 years experience as Purchase Officer

Assistant Accountant: B.Com., 3 years experience
Cleaning
11.

&Forwarding Officer: B.A., License holder

Sr. Mechanical Engineer:
Civil Engineer:

B.Sc. Engineering, 10 years experience

B.Sc. Engineering, 10 years experience

11 1.

Layoff 4 ,Jun i or E1 ec. Engi neers.

IV.

Made Permanent by end of 29 weeks:
Electric Engineer:

B.Sc. Engineering, 5 years experience

Jr. E1ectr'ic Engineer:
Jr. Mechan'ical Engineer:

B.Sc. Engineering
B.Sc. Engineering

Jr. Civil Engineer: B.Sc. Engineering
Labor Officer:

B.A. L.L.B.

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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tToJeCt Ime:

MUSTEKHAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT (OUTPUT LOGFRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Program Goal; The broader objective to
which this project coritributes:

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Measures of Goal Achievement:

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term yalue of program/project:

.

Project Purpose:

Existing raw material supply system
accommodates expansion needs.

Outputs:

1. Purchase arrangement made.

2. Services of infrastructure
establ ished.
3. Limstone quary and clay pits
developed.

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affecting purpose·to.goallink:

Store Dept. Report.
per item received from source to main store.
Mech. Eng. Report.
2. X g~llons/day water provided.
Store Dept. Report.
3. Min-Max levels of inventory maintained.
4. Central store meet shop store daily require- Store Dept. Report.
ments.

1. Xton/day of acceptable quality raw material

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

la) XC of persons of A,B.C categories employed
in purchase department by June 1978.
lb) Gypsum of acceptable quality procured
enough to meet 2 months cement production
from 1978 onwards.
2a) X gallons/hour of water provided by 6/78.
2b) X K.wats/day of electricity provided by 6/78
2c) Xeft of gas/day provided by 6/78.
3a) Sample tested from limestone quary give X%
of calciUM carbonate.
3b) Xmiles of approach road to quary developed.
3c) Estimated extractable limestone from quary
not less than X tons.
3d) Sample tested from site qives X% of Alumina
X% of Silica.

Affecting output·to·purpose link:

Personnel Record.
Purchase Dept. Record.
Mech. Eng. Report.
Elec. Eng. Report.
Mech ..Eng. Report.
Lab. Report.

.2a) Railway \Otagon available for
transportation of Gypsum.

Quary Eng. Report.
Quary Eng. Report.
Lab. Report.

© Pr.ctical Concept, llleorj)Orlted. 1972
W..hingtoll. D.C.
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Project Title: _---.MUSTEKHA!1 C£MEliT EX?.!\ttSIO!lJ)~O,lj::_CT (OIlTPUT 1 Or,F~AMF'
NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources

i

lal ElllnlQ.Y procurement pers.onne.l.

I

1b) Procure Gypsum._

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
AffectIng lnput-to-output link:

XMen Xwage rate = exnenditure
against activities.
lb) • Order for X tons of GYpsum with Min XX of
calcium suplhate placed to reach MCl upto

la)

Man~hour
involYe~

x.

2a) Determine additional requirement
of I',ater s gas and el ectricity.
2b} Select site for tubewel1s floats

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

level of Effon/Expenditure for each activity.

• X tons of Gypsum with Min. XX of calcium
suplhate stored in MCl.
2a) Man-hour X Men XWage rate = expenditure
involved against different activities.

Finance Section Report.

Purchase Dept. Report.
Sufgas line available in time.

Store Dept. Report •
Finance Section Report.

.WAPDA provides additional electr1city
in time.

and al'tards.

2c) Prepare tendens for drilling of
tubewells.

2d) X off tubewells capable of discharging X
GPM installed by
,19.
2e) Connect tubewel1s with water pumpt. 2e) X off pumps capabTeO"f discharging X ~PM
against a head of X ft. installed by·,
2d) Commission

tub~wel1s.

lL

~Quary

Mech. Eng. Report.

equipment site reaches in time.

Mech. Eng. Report.

-

2f) Provide data to Sui gas Co. &

award contract.

2g) Commission pipelines.

2h) Provide connections to machines.
2i) lay cables.
2j) Provide electric connections

to machines.
3a) Survey limestone quary.
3b) Develop quary.
3c) Store 15 days consumption of
1imestone;
3d) Testsam~le of clay.
3e) Prepare pit.
3~) Store 15 days consumption of clay.

2g) Pipeline capable of conveying

X ctf. of
Sui gas on ----psf installed and commissioned
by __, 19_.

Mech. Eng. Report.

2i) Substations of _KVA capacity COMmissioned
by __•
2j) Services to machines (gas, water, power)
as per requirements specified and provided
by
,19.
3a) Man-hour XMan·hourwage rate = expenditure
against different activities.
3b) • Sample tested contain min. XX of calCium
carbonate content.
• Quary site selected contain min. Xdays.
3c) Consumption of limestone X tons of lime,
stone of requisite quality stored by
19~.
-

Elec. Eng. Report.

3f) X tons of clay of requisite quality stored
by __, 19_.

I

Chief Eng. Report.
Finance Section Report.
lab. Report.
Quary Eng. Report •
Store Dept. Report.

I

Store Dept. Report.

I

©
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OUTPUT LOGICAL FRAMEWORKS: SIMLY DAM PROJECT

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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Est. Project Completion Date

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI72-e

Date of this Summary

FOR

_
_

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
t'rOJect lme:

SIMLY DAt1: FEASIBILITY REPORT (OUTPUT LOGFRAt1E)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Program Goal: The broader objecti\le to

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

Measures of Goal Achievement:

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of pcogramlproiett:

which this projeCt contributes:

24 rngc:l. potable water supplied from

Release of 24 mgd. water from dam by end

Simly Dam by 1977 for 60 farms.

of 1977.

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose hll$ been
achieved: End of project status,

Feasibl ity Report prepared.

Output,:

Feasibility report accepted by CDA by "X" date.

COA's Resident Engineer
Report.

Affecting purpo$e·tollOallink:

COA's Record.

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose,

1. Contract awarded to consultants.
1. letter of intent/acceptance by consultants
is issued by "X" date.
2. local head office of the consultants 2. Foreign technical personnel &supplementary
established.
local staff are in position & formed in a
building with all the necessary equipment by
"X" date.
3. Preliminary technical/financial
3. Collection of all the relevant technical/
data collected and examined.
financial data which meet the requirements
for evolving a sound research plan.
4. Collection of new/more data.
4. The research design covering geological,
meteorological, topographical. hydrological
& seismological data prepared by "X" date to
meet the requirements not covered under
output (3) above.
5. All existing & new relevant data
5. Data analysis establishing geological.
analyzed.
meteorological, topographical &seismological
soundness is ready by "X" date.
6. RepOrt drafted & printed.
6. 20 printed reports are made available by "X"
date to CDA.

Recommendations of the Feasibility
Report are in form of constructing a
dam on Sim1y &their recommendations are
acceptable & accepted.

Affecting output-to·purpose link:

COA/Consultant's Office
Record.

P. LO.

C9A/Consultant ' s Office
Record.

Consultants/CDA favor the contract
made.

-,

@I'taetic.lIConoePlllncorPOl.ttd. 1912
W"hlnglon.O,C.
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LOGICAL FRAMEWOR K
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
SIMLY DAM: FEASIBILITY REPORT CONTINUED (OUTPUT LOGFRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Outpots:

1. Award contract to the consultants.
2. Establish local head office of the
consultants.
3. Collect and examine preliminary
technical/financial data.
4. Prepare research design for more
data.
5. Analyze all the new and existing
data.
6. Draft and pri nted report.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VeRIFICATiON

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sullicient to achieve purpose.

MANMONTHS MONEY

74

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecting output-to-pUrpose link:

MATERIALS
Survey Equipment
Drawing Equipment

-do-

Office Equipment

Government/COA provide funds according
to the contract and consultants adhere
to the contract.

Sample Testing Equipment
Stationery

TOTAL
Rs. 45
lacs.

.
,

....
© Pr8C1ical Coneeplt
Wlllhi"gfon. D.C.
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Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
rrOjeCl I HIe:

SIMlY DAM:

COlDNY CONSTRUCTION (OUTPUT lOGFRAME)
OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Concerning long term value of program/project:

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affecting purpose·to-goallink:

CDA Consultants for Simly Dam live in
constructed colony.

Outputs:

33 No. of consultants staff reside in tne
colony by September, 1975.
2. Residents are fully satisfied with the
construction of colonY.
1.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Allotment Officer Record.

2. Resident's interview

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

2 ICI type. 4 ID I type, 10 lEI type and 3
1. Resident Engineer completion report.
1F t type houses constructed according to CDA
specification & standard by August. 1973.
-do2. One 6-man and one 8-man Hostel constructed
Hostels for 14 men constructed.
accordin9 to CDA specification and standard
by August, 1973.
I
Regular water supply made available. 3. Quantity of potable water per day available 3. Only IX no. of water
shortage cases registered
for the residents by September. 1975.
during the month.
Only 'X' No. of gutter
4.
·x'
quantity
of
sewer
and
refuse
material
4.
Drainage & sewerage lines laid . .
Blockage cases registered
passes through the sewer and drai nage 1'i nes
during the month.
by December. 1973.
5. Residents move freely and smoothly through 5. (a). Resident Engineer
Pedestrian streets constructed.
Completion report.
the streets thrOllghout the year by Dec. 1973
(b) No repair work is
needed in the rainy
season
6. Only IX' No. of breakdown
6. Colony gets regular electric supply by
External electricity lines incomplaints are registered.
August, 1975
.
stalled.

1. C, 0, E. &f Type houses constructed l.

2.

1.

Affecting output·to·purpose link:

1. Consultants prefer to live near

site.

2. All other basic necessities of
life available nearby.

@Pr..eticaICor>Oept,lflCO(portled. 1912
Wa5hington. D.C.

(tr

_
_

l'C112~

t"roJect

Iltle:

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Inpuu: Activities and Types of Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
Level of Effort/Expenditurefor each activity.

MAN DAYS
(350 DIY)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1. 10SK/30UN.SK
per day.
2. 10SK/30UN.SK
Construct Hostels~
per day.
3. 2SK/6UN.SK
Construct Pump House.
per day
4. 2SK/6UN.SK
Construct Service Reservoir.
per day
Lay 1500 ft. 6" dia. 2000 ft. 4" dia 5. 3SK/IOUN.SK
and 1500 ft. 3" dia water pipel1ne.

Construct Houses.

lay 2000 ft. 6" dia R.C.C. sewer and 6. 3SK/10UN.SK
per day
drainage lines.

Construct 1500 ft., long and 12 ft.,
wide pedestrian streets.
8. Install external electricity lines.
7.

/13

Est. Project Completion Date
'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
SIMlY DAM: COLONY CONSTRUCTION (OUTPUT lOGFRAHE CorHINlJEO)

FINANCES
(R, )

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecting input-to-output link.:

EQUIPMENT
&·MATERIAl

3.50.000.00
15.000.00

5 H.P. Pump

75.000.00

1,50,000.00
30.000.00

5000' long

6'1, 4 11 & 311
C.l. pipeline

2000' long
611 dia R.C.C.
pipeline

60.000.00

8. 4SK/5UN.SK

15.360.00

per day.

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

8.22.900.00

7. 3SK/I0UN.SK

per day

Date of this Summ{lry

1300 ft. wire.

© P'a'lical Con~p" In~rPOl'aled. 1972
Wa.hinglon. D.C.

_
_

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

PCI72-6

FOR

SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

l'roJect Iitle:

SIMLY DAM: DIVERSION TUNNEL (OUTPUT LDGFRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Concerning long term value of program/project:

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status,

Affecting purpose-toi/Oal link:

Diversion tunnel constructed.

28' DIA & 600' long RC concrete lined tunnel
completed by January 1973.

Site Engineer's report.

,

Outputs:

1. Arrangements· for corrmencement of
work completed.

2. Tunnel excavated.
3. Tunnel lined with RC concrete.
4. Open cut area excavated.
5. RC concreting completed for open- cut
area.
6. Testing of structures carried out.

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

la} letter of intent issued to the contractor
on 12.8.66.
lb) 4 No. Compressor. 20 No. Boring equipment •.
4 No. dewatering pumps; 4 No. power shovel;
one water tanker. can working order reach
their site of work.
2) 30' DIA &600' long tunnel excavated by
March 1971.
3) RC concreti n9 l' thick on the above E!xca
vated tunnel by January 1973.
4) 300' X 50' open cut area excavated by
March 1971.
S) RC concretin~ done of the above excavated
open cut area December 1972.
w

: Affecting output-to-purpo$f! link:

COA's Office record.
Site Engineer's record.

Site

I

~ngineer's re~ord.

Site Engineer's record.
Site Engineer's record.
Site Engineer's, record.

I

@ PraC1ical Con~PII Incorpotated. 1912
WithinglOn. D.C.

/$

.

_
_

PC172-8

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK,
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

Project Title: SmlY. DAM: DIVERSlO"---TUNHELJOUTPUT lOGFRl\ML.totrrllillt:O)
NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources'

la) To process the al'la,rc! of. contract.
lb} Deploy supervisory staff.
lc) Arrange &procure material &equip~
ment.
To excavate the tunnel
3 To line the tunnel with RCC,
4) To excavate the open cut area,
5) To line the open cut area with RCC.

2l

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
Level of

EffortJEx~nditurefor

CiJST
MA.TF.RI.A.l
M.A.!I!MONTHS L F EOlrIP
- - C~ssor
Steel
4 No.
100 ton
Bori n9
Cement
20 No.
5,000 ton
De watering
Sand 1 lac
4 No,
cft
Pump with'motor Bagre 21ac
4 Nk.
eft
Power Shovel
Exp. 20 ton
4 No.
W/tanker 1 No, Safetyfaze
20,000
Det. 13.000

Sk USK

500 2500 9.511 0.074

/77

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecting lnput-to-output link:

each activity_

COAls office record,

Site Engineerls record.
II"

It

_
_

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary'

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

PCln.o

YfOJecl lltle;

SIMLY DAN:

SERVICE TUNNEL AND OUTLET WORKS (OUTPUT LOGFRAME)
OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Program Goal; The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Concerning long term value of program/project:

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved; End of project slaws.

Affecting purpose·tOlloallin\(:

Service tunnel and outlet works constructed.

.
Outputs:

1. Contract Awarded
2.

Contractor mobilized.

Site Engineers Report
1, 6 t dia 700' long R.C.C. lined tunnel with
100' long shaft completed b,Jt 6/76.
2. 6' dia 75\ high R.C.C. in take structure as
per design completed by 9/76.
3. 12'x14 1 and 12' high R.C.C. control tower a
per design constructed by 6/78.
4. 48" dia 2600' long steel pipe bifurcating i
to .two 20" dia with butterfly valves layed
and aligned by 12/78.
Affecting output·to·purpose link:

Magn!tude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to achieve purpose.

1. Standard Govt. of Pakistan 60 page contract·
2.

-00-

si ~ned by 6/72.
.
(a 3 miles of 20' wide truck able road
built by 12/72.

(b) 10 skilled and 25 unskilled workers
lived by 12/72.

3.

Service tunnel Excavated.

4. Service Tunnel lined with R.C.C.

(c) 30'x50' warehouse constructed by 12/72.
(d) 20'x30' wareshop with maintenance tools
constructed by 12/72.
3. 10 skilled and 2S unskilled workers lived
by 12/72.

4. 10" thick R.C.C. living done on tunnel by
6/76.

5. 6' dia 75' high R.C.C. inta~e structure
as per design constructed by 906.
6. Steel gate and Trash-rack installed. 6. (a) 6 1 dia butterfly steel gate I min. open
ing 1/2 min. closing time installed by

5.

Intake structures constructed.

-Do-

-Do-

8/76.

(b) 6'xlO' trash rack (steel installed by
8/76) .

7. Control Tower Constructed.
8.

Conduit laid and aligned.

12'x14' ,and 12' high R.C.C. control tower
constructed by 6/78.
8. 48 11 dia 2600' long steel pipe bifurcating
into two 20" dia pipes with butterfly valve
laid and aligned at 411 by 12/78.
7.

-Do-

-Do-

e P,..:tlul ConceptI Incotpo!",ltd. 1912
Wilihington. D.C.

If;?

_
_

PC172-6

Project I itle:---..;SIMLY DAM:

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources

1.

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summarv,__~

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
.FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE TUNNEL AND OUTLET WORKS [OUTPUT LOGFRAME) Continued

fa)

Prepare estimates & Documents
b) Issue tenders and receive bids
tc) Evaluate bids,

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
Level of Effort/Ellpenditure for each activity.

Man Month

L

Cost

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecting input·to-output link:

Eguipment

Materials

Drills 2dgg

Cement

F Compressor 4 Explosive

(d) Awa·rd contract

Electric

Aggregates
Equipment Qt. Material
Trollys 12
Const. Stee
Concrete 2
Shutting
Water
l1qus 12.

2. (a) Deploy Supervisory Staff

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(b) Make arrangements for commencement of work
(c) Arrange and procure materials and
equipment.
(a) Excavate tunnel and shaft
(b) Arrange for equipment
line the tunnel
Construct intake structures
~a~ Arrange and procure steel gat.e
b Install steel gate
~a~ Arrange for instrument
b Construct control tower.
(a) Arrange and procure conduite
(b) lay conduit
(c) Align the conduit

Cost

Man Month

P

L

.

,

/77

© P'.CI;e/l1 ConoePIS IncorPOtfle-d, .1912
W.,hing!on. D.C.
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'"Est. Project Completion Date

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Proiect Titl ~:

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Water stored in reservoir.

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Concerning long term value of program/project:

Affecting purpose.to~ll;nk:

Gross storage capacity of 28.750 cft. with live Site Engineer's report.
storage of 20,000 eft. attained 1>.,y 1978.

,

I;

.
Outputs:

Affecting output-to·purpo5e link:

Magnitude of Outputs necesssryand sufficient to achieve purpose.

. COA office record.
1. Arrangement for corrmencement of work 1a) letter of intent issued to the Government
on June 1972.
completed.
1b) 7 No. 0-8 Dozer; 5 No. 10-20 cyd capacity
Site Engineer's Report.
Dumper; 5 No. scrappers, 12 No. Rigs; 3 No.
Compressor, 600 cft/min; one No. Streep foot
roller; 2 No. Vib. roller; one No. Dragline
.1 1/2 cuyd; 3 No. Jack Hammer; one No.
grader; one No. water tanker, in working
order each at site, by December 1972.
2) Water flows through diversion tunnel in
2. Bund completed.
"
"
"
January 1973.
3. Upstream and downstream coffer dams 3) Water permanently diverted & flows through
"
"
"
diversion tunnel by August 1973 & dam site
constructed.
remains dry throughout the year-local rain
water.
4) ~later maintained maximum level at 229" &
"
"
4. Overflow type concrete spillway
"
excess water overflow spillway.
constructed.
5. Structure of embankment constructed. 5) Embankment sustained 229' level of stored
"
"
"
water in reservoir after June 1978.
6. Structures tested.

1. Seepage does not exceed the level
anticipated in the soil investiga~
tion studies. -

,
@PracticalConC>llPlllncorpor"ed. 19n
Wllhinglon. D.C.
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SIMLY DAM: WATER STORED (OUTPUT LOGfRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

.

~_ _

Date of this Summary

FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

.

Est. Project Completion Date

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT OESIGN
Project Title: sIHLY DAM: WATER STORED (OUTPUT LDGFRAME CONTINUED)

PCl12-4;1

.~~

_

Date of this Summary_ _- - - - - -

~

NARRATiVE SUMMARY
Inputs: ActIVltU;lS and Types of Resources

1a} To' process. the a"lard of contract.
lbl Deolnv sun~rvisory staff.
1c) Arrange & procure material &
equi pment.
2) To construct bund.
3) To construct upstream &downstream
coffer dams.
4) To construct overflow type concrete
spillway.
5) To construct the structure of
embankment.
6) To test the function of structure.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATiON

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Affecf,ing input·tQ-output link:

level of Efforl/Exflnditure for each activity.

CO T

~·1NIMm'THS

l F.£x

EOUIP

MATERIAL

Dozer
7 No.
Dumper 10-2 yd.
5 No.
Scrappers 12 No.
D~8

Rigs 12 No.

CDA Is offi ce record.

"

Cement
25,000 'ton
Steel

"

"

"

"
"

Site Engineer's report.

Sand 24 1c
eft.
Bagre 13 1c
eft.

compressors
6DOeft/m
3 No.
Sheep foot roller Stone 25 la
1 No.
ef
Vib roller 2 No. Explosures
580 lac
Safetyfoze
Dragl i ne 1 No.
6 lac eft.
1 1/2
Tank Hamber
6 lac cft
Grader 1 No.
Detenator

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

587000
SK USK
5000 20000 1666~RO- water tanker
"
1 No.

Earith
3 milcyd

'::rusher capaci ty
3000 eft.

Dise Harrow
1 No.

2t:y
t

,

c

F

r

c

f""""

,.-

!

PC172-8

SIMLY DAM:

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

Program Goal: The broader objective to
which this project contributes:

Measures of Goal Achievement:

Concerning long term value of programfPfoj&C1:

Project Purpose:

Conditions that will indicate purpose has been
achieved: End of project status.

Affectingpurpose·to-goallink:

Silt intake reduced.

Outputs:

1. Forest trees planted.
2. Fruit trees planted.
3. Road constructed.
4. Soil conservation done.
5. DiverSion channels made &slip
control 1ed.
6. Detension dam~ &-bed walls constructed.
7. Range land improved.
8. Plants pruned.
9. Trees grafted.
10. Farmers trained.
11. Springs developed.

Site Engineer1s Report.

Watershed Management is effective
throughout 60 years.

in uncultiYated land
& spread over 10,000

Watershed Management Report.

1. 90% trees grow well in catchment

cultivated land
& spread over 4,000

Watershed Management Report.

2. Farmers take interest in watershed
management works.

Silt intake does not surpass ppm at reservoir
entrance.

Magnitude of Outputs necessary and sufficient to aChieve purpose.

1. 20,00,000 forest plants
growing at 2' per annum
acres by 1977.
2. 5.00,000 fruit trees in
growi ng at 6" per annum
acres by 1977. .
3. 4 miles unmeta11ed, 12'

4. Soil conservation works in 15,000 acres completed by 1975 & in 31.000 acres by 1977.
5. Diversion channels made over 10,000 acres by
1977 .

Affecting output·to-purpose link:

area environment.

3. Highway department construct the
detension wall.

wide road constructed Watershed Management Report.

by 1973.

6. 150 small detension dams & bed walls constructed by 1977.
7. 5,000 acres range land improved by 1977.
8. 1,32,000 plants pruned by 1975 &2,60,000
pruned by 1977.

Watershed Management Report.
Watershed Management Report.
"

Watershed Management Report.
Watershed Management Report.
Watershed Management Report.

9. 27,000 trees grafted by 1975 & 50,000 by 1977 Watershed Management Report.

O. 150 farmers know grafting & pruning by 1973 & Watershed Management Report.
250 farmers know by 1975.
1. 6 springs developed & made functional by 1975 Watershed Management Report.
& 200 springs made functional by 1977.

I

@ Practical Co~ptl Incorportled, '972
Walhinglon, D.C.

20~

"
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SILT INTAKE REDUCED (OUTPUT LOGFRAME)

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

,

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK '
FOR
SUMMARIZING PROJECT DESIGN

I"roJect I me:

'"'-

~

Project Tlth>,

SlMLY

Inputs: Activities and Types of Resources

1. Plant forest trees.

3.
4.
~.

6.

I

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

8. Prune plants.
9. Graft trees.
10. Train fanners.
,11. Develop springs.

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

level of Effort/Expenditure for each activity.

1. Rs. 10.00.000 100 labor. 8 staff. 30.00.000

50

~r()".'bo.r'3.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
Concerning long term value of program/project:

sap1, 50 pickaxes, 100 plantin~ rods. 50 scawrest 2.00.000 polythene bags.
Plant fruit trees.
2. Rs. 5.00.000. 40 lab. 2 staff. 7,00,000 saplings. 50 Kassi, 50 shovels. 5,00.000 polythene
bags, 40 Kurpa. 10 chua rumba.
Construct road.
3. Rs. 40.000. 25 labor. 2 staff. 25 crowbars,
25 malltoors. 25 small hammers. 12 shovels. 2
maunds blasting pO\'lder with fuses.·
Develop soil conservation.
4. Rs. 28.00.000. 200 lab, 8 staff. 1.000 farmer
50 crowbars. 50 malltoors, 100 small hammers. 50
pickaxes, 50 shovels.
Make diversion channels &slip control 5. Rs. 1,00.000, 30 labor. 2 staff. 30 pickaxes.
10 crowbars. 30 hammers, 15 shovels. 10 rnal1 toor
Construct detensiondams &bed walls. 6. Rs. 5.00.000, 100 labor, 20 massons, 5 staff.

7. Improve range land.

_
_

.OAM DIU INTAKE REDUCED (OUTPU! IOGFRAMESUMMARIZING
CONTlN!JFDl PROJECT DESIGN
.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

2.

Est. Project Completion Date
Date of this Summary

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR

PCI72.&

so pieko.xc::l. 10 ma11Lu U I:>.

7. Rs. 1,00,000. 25 labor. 2 staff, 25 kurpa,
25 pickaxes. 25 sickles.
8. Rs. 1,00.000. 20 labor. 2 staff. 20 scatures.
20 handsaws.
9. Rs. 40,000, 20 labor. 2 staff, 20 scatures.
7.0 grafting knives.
10. Rs. 10,000, 250 fanners. 5 staff.
11. Rs. 120,000, 30 lab. 2 staff. 3 massons, 30
pickaxes. 30 shovels. 30 small hal1ll1ers. 10 cr0\1bars, 10 mall toors.

Horticulture Directorate Recordl-l. labo~ is satisfied· by their
worklng conditions.
Horticulture Directorate Recordl .2. Farmers are happy with planting
of trees in the cultivated lands.
Horticulture Directorate Record
Horticulture Directorate Record
Horticulture Directorate. Record
HOl"'f:irll1 tlJrp nirprt-nr.. t-p O"r" ..tl

Horticulture Directorate Record
:Horticulture Directorate Record
Horticulture Directorate Record
Horticulture Directorate Record
Horticulture Directorate Record

~
~
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MUSTEHKAM CEMENT EXPANSION PROJECT

'-----------------------------------~.

Practical Concepts Incorporated

I
f\t.USTEHKA~,' CEII/ENT

j ",

(EXPANSION) PROJECT, HATTAR, N. V.l. F. P.

P.C. 1 PROFORMA

STATE CEMENT CORPORATION OF PAKISTAN, LAHORE

PART - A

-PROJECT
1. Na~e of Project:
2. Autt.orities responE'ible for:
a), Sponsoring:'

4.

Mustehkam Cement (Expansion) Project,
Hattar, N.W.F.P.

Execution:
c)· Operation & Maintenance:

State Cement'Corporation of Pakistan Ltd.
Mustehkam Cement, Hattar, NWFP.
Mustehkam Cement, Hattar, NWFP.

Ti~e required for completion
Qf'Project (in months)

36 months (approximately)

b)

3.

DIGEST

a)' Plan Provisions:
il If the Project is included
in the current Five Year
Plan, specif;r actual .
alloc:ations:
iii I f n~t included in the
curl'ent,plan., hNI is it.
now proposed to be
accommodated (Inter/Intersectoral adjustments in
allocation or other
rel!lources ma;)' be indica ted)

v

No.

The project will contribute to the
fullfilment of the sectoral target of
the 5th Plan, which envisages an annual
cement production capacity of 7 million
tons by 1980. More specifically, the
project will help partially off-set the
acute shortage of cement in the Northern
Zone of Pakistan. It has been estimated
by the Planning Division, that there wilL
be a shortage of about 12 lac tons in
the Northern Zone (area north of Sukkur)
by the year 1980 unless new capacity is
provided.

. iiil I f the project is proposed'
to be financed out of Block Not applicable.
Pro-vision, for a programme,
indicate:
If Project is not in the Plan, To meet the supply gap i~ the Northern
what warrants its inclusion
Zone which as stated above is expected
in the Plan?
to be at least 12 lac tons by 1980, so far
only one project i.e. Kohat Cement
(capacity 3 lac tons) has been approved.
The expansion of Mustehkam (additional
3 lac tons)is therefore justified.

........

•

ww,_.w__
•

_

5. Relationship of the Project with
_he objectives of the Sector.
Indicate names of other projects'
(whether sanctioned or under preparation) which would form part of
integrated programme within the
se,?tor:

The projections of the Planning Division
estimate a demand of 7 millionto~s of
cement in the country by 1980, . which
means that the present capacity is to be
roughly doubled by that date. This
objective is proposed to be met by new
factories and expansion of existing units'
as below. The expansion projects have a
higher priority due to saving in infra'structural costs. The Mustehkam
(Expansion) Project is a part of this
integrated programme.

N A ME

Javedan Expansion 'Project (New)
Spintangi Project(New) Sanctioned
·Kohat project (New) Sanctioned
Lasbela Project (New) I Phase
Mustehkam (Expansion) Project
Dandot (Expansion) Project

Approximate
Completion.
date

1977
1977
1978
1979
1977

-

CAPACITY
Total

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.67
0.30

(In million tons) .

For
Internal
consumption

For
Export

0.03
0.30

0.30
0.27
0.67

0.30

Capacity not determined as yet

1.87

0.63

1.24 .

6. Capital Cost of Project
(in, '000' RS')Local Costs

i/ Capital Cost

b.131,622 (includes capitalized interest
charge)

ii/Working Capital (Portion)
. Foreign Exchange Component:

6,200
Rs.171,933
Rs.

Rs.309,755
7. Annqal Operating Expenditure and
cost of Production (in 'ooo'Rs)
ini~ially and on full operation:

It is expected that the project will come
into full capacity.operation soon after
completion and trial runs. The annual
operating expenditure is the amount
actually spent on operations in the plant
and therefore excludes the depreciation
charge.
.. 2 -

The cement industry is now

201

/

j ,

paying excise duty on actual despatches
and consequently the excise duty levy
o~

Rs. 43/- per ton shQuld in pririciple,
not be included in the cost o~ production.
However, .it has been included to afford
a convenient comparison with the sale
price of cement (currently Rs.2~0/~ per
ton) because the sale price includes the
excise duty. The annual operating
expenditure is estimated as follows:

"I

Expenditure
in
('000' )
rUl?ees.
Local:
Foreig;;'

Exchan(~e:

Total:

Production
( •000'
tons)

ExpeI!diture 'per
ton

59674
9195

300
300

198.91
30.65

69869

300

'229.56

In the first year of operations, when
the plant is expected to run at 90% of
the installed capacity, the operating
expenditure will be Rs. 63867 or
Rs.236.54 per ton. The cost of production on 100% capacity utilization in the
new plant (including duty levy of Rs.43
per ton) would be as follows:
Cost in
'000' Rs.
Local:
Foreign Exchange:
Total:

Production
('OOO'tons)

Cosj;
per ton

87256
·9195

300
300

290.85
300.65

96451

300

321·50

The cost of production at 90% capacity is
estimated at Rs.338.70 per ton (including
the excise duty levy of Rs.43 per ton).
For details please see item 15. The
combined cost of production of the old
and new plant is estimated at Rs.284.53
per ton (refer item No. 15 of the P.C.1).

3·

i
I
I
I

8. Objectives of the Project
}.eferably in quantitative
terms:

It is proposed to expand the existing
unit at Mustehkam and provide for
facilities to manufacture an additional
0.3 million tons of cement. All basic
requirements like raw ~aterials and fuel
are available. The si~e of the plant
(one dry process.kiln of 1000 tons per
day capacity) is recommended considering
such factors as potential to manufacture
certain machinery components within
Pakistan and scale benefits under local
conditions. The dry process with natural
gas as fuel has been adopted for fuel
conservation. and high efficiency. It is
always more economical to expand an
existing unit rather than put up a new
unit with the same capacity. The project
will also afford additional employment
opportunities to the local people.
At the current sale price of cement
i.e. ~. 220 per ton, the project will
not be financially viable. The cost
of production in the new unit has been
estimated at ~. 321.50 per ton. On
integrating the new plant with the
existing unit, the combined ·cost of
production is estimated at ~. 284.53
per ton. Adopting this figure as a base,
and providing for a 10% return the equity
(after payment of taxes), the projec.t
will only be viable if the sale price is
fixed at about ~.330 per ton, including
excise duty. Calculation details are
given in Annexure-IV. It may be a4ded
that unless the sale price of cement.is
fixed somewhere above Rs. 330 porton, no
new cement unit will be found to be
financially viable.
4.
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PART - B
PRCJECT'S DESCRIPTION AND rINANCING

9. Location of'Project:

Hattar (N.W.r.p.)

ProjQct Head Office:

Head Office of Mustehkam Cement,
Rawalpindi (Punjab).

The expansion project is being located on the present premises of Mustehkam
Cement at Hattar, where all
basic materials and infra-structural facilities
•
are available. The site is favourably located to serve the entire N.W.r.p
and Northern Punjab, where we find a substantial gap between supply and
demand.

10. Market
a)'

Descripti~nof

Product or 'Products:

GreY ordinary portland cement with possibility of manufacture
of other special cements, if needed.
b)

Existing demand (for last 5 years)
met from production/imports:
The project will serve the cement market in the Northern Zone of
the country which is the area north of Sukkur, rn a recent esti~~te,
the Planning Division assessed the demand of about 1;; lac tons ip the
Northern Zone in the year 1972-73. This figure is roughly equal to
the production of cement in the, Northern Zone in 1972-73. The ".ssumpt:i..an
that actual Cement sales in the Northern Zone reflect demand is not a
very reasonable method of calCUlating and projecting demand. rOt the
last many years, there has been a chronic shortage of cement in t~e
<

Northern Zone which reaches its peak in the summer months i.e. March
to October. The Planning Division's approach ignores the un-sat~sfied
demand which could not be met because of a shortage of cement. As
a
;
rough estimate, the un-satisfied demand in the Northern Zone is at
least about 20% - 25% of the total sales.
Production of cement in the Northern Zone over the last

5 years

was as follows:
Production (lac tons)

Yea r

1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

••
••

'

..••
••

6.

••

·• .•
••
••

13,40
12.80
12,;;8
13.58
14 32

r,

If we put in a factor for tih-satisfjed d9mand, the current demand
would be 14.32 + 25% of 14.32
17.9 lac tons.

=

'c)

As against the Planning Division's estimate of 14.3 lac tons as the
current demand, ,we have arrived at a figure of 17.9 lac tons by making
a provision fox' un-satisfied demand. Most developing countries tend to
project their demand for cement at a growth rate of 10% per year. This
is also the rate estimated by the Planning Division for this Sector.
On this basis, the demand and supply of cement in the Northern Zone
by the year 1980 would be as follows:
Planning
Our
Div.Estimate Estimate
(lac tons)
(lac tons)

y ear
-

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
19'77-78'
19'78-79
19'79-80

••
••

••

15.73
17·30
19.03
20.94
23.03
25;33

Installed
Capacity at
85% efficiency

16.69
21.65
23.82
26.20
28.82
31·71

13.41
-do-do-

18.86
••
(Planned
by way of
••
addition
of Koha~
••
and }lllstehk:>.m)
Even'if we were to go by the estimates of the Planning Division, the
demand in 1977-78,would b'e 20.94 lac tons which shows that there is
sufficient justification for setting up, additional capacity of about
6 lac tons by 1977-78.
, 11. a)

The demand figures establish a supply gap in the Northern Zone of about
7 lac tons in 1977-78 and about 12 lac tons by 1979-80bssed upon the
projections of the Planning Division. The only capacity so far approved
is the KohatProject which would give us about 3 lac tons of cement per
year. Mustehkam Project which would be an expansion of the existir:g
unit, is favourably located and will add another 3 lac tons to the supply
side which will partly off-set the gap in the coming years. All basic
raw materials are available on the site and such facilities as water
and power can be conveniently provided. Hattar is on the main G.T. Road
and hence one does not envisage any problem in transportation of the
additional quantity of cement produced by this Project to the market i.e.
parts of the N.W.F.P. and Northern Punjab.

b)

i/ Technological Process
The various processes for the manufacture of cement are classified
/

in relation to the amount of water mixed with the raw materials at
the grinding stage preceding burning or sintering. Heat utilization
and power requirements for each category are as follows:.

Process
Wet
Semi-dry' \dth
with Lefol Grate
Dry with Suspension Prelwator.

Percentage
of MoistureCrepresentative)

Heat
Utilization
KMIIKe:

Power
Utilization
Kwh/Tons

35%

1350.1450

95-110

15%

950

115

Nil

820

115-125

The dry precess is envisaged for this project as it conserves fuel,
keeps over all energy costs down, requires shorter kilns and lower
construction costs. Modern technology has over come the disadvantages
of hetrogenous mixing, quality variation and dusfcontrol.
The long term pla~ for Mustehkam plant is to convert the eXisting
two semi-dry kilns into dry process kilns.
ii/Size of Unit
A dry process kiln of 1000 tons per day capacity has been selected
considering fuel economy, marketability, capital costs ~nd ~o~hni~~)
SUitability. No majer pollution problem is anticipated.
iiilYarious Sections of the Factory will be equipped as follows:
QUARRY DEPARTMENT
1. Three wagon drills capable of drilling 3" dia holes.
2. Portable Compressors :
a) Two 900 cfmCompressors.
b) Three 350 cfm Compressors.
3. Two CAT D-8 Buldozers.
4. Four dumpers of 20 tons capacity each •
.5. One 2.5 cubic yard bucket capacity shovel.

6. Two pay loaders.
7. One locomotive.
CRUSHING DEPARTMENT
One limestone crusher of 400 tons

pe~

hour capacity.

PROCESS MATERIALS STORAGE GANTRY
30,000 tons capacity storage yard equipped with two scrapers for

8.

limestone, and clay having capacity of 300 tons and 70 tons per hour
'respectively.
RAII1 GRINDING ,\ND KILN DEPiffiTMENT

1000 tons per day capacity dry process kiln with four stage suspension

'.

,preheater. This ki,ln will be fed by a closed circuit raw grindi!llt
plant of 10.5 t,)ns per hour capacity. The dust collection will be done
with the help of an electric precipitator.

il.

cooling lower will also

be required for cooling the exhaust gases when the rm1 mill is stopped.
One stoJ:"age and homogenizing silo of 7000/8000 tons storage capacity
for storing ra~r, meal will be needed.
CEMENT GRINDING

,~~D

PACKING DEPARTMENT

Two closed circuit cement grinding mills ,with a capacity of 3.5 tons
per hour each alongwith necessary separo.tors and an electric'precipitator for dust collection, will be 'required. Two cement storage silos
with a capacity 'of 4000 tons each will be constructed.

The cement will

be pac!ted wi ththe help of two roto packers having a capacity of
1600 bags each per hour.
ELECTRIC DEPf,RTl1ENT

'--

As the existing sub-station is located in a dusty and conges,ted area,
a new sub-station will be constructed to supply the new plant. A
provision will be kept to operate the main transformer of this substation in parallel with the transformers of the existing sub-station
in case of an emergency •
. iv/ 'Arrangements for oil firing will be provided so that furno.ce oil can
be used in the kiln for burning, if needed.
c)

The State Cement Corporation of Pakistan is the sponsoring agency for
,this prpject. Exe.cution of the projl'lct and operation of the plant will be
ha,ndled by M/s." Mustehkam Cement Ltd., at Hattar, District Hazara.
.
,

Ultimately, the project will be merged into the

existin~

units of the

Mustehkam Cement Ltd; Hattar.
d) , Details of marketing arrangements:
The marketing of the end product will bo handled by Mustehkam Cemont,
through its agents and dealers who cover Punjab and N.W.F.P.

,

,,'
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12. Give date when Capital Expenditure
.Estim~tes

were prepared.

December, 1974.

13. Give breakdovln of Capital Cost c'overing the
whole of investment period as indicated below:

a) Production facilities
b) Ancillary facilities

••
••

c) Service & Welfare facilities
d) 25% of working capital

••
••
••

••

••

( Rs. '000')
298885
2415
2255
6200
309755

14. Basis of Cost Estimates:
a)

Land and Land Development
Sufficient land is available within the premises of Mustehkam Cement
to install a new 1000 tons per day kiln. A provision of Rs.1,OO,OOO
,
has been made under this he'ad for levelling, development <>tc~ only.

b)

Building. & Works

.

The construction of factory buildings and civil works will be taken
up as envisaged in the schedule given in the feasibility report. In
this report, civil works were estimated to cost Rs. 17.12 million
exclUding the cost of colony buildings. Providing for an escalation
of 50% in costs between November, 1973 (when the feasibility report
was prepared) and the date when the civil' works will be taken up, the
estimated cost works'out to Rs. 24.27 million.
c)

Plant and Machinery
The estimates for the capital cost for plant and machinery have beon
based upOn quotations which were received by the State Cement Corporation in December, 1974 for a 1000 tons/day dry process plant to be
located at Spintangi.
There are some differences in the schedule
of machinery and equipment required for Spintangi and Mustohkam projects

10.

After catering for these variations it ~6 estimated that if all the
machinery for Mustehkam was to be imported from abroad, it would cost
about 18 million dollars on C & F Karachi basis.
a.im to fabricate about
~~e

Since, however, we

30% of the Mustehkam Project machinery within

country after importing raw materials, the foreign exchange cost

of the machine:ry and equipment has been taken at about Rs. 157 million
and the balance (abou.t Rs.21 million) has been provided in local
currency tc cover fabrication charges li.e. value added).
The rupee costlS for plant and machinery are as follows:
(Ros. in I 000' )

i/ Rupee cost of locally fabricated
machinery and equipment.
ii/ Uustoms duties on plant and machinery
at 25% of C & F va.luc of plant o.nd
melch in ory•
iii/ Internal transportation and wharfage at
3% of the duty paid value of the plant
and machinery.

21384

39204

5346
65934
.

d)

,

Installation charges 'of machinery and equipment have been taken at
5% of the cost of the machinery and equipment at site. This estimate
is based upon actual cost of· previous erection and installation
works with a provision for escalation in costs since then.

e)

Contingencies have been estimated at 5% of the aggregate cost under
each head except for residential buildings where a contingency
prv~ision of 10% has been made.

f)

Phasing Qf loan utilization is expected to be as follows:
( RIl. '0001)
Foreign Exchange Portion

1st y,ear

•••

2nd Y1ear
3rd year

•••

•••
•••
•••

•••

.40,000
50,000
60,000

•••
22,000
4th Yl~ar
•••
Interest during the construction period (nearly four years) has been
capitalised.

Interest has been calculated on the time schedule of

expenditure •. Capitalised interest may not be payable depending upon
the terms of Saudi Arabian loan of 16.5 million dollars allocated for
this project.

11.

-

-

Rates of interest assumed are:
i/

Foreign Exchange loan

ii/

Working capital loan
from commercial banks.
Hedium term loan from
commercial banks to
cover local costs.

iii/

g)

7.5% with repayment
in 10 years.

,.

The estimates for residential buildings
and colonies
are as follows:
,
C-1"':rype quarters
II
C
B-1

II

B
A..1

"

A

"
"

"

"

"
"
"

2
2

1,65,000
1,40,000

2

1,10,000

6
20

2,70,000

30

5,50,000
6,75,000

Guest House for foreign Erectors

19,10,000
1,40,000

Contingencies at 10%

20,50,000
2,05,000
TOTAL:

h)

,-

22,55,000

In all other cases," estima tes have been based upon our own
experience or upon estimates given by executing agencies.

15. Give cost of sales in the 1st year of operation and
on full operation of the projeot as indicated below:
The plant is expected to achieve 90% capacity utilization in the first
year of operation and run "at 10~6 capacity from the second year of
operations onwards.
In the first year of operation, when the" new plant is expected to achieve
90% efficiency, (production of 270,000 tons) the cost of production is
estimated as follows:

12.

,

.

.;
"

i

I

Raw

Total Cost
....,,..' .

'

('000' Rs.)

.~
"

mater~all3:

.-

;-

'20.34

Local;
Indirect mat~ria~s:
1,ocal.l,

"

.'

.

~

• 'l!... ~,c;

.

Foreie;n,:

J,

i.

Cost in rupee's
per ton

.

.1418

5·25
10.50
12.41
38.24
102.15
3.63
1.11
1.30
55·00
6.57
39.20
43.00
338.70

283'
3351
10324
,27582

Labour
Fuel & Power,
Depreciation
Insurance

"

,980

300
,350
14850
,1773

Production overhHad
Maintenance "
P~cking material
Administratiqn & selling expenses
Financial Expenses
Excise duty

1058~

Total:
Cost ofProd4etio:tl at 10096
Capacity Utilization:
,

11610
91449

(3,00,000 tons in 900
Production shifts)
Unit Cost Total Cost
Rs/ton
'000' Rs.

Raw materials:
Local
Indirect materiah::
'Local
Foreig~

Labour
Fuel & Power
Depreciation
Insurance
Production OVllrheaci

Combined ,cost per
ton existing and
planned capacity
6, 30,000 tons
per year

20.34

6102

,20.34

5.25
10.50
11.16
37.68
91.94
3.27
1.00

1575
3150
3351
11304
27582
980
300

' 5.94
11.88
14.13
46.91
i
53.73
' 1.95
1.14

",.J

.

,

13.
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350

2.14

55.00

16500

55.00

237.31

71194

213.16

5.91

1773

7.35

Financial Expenses:

35.28

10584 ~

21.02

Excise Duty:

43.00

12900

43.00

321.50

96451

284.53

Naintenance:
Packing Material
Production Cost:

•••

Admn. & Selling Expenses:

Total Cost to make & sell

Depreciation has been cha~ged @ 1~~ on the cost of plant and
machinery and at 5% for buildings.

16. a)

Indicate fixed and variable costs:
the new 0.3 million ton plant (at 100% capacity utilization) .
they will be as follows:

Fo~

Fixed Costs:
Variable Costs:
b)

4,49,20,000 per annum.

~.

~; ~,15,31,000

per annum.

Give price Eer unit of each Eroduct:
The current sale price of cement is

~.

220 per ton ex-factory.

On the combined productio'n of 6.3 lac tons, the break-even point
is ~. 284.53 per ton. If we are to work on the basis of a reasonable
return on the equity (say about 10%), the sale price of cement will
have to be fixed at about
item 8 and Annexure - IV •

17. a)

~.330

per ton.

,For details please see

• flow statement indicating inflow and outflow
Give a cash
"of cash for five years ( preferably for ten years ).
Please refer to Annexure-III and III-(a).

The cash flow statement

has been worked out on the total production capacity of the old and
the proposed new unit i.e. 6,30,000 tons per year. In the first year
of operation the production in the new unit has been taken at 90% i.e.

2,70,000 tons.

In Annexure-III, the cash flow statement has been based

upon a sale price of
point.
per

to~

~.

285 per ton which is just above the break-even

In Annexure-III(a), the sale price has been taken at

~.330

which is shown in Annexure-IV as the price which would give

a 10% return on the equity after tax.

14.

,

18 • • )

Profit and loss account for 10 years
·Kindly refer to Annexure-III and III(a).
Profit/sales and sales/investment ratio.
At the present selling price i.e. 220 rupees per ton, the new unit·
will incur constant losses. The project can only be viable if a
higher selling price for cement is fixed. Not knowing the price at
Which cement will be sold, these ratios have not been.worked out.

'b)

Schedule of re,-payment of the foreign loan is shown belol'.

Year

Balance

1

Loan
--172000

2

172000

17200

172000
154800

3
4

154800

17200
17200

137600
120400

17200
17200
17200

103200
86000
"'68800

17200
17200
17200

516.00
34400
17200

5
6

137600
120400
103200

7
8

86000.
68800

9
10

51600
34400
17200 .

11

Re-payments

( Rs. in '000')
Total
Payment
Interest
!
12900
12900
11610
32160
10320
30720
29280
9030
27840
7740
26400
6450
5160

24960

3870
2580
1290

23520
22080
20640
19200

17200
Total:

Average annual burden of interest:

70950
10

Average burden per ton:

7095

.
-.

70950
;:

2,71200

7095
;:

Rs. 23.65

The total capital cost of the project is Rs. 309.75 million.

Working

on a debt equi.ty ratio of 70 : 30, the equity will work out to Rs. 93
,
million. The local capital costs are estimated at Rs. 137.8 million
including a provision of Rs. 6.2 million for working capital. If
interest on the foreign loan during the construction period, is to be
paid, a local loan of about Rs. 45 million will have to be obtained.
It has been assumed that this loan will be available at an interest
rate of 10% wi.th a repayment period of 10 years.
interest and

~rearly

flow statements.

repayment has been worked

The incidence of
into the cash

.'
19. Annual phasing of physical work and
~inancial requirements for the project.
Period

Physical work, item of work

Financial Requirements
Local

F.E.Co

( ft<;. in

Already
completed
1st year
,(1974-75)

'000' )

Site exploration and selection,
proving of raw material reserves.
Site development, selection of
machinery and placement of orde,r
including down payment, pompletion
of about 30% of civil design work,
, survey and quarry development work.

1,000

40,000

2nd year
(1975-76)

Completion of the remaining civil
design work, receipt of about 30%
of the machinery, completion of
60% of foundations and 40% of super
structures, receipt of quarry equipment, completion of factory stores
and other service facilities.

51,000

50,000

3rd year
(1976-77)

Receipt of about 90% of the plant
and, machinery, completion of civil
and other structures, completion of
about 50% of erection of machinery.

53,000

60,000

4th year
(1977-78)

Completion of erection of the
machinery, receipt of balance
'machinery, trial runs.

7,400

22,000

For details please refer to,Annexure-II(a) and item No. 18(b) for
,interest and instalments.
21. a)

Likely sources of purchase of equipment and financing ,
of foreign exchange cost of the project.
It is envisaged that cash foreign exchange will be provided to import
about 70% of the'machinery and equipment from abroad.

16.

The balance

of 30% of the machinery is expected to be fabricated locally after
importing the necessary raw materials •. Some of' the well-known
manuf~cturers of cement machinery are M/s. Polysuis of West Germany,
M/s. F.L. Smidth of Denmark, M/s. Mitsubishi Corporation of Japan,
M/s. Fuller Company and Allis Chalmers ofU~S.A., M/s.Buller Miag
of Germany and M/s. Fives-Lille Cailof France.
b)

Present position regarding avaiiability,
commitment or negotiations.
.
We hav~ been allocated a Saudi Arabian loan of 16.5 million dollars
for this project. We received tenders for the Javedan Expansion
Proje?t on the 15th February, 1975. We hope that on the basis of
these tenders, we should be able to select a suitable supplier and
negotia te vii th him for the purchase' of machinery for the 11ustehkam
Project. This :[jrocedure, is.. being adopted purely with a view' to save
time.
Inviting international tenders for Mustehkam would mean a delay
of abQut 3/4 mOliths.

22. Financial structure and sources of
.Debt: Equity
EQUITY

=

financin~~

( Rs. in '000')

70: 30

(approximately)

i/ Equity participation by Government/State
Cement Corporation.
ii/ SUbscription from Government or Public
Sector Financial Institutions.
iii/ SUbscription from Public.
.iv/ Other

93,000
Not known
Nil
Nil

.~

i/ F.E. Loan
ii/ Debentures

1,72,200

a) Guaranteed by Government.
b) Others
iii/ Loan from Government
iv/ Other term borrowings (Local loan repayable
over 10 years).
v/ Cash credit for working capital (Commercial Banks)
vi/ Self-financing

23. a)

Nil
Nil
Nil
45,000
18,600
Nil

Benefits of project other than sale of products.
It will be able to' provide increased employmen t opportunities and ensure
an increase in rG1renue to the Government.

17.

----------------'-. .
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p}

Returns to Government in form of taxes,
reduction in subsidy etc.
Returns to Government will be under two heads, namely Excise Duty and
Income· Tax.

Excise Duty at the rate of

~.

43 per ton on 3 lac tons will

. amount to~. 12.9 million per year. Income Tax payments will depend
upon ·profit p , which will be directly related to the sale price of cement
at the time the project is operational.
24. Approximate number and categories of job opportunities 1
likely to be created indirectly as a result of •

. i/ Implementation:
Supervisory & Technical
Blue Collar
Whi te Collar

10
150
20

180
iii Operation of Project:
Administrative and Supervisory
Blue Collar

5
75
80

18.

PART
PROJECT

C
REQUIREMENTS

25. Manpower
a)

Production
i/ Managers/Engineers
ii/ Supervisors

3

26

iiii Skilled labour
iv/ Unskilled labour
b)

120
107

Non-production

i/
ii/

Executives
Officers

1

s t a ff
staff

,.
•
J.'J.'J.'/ ,mI'er-;1.sory

iv/

CIG~ical

7
12

v/ Service department
c)

Likelyshort~~~

No

d~ffi~ulty

31

of manpower by occupation:

is expected in recruiting. suitable professional,

technical and skilled craftsman for this project. However, the
technology b,dng applied in this project,(dry process) is going to
be used in the country for the first time. Consequently the requisite
experience base at technical and professional levels has to be built up.
d). Steps to be taken to assure availability of mannower.
A training scheme for apprenticeship.at the craft and supervisory
level will also be launche~ as soon as the project comes off the
ground to afford opportunities to the local people as well as to
broaden the pool of suitable manpower.
e)

Approximate number of persons required to be trained per year
(locally and abroad) and the kind of skill to be l.ee.rnt.
At least 6 mE,chanical/chemical engineers and Burners will have to be
trained in the source country of the machinery on Dry Process Plant
control and maintenance and this has to be arranged simultaneously
with.the start of manufacture of machinery. In. the following year,
the number of trainees may be reduced to 2.

Thereafter we will exploit

the multiplier effect of this training, and depend upon .on-the-job
training onljr.·

19.

Appren tices.hip s,:;heme" Lor-" crai't"-'wd-process-technic.i,,ns. wi t.\l··an .' intake.;·
of 40 persons annually will be taken up simul~aneously with the
implementation of this project.

f)

Give total capi~al outlay, give the capital
cost of mobilizlng one worker for one shift.
The project will provide employment to 307 additional hands.
The
capital labour ratio works out to about Rs. 1 million per worker, .
or about Rs. 3 million per worker. per shift.

26. Physical and other f,,,cili ties for project.
To be provided
from the
project itself

Total

Items
a) Access roads

Some extension
and adjustments
will be done in
the existing
railway siding

b) Railway sidinG

To be provided
from public
utility.
.Bridge over
Harro River
Pakistan
Ivestern
Railways.

WAPDA

c) Power

7.5 MW
(Hagawatts)

d) Fuel
(Natural Gas)

Sui Northern
* 6 million
Gas Pipelines
eft. per
Ltd •
.day.
* including the requirement of gas after the
conversion of older two kilns onto the dry
process. The new kiln will need 4 million
cft/day.
Partly from
Partly provided
2,50,000
gallons per
from the project Khanpur Dam.
tubewells
day

e) \vater

f) Education
·facilities
g) Public health
requirement.
h) Housing by type

-'

High School

C-1 type
'type
C
.B-1 type
B

i) Others

*Hamid*

type

A-1 type
type
A
Guest House for
Erectors.

Extension of
factory clinic
2 Nos.
2 Nos.

-

- 2 Nos.

- 6 Nos.
-20 Nos.
-30 Nos.
1 Nos.

-

20.
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Annexure - I

COST OF TJill PROJECT

In

Item

A. Production· Facilities
"

i~

~

il Land Development
. iii Factory Buildinss
iii; Civil Design @ f.:~" of total cost of construction
ivl a. Machinery

& E'luipJilent.

vi

F.E.C.

Tot~

100
242'10

100
242'10
1214
21384
39204

b. Import duty ai, 25;90

( •000 • rupees).

1214
156816

178200
39204

c. Insurance, clearing charges and inland
freight (3Jo on landed cost)
d. Cost of enginE'ering services for
infra_structural facilities.

5346

5346

1000

1000

Installation of .machinery & equipment (5% of
cost at site of imported machinery & equipment.)

4208

6930

11138

4'181

.8187

12968

vii contingencies @ 51, of -the -total sum of items
No.ii to v i.e. 95526 local currency and
163746 F.E.C.
viii Interest dur:L'1g S,)T,struetion. (3i years)

25445
126952

25445
171933

298885

B. Ancillary Facilities
1

--

il Office Furniture, equipment

& transport.

iii Pre_production expenses
iiil Contingencies

C. Service
~4

~Ielfare

800

800

1500

1500

115

115

2415

2415

2050

2050

205

205

2255

2255

6200

6200

Facilities-

Residential Buildings

iii contingencies at 10%

D. Working capital
(Only 25% of the work:1.ng capital of Rs.24.8
million built into the capital cost of .the
project.
Total: (A + B + C + D )

13'1822

21.

1719:33 _.

309755

---,_...........--Annexure .. II

.

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE

,

( Rs. in '000')
At 100% OperationCapaoity
I t e m

a)

Im~orted

Local

Total

F.E.C.

material

As per annexure - II(a)
Indirect material & spares

i/

2100 )

C & F

)
)
)
)

762

ii/ Duties
iii/ Landing charges & transportation cost to site.

288

3150

b) Local materials (cost at destination)
As per Annexure - II(b)

i/ Raw material' & spares
ii/

Pac~ing

7677
16500

material

c) Cost of fuel

& power

11304

-

e) Depreciation of Equipment
buildings.

&

27582

)

24177
11304
3351

3351

d) Cost of Labour

)
)

-

27582

f) Production oVE1rhead

300

300

g) Maintenance

350

350

h) Insurance

980

980

1773

1773

i) Administrative

&

selling expenses

j) Financial expenses'
k) Excise duty

Total:
Less Depreciation (item e)

3489

7095

,10584
12900

12900
87256
27582

9195

96451
27582

59674

9195

68869

22.

,

,

\

i~

Annexure _ II (a)
Imported Spares
II

,

C &,F Cost

Duties
&, Taxes

others

Fire Bricks

828

290

112

1230

Grinding Media

727
545

254
218

99
77

1080
840

2100

762

288

31.50

stores

&,

Spares

Total

Annexure - II (b)

Raw Materials

Limestone

YlSIlufacturing cost
. Royalties &, excise dUty.

4002

Clay

852

Gypsum

300

348

Fire Bricks
Cost at site

5154
348

Transportation cost

4350

Total

852

600

600

900

6102·

150
,

Grinding Media

600

Cost at site
Stores &, spares

825

Cost at site
Packing Material

.16500

23.

~,.

.J!".

CASH FLOW & EARNING FORECAST

Annexure-II!

SALE REVENUE AT Rs 285/- .PER TON INCLUDING.
(EXCISE DUTY)

1
1. Sale I evenue

@

Rs

285/- per ton

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

171000 17955C' 179550 179550 ;17955 0 179550 179550 179550 17955C 17955'

2. Ex,en!ll

. ,,) :<aw Material
b)

Salar~

& Wages

12204
8:102

12814
8902 .

12814

12814

8902

8902

12814
8902 .

12814

12814

8902

8902

12814 . 12814

12814

8902

8902

8902

c) Manuf!cturing Overhead

42621

44075

44075

44075

44075

44075

44075

44075

44075

44075

~)

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

33852

,,) Eltcise Duty

25800

27090

27090

27090

27090

27090

27090

27'''0 . 2709'

27'90

f) Packing Material

33,)00

34650

34650

34650

34650

34650

34650

34650

34650

3465"

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

4631

19200

17790

1605.1

14310

12570

10830

9(!:J0

735'

5610

387'

Depreciation

g) Admin. & Selling Expenses
h) Fin.ncial Expenses
rotal Expenses:

180210 183804 182064 180324 178584 176844 1751.4 173364 ·171624 169884

THus9.in
19-2-7~

ddt

24.

contd'......

•

.

'O!> •

'\..,.

1
3. net Profit Before Taxes and Workers
Perticipation Fund'

2

"j

, (2511»

(771))

966

2706

41>46

6186

7926

9666

-

49

136

223

310

'397

1>84

917

2570

4223

5876

7529

9182

505 '

11>14

2323,

3232'

4i4l

5050

412

1156

1900

2644

3388

4132

33852

33852

33852

33 9 52

·33852

'33 852

7

8

1y

5

.

6

,

4

(9210)

(4254)

-

-,

-

(9210)

(4251»

(2514)

(774) .

55%

-

-

-

-

7. Net Profit After Taxes

(9210)

'(4254)

(2514)

(771))

e.

A'l. Depreciation

33852

3385?

33852

9. C:oah hom operation

24642

29598

31338

33078

34264

35008

35752

.36496

37246

37984 .

21700 ,

21700

21700

21700

21700

21700

2170"

21700

21700

21700

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2942

7898

11378

12561>

13308

11>052 ' . 14796

-

2942

10840

20478

31856

44420

57728

;!942

10840

201>78

31856

44420

57728

7178.

4. W.....kers Profit Participation Fund

5.

~'at

@

5%

Profit Before Taxes

6. Texes

@

10.'~~payment

of loan (foreign) & (Localj

, '1. Di V'idend payment
1<:!. Ca3h surplus
13. I dd. Last year closing balance,

. 14; Balance c/o to next year

'

9638 '

33852

-

580~'

5800'
9740

H48~

71780

86576

96316

86576

96316 , ,106800

*jJividend in johe 9th and 10th year at. 5%
r

TIlusain

'9-2~75

4"32

25.

\

,
"

'

-\

.of!.

'j

J-- ,
CASH FLOI'l AND EAilNlliG FOi<i:;CMit

, Annexure - III(a)
"

sale revenue assessed at R.'.330!- per ton includingexeise duty.
J

F-,,-,~n

1. Sale f\evenue

2.

"3'"

'4

5

(,

198,000

207,900

207,900

207,900

207,900

207,900

12,204

12,8.14

12,814

12,814

12,814

12,814

8,902

8,902

8,902

8,902

8,902

. 8,902

42,621

44,075

44,075

44,075

44,075

44,075

'(d) Depreciation

33,852

33,852 '

33,852

33,852

3,3.852

(e)'Excise Duty

25,800

27,090

27,090

27,090

(f) Packing Material'

33,000

34,650

34,650

4,631

4,631

(h) Fin;mcisl Expenses'

19,200

iotal Expenses :

180,210

@

Rs.330/- per ton

2'

7

8

9

Iv

207,900' .207,900

207,900

,207,900

12,814

12,814

12,814

8,902

8,902

8~902

./4;075

44,075

44,075

44,075

33,852

33,852

33,852

33,852

33,8 52

27,090

27,090

27,090

. 27;090

27,090

27,090

34,650

34,650

34,650

34;650

34,650

' '34,650

34,650

4,631

4,631

4,631

4,631

4,631

4,631

'4,631

4,631

17,790

16,050

14,310

12,570

10,830

9.090

7,350

5,610
,

;3,870

183,804

182,064

180,324

178,584

176,844

175,104

173,364

~enses

(a) itaw }iaterial
(b) tlalary & wages
(c) hanufacturing Overhead

(g) Admin. &Sell?-ng Expenses

' 12,814
8,902,'

171,624 . ,169,884

26.

43/

,

.~.

3. Net Profit before Tlllt and
Workers Participation fuM.
4. Workers Profit Participation
_ Fund @ 5 %.
.

5. Net Profit before Tax
6. Taxes

@

55

%

7. Net Profit after Tax

4

1

2·

17,790

24,096

25,836

27,576

890

1,205

1,292

16,900

22,891

9,295
7,605

3.

7

8

9

10

29,316..

31,056 _

32,..79.6....

34,..53.6. .•

36,.2-16.- 38,016

1,379

1,466

1,553

1,640

1,727

1,814

1',901

24,5~4

26,197

27,8SO

29,S03

31,156

32,809

34,462

36,115

12,590

13,500

14,409

15,318

16,227

17,136

18,045

18,954

19,864

10,301

11,044

11,788

12,532

13,276.

14,020

14,764

15,S08

16,251

33,852

33,862 .

33,852

33,852

33,852 .

33,852

33,852

33,852

33,852

33,852

9. Cas h from Operation

41,457

44,153

44,896

45,640

46,384

47,128

47,872

48,616

49,360'

SO,103

21,700

21,700

21,700

21,700

21,700

21,700

. 21,700

21,700

21,700

21.700

-

11.600

11,600

it ,600

11,600

11,600

11,600

11,600

11,600

11,600

19,757

10,853

11,596

12,340

13,084

13,828

14,572

15,316

16,060

16,803

13. Add. Last Year's Closing Balance

-

19,757

30,610

42,206

54,546

. 67,630

81,458

9~.030

14. Balance carried over to next';year

19,757

30,910

42,206

54,546

67,630

81,458

96,030

11~

DivideM Payment.

12. Cash Surpl,,:,

Dividend payment at 10

ety"#-·

6

8. Add Deprec ia tion

10. Repa;yment of Loan (Foreign) and
(Local).

..

5

%on

111,346 .127,406

111,346 . 127,406.

equity beginning from the 2M year of operations.

27 •

144,209

Annexure. - IV

SilLE PRICE DETE;{EINATION
.( Rs. in

CAPITAL
Presen~ paid up capital
Equity proposed for expansi9n

'

NET PROFIT REQUIRED PER TON
Dividend ',10";6
•• •
Add income tax 55% on net profit
after workers participation fund

...

23,100 '
93;000
.~, 16, 100

11,610
14,190

•••
•••

25,800
1,358
27,158

Add workers participation fund ( 5% )
i.e. on sales of 6.3 lac tons profit should be
Rs. 43.10 per ton.
"

,

SALE PRICE DETERMINED
Cost of production per ton
Profit per ton
•••

''100' )

284.53
43.10

•••
• ••

..

'

327.63
In the cash flow statement, the sale price has been taken
Rs. 330 per ton.

RETURN TC GOVERNMENT
~

Excise duty and surcharge 630000 x 43.00
iii Income tax on net profit of
2,58,00,000 at the rate of 55%.
iiil Excise duty on limestone 832000 x 0.50
ivl Royalty

832000 x 0.37

=

.2,70,90,000

=

1,41,90,000
4,16,000
3,08,000

=
=
TOTAL: ..

28.

4,20,04,000

PC-I:

SIMLY DAM PROJECT

Practical Concepts Incorporated
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PART_'A'
(PROJECT DIGEST)
.
..
(All figures nre in,Million~ of Rupees)

I
"

Bulk Water Supply for Islama~ad
'Phase-II(construction of composite Rock'earth fill dam and its appurtenant works)
Yes. 113. 30.0 million have been
provided for this project in the 3~d
plan allocation.

1. !lame of Project.
2. Is Project in Five year Plan?
If so, what allocation is
provided"
,. Administrative Authorities,-

Capital Development Authority, Islamabad.
Cabinet Division.,

a) Sponsc>rinB Authority:-

b) CentreLl I"iinistry concerned 1-

.

4'. Location of Project(attach map
where necessary)
On Scan River Village Simly(map attached)
5. Cost of Project (in millions of rupees)

Rupees
,F.E.Comp.

Already
incurred

~~d

!2!&

8.961
1.216

15.469
11.323

84.436
16.599

To be

6. Annual recurring expenditure

7.

after completlon(1%)
,
Proposed date ef commencement
ann completion of Proj,ect:-

113. 0.644 millions

, I~ COI!UIlencemeht

II) Oompletion

October,1961.
December, 1913.

B.,Agencies other than sponsoring
authority involved in the project.

a ' General or special consultants. i) Mis. Tecsult Internation Ltd.
b ) Construction Agencies whether
ii) West Pakistan WAPDA
local "r foreign on turn-key
basis' or otherwise. .
Tenders will be invited on local cuminternational basis on "item rates •.
c) AgencY for operation andlor
maintenance.
CAPITAL ,DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, ISLAMABAD.

9. List of preparatory suveys
feasibilHy reports and project
(indicate whethe r attached)

i ".

'I

1
J
i

, 10.

i) Feasibility Repcrt bas been submitted'

Na~e and desianation of officer
responsible for preparation of this
'form,-

,

by

H/s.

Tecusl tlnternational Ltd'~

Montreal Canada.
,~'
ii) Review of the Feasibility Repcrts
carried out by the Directorate General
Desiens, WAPDA West Pakistan.
iii) Rev~>l of the overal+/prej ect carried
out by world renowned experts
Dr. Aurthnr casagiande and Dr. Nickell
who visited the/site in October,1969
and reviewed the various reports and
data relat~to the project.

M.H.~;ERI,

Mr.
CESI,
Director General Works.
Capital Development Authority,
Islamabad.

.'

"

Dated 18th May.

1~R.

4/Jt /I-"'"W> l /170

&

. -,.

-.
, \.

!'f.RT....::..c..~.Jj'

11. Der;cription, t"P'oso & BencJ..i.ts of tho Pl·ojeot·,.
A • HistorY & B~ckcround.
In their report. on "water Supply SysteJ:l of Islamabad"
the Chief Consultant •• Mis Doy-iadis Associetes, had proposed the
follow inc; sources on which tho Water Supply System for Islamabad
oould bo based ,i) Underground water •
.t i) Perennial Springs.
iii) Natuxal Stxeamo.
Exploratory boarings and tests ~'evealed tha.t the ulld,ertp:ound

sources could not be depended u?pn, and could only be used for
llupplomentJ.llg the unforseen requirements of the town and as standbY arrangements. The yield from tho two perrenial sprinGs at
. lloorpur and S!\idpur was esti.moted at about 1.7. million gallons
which was considered to be sufficient to meet the water demands of
Islamabad u~to 1964 only. The m~in source of water supply to
Islamaoad, therefore, baseD. on .the

natural streams. In order to

. meet the water requiremonts of Islamabad beyond 1964, the possibilities of constructing a Dam in the. upper reaches.of·Soau river
were examined. After ~eliminary atudies and investigations it was

deoided that the dam should be constructed at Simly whence water
could be brought to Islamabad by graVity.
Consequ~ntly in December, 1962 the CDA submitted a
Bcheme for. "llulk Water Supply" to Islamabad, which included the
construction of a Dam on-----,.,
Soan river
.. -... ,. at Simly, Conduotion Mains and
Filtration Plant etc. That soheme was not· cleared by the CDWP tor
. want of ,-

'2)

""-""~-'

i) A second expert opinion in the form of a
paper on the availability of water and
v/ii) The feaeibility report and design of tho Dam.
;)
The seoond expert opinbn from the Chief Engineering
Advisor, GOvornment of Pakistan, was obtained and submitted by the
C.D.A. T~fo":!ibg;ity'._,,epQr.Lf."_2~_~h"_QQl\s'.l1tants_ w"s-likely··totake considerable time and the CDt.
waa
.... ....
- .. conoerned
.......__......"bQnt..t.he..J.nordinate
'.'
.. - .... " ...
d~layin the execution of the
Bcheme.
Meanwhilo,
in
view
that
the
..
..
existing sources i.e. tho Springs were only sufficient to meet the
water requirements of Islamabad upto 1964, the urgency for bringing
water to Islamabad was felt and the matter was referred to the ECITEC •.
While approviU/l the scheme in principle, the ECliEC, in its meeting
held on 8th May, 1964 authorised the CDA to incur expenditure to the
extent of fu. 2.0 millions to start work on tho Conduotion Mains and
Filtration Plan to ensuro adequate wator supply by mid 1965•

--_.

-----------------_.- _

__ _--_

---_._---_._~_._-_._-_._--_.

-

_._._

_-~-_.-

.

contd •• ,p!3 •.•. ·

..... ; ....
4)

TheCDW?, in its meeting held on 19.11.1964, also
decided that since the,Consultants employed by the, CDA had not
furnished the design and ,cost estimates of the dam the "flow frolll
Soan river must be brought to Islamabad .to meet its growing needs

and the CDA may submit a scheme for Conduction Mains, Filtration Plant
and the complement..ry worko .... first phaoe of the "Bulk Water Supply
Scheme". ~rhus the schelue was split up into two' phases. The phase-I
scheme,vi2~ construction of Conduction-Mains 'a~d Filtration Plant etc.

was submitted by the CDA, which was approved by the ECNEC in 1966
and has almost been oomp+eted.

5) , While the design of the Dam was being prepared, the
Consultants had advised th..t it would save considerable time if the
Diversion works were taken in hand urgently. The ,Consultants had
a.lso supplied th~d.esiens, bill of quantities and tender documents for

-the Diversion Tunnel. A request wa~, therefore, made for authorisation
of this work. at an estimated to cost M. 6.4 millions in anticipation
of the approval of the phase-II scheme. Th..t request was accepted by
the ECNEC in March, 1966 and CDA was authorised to incur an expenditure
of~. 6.0 millions on the construction of Diversion Tunnel of the
Simly Dam against the phase-II scheme. The wcrk on the Diversion
Tunnel is in progress.

'The investigations of the project have now been co~pleted
to the extent that a feasibility
•.. "
_r_'_report ..,a,;J..ong, "ith ,preliminary
designs of, the Da". spilluay and inlet works have been received
from the Consultants. On the basis of these preliminary designs etc I
it has now been'possible to assess the extent of works fairly

6)

~_._

'~'""'"

~_.

accurately. The phase-II Gcheme has, therefore, been prepareQ at an

estimated "ost of Rs.81+"456 millions. This sum includes the revised
cost of the Diversion Tunnel.
B.

RE9.UIRl~HBNTS

OF VATER,

The \lTater requirements for Islamabad were originally
~.

"

assessed a1; an average rate of 50 gallons per he..d per day. Shortage
of water we~s experi-enced during the SUmr.ler of 1965, although water was
being supplied at, a rate of more than 50 g~llons per head per day. )he
matter was carefully examined and it was found that the actual r~te of
consumption "as mere than 50 gallons per head per day, WhiC~
resulted in the shortage. Cn the basis of actual consum~n of water
during the last two summers an average rate of 150 gallons per head
per d..y has been practically established for the pe..k consumption period
Yiz. MaT to July. To arrive at a more realistic figure services of
Mr,' Clive J.Price. an expert of the National Capital Commission, Canberra,
Australia, were obtained under the Colombo Plan for advice on the
vater supply problems of Islamabad. In his report submitted in July,
1968, Mr. Price indic.. ted

.•

..... 4•.•
that as com~ared to other w.edorn d~veloping cities 1n thc wo~ld
the average per capita rate of 50 gallons· per day was quite low. It
is a genorally aocopted fact that. per capita consUDlption of· water in
all ·citios increases with the pcssage of t~e. Mr. Price assumed the

"summer a.verago

require~ent

in 1968 11 at 120 go.llons per hea.d per day.

According to hie-estimates ~ in the year 2000 -

A~D.

the .peak summer
demand would be 175 gallons per hoad per day. In view of the report
·0£ lfr. Price and the experience gained during the last two years; it
is necessary that the water supply arrangements in Islamahad are .
plan:oed and executed on the basis of at least a per capita consump~
tion rate of 150 gallons per day during the extremely dry and hot
period in summer, when the consumption of water is at its maximum
and yield of the perennial sources like the springs and streams is
'reduced to less than 5010.
2.

As regards the per capita consumption of water, the

Committee decided that the designing of appurtenant works,
distribution mains, etc; should be based on an average rate of

150 gallons per day, while the total requirements of water should
be assessed @ 100 gallons per day, as the seasonal peak l·;ads could
be met by suitable operation of the storage reservoir at Simly.
3.

Taking into. consideration the above revised population

projections, the average per capita consumption rate of 100 gallons
per day and accounting for the water demands of construction
.activity, industrial needs, public buildings, parks and green

area~

the followin~ tota+ water supply requirements of'Islamabad w~re
worked out.

upto 1970.
Upto 1975.
upto 1980.

i

I

.. !

10.19 mgd.
22.50 mgd.
34.00 mgd.

The details of the above total requirements, as decided by· the
Technical Committee, are indicated below:-

I,
i

~

Year

1970
1975
1980

4.

popula tion

75,000
1,50,000
2,25,000

f

I

I

Water requirements (10) gphd)

Domestic ~ Constn, Industrial &
Horticulture.

7.50 }lgd
15.00 Hgd
22.50 Hgd

2.69 Hgd
7.5 Mgd
11.5 Hgd

Total

10.19. }lgd
22.5
Hgd
34.0 Hgd

However. during the period of three to four months. in a

year, when the domestic consumption rises to 150 C.P.H.D., the
yearwise requirements for these months g will be as below:Year 1970 Haximum Honthly Average 13.94 MGD (Say 14.00 HGD)
Year 1975 Haximum Monthly Average 30.00 MGD
Year 1980 Maximum Honthlv Avera~e 4'.2r, MCD (Sav 4,.00 HGD)

,

.
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, , C. ,!louroe" & availability of water.

0>,

"I

'I

1.

All stated earlier the yield of the two p&rennial springs at
,
Noorpur and Saidpur was estimated to be sufficient for'Islamabad
requirements upto 1'964. In o:;,der to augment the supplies further, for the
roquiremellts beyond 1964, the scheme for oonstruction of Simly Dam waD
submitted by the CDA in December, 1962. Unfortunately that scheme was
delayed for the reasons explainea earlier. In the meantime, construction
aotivity and population in Islamabad h~d been steadily growing and
oonsequol'l'Oly the demand of water had also been increasing. In 1965 and
; subsequent years, drought conditions were experienced during the summar
'~onths. ~le out-put of ~he natural springs had also provod to be less than
the original assessment of the cons"ltants, which reduces to about 50%
(i,e. to about 0.8 mgd) during the peak hot period 'in summer. For these
reasons, acute shortage of water was felt during these years. In order to
meel( the l~ituation and the ever growing need of water in Islamabad it,
beeame necessary to take short-term measures for urgentl~ tapping of more
sourc.es., Some of the perennial sources like the streams in Gol! Course,
"eotor G-10 and Shahdara nullah etc; were tapped tc augment the w"ter
supply. In,order to over-come the shortage of water and to further
augment the supplies some more sources are being tapped as short term
measures ·d th a view to meet the requirecent of the next summer. Although
these are termed as short term.measures.. but these sources of water supply
will have to continue and will be integrated into the overall water
supply system of Islamabad. On completion of thene works the accumulated
availability of water from all "he sources, during fair "eather, is
'estimated at about 18.71 mgd. As most of these souroes are based on
perennial springs and streams the availability of water during the d~ouGht
p"r10d vH. May, to July, "when the demand is at its maximum, is eatimated
to be 11 to 12 mgd.

2.

During the recent dry-apell, the President of Pakistan was

apprised o£ the difficult conditions prevailing in Islamabad on account

of shortage of water and the measures taken and proposed to' be undortaken
for 'meeting the situation. The President directed "1 would like this
operation to be handled on Top Most Priority by all Agencies of the
Government aa this ccrious shortage will kill the capital projeot."

.'

"
"j

~.

All possible and presently known sources, other than the Dsm
on Soan, have bee~/are being tap~ed by the C.D.A. Although the
'possibilities of harne~eing other souroes, unknown'''at present ....e.lnnot be,
.,/
ruled' out, but apparently there are no pro~poetsfor fu:;per inoreasing
the water supply in Islamabad during the following years. Therefore, in
order ,to eneure regular and un-int~rrupted supply of water from the
storage at Simly, it is imperative that the Dam must be completed at an
earliest date.
."

.'
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The present wc.ter supply arraneements for .Islama.bad

~re

based

on the perennial sources. As stated earlier the entire output of these
sources reduces to about 50% during the hot months, i!llJ:lediately pro ceding
the monsoons, when the demand for water is at the peak. During this period
of about 2 to ;) months a very wide- gap is created between the supply and
demand of water. This wide gap must, therefore, be.filled up to which
storage. arrangement is the only answer.' The oonstruction of Simly Dam for
p~oviding this stornge, acquires both its importance and urgency.
The Simly reservoir is the only source from which water could be
supplied to lslamabad by gravity. Pumping is not only a very costly operation,
both in terms of the capital cost and recurring expenditure, but it also
creates uncertainty of water supply because of the' power break~downs and
mechanical defects in the pumps. Construction and early completion of the
Dam is, therefore, of crucial J.mportancet For the same reasons, 'th.e
consulting engineers engsged by the CDA from time to time have emphasised the
need f.or early completion of t;,e Simly Dam Project. Hr. C.J. Pric~ r.lso
recommended that ".the completion of Simly Dam at the earliest praoticable
date is vital tc the development of a satisfactory water supply to the
Ns.tiona.l. Ca'pi tal II •

(i) ,

Location.
The Simly Dam derives its name from a small village situated.
on the Soan river a':lout 15 miles north-east of lslamabad. Immediately
ups~ream of the dam site, the Soan River leaves tho Simly plain and
cuts sharply to the le£t through a ridge of resistant sand stone to
. form a deep and narro'H canyon. The axis of the proposed ]em is

located on tho narrowest seat ion of this canyon •.

The reservoir area is a basin including the Sioly plain, walled
in by tho resietant sand stone. The floor cf the basin is deeply
incised by the Soan River and the temporary torrents that flow into
the Soan River during the Monsoon s~asonq
1 ·.The Simly alluvial plain appaars to be a part of an anoient
lake whioh was impounded behind the high and narrow barrier of thick
and ncar-vertical sand stone strata, ~Qring the period of land
up~lift, a notoh was out through the saod
stone ridge by the head
waters of a stream whioh ocoupied the lower valley of the present
Soan River. The body of the old lake was left high and dry a fter the
river continued to cut the ridge and attained its present level.

~.

2~1. Plugginff of the canyon with the dan \Till bring baok the
·conditions that existed at the time of the anoient lake, Simly, Silt
and clay, very similar to the soil formation of tl1e Simly plain,
will continue to aceunmlate in the new lake gradu4lly filling the
canyon of the Soan.

(iii)

H7droloBY cf thLs_o_~'L.Jl.J,yg.
At Simly. site, the Soan River drains about 59 sq miles of the'
area. This catchment area extends from elevation 2100 to
tooo ft. above the mean sao level. The main source of flow in Soan
IU,ver is the monsoon rains, because firstly the general:·formation of
th~ catohment area and the type of vegetation, where it exists, are
:

~atchment
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of the type which have very little capacity for mositurc retention '"
and, secondly it does not havo a permanent snow-fed source. Therefore,

H.ke all such other rivers in this area, 80% to 90% of the annual
flow of the rivcr comes in the months of July, 'August and September.
Hydrological records oZ .the site were not kept before the investigations were started in 1963. Records have been kept thereafter,
but"il: period of only five years is too short for determining the
average~

run-off on the basis of actual measurements. Reliance had,

thorefc,re, to be placed on
which

(;~xists

}leteorolog~ca1.data

of the catchment area

£ormore than--lr-huiidrcd---years., Co';"relation between the

rain-ftcll and run-off was established for calculating the total runoff in tho year and flood analysis:for determination of the' adequate
oapaci1ly for the spillway. The services of the Water and Soils
Invcst:I.gation Division (l,lliS'ID), a specig,liac.d agency of vfest

Pakistnn, I1APDA, "ere also obtained for calculating the mnximura
probab:Le flocds in the Soan River at Simly. The results of the
studies performed by WAPDA confirmed the conclusions regarding the
maximurn probable flood and the capacity of the apillwayof the
ConsuHing Engineers.

I

I,
I

As a result of these studies, it has been estimated that the
annual average run-off 0f Soan River at Simly comes to about 58,000
maxirnur~ prob~ble

Bores rto The

!
i

flood has been estimated to have n peak

discharge of 77,380 cusecs. The details of the studies are given in
. appendix-I.

~

(tv)

~:

.,

Geolog~

The Simly Dam.site and the reservoir are located on the

out-crop of the Chingi group of Siwalik age. The rock formations
consist of well bedded sand stone inter bedded with l~yers of poorly
'cemented or friable sand stone und ·'la.yers of reddish siltstone and

cl.ny s,tone.

-

These rpcks have been tolced
tending north east

'kC

south 'West

~~~o

a~d.-

anticlines and synclines

the dips are generally steep.

A few faults have been observed but they are mostly strike faults "I,d
they do not presentinsurmounteble }Jroblems.

The geological investigations were undertaken immediately
after the selection of Simly as the Dam site. In the initital stag"s
the surface geological napping was undertaken which outlined the
general stratiGraphy of the roe-1<s and the principal geological
structures. It fur'~her provided the basis for sub-surface exploratic~
to in"estigat·3 the strength ~:nd per;::.ceability of the rock strata at .'.
depth under the foundations a!'i.d ebutoent of the proposed da~. These

geological investigations revoalcd some heterogenity of the rook
and.w,aknes?o~,.ome 6~ the strata which ruled out the feasibility
of "ol30ncrcte gravity dan at the siteo

As a result of the .i.nvestLzations that have been carried out
todate, it can be stated with confidence til:: t 1a) except for two we •.k poi.nts known as l1addle 'B'
and Saddle 'C', the recervoir should be economically
watertight. Theze t"10 points have been instrumented with
piezometers ana should ~eepngc conditions develop
during or after impounding, these areas oouldeaoily

be treated with grout injeotions.
b) With proper prep~rations' and treatment, inclUding a
cert~in

'.

amount of

consolid~tion

and curtain grouting

the sanddone of the hogback will provide an acceptable
foundation for the proposed homogenecus earth fill
dam stru0+.':t:r.e II
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0) AlthouGh sorne investigations end tests (Ira still ill

progress, quantities nnd }J:t'C';pcrties of borrow materials
tor coilstruc-tion of:: the daL1 hnvo bElen pl'oven.

v) Diversion works.
A complete diversion of tho river will be required dur.ing
the entire-period of construction of the main dam. Neoessary
dive~sion facilities h3ve, thorefore t been planned which are
designed to have 0. cajJacity of 20,000 cusees and include the

following

~orks

:-

.

a) Divcrs~o~nnel
The <lIvers ion tunnel· is deGir;ned to he.ve 28' 1'inished
diameter and will be concreto lined. At the inlet the
tunncl is prcr.nod with a portal that will permit tho
installation of stop lOGs fol:' scaling up tho tunnel before
impounding of the rese:cvoir. At the dm... nstream side,
the t!O.ter fl~OE1 the tunnel l'lould be carried through (\
dj,version culvert which ",ould also be cOl·lOrote lined as

a protection for
dis-integration.

b)

~.

t~e

softer bods of rock from erosionanc

C~MT
.
pne-c(mstruction of-residential accommodation for the
staff requireJ at the site during the construction is
necessary. Alongvrith this f the site offices and a
Laborntory for tosting,of D~terial) is also required.
For 'I;his purpose, a. colony has been planlled at site.
~inco the cost of the Colony has to be divided equally
between phase-I & Phase-II and the colony WGs required
for' completing the phase....I of: the s chej!ie t as well as the
Diversion works most of the construction-of the colony
has been comploted, Costs for the colony havec, therefore.
been provided for in proportion to phase-II in this PC-I
under the Diversion Works.

The perno.nent works of tho Siwly Dam project include the
Hain Dam, Spillway nnd the '!:!'.J,!!_,,-.?rks ...
e.) Main Da~

1,- Embanlnnent.

~.

The main dam is proposed to bo 225 ft. above the
minimum river bed elevation, and will have a crest R.L.2325
L!J,ll dnm vere
ft. and crost length of 1040'. Two alternatives for an e"~th-L
in!t!a~ly consider_ Earth-Rockfill Dao nnd secondly Hor.loffeneous Earthfill D"",.
e40 ti:tt a compo- The previous consultants Mis. Tooeult International Ltd. had
recolnmel1ded a Homogenoous Earth fill Dam on the basis that
s1te
the matorial obtained 1'rom the Rock.. 1Excavation "ould not be
suitable for use in the Rookfill section of the Dam. However,
a second opinion has been obtained from the .renowned Dam'
expert~ naoely Dr. Arthur Casaffrnndo and Dr. Nickel who
have reco~mcl1ded tho adoption of a compos ito Rock Earth Fill
Dam. The PC-! now, therefore, includes tho estimate of cost
1'or this typ~ of scctiol1.
The embankment section consists of an impervious core,
placed in the middle of a Rockfill soction. Part of the rook.
1'ill will bo obtained from thc excavation, and the ~alance
from a quarry noar the Dam site. The material for the
impervious oore is availablo in the Simly and Tamair Plains.

ii) Fp-stream ooffer Dam
The upstresm ooffer dam would be located a little
dowllstronCl of the tunnel inlet. It will conoist of

..... 9•••••

.

-',

.

....

rock fill ~ateria1s on both sides of a oentral
plustic corc end trunsition zoncs. The material to
be used in the coffer dam would be essentially of
the sntle type as would be utilized in the main dan
and, therefore this dam,;ill eventually be inoorporated
in the main dam,
i'

.'
:

.'

11i)

Do~nstrQan

coffer dan •

The cOlin stre&'".:0o"ffQX' dan. would bo eo concrete"
BTavitystruct.ure, located at the downstream end of tl:c
10war stilling basin cf the Spillway. This structure
will act eventually as a pcrmanent cut-cff for the
lower stilled basin.

b.) Spillway.

).

...•

.'

An over f1cw weir type of spillway has been proposed for
the P.ojcot. After investigating the various e1ternative sties
of the spillway, and the various types of spilhrcys it 1-Tas
eventually decided to locate the spillway near the dam site and
of the type described above. The approach to the spillway
inlet would be through a horizontal channel abcut 100' wide with
invert elevation of 2285'. fit the end of'the open channel would
'be located an over flow weir with orest elevation of 2295',.
!~he flow ever the ;reir would be oarried through a steep chute
,ending up in the first ene~gy, discipator. Fro~ this omTards,
,the water would pass through .in the lower channel, the width
of which is increased to 125' ·and ends up in thc lower wier whice.
"ould have a crest elevation of 2181';. The lIatar f10;ring,
(,vel' the low weir would be taken in the existing channel which
'",ould have an 'invert elevation of' 2070' and' would be termibated
1.y three ro",s cf bafn. blocks to st,~bi1ise hydraulic jump.
The basic. e1enents of the design of the spillway h&ve
'been verified by actual nodel testing carried out at the
Inigation Rcsearch Institu"e. The spillway would have tho.
~ollowin& discharge capacity for various Resevoir elevations 1_

..

'

Elevation 2295'
'Elevation 2315'
ElevDtion 2320'

o ousecs.
45,000 cusecs •
63,000 "

0) I!,take works

.;.

'.

The intake level has been determined after the sedi~ent~tion
lJi:udy of Sin1y Resevoir. It has been estimated that ',fter a
p"riod of 63 years, the silt 1cve1 in the lake ;rould be 2220' •
Ai' this elevation the live storage capacity of t~e reservoir
would be 19800 aCre ft. and "ith this storage, the ~tudies '
ho.d revealed that 24 NGD of ;rater can be supplied to th"
Capital. The sill level of the intake works, therefore, ha"
been kept at an elevation of 2220'_
.
The Intake "ou1d be located on the left abutment between the
sp1ll\{ay and the Da~. It ;rould consist of a portal, 6' diander
tunnel app:::o:l'.inate1y 500' long, a 48" dianeter steel pipe
bifurcating into two 20" pipes ;r!th butter-fly valves and fron
then on to 39" diameter pipes. The intake portal would be
l'r.,Yided with trashrack and gate. This equiptlent can be
opllrated frc~ a control station at elevation 2320'.

"
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E. LAIITl'ACQ..\LISTTION,
About 2,000 ,acres of land would be required for the

construotion of Simly Dam. This area includes the lan~equi~ed
during and for construction of the Da~ as well as the area that
'would be submereed 'by the Simly lake. On the average the cost of la~d
for Simly and Tamair Valley is worked out as fu. 600 per acre on the
basis of the land alreudy acquired~ Provision for the cost 'of the
land in -the PC-I has beeD made accordingly"

F. SOIL CCNSERVATION AND WATER

SHED

}U~~AGB~~RT.

The investieations carried out by the eDA have revealed
that during the floods, water carries silt to therxtent of 4,000
parts per million. On this basis it is estimated by the consultants
that "deud storage capacity of 4300, aCres ft. would be filled up in a
period of about 63·years i.e. at the rate of '70 acre feet p~r year.
After that the quantity of water coming to Islamabad will be graduallt

reduced. Investigations have been carried out with aview to increase the
life of the dead storaGe. The investigations have" indicated that if the
catohment area is properly planned and conserved it would be possible
to incre8se the life oJ: thc¥ead storaGe by at least 25 to 30 years.
The cost of eross storage works out at tJ. 3,000/- per aCre ft. If we
are able to s~ve 33 acre ft. per year by afforestation, we would be
savinc; the depreciation of capital cost to the exten't of about f:i.2 .. 0
millions per year as ar:ainst the capital expenditure of F..... O.2 r:illion
,','n afforestation (i:.. 5.0 ~L lions) sprGud over 25 to 30 years). i.part
'from the quest~on of i~crease in the life of the dam, it would also
,result in the uplift of the local population ,of the catohment area
as well as in the increase of the forest wealth of the country. A ..
prOVision has, therefore, been made in the PC-I for this item.

i

\

G. COST
• a)

D8TI}~TES.

~

The estim<.1t,.es of quantities and cost were orieinally
prepared uy the Consulting Engineers. These estimates were, Gent
to \·JAPD1.. for reViet'T because \v,APDl.:. has been doing many projects of
this natureG The estimates of cost now provided are based on the
advice civen by i"Al DA. For lJivGrsion works and colony, the actual
tenderedrutes have been applied. A minimum provision of 5% is also
mad~ for contine;encies •.
1
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b) Engineering Cost •
•1

The Consultants ene-aged by tho CDA for investigations,
design and supervision of all major components of the

';

Bulk Water Supply schenes were to be paid a lump sum amount
/

.

of~. 4.8 millions with 25% in foreign exchange. Out of
this they "",we been paid lb. 3" 465 "illions which includes
~. 0.950 oillions in U.S.Dollars. In May, 1968 the CDA.had
approached WAPDA, West Pakistan to undertako a general
review of the various design criteria adopted by the

conDultants in firw.llsing desiens of Dati and spillway. The
revi~"

work "ae'carried'cut by HAPDA· till recently "hen

they were as~iened the job of detailed desiening o£ the

Project. The ree that would become payable tc HAPDA fcr all
kind of sorvices is estimated at fu. 1.79 millicns with a
F.E.Component of Rs. 0.45 Billions. A sum of F.s. 0.367 millions
(Foreign Exchange oomponent of lb. 0.126 millions) paid to
~S Tams }mjeed has also been provided, alonG~ith costs
of special servicGs, Transport ~nd other facilities. The
details of all these items is given in Appendix IV, totall~
ing to lb. 5.622 millions. Since a SUD of 1b.2.67 ~illicns
has been provided in the Phase-I of the Bulk water Supply
Schene, the balance amount of &.2.952 millions,.with a
foreign exchange compousut of fu. 0.786 millions is being
prOVided in this PC-I ,FORE!GN

/

EACHf~GE

REQUIRE,reUTS.

For· an Earth fill dan heavy earth mOVing machinery
is a pre-requisite, and the consultants have indicated the
following·equipDent ,-

J

1. Power Shovells.
2. Tractor D-8
}. Hotor Grader.
4. Sheep foot rollers.
5. "ater Tankers.
6. 10 ,fueels 20 tons truoks

7.

Comp:t"essors.

4 Nos.
8

v

}

II

4

II

}

}5
4

..
fI
II

6. Drilling and boring

. ,"." ...

. ~.

','

equipDent
20 sets
2 II
9. Grouting equipment.
10. Dewatering PUflpS
4 fI
11. Workshop tools and plants 1 II
12. Truck mounted crane •
1 Nol.

..

It has been infornally ascertained from the Chairman, "
West Pakistan, \~~PDA that they would not be in a position
to make the construction equipnent available to the
!'

CDi~

for

this Project. For the procurement of the construction
machinery and the spare parts, the foreign exchange would
be needed for which a proviEion has been made in this sche~o.
~he detaila
of foreign exchange require~ents are shown in

AppendiX-IX and total to lb. 16,599 millions,
I. .!!E.COVERY OJ<'
'.

cos't,. ,

!rho co~t of th<. ::..lk \later Supply scheme would be recovered
!r,)m the consumors thrcugh water rates. The project will thus
be self supporting. nates to be charged from the consumcr would
be arrived at after the exact cost of the project and maintenance
Contd ••• P/12 ••••••
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\ ~, 'I

oharges are known on completion. A cash flow statement in
.
»
. respect of "Hater Supply in Islaoabad has reeently boen submittod
to tho Govt. in accordance with the decision of· the CnYfP taken on
23.2.1970. This schena has also been included therein. The cash flow
,statement is attaoheti as 'Appendix-X.

~

•

J, CONCLUSION.
Water is a vital necessity ",:d must always be provided for
in advance of inhabi"tation in any developing city. Unfortunately
construction of the Dam has. been very nucll relayed resul tine; in
acute shortaee of water being experienced by the people in Islamabad
ior fhe last few years. Earliest completion of the proposed Dam is,.
therefore, of nn utmost inportance. It is feared that if, the project
is delayed further and is not i~ediately undertaken the ~~habit~nts
of Islamabad would face a water crisis n~d the serious shortage of
water would kill the Capital Project.
This acheme is a part of the Bulk Water Supply Project which
'has already been approved by the Governoent. The Phase-I scheme has
already been undertaken and alnost completed. Against this schene
(BUlk Water Supply Phase-II) work on the Diversion Tunnel had also been
authorised by the Government, which is nearing completion. The
expenditure of about ~. 4 ~~ores, so far incurred on the Phase-I of
this projeot, cannot be utilised effectively ar.~ gainfUlly till such
tioe as the construction of the dan is conjJleted. It is, therefore,
ioperativu:that the sohene is approved at an early date so that
construction of-the deL1 and its appurtenant works are taken in hand
and coopleted'nost expeditiously.
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(ESTIN1.TilDCO::T OF THE PROJECT)

,.' l

, i
i

"

.12.

Giv~

.13.

Civ.~

date when cost estimates were mado.

January. 1970

breakdown of cost by major items
acc,ording to the way they have actually
. been estimated(attach detailed abstract
of 'oost i f available)

~.Name

Cost estimates in Millions of rupees

ofw,2rk

Rupees

Foreign EX9hange

:j;.

component
1.

Di""ersion Tunnel & colony'
. (Appendix-II) .

9.511

0.074

35.764

12.000.

23.756

4.510

0.683

0.274

5.

Consultants Fees(Appendix-IV)2.952

0.786

6.

InvestieatJ.on and sub-soil
. ex:ploration.
'1.549

2. Main
·3.

Dam (Appendix-III)

Sp:i.llway

·4.' Intake structures.

,7.
,8.

\l

**

0.031

Land acquisition for reservoir

and borrow areas @ 6. 600/pe:" acre for 2000 acres.

1.200

\la'ter shed management.

5.000

Total:-

80.415

~~~~

~

Add 5% contingency 4.021
84.436

, ' ..... S· \ .

*
**

0.884
18.559

For details please see Appendices-II to VI
For details please see Appendix-IX.

14. Indicate whether following items aro included
in ,the cost esti!:lates, and if so ed:.plain

the basis of estimates.
.
.. n) Overhead cost of the sponsoring
<authority.

No.

Yes.

b) Acquisition of land.
e) Construction machinery and

Yes,

ioquipment.

d) Import duties sales and excise
·baxes.
e) lrransportation of material
.equipment to site.

&

.i

t) :SUildings and works
g) Consultants and contractors charges.
h) Interest charges.

t)

15. Estimated annual recurring cost after
com:pletion of Project.

"

Yes. in accordance with
the prevailing rates •
Yes.

Yes.
No.

1~orking capital in case of commeroial

.or industrial project.

'.

Ye•• in ~fdance with
the prevaling rat~s.

Not applioable.

I;;;. 0.844 millions.

"

-,'''-

!b.!IT..:~
(FIW.l:lCING IE'F PROJl::CT)

'.

. 16.

Estimate annual phazine of
expenditure (in millions of rupees)

Total

RUl)E:€S

Foreien Exohanee
cOI:lponcnt

17.

68-'(0 70-71 1.1::11. 72-73 1.2=1.1 12.!&
8.')67 19.5 60 24.450 24.450 7.009 84.436
2.045

4.463

5.580 0.931

5.580

18.599

Indicate sources und amount
of internal financing of both
development and recurring
expenditure on the Project.
s) From Govern~ent resources~-

it~ Inventmeot.
, Loan.
iii) Grant in aid in the form
of counterpart funds)

)

84.436 millions

)
)

To be met from
Government erants.

)

b) From sponsoring aGency's own

Or

local body resources

e) From non-Government borrowing.

No.

d) From private inV6Gtment.

lYo.

e) From rniscellaneoussou~ce
(interest from :Sank)

1:0.

18. state vie\ols if any on sources of
foreiGn exchange financing.
19. Is it proposed to recover cost of
proJect from beneficieries and
if so, how?
20~

No.

Estimated annual inc erne from
operation of project.

l''rOTJ "Governr.H:n

allocatio~.

Total investment will be recove=ed
in full with operational oharces
as indicated in Appendix-X

Ple!lse see

A!,pendix-~~

•

Z}f

,

'

E!:.RT -

,j

.~

(MI,NPO;IER }L\TERIALS AND OTHER REQl1IREH]"llTS 0.' PllOJEOT)
,l

. 21.

22.

Total manpower(attach list of
manpower requirement by occupation)

expected shortage of ma:npower
by j'Ccupation and indiente steps which
should be taken to assume flvailabili ty
of lnanpower~
.
Nil.'
Lis'~

.2;. Public utilities indi,c"te accesS
roads, railway sidings, power, water
and other utilities required for the
. pro;lect.
/24.

/

...

~.

"

'

'

Please see Appendix-VII

Mat.,rial and equipment.

Only those portions which
are to be done at the dem
site have been provided
in this PO-I.
Please see Appendix-21ll

-..,.---..,.-~-_._-------~---
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(SCHEDULE: OJ' WORKS )

25. Indicate approxinate

annual
phasing of physical work on

project.

26. When is project expscted to
be in operation at full
capacity or producl:g
maxioum benefits.

The partial operation would be
affected on completion of the Dan
in December,1973. Full operation
would be between 1975 and 19UO,
~hen the population of Islamabad
reaches s figUre that the entire
potential of the Project will
haveto be co~"issioned for
providing the needs of the Capital.

27. List other related projects
of development which must be
completed in tine so as not
to delay the schene or work ox
affect operation of this
project.

The 1'hase-I works' of the project
are almost complete and the distri,bution net work for Islamabad in
the plan period already"exists &vould continue to be prOVided in
new areas of develop~ent.

"

j

\
•

"

\

~'

...
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EXTRJ.CTS FROM THE CONSULTANTS ?RELIMINARY
DESIGN RI:PORT.
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1. l!YDROLOGY OF SIMLY VlMER-SHED.
1.1. General
I:n order to as""ss the live storage of the reservoir
at Simly for a <;i ven consumption of water and to establish
the maximum normal water level, hydrological studies have
been completed. These studies were based on data and records
of stations located in the vicini toY of the catchment area.
In order to undertake this study all data reqUired Vias
collected from various sources·.• These include records on
rainfall outside the catchment area and rainfall inter sites,
temperature, wind vebcities inter sites and direction,
humidity, sedimentation, evaporation and stream meanuremants.
The :following section c.escribes the data collected and a (
resume of studies, whioh were undertaken to determine the;
Yield, of the water shed, the maXimum flood and the require,Q.·.
·live storage.

1.2. Rai.!..alL!l:r:_i.}leto!o19f.ical Data.
lt11~nthly raifall da ta of ste.tions having influence on the
catchment area we~e tabulated according to the following
peri ods .; ,

i. Monsoon.

i1. Winter.
iii. Pre-monsoon and

iv. Pre-Winter.
Data were obtainec'. frcm Mur~e~·, Sher Eagla, Ban, Karor,
Tret, covering a perioQ of 10 years betvleen 1953 and 1962.
Part of these obsc~,~tions W~I& 0b~~ined from the CDA and part
were collected by ovr representatives in the fileld. These
records were used for determininG the influence of the Murree
:statj.on on the catchment areB..
.
In addition, monthly rainfall records were obtained
from the Murree Station ccvering the period of 1875 to 1962.
This data was used in relation with the mass diagram required
for determining the live storage reqUired for the reservoir.

{

.

~,

,

"

Murree data also included daily rainfall from 1950 to
the present. Obeervations Were used in predicting the maximum
flood. Other mateorological data suoh as air, temperaturo,
himid.ity weather phenomena, wind veloci tieis, cloud, visibi 1ity
Were obtained from Nor-chern M"teor01ogical Department,Lahore
and studies in detail,
Sedimentation and evapcration data reqUired for deter_
mining the required reservoir capacity were obtained from West
pakistan WAPDA and Lahore and Peshawar Regional Meteorolo&ical
offices.
13. §.TREMi! FL_(l~V l.!ll}>,~Y..JlP'ffiNT~:
Dischargec measurements a~e being presently carried out

by the CDA near the Simly Dam site Measurements have been

'.

,

.1

taken only recently and do not cover a period of sufficient
durat:ion for the present study except in predicting maxj.mum
flood conditions. The readings recorded at this station will
be useful in assessing, with better accuracy the yield of the
water shed.
.
The cnly data available when studies began wero/stream \
measurements taken at Chinot on the Soan Rivor oovering the
period of 1960 to 1962. These measurements were used in
correlating rainfall and run off.

, APPENDIlC-. I
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1.4. RAINFALL ANALYSIS.

....,

Among stations that have influence on the Siroly catch_
'ment area only Murree has long term records of rainfall
dating ~ack to 1975.

;

Using observations taken over a period of 10 years
from gauges looa,~d within the catcI-nent area and directly
around it, correlati on factor was calculated to determine
the degrees of influence. that the Murree station has on the
SimJ,y watershed. The "Thiessen Method" is the mostcommonJ,y
used and the quickest method of determining the influence .o!·
a station but has two scources, of error.' FirstJ,y'a st"ti(;n
located a considerabc,e distance outSide the basin ex-e,"', J
influencs, on the restults. Secondly it does not take in"J
account the topoJraphy of the area. This method was used "::.'c.1:l\,.
checking purposes onJ,y.
. .<1

-.

On the other hand the "Isohyetal Map" method yield"
reasonably accurate results of the rainfall distribution
prOVided the effect of topogr·aphy is taken into consideratj :£
in locating the. iSOhyetal lines by assigning station \'/81[':",s
according to the topography of the area and. loc~tion.

In order to emphasize and to see the effect of local
.
climate the yearly rainfall ~~2,an91ysed by seasons and divided
into four 1-e. j ,,"'- ~f) %GJhc0l;..-:;:.e "Thiessen r\lethod" and the
Isor,yetal Map" W"t-e both used in computing the c rrelation
factor. The results are recorded in Tables 1 & 2. It is signi,ficant to note the similarity of the results.
From the results the correlation factor for coverting
Murree's data to rainfall on the catchment is :-

(I)

59.07

= 0·?2,?.?L

"69:(;7
R

av(10)-

'Consequently, the factor of 0.85522 determined using the
ISChyetal method was used to transferdata obtained at Murree
to the catchment area for the period between 1875 and 1962.
In order to appreciate better the value of the readings
recorded at Nurree the accumulated value of rainfall at
Rawalpindi and at Murree were plotted on a graph for a period
extending back to 1875. Both graphs are in agreement as
regards the general tendency of recorded rainfall between
the two stations.
TABLE -I

~.

RESU;LT,,~S!J!~ K:rm::ES-r;EN~lETHOIl".

J~AOF ChTCffi,lliNT

= 59.02

square miles.

Observation area squar~eroentage 210 years
~ain-Inch
lltation
rniles.
f total
",verage rain-square mile
.
iarea.
rPall(inches)
"

,

.

Murrce
llen
Sher Bagla
Tret
Krore

7.21
23.34
4.56
5.43
18.48

Total

59.02

12.2
39.6
7.7
9.2
3)",3
100%

Average annual rainfall
on the catchment area

69.07
65.15
63.50
55.97
46.. 84

3477.67

""59:Q-Z-

c

Icnfluenoe of
~tation on oate~ent rainall.

497.99
1520.60
289.56
303.92
?_6.2..J!.0

14.3
43.7
8.3
8.8
24.9

3477.67

100% \

58.92"

c

R

(:r)

av(10)

.
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:~'

~s'luare f{ainf2.11(inches
t)ontours inc hes of 1>rIO!'
pquare miles), '
miles)
Ra1nfall.

.r

69
68
67
66
65
64

'"

6,3

62
61
60
59
58
57
56

~5'

54
53
~2
51 .
50

49
41

Total/'

atg~{
6.$
6.03
4.85
3.41 '
2.04
1 .61
1.43
1.40
1.21
1 .55
1.29
1.77
2.32
2.67
2.69
2.47
2.28
2.27
2.20
4:01
59,02

82.20
272.70
417.62
3.~ .97
31"2.83
216,.54
127.50
99.02
86.52
83.30
70.79
89.13
72.89
98.24
126.44
142.85
141.2,3
127.21
45.14
112.37
106.70
190.90
348b.19

,

Comulati ve area
,

1;20
5~24

1h52
'17.56
22.40
25.81
27.85
29.46
30,89
, 32.29
33,50
35.05
, 36.34
38.11
40.43
43.10
45.79
48.26
50.54
52.81
55.01
59.02 ,

j.verage annual rainfall on the "cadhment area 3486.19 _ 59 07"

59.02,,- (Ii

1 .5 RUN OFF ANI,LYSIS.
I

--

•

.. R,
av(10)

.

Stream measurements were used to calculate rainfall
.. 'data 1;0 run off. However this data from April 1960 to
Decemher. 1962 recorded at Chinot gaugin statiOn covers a
Ii ttl,) 1<;8s than three years period.
, i

I

,

The discharge from ohinot was transferred to Simly DaC!
1,y the relation between areas and correcting it by the
:proportion of the average rainfall in the above mentioned
'period of the tViO .i30resl3.

J'i te

~,

..
1
i,

,

!
•
,

;
•

\

I
,,
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AREA
Siroly Water Shed Chinot
Wa,ter Shed.

59.02 square miles
48.54
"

59.07"

59.91"

1.•216
factor = 59.02
/'
48.54
Rain'fall
= 59.07
=
·tactor
~T,
Accordingly the correction factor (0;985)xl .216 is 1:2 Using
this correction factor in calculation the run off factor for each
period was determined. A minimum amount of flow of which amount
vari~s according to the period was included in the calculations.

~rea

It is interesting to note that the run off factor varies
according to each period this being due to the varying clatmate
humidity percolation ovaporation and infilteration;
RUN OF FACTORS FOR SIJ,II,Y WATER SHED
Winter
Pre Monsoon
Pre Winter

January
February
March
April
May
June
October

_
..

'

0.283

0263

l:ovember
Monsoon

December
July
August
September

0011
0-309

1, '. 6 E,VAPORJ.TION

j.6.1. General
The wate~ that will be lost by evaporation at the Simly
reservoir will depend upon the temperature of the area and~water
wind velocity and atmospheeic humi,dity.

'i.

Unfortunately evaporation data is not available at
Siroly Only pan observations at Rawalpindi Lahore and Pehsawarare
available.
1.6.2. NI'NOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
Data regarding air temperature and humid~ty for Rawalpindi,_
. Simly and Murree have been compared. The temparature at ,Murree is
lowes~ and ~umidity highest With simly haVing average reading
between the two stations.

"

1.6.3. RESERVOIR\LVAPORATION
Obs~rvation at Lahore and Peshawar span a period' of
, several years (14 and 7) Whereas for the data of the Ravlal l.:·c.j. Dam
observatory only one year was available Analysing the data of the
Rawal Dam obserVatory it was found that evaporation for one year
?Ias 55" HowEJver since the recordings do not cover a period of
sufficient duration to be considered representative, they were
discharged;
Sixty three inches of annual evaporation, calculat~d'by
extrapolating trom two stations was taken to be the reservoir ,
evaporation at Simly. This was done by taking an average of 'the
annual pan eVdporation at Lahore and peshawar and using a direct
proportion in relation to their geographic location. No oorrection

"

"

.
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'
,.,' was made for transforming pan·observations to reservoir
evaporations. Quantity of water deducted for evaporation for each
month can be found in Table-3.
, TJlBLE - 3 •

• EVAPOR,;TION '
Months .'

Reservoir
evaporation
in inches.

January.
February.
,ldarchm.
April.
11ay.
Jun·e.
July.
J.ue;ust.
September.
Octob~r.

Nov€llfber "
, Decefnber.
. Tot.:ll

1'.7

~IENT;.TION

1
2

Reservoir
evaporation
in flcre feet.
31

63

.3

94

5.

157

8
9
9
9
8
5
3

2 50
281
281
281
250

157

1

994
31

63

1970

STUDY

1.7.1 GENERJ.L
An estimate of the amount of sediment which may aocumulate
in a storage rese'voir o"o.r a period of years is. essential in the
design of the dam. This'is ore so when dams are built across river
Which are subject to extereme flow variations and carry a high·
'proporation of, sEQi.ment in flood periods. This aondition' is typical
of ri veNI in the inaus basin;
-'.
_
,
The knOWledge of the amount of sediment aocomulation can
be used in establishing \'/hether an adquate li ve-'st.bJ:'age capacity can
be m~{ntained in the useful life of the reservoir of wheth~r some
means
of getting rid of the sediment must bc provided.
'
Accordingly this study was made to determine the amount
of'sediment Which may be transported by the Soan River into the
Simly reservoir.
(
1.7.2 !!!52!1l0DS OF DETERHnnNG SEDIMENT QUJ,NTITIES.
. '..,
Since actual silt observations were lacking at the'
simly dam site the amount of proble sediment depOSit must be
estimated from available methods and data.
•
Several methods have been proposed to determine the
amount of sediment which may accumulate in reservoirs in the Indus
basin,. Each of those have been carefully considered to determine
Whether it is appiicable for the Simly catchment basin. The folloWing
is a summary of the pro~ methods.
1.7.3. !Q!OSLA I S Met hod.
Khosla states that for the Indus basin the sedimentation
is 0.75 acre feet per square mile per year. This figure is an
average value for the area and since it does not distinguish between
areas of plains and mountains nor between areas of light and heavy
vergetation, its use for a speCific region may not give satisfactory
results.
,

.

.

.

-;U..'

,1.7.4. ~ STJ.RMAN is METHOD
'.

"

1.59 acre feet of sadiment ~er'sqU6re mile per year is
proposed for areas b,etween elevations of 1000 feet and 8000
feet. This method is more realisitic tha~ khosla's but it also
does not consider the fact that different rivers flowing at
this height may have considerably varying vegetation growth
~n theircatchment hasins. Hence this method may not neceesrily give reasonat:~ results for the simly area.

"

Querishi Erosion'Formula.
The method is based on an emirical relation as
0.235'"
~~O
0.705

at-

Where E

,

,

tollow~

~

.

erosion in acre-fee.t per square. mile of catchment
area.
o = erosion factor depending on the composition
and weathering ablity of the Boil.
D ~ run~off of the stream in acre feet.
A ~ area of the catchcent in square miles.
R ~ Difference in level of stream ncar.
the origin of the longest channel
, and the pOint of interest in feet.
L = Length of the longest stream to the
i,
point of interest in miles.
An'average value for G of 0.0096 is given. However it is difficult
to judge whether the soan river is subject to average erosion con~
ditions, For ex1reme value of G~ .024 for the Harro and 0.05' 9 for 'thE;
.kur~am are given. Form these values and the erosion qu&rl~~ties
available for the same site and at Mukhad on the soan riv~r, an
interpolated value of 0;0079 was calculat~~. Ho~ever, the catchment
area of the Soan at this location is over ~ 000 square miles
(versus 60 square miles at S:,Jlly) and most cf its highly eroded.
Therefore, this value of G will result in a high sedimentation
"amount of viooded slopes of the Murree hills.
.
Four site. r;;:ading have been taken at the charah dam site but
because of the inadquate number of readings it ~s not justif~Gd~to
use the results for ,any of the computations.' .
z:

1.7.6. AnalYSis of lJ..?-ta.
By using the results of the obsevations of the Irrigation
,Research Institute" Lahore (I.R.I.) an equation Vias derived which
would be applicabl~ to the Simly catchment basin. A graph plotting
,the erosion values versus the "alues of yearly flow per square miles c
of catchment area was plotted on semi-Iogrithm paper. Exculuding the
highly sedimented Kurram and tributaries of the Jhelum River, a best
straight line was drawn through the points obtained for the other
riv.ers.

~.

.

"

!

The question derived from this straight line was r~duced
to deduct for the allowance made for the bed load quantity
.
included in the I.R.I. results. The resulting equation gives the·
erosion as :_
E=

D
i"---

~~w'"

E..
Erosion in aCI"''''~\v:;, for 100 _square miles per year.
D .,
Annual flow of the s ·':G?l.min acre_feet.
A ..
catChment area in square miles;
Usa, of this equation will give a conservative sedimentation
value for the simly sit e. '
"
The sedimentation quanti ties determined by the various
tn6thods have been tabu:~";ed for eompc.:c-icion (c.f. table 4) the ..
quantit~ derived by
the Teesult method is thus seen to be less
than that derived from "Quresh~Formula. Thia is reasonable in vieVi
of the fact that the G value in the pnrtions. The Tccsult method
roveals that starman's estimate is valid for. the Simly catChment,
but it does not necessary imply that it will give reasonable
n:,':'l1'i;i ties for Cony other ar<.a.

1I;J/lEA, O!£;.:I
O¥,r'-7)

- ;:3-

C',

1

toI I

A grapli ha$een, plotted showing the level of sedimentnti.on
which would accur:in the Simly re~erv~ over a period of 100 years
asS~min&.n9 outflow of sediment.

"

,

;

1.7.7.•

~YNTm;SIs •.

_ llor. the Simly reservoir, .a rational approach for d-etr;rmining
the sedi.IDentati on quar.t..tty have been deri ved. The resulting equation
gi'ven the erosion.
~:'"

.~

440 Ln

D

-r

·!t is significant to note that 4,300 acre_fMt is the
accumulation expected within t.he .next' fitty 'years; This is the basic figure used in the design of the reservoir capacity.
~'Al:1LI: - 4
§::r.':D- I1I1ENTf,TI ON "TUDY.
gOMPl'.RISON OF RESuLTS
Basis of Estimate
year

Quanti ty (Acre-feet) _
50 years
100 years

i

•

Khosla
Starman
Querishi
Teesult:

. LG

45.5
'91;' 5
14'1.5
86.4

2.275

<1.82(;

7,370

4.300

4.5~0

'9,650

14,750
8.150

~d Control

118.1, General
In the reservoir design. proVision ha~een made for spilling
excess' uater that may occur during the monsoon periods. This way
be done at a spillway locate':" on saddle on the right bank of the
ri ver·. Keeping in mind. that should the capaCity of the spillway
be exceeded, serious consequences may result to the works, particul~rly the earthfill dam Which cannot sustain overtoppi~g, as
this is synonimous with failure. The spillway is therefore,
designecj,l'o!/8xtr"me flood c oncli ti ons •
. .
.
.'
In order to arrive at the maximum desigri"flood for
det.ermining t he spillway capacit~'. ""'veral met hods· were used and
compared.

1.8.2.

"

Con."::::.~,:r:c..ti_~n._T?-.J!l..§.

Taking into account the topographY of the water shed,
.different mean velocities were assumed forrun-off in different
parts of the basin. Th'" fC'}10"'i.~..S ~'luations w~r~ used.
In vallyes
V -=
63.5
Sin Q 0.6
On slopes
V '"
6.35
n
Q 0.6
Where
Q '"
slope indegrees
V '"
mean velocity in feet/second.
From this Sudy the concentration time
was found to range between 4 and 8 hours.
1.8.3. ynit..J:lLd.roS!aph.
The maximum rainfall for aday, obtained from the Murrec
record is 8.8" on Aueust 5,1958. This is th0Ji b hest recorded daily
rainfall during the period of 1932 to 1960 at Murree. The value of
8.8 inChes of rainfall transfercd to thepatchment area usihwthe
correlation factor is equivalent to 7.52" of rainfall in the
watershed.
A unit t<.ydrograph was drawn up using these' values and the
maximum discharge determined using the appropriate run-off factors.
This was found to range between 106,000 and 53,000 eusee depending
on the eoncetrati on time.
' .

.

~ '\
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In comparing these results with'the 1~er's formula" we find
"':, a ratins of C= 138, ,and C= 69', The -1~er I s rating C in defined as
th4ratio of the peak flor Q in cubic feet per second to 10Qtr-is
the drainage area in square miles.
•••• 24 ••••

C =

..

Q
~~-100X /-A..---

, In comparing areas in the USA and in canada, that hav"
similar o1i::;"t01L,~ib<,l and geographical conditions, it would seem that
the 106;000 cusec flood is on the high side.
.. 1.8.4. STRI1Jn

MLhSln'21lEN~

,

'-

-.

The gauging staticn downstream of the Simly dam Site,
7ecorded on September 1, 1963 a flood of 20.000 cusecs.
In addition, observers in the field reported to us that
traces could be seen on the banks of the river, indicating that the
water level had risen to much higher elevations during floods.f"
study was made using a stage discharge relationship and E,ssuming
that the water had risen to such heights the probable maximum flood
was est1illated as ranging between 50.000 to 70.000 cusees.

,

1.8.5. ISOCHROm:s.

-,

In order to compare rainfall of longer duration but of lesser
int,ensi ty to pren ous results, records Vlere exaoined to deternine
the three consecutive days that give maximum rain fall.
,
rstablishing the excess rainfall (run-off), a flood curve
for outflow drawn based on 72 hours 'interval of rainfall USing
isochrones. The maximum flood created by these circums~ances was
'estimated to be 47,50Qcusec. The process was again repeated using
8 hours maxinum in flow discharge into'the reservoir~,. The flood
was estimated to be'62,300 cV'ecs.
1.8.6. FLOOD ROUTING THi"jUGH RISJ,RVOIR.
Therefore, tr~ough the use of several methods, the results of
can be found ~n Table 5, it would be seen that the maximu
inflow in to the reservoir could vary between 50.000 to 70,000
CUS6CS. Using the dats of the last result for an inflow of 62,300
cusecs, a flood routing through the reservoir was made. The maximum
discharge at the spillway was found to be 15,200 cusecs.
TAn:c - 5
ESTB11.TL OF J,ji.XI1llJM FLOODS
IN CUS:SCS
tJni't '
Stream-" , -0--- ·'·_-JSocr.,u.!!es~"-:r-;~=,.....,=.,-,==.,...",,,"
l\Vdrograph
measur6ments ~ T.hr.ee.. .. ~ .~_~ ... 23 hO.l;l~s concetrE..tj.on
consecuti ve days. '!
53,000
50,000
47,500
62,300
;to
to
106,000
70.000
w~ich

Relying on available records and data used for this study
probability studies indicated that the period of reoccurrence for
such,a flood ,could be approximately 500 years.

"

Based on the emaIl amount of data available and studies
regarding maximum water inflow in the reservoir, the spillway should
be designed to discharge 40.000 cusecs under maximum flood conditions.
Tllking into account the net free board of the dam, the spI,ll_way
will have a greater capaCity undar extreme conditions and will take
care of peak inflows into the reservoir in the range of 100,000 to
200,'000 cusecs.
'
1 .9. m:STJlVOIR Cl.:PMITY 1,ND LEVEL
4.9.1 General
The period between 1875 and 1962 was investigated using a
mass diaerao. All rainfall was transformed to 1 ,'noff using the
2,("1

v·

.. :.

, ... 25...

I '
,"

I
;,

.
";"
'

..
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establishl~d correlation factors for each period. Reservoir exaporation was deduoted from the inflow representing the amount of
water ava:llable.
For a consumption of 28.6 m.g.d. at the delivery point. a
demand of 30 m./;;.d. Vias assumed at the reservoir. to take into
I,Iccount losses \4%) of the reservoir, treatment plant and conduction
main.
1.9.2. ~mST P:CHIOD.
,
Dul~ing the study the dryest periCd was found to be in 1921
and 'the corresponding live storage ,required is 47,500 acre_feet. 'It
is to be remarked that the three dryest years in the period from
1875 to 1962 acourred consecutively in the years 1919.1920 and 1921.
An extensi. ve study VIas undertaken to establish the reccurronce of
the three dryest yesrs. The period of reeeurence was found
approimatE'ly to be 1000 years. In view of this result this dry
period was 'not considered applicable for determining the'reservoj.r
live storage for a proj~ctwhose usefull life will be much shorter.
1.9.3. ~Te storage and Maximum Normal Water Level
ThE' next dryest period occurs between 1879. Based on this
period it is found thst the inflow in the reserveir, is nearly
parallel to the consmnption rate and therefore. will not satisfy
the demand. The maximum consumption rate at the delivery ~oint
that we rE,eommend under these circumstances is 24 m.g.d. \25 m.g.d.
at uam) and this satisfies all periods except the dryest one which
would require a live storage of 28,600 acre feet to satisfy this
consumption rate. In using the results of the second dryast p€~iod
we find tt~t the maximum normal 'water level of the reservoir is
2295 feet, determined as 'follows :_ '
~ottom of reservoir

Required dead storage for
sediment during a 50 years
period 4,300 acre feet.,
Required elevation of sedi_
ment,'assuming horizontal surface.
Blevation of intake sill
Maximum elevation of sedi_
ment (Provision for 62 years,
5;300 acre feet).
'

EL,2100'

".

EL'2203'

EL

2220'

EL 2210'

........

Maximum d.~ldown allowed
stll of intake EL 2220'

,

'

..diameter of intake tunnel
+minimum cover
Live storage (during 1879
to 1881 period) 19,800 acre feet)
,ReqUired additional height
above minimum drawdown.
MaXimum

'C

"

no~mal

water level

6'
7' EL 2233'

I,

62 feet
EL 2295'

'.

APPElmrX-II
(pago-1)

COST ESTDLTE FOR DIVE".SIOI! F,,\CILITIl;;S.

",

~-..---=--.,--,-,.-...."..---:-S.Ne...

Desc:ription of work

..........",...,..,~....,....,c=-,..,-.,~-=
...,....,=::;:-;::--Estino.ted
..; :tount ir~
ua nti ti.s'!';!I-__.:l.t~~~J-=.!!"upoeG,.!.

67,000
1. Ove"bu"den excavation,
(By Must~fa PRGC)(By MilO
Aslam Khan & .Sons)
34,000
2. Rock excavativn open cut (A)
with side slopes of 1.H 5V.by
i)M/s.Mustofs PRCC Ltd.
45,000
ii)M!s.Ni" hslab Khun ~ Sons.2,79,541 .
(ll) With sides slopes of,
.
1.R 1.V.
by Nls.Mir Lslan Khan & Sons.
2,84,200
;I.' Line Drilling.
.
5,000
17,840
. 4- Rock excavuti0n tunnel •
. 5. Tunnel -enlarge~cnt.
2,130
6. Rook bollS.
1,000
7. .Drilling holes ro~ rock
belts and relief ~cles.
1,500
a. Forn Plug~
10,000
9. Fora Tunnel
503'-6"
10. ForLi intake Plain
S,800
,
. C=ved.
2,~00
11- Metal watc" stopes.
210
12 .. C(,;nc~~eteTunnel unreinforC0nent.
3,600
1~ •.:·Concrcte tun; 01 reinf0rcei.~ent.1,340
. 14.- Lean Conrete ?l.ug ~ction
85.0
15.' Ccncrete Plu;:; sechon.
775

..

..

16 .. Concrete Intake.

) 1,180

17. Reinforcoaent tunnel.
39,000
18~:Reinf0"ceDent Intake.
1,84,000
19,' GROUTIlIG.
. fY Greuting to seal off !lew
during exccvation mobilisation and denobilination.
ii) Grouting to seal ot~ during
./
excavation drillinG'.
500
iii) Grouting io seal ofr £low
during excavation connection. 50
iv) Grouting to seal off flow
duxing excavati0n ocoout.
200
v) Grouting to seal off flow
during excavation sand.
50
vi) Grouting to fill voides in
tumlel roof.

vii) Grouting tv voids in lean

~.

.,

'.

_

Cu.yd.

7.00

4,49.,000

-do-

1.60

:54.,400

-do-7.00
-do- .. '6 •.50·

-do- 12.00
Lin.ft. 5.00
Cu.yd. 21.60
-do5.40
Lin ft. 3.00
-do_
5.00
sq.ft. 2.00
Lin ~t.120.00
~dc1.50
-do.;;.00
-do- 20.00
Cu.yd.162.00
-do- 165.00
. -do- 108/-do- 25.00
-do- 175.00
Lba.
0.75
-do0.75

\

3,15,.000 .
18,17 ,on'

34,10,40C--- 25,000
3,85,54,:
11,502
;,000
7.50C
20,000
60, i~20

5,700
7,500
4,200

~,,8;; ,200
2,2,1,100
91 ,1lY~
19,;>75
2,06,500
29,25 0
1,;8,000

L.. S..
Lin ft. 15.00

lIo.
Bags.

-

concrete.
viii) Contact & Consolidation Groutinc
d~illing & wo~king holes.
2,500
ix) Contact sonsolidetion grouting
connection.
300
x) Contact consolidation G~outing
connection.
2,000
20.STOP IDG & S~9~ LOG G~rNS SUfPLY ~ ERECT,
i) Stop 10 g gainu supply
tab~ication & plaoe.
28,722
H) stop 10 es supply & fabricution 60,720
iii) Stop 10' gs & eains supply, apply
two coats read lea~.
8,200
. iv) Stop legssoals 4"x5"/O" supply
cn(~fix.
682
v) Stop logs seala oonplote supply
and fix.
30
vi) Stop logs install.

Say .i:.•.
'

Cu. ft.

,-

7,50C

.200.00

10,000

.20.00

4,000

2.00

100

1..8.

4,00,000

L.S.

. 1,00,000

Lin.ft. 10.00

25,000 .

No •

50.00

15,000

ou.!'t •. 15.00

;0,000

Lbs.
-do-

2.00.
21°

sq. ft.

0.50

4,100

Lin i't. 25.00

.17 ,050

57,444
1,21,440

Plinth Area
2,433 sq.ft.

Per S9.ft.
~) BUildings.
25/- **. 60,825/:'1» :Equipment.
L.S. **
74,000/It
3. J;j6sQUB
·2,300
25/- **
57,500/4. Ji!ARKET
2,700 It
25/- **
67,500/5. INSPECTION BUNGALOW.
2,470
30/15 per
. Elft.74,482/6. SITE OFFICE
3,300
20/- **
66,000/Totall
4,00,307
Say~.
0.400 millions.
Provision in Phase-I _
!G. 0.840 millions
Provision in Phase-II = \1.681"0.840=fs.
0.841·millions
(:B)
.
..,
.~
Grant total of Diversion Facilities&: Colony (A&B) =fs.8.7dC\+O .841:9.511

..

.

"

.

*Bvaluated from tenderedamourit.
~.Evaluated on the CDA Schedule of rates.
as these works have not yet been
tendered,

.}.

,

t;.

'.

.,

' ..

-

,
",
APPENDIX-III
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.,

COST ,lNALYSIS FOR Pu\IN EHBANKMENT (D;IN)

Item

,

1. D1version Canal & Dike.
2. Rock excavation.

,

3. Foundat'i.on preparat1.6ns.
4. Grouting.
5. Impervious Core.

I

,

6. 0) From exoavation.

!

b) From Quarry
Filters
.7.
I
8.. Tunnel Plug & Cave. ,/
Instrumentation.
10. Coffer namsi

,.

L.S.
200,000

-

7.50 '1,500,000
800,000
. L.S •.
700,000
C.Ye 7.506 4,653,720
L.S.

620,000
400,000
,1,330,000
300 ,000

C.Y.

6,600 2,640,000

c. Y.

12,915 15,980,000

-

C.Y. 24,30 7,290,000
L.8.

•

200,00G

c.Y

Ir. S •

1,000,000
209,000

L.. S_

800~000

.),57,63,7 20

-,

.,

Say fu.. 35.764 oilDDns •
.' ,

,

~J. ...'

.

•

"

~.

.

"

.

,

,'APPENDIX-IV
:. t

Foes in Rupees.'
, _ iJ:!..illio'ns)
1. FlIes already paid to M/s.
Til'" MAJEED durinG 1962 for the
prcl1ninary investiGations

Foreign Exchange
conponent(Millions)

0,367

0.126

;;.465

0.950

0.11\0
1.250
0.25°

O.4(l0
0.05 0

0.150

•

5. 62 2

1.526
0.740
0.786

Z. F',es paid to H/s.Tecsult

....

International Linitcd fran
1~)63 to date.

3. W.\PDA Fees.e) ReView.
, b) liesS-gn,
c) Speoial Services.
d) Transport and other
faoilities.
Total:

Proviai"n in Phase~I =
Provision in Phase-II
~

2.670
2.952

-

"

"
"

:

, '"

--,

,.'

~,

"

-

.....
"

Al'PENDIX-V
INVESTIGATIONS & SUB-SOIL EXPLORATIONS.

A) AHOUNT Aj,RE"DY

SPENT.

AMOUNT

IN RUPEE~.

1. DrillinG Equp~ent mobilzation & move in
2. Moving Drill holes.
,. Drilling in Overburden.
4. Drilling Rook.
5. Inclind tioles in Overburden.
6, Inclined holes in Rock.
,. Water pressure test.
8. Drilling Inclined holes through
,'9. Drilling Inolined holes throueh Rock
10. Drilling vertical holes.
'11. Drilling vertical holes throulJh Rook,
12. Cost of Material such as ceaent/steel eto,
'1,.~xcavation of trial pits & testing of soil
saoples in Pakistan and abroad.
14. EXcavation of trial pits and testing of
soil s,mples

--

B)

AYDUNT TO BE SPENT

1. Retary drilling and exoavation of trenches.
800,000
,2. Exoavation of trial pits andtests on samples. 100,000
,. Filed investigat on
fillt~r oedia and
tests in the laboratory,
'1001000

, Total<- 110001000
Grand total - 5,49,039+1,000,000 ~~, 1,549,039/82
or~. 1.549 oillionsj

"

-

.-.-.-.-.....

/

.. ; ..•

./
,

.
\

-

,\ \'' J
e"

-~~

..

,APPENDIX- VII

'"

RE~tJ IHIJIIENTS

(A) . l!2L:8JITCUTION.

. !

I.

a ENGI}iEERS.
1. D:Lrector

TOTALS:
1

2. XEN Dam.

3. XEN Tunnel
&. Spi llway •
4. A/Es average four
per XEN.
5. Overseers average 3
pElr A/Engineer.
6. Drawing ana. estitlu ti on
staff.
7. J.ssistant Director,
'(Geology) •
Total:
I.b ~IOIL CONSm';"TION:

"" 1
'" 1

""

.. e
=24
=20

1
"'56

'"

1 • 80i1 Conservation Officer. '"

""

2. :Issistant Soil Conser_
,>ati on Officer.

3. li:€Inge Forest Officers.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11 •

12.

..

l~eld

ASSistant.
Demarcation Supervi os or.
Head Clerk.
Senior Accountant.
U.D.Cs(Estt:Clerk,
Hecord Keeper &
oashier) •
IoDSs (Dairy & Despatch,
:E:stt:Typist,Bill Clerk
and Accounts Clerk.
Stenotypist.
peons (office_l,S.C.O.
ASCO",1,~ar Runner=1
Drivers.

"

.,'

Total:

. II Skilled Staff
III Unskilled Labours.
(B) ,FOR OPERJ.TION/!JAINTIN,~NCJ;; •

1 • XEll
2. SDO
3. Overseers.
4. Skilled Staff & Workers

!

.I

56

nos.

1

1
'" 4
'" 16
'"
'" 11
'" 1
'"

.

..
..'"
'"

3

5
1

5
2

'" 41

....
..

c

"

41 Nos,
450 Nos.
2000 Nos ..

1

3

... 12

..100

116 Nos,

'.

-.--------------"--'

,
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vrrr'

MATERIAL l,ND EqUIPMENT REqUIRED

31.

No.

NA1rc OF
"

~.

,"

MhTERIAL

1969-70

1970-71

1971_72

1972-73

,r;.1) J

Total

i.' . ' :~~:. .

..,': ..

., .....\,.

; ~ :1;' '

APPENDXX-IX

...

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REQUIRElIffiNTS

'

"

S••~
• . ~ No, I'"
','

~'.requ~rements

Description

Qty.

1. ,Heavy earth moving equipment
tor construction of dam and
workship tools and plant as
detailed below 1_
a). Power shovels.
b). Tractor D-S.
8 Nos.
'0). Motor Graders.
3 II
d~:. St!eep foot:"rolitcrs.
4 II
1l) ,. Prime movers for (4).
4 II
f). Water Tankers .~._
.) II
8). 10 weel 20 ton trucks.
./35 It
h). Compressors.
4"
~y: Drilling & Boring equiproents. 20 Nets
;I). Gro'uting equipment.
2 ..
k). Dc-waterillg pumps with rootors. 4 II
i). Workshop tools and plant.
'1 II
m). Truok monted cra~e.
1 nb.
~. Instruoentation.
a) Sat~ement guage.
2 Nos.
2 II
b) Slop indicators.
c) Surface monUmentS.
39 II
72 II
d) Piezomets of, different type.

3. Spillway gates including motors and

other accessories.
4. Steel.
900 tons
5. Equipment for soi 1 testing Laboratory.
6. Cost of testing of soil
samples in USA and, Canada.

in

million rupees.

11.900

"

:

.1

'-

",

0.100
'.

4.210
0.574
0.074

As p,er

0.0)1 actual

already
incurred,
"

7. Consultants tees in
foreign exchange.

0.786
Total:w
Add

510

17.675

contingencies ,0.884

Grand

Total:_

18.559

!

I

I:':

.

,'

CASH FLO\! ST"TEllEllT Dr ,1ESPECT OF
\iATER S\iP?LY I!IISL/,Jol1\BI,n;

'

,\ c!l.Sh flow statement of "Water SupplY' in Islamabad',' based
on'the life of the plant etol and showing the "recovery correlated
with the "Capital oost u • interest on ,investment' and faI:1ortiza.1;ion/

....

depreoiation charges' has been prepared in accordanoe with the
decision of the C.D,W.P. taken in its meeting held at Lahore on
:',-

2.

The capital cost in the statement includes the revised costs

ot the'two approved scher;les viz. f 1f\'1ater SuuplY in Islanabad ll & t13ulk

Water Supply Phase-I" and the tentatively esti""te,1 cost of the
'third scheme viz; "Bulk \'later Supply, Phase-II" for which the PC-1
1s presently under
preparation. The annual naintenance and reraris
\
'

costs have been worlred out according to the provisions nade in the

PC-Is. Avail"bility of water has been taken as 24 MGD froo Simly :Jam
.:(Bulk Water Supply Schemes) and :15 Msd as 'average, taking into
/ consider(ltion the drop in the q~antity of water available during
summer nonths, fro'" the SCUl'ces covered by the Water Supply Sche,-,e
(under considerat'ion). Thu~ the total quantity cf 39 Mgd would be

,available after the schemes are

oo~pleted

and put in full operation.

The recoveries have been calculated on the basis 'of throe
alternative rates (~, 1/-~, 1/50 and ~.2/- per 1,000 gallons) for

,.

water charges. Water supply in Islenabad in to be metered and

~ct0rs

have beenlare being installed. The present rate of metered supply
in Islaoabed is .lis. '1/- per ',000 gallons fro", ,the private sectcr: In
the case of Government servants, however, the reduced rate of 60
Paisa per 1,000 gallons, as approved by the Gcvernment, is being
charged and the olass IV eoployee. are being supplied free of , '0:
any charse under Govt. deoision. The llubs;i:dy ill the shape of subsidy
reduced rates for the Govern~ent servants and free supply of wster
to the class IV employees has not been taken into considerstion f0r
~he purposes of prepsration of cash flow etateoent", as this is an
administrative subsidy and not a subsidy to the project.

4.

"

'.

Rawalpindi Municipality has recently increased the water
rates by 100%. Water supply in Islaoa1>ad being still more cMiti-li,er
on account of different and distant sources tapped, undulating terrai~
and r~okey strata, a ~eview of water rates in Islaoabad for upward
revision had already been eonsid~ed necessary, and basic infor~~tion
data for such a study is already being collected by the Authority.
Wllile revising th~ates, cooplete details of the cost etcl of the
llchemes, which would also be worked out in final details, would be
taken into consideration.
'

5.
From the attaehed "Cash flo.... statement" it csn be ooncludod
that tho revised rates would be in the vicinity of R41.50 per 1,000
.gallons which conpares <;.uite faY~ot1.ro.bli flith tho revised rates rf
n.. 1.o1::"""\i .... -~.: H~, .... i ...... " ... ',it:·.
.

.;
I

ArrC,y{)t't -x
f«}{ • 2.

,,

CA8H FLOW SThTEI1ENT IN RESPECT
OF W~TER SUPPLY IN ISLM~\BhD.

1. Q!,pital Cost of tho Sehomes,
o.l \Iater Supply Seheme(Revisod PC-I)
b) Bulk Water Supply Sohome,Phase-I
(Revised PC-I)
c) Bulk Water Supply Scheme, Phase-II
(Eotimated cost as the PC-I is under
preparation).·

~

10,04,20,000
4.~6,62;000

8,00.00,000

Total Capital Costt

-

2. Annual Costs.

23.00,82.000

,

.

a) Interest on investnent
@ 6%(Average cost basis)
Rcp~irs

b)

& Maintenance.

1) Water Supply Schone
@ 1.75%
ii) Bulk Water Supply Sohe~es 0

0)

~

Z%

lu~0rtization cost (basad
on 40 years average life)

17,57.)50
25.93.24°
57.52,05 0

Total Annual Oost.1.70,05.10C
3.

Re~"veries through
At tho eXisting
water char.ges, after
rate of ~.1/-por
the sch8mes are co~p 1000 (',allons,
leted a~d in full

E

3':'atl.::s of

or

",.1/50 per i,,,,2/-;
1000 gallonsi1000 c,,-l' C;',

\

c:c~tion.

8) Daily recoveries for
39 N.G.D.
39,000
b) Annual reoovaries
for 365 days.
.1.42,35,000

.'

"

.
l.t tho '9os~l~
xo,;;:visl:::

• 4. Annual Surplus or Dofioit.

78,000

(-)27,70,100 +43.47,400 .. 1,14,6,;,900

.,it
'I

,-

.

"

"

~.

l"

,I

!

i
I

i

I
I

,

,

::.~

......j

", TI,

•'. '.. ~'·~~fi·f

Co, '

'"

r,,:::~,; ,
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!
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terml c(

. ,., ~ ....y of" Islamarad" was started." at least in

the es{a"J..U"hnz£ld of

llo",inistrathe and planning units,

{" 11167· 7~""" "rfk0/~ 1iJ~
a"ld ~

JY{i(.b

in Physics" Mathematics" Chemistry,

~ -U< ~tf buildings in Satellite T<iwn,

Rat~J1p~" 1&- ~ t!dA.1..Mt! in' Islamabad' was formally inaugurat-ed·
by the ~ ~ ~ P~on 5th October, 1971 and the entire
establf.:5hrl'ent of tLs

J~

In ,ph)"si

~,·.l

ar..:.\~~rsity

vIas shift~d' to the new campus".

ter:;;;:; :tt has b;r now a campus o-f 9 academic buildings J

'3h~.s,;elr, _and' 2~~!~_;l~~:t_~~.~~9n ..91lildings.. I;;~·~;·~-~;ic····t·~-;'·~;"it ~

has

d~;~'l~P~d-'~ine de_!l3.rtment~ doing teachin.g and research work

in Hatht:matics,t" Physic,;" Cher:listry, Economics t Earth Sciences ,.
B{clogy':" CultF.(';tJ.

Hic~orYl'

International Relations and- Pakistan

Stud-meSl'

2.

This University was established in order- to achieve the

obj'~~ctives

of creating skilled manpower

essen~ial

fbI' the educational

sc-ientific: and technological development of the country._

t-

This was

dono with a view to decrGase the dependence of- Pakistan: on foreign
universities for obtaining high skilled manpower. The Uni~arsity
was also created to prOVide stimulus to research scholars and add to
the scope and

d~~e~si+'y

of education at the highest academic

levcl~

In the earlier stages the Univers'ity was envisaged to have only the
PhYE~ical

Sciences a.nde. few Social Sciences like Economics,. Psychology,.

Soci.ology! International Relations and Cultural HistorYt but with the
introduction of new ECl"'"''ltional Policy and changing requirements
of the country the

fi~t~

of Pakistan Studies, US Studies and African

Studies was also included.

Similarly Enrth Sciences and Computer

Sciences were also started.

The University is planning to have

additional fields of study.

The entire academic programme is based

concept. The Universi.ty of Islama.bad in all the new fields
is attempting to attain the highest academic and research standards.
on th'r"5

Only those

additional fields have in fact been opened!streng",then"a

that entail interdisciplinary teaching.

.'

Thus academic base of this

University and the new fields of knowledge will provide in its programmes

st1:1d:i.es in depth.

$_

From the beginning this university has been conceivod as a

·seat of learning in t'erms of research.·

Higher education without

research can not be called higher education.

This UniversitY' has no

involvement in college education or as an examination institution.
It i .. thus more probable that it will develop into a real research
UnivElrsi ty.

: - ii - :
Off
between the technician and philo60pher is'
. c d :z. cronce
4•
Th
that the former is .trained to construct, 4djust or perform functions

related to objects requiring

mech~nical

skill and expert knowledge

of set of techniques, whereas the philosopher is required to be
able to use his or her knowledge, imaginatively and develop new
precepts in realm of sciences I3.nj arts.
education and research o

The Universities are schools

They preseve and strengthen the inter-action

between knowledge and zest for life by uniting the young and the old

in the sphere of learning as a creative
in~ellectuals)

pr~cess.

The University trains

pioneers of civilization, the statesmen, the doctors,

scientists, tho· scholars; men of letters in various branches of
knowledge without which the sources of IQlowledge go dry and the
The development of the

society becomes dogmatic and cruel.

University of Islamabad is an effort to evoke a spirit of learninG,
national thinking among the youth to construct a progressive socieny

~

society that would appreciate and generate intellect and echolarship.

5.

Development of this University as an institution of research
and teachincr of hiGhest lovel has been rather slow. A lot of .factors
are responsible for

this~

More important, however, are the national

coriditions through which our nation has passed from 1965 to 1970 i.e.
from the time of its conception to the ,setting up of an administrative unit for the functioning of taw schools of learning each
confined toa few rooms.

Apparently, correct priorities had not

been fixed to achieve the basic goal of the University.-

An example

of this is that a Library which is the hub of academic actiVity
of a university has not been

constructed~

Similarly other ureas of

development of this university like the residential quarters,
student -teacher centre, the

Auditoriu~

been pushed into the back-Bround.
in the future.

T~8

the Senate hall etc. have

These short falls have to be met

has placed heavy burden on the seoond phase.

But there is no G1+,rnative.
6.

At the present rate of growth of students at this University

and the ratio between day-scholars and boarders, the number of
expected boarders is going to be considerably higher than originally
estimated.

The number of hostels for students would thus be more

than conceived in the original plan.

7.

The phase II lays strong emphasis on the academic development

of this University.

The completion of this phase would take this

University to a level where it can, with few adjustments, approach
the objectives of its creation.

This university is not at a ·stage

yet where it can hnve all the branches of knOWledge essential for

- iii -

approaching international standards.

There is an explosion. of

-knowlodge both in the Physical Sciences and the Social Sciences in
the world.
·~ome

8.

It is imperative- that endcavourOarc made to be al1east

where near the main stream·of Imowledge and disciplined.
This original draft of' the scheme was prepared in 1973-.

when the 'price level was very different from what it is today.
In view 'of the objections raised in the ECNEC meeting the scheme
has been divided into two parts; the immediate one for two years
and main scheme for 5th five year plan extending upto 1980.

Because

of the above stated increase in prices, financial implications have
increased but in substance the scheme has been reduced by 30%.
If it is decreased further it would mean serious set back to the
coordinated development of the Federal University.
I may e.J

~.,

add that Federal Universities allover the

world are important ~ark in terms(~quality of education as well as

prestige of the country.

A

Un~versity

in the capital is indicative

of the attitudcra society attaches to the training of intellect
of its people to face the cha llenGcs of the 20th century.
Would

r~quest

that the proGramme should

~e

ex¥edited.

hence I

Educational

progres~int~insicallyrelated to the General progress of the society
and the country.

Sd/- x x x x x

Dr. (Miss) K.F.Yusuf,
Vice~Chancellor•

...

Code Number for Project
To be filled in by
Planning Commission)

r
PART II An
PROJECT DI~

University of Islamabad
Part-I Short term
z:equirements

1.

Name of Project

2.

Au'l;:horities responsible for
(i)

Phasc~II

Ministry of Education
Government of Pakistan, Islamabad.

Sponsoring

(i:l) Execution

University of Islamabad

3Q

(ii1)Operation and
Maintenance
University of Islamabad'
Time required for completion of projecto ( in months)
24 months

4~

(a)

Pian provision,

(i)

If the project is included
in the current Five-year
Plans specify actual
allocation ..

On going scheme ~. 355 lacs
provided in the 4th Five year plan.

(ii) If not included in the current plan, how is it now proposed
to be accommodated (Inter/Intra-Sectoral adjustments in
allocation or other reSources may be indicated.

Not aPl)licable ..
(iii)If the project is proposed to be financed out of black
provision for a proGrQ~me, indicate:
,- .- __. "1 - - - ,- ___
- -,'- - - - -Amount already: Amount proposed for :Balance
.0 -

Total Block Provision·

-

-

I

,i

com~itted

: this project

:availablG

__ t

Not appl;.cable
(b)

5-

If project is not in the Plan~ what warrants its inclusion
in the Plan&
Not applicable

Relationship of the project with the objectives of the sector.
In~icate the contribution of the project, quantified if possible
to the targets in the Five Year Plan; and the names of other
projects (whether sanctioned or under preparation) which would
form part of an integrated programme within the sector.

The University of Islamabad was establiShed in order to achieve
the objectives of creating skilled manpower essential for the
educational, scientific and .technological development of the
country. This was done with a view to decrease the depend~nce
of Pakistan on foreign universities for obtaining highly skilled
manp4:>wer. The University was also created to provide stimulus
to r4~search scholars and add to the scope ?nd diversity of
education at the highest aC,ademic level.. In the earlier stages
the University was enVisaged to have only the Physical Sciences
and a few Social Sciences like Economics, Psychology, Sociology,
International Relations and Cultural History, but with the

_

: - 2 - ;
introductio~ of new Educational Policy and chanGing requirements
of the country the field of Pakistan Studies was also included.
Similarly Earth Sciences and Computer Sciences ~ere also started.
The University is plannin& to have additional fields of study.
Important of these is the Area Studies which will be started
in the near future~ The entire academic programme,is either
based on the origianl concept of the University or on the
Educational'Policy 1973- The University in all the new fields is
attempt'ing to attain the highest academic and research standards.

(Rupees in Million)
6.

Capital Cost of Project
tOCfll Costs

40·85

Foreign Exchange .costs

9.00

·49.85----

Total'

--,--~ ....

7.

Annual recurring expenditure after completion:

Local

12.00

Foreign Exchange

0.50

Total:

8.

-

12.50

Objectives of the Project preferably in quanti~a~ive terms

riB per annexure" B "

Prepared by
and
Cheeked by

Approved by

i

,,)/( N. H.

hIRZA· )

Assistant Controller Examination

Sd/- - - - - -

DR.(MISS) K.F.YUSUF
Vice Chancelloro

- 3- :
"

PROJECT EESCRIPTION AND FINANCING

•

9.

Location of Project ( Attach Map).
(a) Give name of place and administrative district in whid,h
the service centre will be located.

(b)

10,

Federal Area of Pakistan Islamabad (Location map
attached).
Indicate total area which will be served.

Through out the country.
Existing facilities :
Give information about pUblic and private sector institutions
in the area, their staff and equipment, actual enrolment in
varimuB classes. and capacity enrolment of the institution.
The information about public and private sectors institutions
shou~d-be given both for the level- of the educational
programme proposed by the ·project as well as for the lower
level institutions which will be served as feeder institutions
for the project.
fI The University of Islamabad has been established to
decrease

depend~ce

on the foreign countries for its

programme of higher training. No any other university
or institution of the country is unitary type like
this University. All the Universities/Colleges of
Pakistan are expected to serve as feeder institutions
for the project • II

11.

Description of the project:
(a)

Give brief history, proposed 'facilities and justification
of proj-ect.

Please see Annexure" B

12.

(b)

(c)

If.

Give popUlation of the area to be served, age groups and income levels.
Pakistan as wholeo
Relationship with other programmes in the same sector
and in other sectors~ Indicate whether coordination with
other sectors have been ensured.

Only a few centre of excellence have recently been
established by the Government in various universities
The co-ordination With such institutions has been
ensured. The duplication of efforts as fur as possible
has been avoided.

••
(d)

Give student-teacher ratio for the project and the national
average for the proposed level of education. Give also the
extent of library and laboratories facilities per 'studentand h~w it compares With the na~ional average.
(i) Student-Teacher ratio for this project works out
to , : 1 in research.

-------_.-------_.
- It -

(ii)

d1.
Library and Laboraties facilities according to the
~

requirement 'of this special type of University are bei~g
developed side by side. It has no comparison with the
national average as there is no other

r~search

university in Pakistauo
(~)tc)The employment prospects of the persons to be trained in terms
g~'fh? present and future demando

The employment prospects of the persons to be trained are very
bright as the country i?ttnder development and the skilled
man-power is needed to a large extent to meet the growing
requirements ..
(f)

Give details of the type of training or education to be imparted ..
The syllabus and the subjects in which emphasis will be placed.
Indicate availability of teaching staff.
Th~ feature of the University are post-graduate teaching
and research lead~nG to M. ~l2~ and Ph. D. level in
the folloWing main fields. Pure Mathe~atics, Applied
Mathematics, Computer Sciences, Theoretical Physics,

-

.

-Experimental Physics, Physical Chemistry, Organic
ChemistrY5 Analytical Chemistry, Botany, Gettics,
PsycholoSY~

Geo-Physics, Geography, Electronics, Bi~
Chemistry, Economi~s, International Relations and Foreign
Policy, Cultural History Business Administation,
Sociology, PhysiolOGY, Anthropology, Pakistan Studies.
(g)

Give details of administrative structure for implementing the
Pro'ject.
The construction works will be carried out under supervision of the Project Directorate while--the Academic
programme will be taken care of by the Academic Council
already established for the purpose.

12. Give date when capital expenditure estimates were prepared.If
prepared more than one year ago confirJr. if they are still valid.

April, 1973

...;-.

13.

: - 5 - :

Capital Cost:

Give breakdown of capital cost year-wise, covering the whola of the investment period, as indicated below:
Total at official
rate of exchange

Item

I Year at official
rate oi exchange

19.74-75
---------

- --

~-------------

Local
-:;-.-

-;u7l~i~g-c:n~t;u-;t7o~ -

- - -

20

Site development and
allied services/utilities

3.

Consultant.s fee

4.

Office and
Scientific equipment

;'0

Furniture

6.
7.

Books

8.

Project Directorate
TOTAL

dcf/

----

---

F.E.C.

-33.~2- -~:o;
1.73

..
0.10

1.10
0.90
1.20
1.60
1.20

7.00

40.85

9.00

0.90

II Year at official
rate of exchange

1975-76

-----~

Import Total: Local
Duties:

- - : - - 34~'1; :-, -8~8; .

-

Scholarship/Fellowship

- --

•I
,••

-

F.E.C.

Import
Duties

Total '; Local

F.E.C.

t

.

Import
Duties

Total

- : - - --- - - -8:8;:- ;4~3; -1~OO - - --- - - - 25~3;I

:

1.73:
0.10 :,

1.20
-

0.10

-

1.20;
0.10 ,•

8.10
0.90:
2.10:•
1.60:,
1.20:

0.60
0.60
0.50
0.60
0.60

4.50
.0.50
-

-

5.10
0.60:
1.00 II
0.60:
0.60:

49.85:

12.90

5.10

-

,,

I

1
••

'

0.53

0.53

0.50 2.50
0.30
0.70 0.40
1.00
0.60

3.00
0.30
1.10
1.00
0.60

,,

i

.
: "'."

18.00: 27.95

••

3.90

31.85

--------._--_.-,-,-------:
14.

~.

6

~

Basis of cost estimates, ( give full details)
Prevailing market rates in Islamabad.

15- Estimates of annualrecurrin~ expenditure after completion
each phase of projecto Also indicate sources of financing
recurring expenditureo
~L::;o::.c::al=-::.Co"-s,,-t,,

FoE. ,Cos t

(Rupees in Millions)
See page 15
Salaries of staff.:

(a)
(b)

Service staff.
(Teaching staff)
A~cillary staff(e.g para
3.32

medical)Establishment

(c)

Supervisory and Adminis0.71

trative staff
(d)

Consumable stores and
supplies chemicals

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.20

1·73

0·.10

1.83

0.10

0.10

0.20

Journal~

(e)

Books and

(f)

Contingent staff Chowkidars ,Mulies ,Sweepers
Cooks and Bearers

(g)

Other contigencies e.g.,
. Electricity ,.dater and
Postage etc.

(h)

Rent and rates

(i)

Other expenditure e.g.,
sports ond workshOp
suppli..-:s.

-:-------------Total: 12 00

0 •.50

0

16. Unit cost for each category of service or output e.g.

for

educational institutions~ the cost per student and how it
eompares with costs in other institutions.
The cost per student works out to ~o 11904.

It may be some

what higher than the costs per students in other institutions

due to the reasons that.
i) This University is at present in its developing stage

and the number of students has to be restricted to the
size of faculty, laboratories and library.

ii) This University is not dealing with the under graduate
·studies and has· no affilated colleges with the result.
that it has no source

of

incc~.

from examination fee

Registration fee etc. like other universities.

iii) The

~ost

important factor is the house subsidy and the

conveyance allowance to the tune of about

~.

27 lacs·

per year which has to be paid to the staff residing
in Rawalpindi/Islamabad.
~iminated

altogether if the residential colony of

the university i . ready.
~.

This expenditure could be

, -

',l -

,

It is hoped that on the compietion of residential colony and further

development of the laboratories and libraries facilities the cost
per student will considerably be decreasedo
17.
In case of'project for production of goods and services (e.g.
production of textbooks), give eXp'ected income statement (px:ofit and 1065
accounts) for ten years or until normal capacity is reached4 Rate of
depreciation and salvage value of property should be giveno

Not applicable
18.
Annual phasing of. physical work and financial requirements for the
project.( Attahced BRT and BAR diagrams if prepared)

Physical \Jork

Financial Requirements

CRs.

Item

i)

1974-75
%

1975-76
%

Local

F E C

Total

~,dings

1. Earth Sciences Bldg.

2.40

2.40

10OC,6

1.75

1.75

40%

60%
100,;

33%

67%

9.45
0.45
4.80

9.45
0.45
4.80

"
"

1

100%

0.52
1.30

"

1
140

100%
8,%

0.52
1030
1.15
6.80
1.00

"

3. Library
4. Guest House
5. Student Hostels

"

·J(osq.ue

100%

1
1
1
1
2

2. Soci.al Sciences

6.

in Millions )

"
"

(Academic

Campus)
7. Cafetaria
8. Heal th Centre-

9. Staff Residences "
10.Completion of Phase-I
11.A.ir Conditioning

92%

1.15
6.80
1.00

100%

3.50

1.00

4.5C

33.12

1.00

34.12

5%
100%
~"

Total of buildings

construction
12.Site Development &
othe:r utilities

"

13.Consultant's Fee
14.0ffi',e and Scientific equipment
15. Furniture
16. Books
17. Scholarships/Fell owships
18.Project Directorate

70%

30%

1.73

37%
33%
52%
63%

1.10
0.90

7.00

1.~O

0.90

1.60

1.73
0.10
8.10
0.90
2.10
1.60

5C%

1.2C

1.20

100~

63%
67%
48%
37%
50%

0.10

Grand Total,

40.85

9.00

49.85

,
I

\.,-:;-.
"'7(a)

SCHEME FOR DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD
PHASE; II (PART-I SHORT TERM REQUIREMENTS)
ANNUAL PHASING OF EXPENDITURE . ',' •
) < AkJ.:<-<

,

ESTIMATED
COST

81~

lie:.:.

ITEMS

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

...

"

,

2.40

2.40

1.75
5.45
0.45,
3.20

1.75

-'
6.52

9.45
0.45
4.80
0.52
6.80

1.05

1.30
1.15
1.00

4.50

4.~0

25.32

34.12

0.10

0.20

0.10
, 0.10

0.50
0.20

Air Condi tlo:ning cost

, of building

4.50
TOTAL~I:

II
12.

C0---

1974-75 1975-76 ,~

I-CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS
, 2.40
Earth Sciences
1 Block
Social Sciences
1.75
1 Block
4.00
Library
1 Block
9.45,
Guest House
Block
0.45
1
4.~0
1.60
Students Hostel
2 Blocks
0.52
Mosque (Academic Campus)
0.52
6.80
0.28
Staff Residences
140', Nos.
·0,. .
1.30
1.30
CafeVna
Health Centre
0.10
1.15
Completion of Phase-I
1.00
1.00
"

1.
2.

r:.:....;....~--

-

34.1,2

8.80

SITE DEVELOPMENT

a) Cutting, GrE!ding, Land
Scaping, Turfing and
Arboriculture"
b) Roads, Parking, Cycle Tracks

and Footpaths.
c) Electrification & Street Li~hting
d) Water Supply,. Sewerage,. Drainage and

0.40
0.10

0.10

other allied internal services

e) Sui Gas/Telephone

0.13

TOTAL-II
13.

Consultant's Fee

•

TOTAL:
III
Offic'e Equipment

Scieritific Equipment

~,

1.20

0.53

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10 '

E':%UIPI1ENT

0.20
0.10
0.30
4.90
2.90
7.80
-::-------.:--.:----,::-:c::---;c-_:__
TOTAL,
5.10
3.00
8.10

15.

Furniture

0.600~30

0.90

16.

Books

1.00

1.10

2.10'

17.
18.

Schola~ships/Fellowships

0.60'
0.60

1.00
0:60

1~60

1.20

2.80

3.00

5,.80

Project Directorate
TOTAL:
GRAND ,TOTAL:

: - 8 19. Foreign
~!:

EX~hange

Expenditure:

Total

yaterinl

1974-75
1975-76
20. (a)

Likely sources 'and amount of foreign e?"!change cost of the project.

i) Ford Foundation ,:'..'.)
(b)

Ul/DP

iii) German Assistance

Present position regarding availability, commitment or negoti~tions

The above mentioned Aid giving Agencies are being

~rsued

to provide aid in shape of Scientific equipment.
210 Ind:Lcat'e sources and amount 'of rupee component of project:

Amount for

S9urces

capital expenditure

Amount of
Recurrine
expendit~rc'

(a) Government sources

(i) Grant

Federal Government Brant

(ii) Loan
(iii) Investment
(iv) Direct Government expenditure
(b) Sponsoring Agency's own fund

Rs.3,84,150

(c) Private Investment
(d) Local body resources, if uny
(e) Non-Government borrowing

(f) Other sources (e.g. recoveries)
112. Results of the project:
(i) Direct benefits
(ii) Indirect and other

benefits

Number of persons served: 1050 students
per year.

Contribution towards specific tarGets/
- - - - - - -

Annexure IB'

social objectives

23. (a) Approximate number and categories of job opportunities likely to
be created indirectly as a results of

(i) Implementation
(ii) Operation of project
(b) Economic life of cd~ponents of project (Building~,equipment etc,)g

(i) Bui~dings
(ii) Equipment

200 years Approximatell
The life of equipment depends upon its
nature and useso

-,-,-,-,-.-,-,-,-,-,

: - 9 PART

II

C

II

!:.R0JECT REQUIREI1ENTS

24. (a)

Nan
~)

For

For
Execution

t-bnpower

Month

Operation
Number

288

230

Professional and

technicp..l

12

2) hdministrativc,Executive and manaGerial

28 ~

3) Clerical
4) Skilled

290
65

22

528

110

5) Service

135
Total:

(b)

Likely shortage

(0)

Steps to. be
of manpower

(e)

!:rv
': .~

74

6) Unskilled
7) Others

(d)

\,

~f

t~ken

/

932
Nil

manpower by occupation
to assure availability

Not applicable

Approximate number of persons required to
be trained per year (locally and abroad)

and the kind of skill to be learnt

Not applicable

Give total ca~it~l 0utlay, give the capital
cost of mobilizing one worker for one shift

Not ap:l.)licablc

25. Physical and other facilities required for project:

Total

Item

To be prOVided

fron the project
itsel f

To be provided
from the puhlic
utility

(a) Housing by type

72

",\" type

"B"

type
HC" type

"Do type

327
164
199
146

V.C. 's House
~.

1

I

Total
(b)
(c)

Power supply
Water and other utilities

72

837

AI-ready available

(d) Others

26. Materials, Supplies and Equipment requirements:

A.I Minimum total requirements for execution
To be completed only for major items costing more than 10%
of t~e total ccst

- 10 -

Already available
Items

Local

Unit

Quantity

Jl"creif<:n

with agency'

hate Cost per Quantity

Rate

unit

Cost per
unit

Materials
(a) to (e)
2.

Supplies and spares

To be arranged by the contractors

(a) to (g)

}.

Equipment of Machinery
(a) to (c)

A.II Materials, Spares and Supplies an4 equipment for
operation of project.
Local
Quantity Rate per Cost
unit c

Unit

1.

Haterial .
(,,) Scientific Equipment

Foreign'
Rate per

Cost

unit

1.10

(b) Air Conditioning

7.00

3·50
1.30

1.00

(a) Che mical/CN.ll3umablc
, b) Workshop

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.10

(c) 1"laintenance of Computer

0.20

0.10

(c) Books/Journals
2.

Quantity

1.10

Supplies and Spares

(d) Consultant's Fee

0.10
6.40

9.50

27. In the case of imported mater·ial and equipment for execution.

indicate :
(a) Justification for imports

Not applicable

(b) Proposed source/sources and supply
(This part should be filled up only for revised scheme)

1.

Comparative cost estimate of the last sanctioned and revised echemes.

~.

Last sanctioned project
Revised project
Local Foreign
Total
Local Foreign Total
Exchange
Exchan~e
Not applicable
Give reasonS for the revision in cost estimate

Items

Reasons for the revision
Not applicable

2.

Total expenditure incurred So far

,,
I

:
~,

Progress of work

(a)

As per schedule
1ast sanctioned.

Please see

4.

Project History

Cost
Local. F. E. Total

(c)
Reasons for
achievement
delary
;b)

Actual

f,nn~xure

" B

II

Planned period Reasons for
of completion
in months

Please see Annexure " B'

revision

II

Original sanction

lst Revision
2nd Revision

3rd Revision

~.

•

.I!'
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UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD
}ROJECTED ESTIl'iATES OF TEACHERS ( F.ICULTY \lISE) FOR 1974-75 TO 1975-76

1974-75
,J;:OL'.lj

oJ) ,"~e.:t;

Mathematics
Co~p~ter

Science

~::::::"".
o
.{~io-ChemistrY

_. .

. ($.......

,(0 -.

7 ptJV

5
2
10

16
-

Assistant
Professor

Lecturer

2
2

4

.3

6

6

3 ...._
6

3
3
2
1
1

3
6

3
6

3
3

4

3

1

2

2

1

2

2

'V-

2,-.,

2 Ij

43

-

5
6

2
2

3

3

3

Cultural History

3

International Relations
Sociology
Psychology

2
1
1
1

Anth ropology

1 1/

c<c??,

-

-

Economics

6

6

2
6
1
1

3
6

60

-

-

Earth Sciences

31

-4

-

3

Total:

2
18

4

- 1.(,

55

2
2
2

-

.36

,

6
18
11
16
10
16

2
2
2
2
182

'Iv

Lecturer

6

1
4
1
8

16

Assista.nt
Professor

6
2
10

9
27

5

1 \~

Frofessor Associate
Professor

3

5
4

6

1

Total

18

5
2
9

4

(.) Business Administration

')/

Associate
Professor

Biology

~

,~

3
1
4

6
-

Chemistry

P

Professor

1975-Z6

1

36

6

I;

70

2

6
4

9

4

1
18

1
6
6
4

6

69

52

Total

21~'"\ "".\
9

.i

h

r:"t:.-~

ff

2;) '5(;50'

-r"')

v

~

~),.b

20
12 )12(\
\
12

.

227

(:::")

~

,.

..

~

UNIV"RSITY" OF ISMH,.BhD,' ,"
>PROJZCT:::n ZSTIlLTED OF STUDENTS F.>.CULTY 'iISb DURING 1974-76

,

1974-75
S.NO.

NnmeSof DepartmentS

DSC.

·-,.h3'~'

N.Sc.

II.PhiL

80

20

Ph.D,

Tate-L

,

.',.

1975-76

: DCS.

M.Sc.

•

M.Phil.

Ph.D.

Tot~l.

A.N,l~TJ1Rj~L .§.~~:.:S

1. Ni.:"':.them<.'.tics
2. Couputar Science

110

-

3. Phycics

80

4 ... Electronics

-

5. Chemistry
6. Bio-Chcmistry

90

-

7·,. :G='.rth SciGnces

25

8. Bic.loGY

85

Totel 11

110

2

-

360

102

30

5

110
30
30

2

112

-

-

2

122

125
110

30

5

1~
2~

30

5

-

1%"
20

25
30

2

117

11C

8

588

30
30
110

430

-,----,

120

5
20

125

~o

.J
-

70

-

-

70

-

£"0

-

3. Intcr!lr:.ticnnl Relations'

-

70

10
20

4. Businoss hdministr~tion

-

-

-

-

50
90

5. Sociology

-

-

-

-

6. Psychology

-

-

-

-

7. i.nthropology,

-

-

-

-

-

60

-

-

61>

1. :C:con('f:lics

2.

Cultur~l

History

8. P"kist,m Studies
Total B - - - - · - - - - - -

-,

250

TOTl.L i'.. + B.

'--c:.",
w

B. SCCr.,L SCIENCBS

---'--------~o

110

60e

10

40
80

10
10

-

-

-

-

20

-

-

-

-

20

-

-

2(,

-

-

20

-

-

20

-

60
340

-30-- --_._- 270---'--140

8

9G

80

858

110

20

no

20

60
3C - - - -::- ---370 - - - - "
150

20

1050

.PROJECTED ESTIMATE
Sr q
;No.

Class

of SCHOLARSHIPSI!ELLOWSHIP

Projeote.d

Scholarships!

Strength

. Fel],.o\-lship .to

of Students,

be provided

Rate of

Amount,

Scholarship/' _~. :':1""

Jfellow.ship per
studen't

per year,
1

2

4

3

5

6

197*-75

1!2..

No-

~

.~o

1.

Diploma(*)

110

2.

M.S-c"

600

300

1800

540000

3.

M.Phil.

140

140

3000

420000

4,

Ph.D.

8

8

6000

48000

858

448

Total:

1008000

.1975-76

,-

1.

Diploma(')

110

2,

M.Sc.

770

385

1800

693 COO

3.

M.Phil

150

150

300.')

450000

4.

Ph.D.

20

20

6000

120000

1050

555

TOTAL:

•

'1263000

15
SUMMARY OF RECURRING EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 1975-76

Total

~

1)

Teacher"s

Rs. 5265991

2)

Administrative Officers

Rs.

713505

713505

3)

Establishment

Rs. 3324562

3324562

4)

Contingent Staff

Rs.
Total:

5)
6)

582885

Rs. 98869 4 3

Rs. 1835000

Mise and other c.harges
Raw Material and supply for

. F. Exchange

5265991

582885
9886943

1835000

Workshop.

R",

200000

100000

100000

7)

Journals

Rs.

300000

100000

200000

8)

Laboratory Chemicals

Rs.

300000

:100000

200000

Rs';

2635000

Total:
Grand Total:

Rs.12521943

Say:

Rs.12500000

2135000

500000

12021943

500000

12000000 500000

•
- 16 -

,( 1975-76 )

Nm:~eof

:;::~·or.:t

"f'r:J.y Sc::le

rio of
?cfrt

@

Frofes:Jor
19001- :r .J.
Asooci~te

@

1800-?-200

36

8?-0800

875-1750

70

1113000

600-1250

69

828000

PrcfeDccr

1325/- P.L

i ..o.c:i.ct,.;::"t ?rof'eD::;or
10001- ?L.

@

Lecturar

@·750/- :, . ] " . 1 : 5 0 - 1 0 5 0
Tote.l .:

B.

46800

'lid

280&600

J...l1o"'T:\l~ce

l-.d::dl:.io t:;:- ti VG ,..llc'tl,::r..ce

C.. :F. Fund

r3Feci .. 1

351075

Co::::.::;a:1c~tory

303600

t..l1O-;-T.;,nc,~
Rezt

~nd

78016

2ecre~ticn

Tot=.l.
Tot"l
~.

(8)
'(t. + D

5265991

-17FC:::i..tC.:.ST eli'

:.-·(~cu..::'=iTG

3~~:.-::ED:TU::E

1975-76

.d!FU.:.L , ;.Y

NiJ--1E OF' ::OST

Vice Ch.:luco'llor

3000

TrG~'!.aurcr

D'i::::cc1

1

36000

1800-2200

1

26400

1800-2200

1

25920

Controller of EJ!::c:.,.:i:-i~tion
@ 1880/·1300-2200

1

22560

1000-1750

1

12900

1000-1750

1

12900

1000-1750

1

12·900

1000-1750

1

12900

Cf'ficcr Inci~.:~r::o .ct-;..",::cnt
j,f:fctirc Q 1075/1000-1750

1

1.?9CO

1000-1750

1

12900

@ 1225/-

lCOO-175G

1

14700

Il.d:.:ini;:.tr".tivc Officer
1300/-

1000-1750

1

15600

@ 1050/-

500-1250

1

12600

~GGtt. Controller of
Exc.c,in-. tio,,- @ 1050/-

500-1250

1

12600

500-1250

1

12000

500-1250

1

12600

500-1250

1

13200

1800-22CC

1

21600

@1000/-

1COO-1750

1

12000

Senior Ucdic~.l Cf~ic~r
130C/- -+ 2.C0 Gpol
1\.11 ovl':m.c0

1000-1750

1

15600

I!ii 2200/Rcgictr<... . r

@ 2160/-

Deputy
@

Tr0~GUrOr

1075/-

Dc;,;uty

1~csi8tr.::r

@ 1075/cDe~uty Co~trcll~r c~
:;;xc.l..in .tion @ 1075/:Fln!l~:ins

.::-.1'1c:'

;Jovc~'.Jr::~_~n

t

0f:ficer1075/ -

?urch~cc

& StoTeD

Cf~ic~r

© 1075/J:..uc":i t

Cff'ic0r

@

;'~fH::;i::;t:\nt

liDf:iiDt<:~n.t

@

Tre::-. .curCT

1000/-

?ublic
@

:: gi:::tr,:,;:r:

2cl~ticnz'

Officer

1050/-

Secrct~ry

te- Vicc-

~a~nce:lor ~

1100/-

Libr2.r:V'.l'l
@ 1800/Da?~ty Libr~riG~

@

,.

c-:::::t( :.-.•.•• 13/-

18
::'1'.. Y SC...:L:1:

Reoiclcnt

Ec~ic~l

NO C7?CST

Officer

@ 750/- + 150 Spl
Allothi.nCO

500-1250

1

9000

500-1250

3

500-1250

1

9000

1000-1750

1

1?·900

500-1250

1

9COO

26

388630

Rcoiclont f!nrccn
@ 750/Furch:'\DC

rc

.storo:::

Suporvicor 0 75q/Worlfs!1opSu;:: :.rvi.oor

@ 1075/Aoott.

.

:·!or7.':"E::}.1CP

Su~orvisor @

750/-

Tot·,.l
ALLC':-Ji~l'rC~S

31?-00

c

~

Fund

38700
12000

Tot"l
Tot-~l F~y

J.ll:)":"1:"'.nccs

'I

t:

713505

- 19 C"F

:i'C::-:,~;C~··_S?

~~:~c:r..':<;:InG

:':::~;::':~l!::::T;~8:~

( :.975-"16 )

Ho of: :roct

Annucl Fa.y·

A. P[',y

8

7'.G00

-350-750

6

388co

3;:;5-700

3

13500

225-~QO

2

6000

;:;75-600

1

·3600

375-32,5

4

23MO

3 2 5-700

1

l.l:500

Ac.att LL::eric.::
Ii RG.750.00
C~[\ooi:Z-i<!~/C:,.t.e.l"·<· ..
"'uor

@rtc.l.::co .. cc

C~to3r~::~'ler

C RD.375/~h6togrC1.i1:).er

"n

@
250/Cc;ligr::,:".i"'l03r
@ R.c. 30c/Inntr.. .;::C-ient l~ac~l/
.... "",.., I';"\""'C·-~""'''
'_),"'~'.~
....... ......... C an
)

l

.~G~~: ~;2~;~>0r

~

Tech S':1,:':.;rv:':.Gcr

C ~u. 375/A.cctt I ..~c"tr,.:::-ant

Each

z. 300/-

?'75-6co

1

3660

X £\.,.1y beclj.
© :;'c. 250/Tee '!:...-.:.i C::;,r..

2~5-4£.o

1

3000

1

3000

3

6el?

/"

~hocc

Q

G

!:..

~~.1.

g5G/-

Co~~u~cr Tr.~i~~c

@

:.tz. 5IJO/-

l~5C-GCO

Key ~~~C~ ZU~0rvizor
Plant O~-~C::l""~': tor

G Rz.3CO .. CC

275-600

4

1 l:.:700

Key F~nch CDer~tcr
@ Ra. 2~o/-

2oc-4~5

3

7920

Sc~ct

IWO-1000

13

78000

G

~D.500/

ADstt/rA
G :,,,. 50C/-

350-750

3

18000

s.

350-750

e

38000

275-600

oS1

75600

8'!5-6co

I;?,

151;:;00

875-600

16

57600

25

7506c

Grade

S/gr~;~~r

6 Ea. l::OO/_
Ste:::C8:!"·~;.:her

© Ro. 300/! .. ::Jot t/Tech::.i·;:·:1J.

Acott C

~z.

3~C/-

Re3e<;:rch ~·:.CGic±.:\!".:.t
Rs. 3CC/.-

@

Stenotypist
@.~~,:;.

-""(

250/-

'2,1 {.o

- 20

1975-76

No of: :oat

UDC/Sto.:re I-;:ee:,)~rI

180-380

82

196800

150-280

120

2l.lc430

Libr-;,\ry Clerlo;:
@

TIo •. 200/-

LZJC/Typiot

" Rs.167/-

"

G!(C/Li7,/Lc,b
@ Ra.12G/Drive7:'s
@ :1&.130/-

1..tter.,ci~nt

110-16c

42

60 1130

12,O-:iBC

·20

312CC

100-140

12

:150 110

lCC-1 l-tC

65
...
511

85300

ConductGr/Hel:;?~r

Q Ro.110
?eor..s
Q

R". 11C/-

Tot~,l

: (j.)

132/>372

1655l.l6
662136
304800
60960

C.:i:.Fund

S::ecial Co:-:.pc::;.z-:-,tcry

521220
240000
87110
36788

i~l:"c•.,o.nc.e
Convoy~r:.ca

~·!Cl.sh:tr:.Z

.,'>.lJ..o-;".::.:l::C e

....llo·i·,!".:i:.ce

'l"l.ota.l

.'

?COC190

(8)

(j,+D)

•

·----------,

- 21 l'FO;':';C,.ST OF R;;CURRING ;;XP:';NDITU"B

1975-76

-_._--- -_._- --- .._-- --_.- --- ----_.Ni.Mli OF POST

llO.OF POl3T

PL.Y SCi.LB

Mclicis,Chowkidnrs,
Sweepcrs,Co0ks and

Helpers
@

. 100-140

110/-

Total ,.

135

178200

135

- - - - - - - _..22275
89100

C.P.Fund

House Rent

%i~~~

Medical i.llovlUnce

Conveuance Allowance

LCA

W?shing

l~llow....ncc

Dcarness/SploCom.hllcw~nce

Rest cnd RecrcQtion

178200

.r~lL;\'lc,nce

1620"
4860
137700
4950

Totel:

404685

Grc.nd Total:

582885

- 22...2!m..CH~

Budget

Items

----------------------

10,000

Copy "hargesjReprintsjMicro Filming
AsscciateshipjRese~rchjFellowship

G.

RcmunE~ration

10,000
30,000
50,000

to Po.rt-time Teachers/Examiners

Visiting Professors
Training/Conferences/Seminars

Contribution to IUB and Internation.l

10,000

Associations, and Organizations
Computer Maintenance Charges

Students Union, Associations &

,,\,.,..,1-, <.c\'v;\'<AEXPENDITUHB ON ACADEMIC DEPJ.RTHI;NTS
1,IID ADMINISTRI,TIVE SECTIONS/

10.

Dispensary

11.
12.

conve~{ance

13.
14.
15.

charges

·Entertainment etc

Group Insuranc.e
Honor<::lrium' to Legal Advisor

Station,c=-y Printing & Publications
including Computer stationery
Postage,Telegrames and Telephones

180

ElectricityjSui Gas,Nater charges &

OfficE! General supply & Crockery for Hostels

maintemance of Air-Conditioning

19,

Maintenance & Repair of Equipment

20,>

Ad'l'crtisement

2·j.~

22Q

Naintonance 0'£ transport

23,_ -

Insurelnce of University buildings/equipment

2lJ.o

Audit Fee

250

Mise ~ E~xpenditure( i e eO. Freight charges convoco. tion
and NEl . .r spapers Drivers overtime honorarium

27.
28.

1,00,000
50,000

_16.
17.

26lt

TOTAL A:

3,00,000
20,O?0
--;;4-,3"'0""; 000-

'GE~I;';RAL

T"Aoetco for officers, establishment including
offic(~rs joilling the University from abroo!:.d
r.nd other members of th0 Universi,ty Bodies

~,

Rvp,>.t,>

EXPENDITURE ON ACADEMIC DEPARTM1NTS

~.

D.

~stimates

1975-76

to st"ff etc.)
Ra>i Material for Workshop

20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
2,00,000
1,50,000
1,50,000
2,50,000
50,000
20,000
25,000
1,60,000
5,000
5,000

75,000
1,00,000

MaintEmance allowe.ncc Ex-East Pakista.ni employees

Students Welfare

10,000
TOTAL B 14,05,000
TOTAL A+B:18,35,OOo'

-zcr if
._.,'

l

-------_._---: - 22 (a) - :
PROJECT DIRECTORATE
BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR THE YEAR 1975-76
Designation- - - - - - - - Scale-of

Pay - - -Budget Esti;;;ate;-for-1975.-76-

.
-

-.""1" -

No.of Posts
-

-

-

-

-

-

--

P A.·Y

Provision\.

------------------------~-

OFFICERS
P~oject

Director
Executive Engineer

AssttoExecutive Engineer

Architect

Rupees

1000-17.50
1000-1750
.500-12.50
.500-12.50

16,320
14,400

1
1
9
1

~7,660

8 ;4.50
Total:

1,16,830

TECHNICAL STAFF
Senior Draftsman Sanitary

Senior Draftsman (Elect.)
Jl" o

Draftsman

Overseer(Construction)
Overseer (Elect.)
Overseer (Maint).
Tracer
Surveyor

Ferro Printer

325-700
325-700
200-425
225-480
225--480
225--480
120_180
225-480
120-180

4,940
4,380
2,640
44,540
2,880
2,880
5,100
4,940
1,560

1
1
1
9
1
1
3
1
1
Total:

73,860

OFFICE STAFF
Superintendent

Accountant

Assistant·
Stenographer
Stenotypist
II D C
Record Keeper
~'::count Clerk

L.D" C.
.,

:p:"ivers
D~f"l;ri

;l?Gon

375-825
3.50-7.50
275-·600
275-600
200-425
180-370
180-370
180-370
1.50-280
120-180
100-140
100-140

1
1
4
1
1.

3
1
1
5
3
~

6
Total:

6,070
4,200
16,640
3,680
1f,800
9,400
2,520
2,280
9,510
6,440
1,200
7,580
2,65,010

22 (b) - "
i\I;LO\1 AN CES

Rupees

C.P. Fund·Contribution
Medical Allowance
House ReJlt Allowance
CI:mveyanc:e Allowance

LCA/Spl.I,CA
Washing Allowance
RElst & Recreation Allowance

Total Pay and Allowances

33,260·
41,520
1,04,050
18,360
10,140
360
8,000
Total,:.'_ _..!2,-,'w1",5:..>.,:;6...
90",-_
4,80,700

Q1:HER CHARGES
POistage, Telegram, Telephone

Stationery

Electricity/Gas
Te"hnical/Scientific Journals
Ma:i.ntenance of Transport

AdV'ertisement

Meetings
Conve~ance

charges

Off:ice ·,..nd General Supply
Conference/Seminars
Coni';igencies

T,A,Staff/C?nsultants

9,000
10,000
9,000
2,000
30,000
8,000
3,000
5,000
10,000
2,000
6,000
20,000

Leave Salary and Pension Contribution

Leave Salary staff/officers

5,000
Total: 1,19,000

Total Pay + Allowances + Other charges
OR SAY

5,99,700

b,OO,ooo

SCHEDULE OF

B~TIHF.T":D

DURING
1.

2.

ANNUhL INCOME

1975~76

Rupees

Tution fee
/
1]'.
1050 x12 x1~/;t-o

189000

Adrpission Fee

880 x 15 i\.
'i-"
Registration Fee 1925 x 10 M.. Sc.
170 x 15,M.Phil & Ph.D,

13200
2250

Ih

4. Hostel Hent
660 x 511/12

5.
'6.
7.

8.

39600

Breakage charges

660 x 101"<>
Hostel service charges
660 x 1/i;,x 12
Electric charges for lighting
660 x 2r:..x 12
Electric-charges for iuns
660 x 3 x 6

6600
79200
15840
23760

¥J>

9.
100

Idcnty cards 1050 x 2' ,

2100

Medical charges

1050 x 12""

12600
Tot,.l:-

.'

384 1 50, '
"

-24·.
LIBRARY BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMA.~

;

GROUND FLOOR
§i~~'7.

Readinl' M,ea

36'x5~';

'16':<54'

100/-

972,00

&J/_

9,23,400000
77,760 000

777.00
243.00
729.00

90/801100/-

69,930000
19,440.00
72,900.00

378.00

70/-

':'t;43 ,,00

&J/-

26,460.00
19,440 000

783.00

100/-

'18,300000

891,00

10e/-

89,100.00

21~'X9l

216.00

75/-

16,200000

24'''9 :
9':>:9'
27 1 X2 1r:
36'>:24'
126':<63'

216,00
81,00

75/60/-

16,200.00
';,860,00

1512.00
'1938.oc

75/70/.,

1,13,300.00
5,54,600.00

PassagE~

2'x9 tx5~\'

Lobby

18'x36'
9':<15:
2'7' x9'
27'x27'

Pu:np Room
S"c.aff L o1.mge
S';;'air

Houl

Bihding/Meuding

19 1,4
972
6318
9"12
61t2
135
243

Amouilt

: oJ'

511'X'117'

"lec.Panel Room
Art Displa,y
A.C. Du.cts

~

A:;;'2~

2'x12'x9'

2'x9'x9'
9'''27'
2'1':<27'
6x9'
i\'x12'x27'
'1'x9'x27'

~::-:~ '~ .•

216
162
729
54
648
243

l"oom

Mach:'.ne Room

Elevator space
Nech.Room
Book Storage

648
861:

.'-' 24213:00

20,83,860.00

-------

m~.°..9.,g

A.C.Ducts

2'x9'x12'
2'x9'x9'

Stair

2'X12'X27'

1'x9'x27'

",

Art Displ.ay

1 'x2?'X2'~r'

V.estib!llEl

2'X54'X18'
1'x9'x27'

Lobby

:1i'x9'x15' ,

Jo5_nter ' s Room

1'x9'x15'
1'x15'x18'
9'x9'
27'x13'x6'

Receiving Area
Ele-;'ator :~:-.~r--::
,,"

... ;nre
~~.a ~:_.2ni,:::;)J

Machine

210
16~

L

1944
243
135

?oom

R()c;~

2'1'x36'
ElecoPanel Room 9'x27'
Reading Hall
54'x102'
18'x54'
30'x54'

5508
972
1620

648
243

378.00
891.00

'10/-

26,460 000

1';10/.,

89,100,00
64,800.00

648000

100/-

2187.00
135.00
135.00
270.00
81.00
364.50
607.00
972.00
243,00

&J/-

8100.00
1512.00

&J/-

1,74,960.00
12,150.00
11,475.00
22,950.00
4.860.00
29,160.00
48,boO.00
72,900.00
19,440.00

100/-

8,10,000.00

90/85/85/60/-

&J/&J/75/-

13,86,855.9_~

•
?>,
-

';> [)
v'>

:

§ECONDFLOOR

_25_

2'x12'x27'
1'x9'x27'
2'x12'x9'

Stair Hall
A.C.Duct

2'x9'x9'

2.4'x18'
18'x24'
18'x15'
15'x9'
9'x9'
9x27'·
9'x15'

Mell Lavatory
WOl'lren Lavatory

Typing Room
Janitor's Room
Elevator Space

Lobby

~

Amount

891.00
•
387.00

100/-

89,100.00

70/-

26,460.00

864.00
270.00
135.00
81.00

100/100/85/60/-

86,400,00
27,000.00
11,475.00
4,860.00

378.00

100/'-

37,800.00

729.00
243 .00
972.00
243.00

80/100/75/-

65,610.00
24,300.0 0
72,900.00
18,225.00

90/-

18,95,400.00

.~

~

648
243
216
162
432
432

1

243
135

Acquisition

department
27'x27'
Office
9'x27'
Catalogue Deptt. 36'x27'

9'x27' .
162'x1·62'

Elec,>Pane1 .room

Launge

7~/-

26244 - 5'184.00

=

21050.00

23,59,530 • 00

26244.00
THIRD FLOOR
. Stair Hall

2'x12'x27'
1'x9'x27'

A.e.Ducts

;t'x12 t x9'

2'x9'x9'
24'x18'
18'x18'
18'x15'
9'x15'
9'x9'
9'x27'
9'x15'

Gents Lavatory

Lady Lavatory
Typing Room
Janitor's Haam

""'CVator Space

Lobby

648
243
216
162
~32

432

243
135

•

891.0')

100/-

89,100.00

378.00

70/-

26,460.00

864.00
270.00
135.00
81.00

100/100/80/-_
60/-

86,400.00
27,000.00
10,800.00
4,860/00

378.00

100/-

37,800.00

729.00

80/-

58,320.00

Archives/

27'x27'
9'x27'
9'x27'
27'x27'
9'x27'

Manuscript~

Lis:!rening
Seminar Room
Elec .Panel room

Book Stacking

243
243

,.

r; '1,-

486.00
729.00
243.00
19764.00
24948.00

48,600.00
100/100/72,900.00
90/00
19,440.00
80/- ·15,81,120.00
20,62,800.00
~,~.~·!';"1'!}:~"'~'

I

....,

-~EXTERNAL CORRIDORS

4'x144'x18'
2"x54'x 6'

=

10368.00
648.00

95/95/-

12,46,520.00

11016.00

.illL

i) Basement

2916 Sft

105/-

FLOOR

AREA

COST
Rs

Ground l'1.oor

24213

~o,8"g60.00

First Floor

15112

13,86,855.00

Second Floor

26244

23,59,530.00

Third Floor

24948

20,6l!,800.00

External
Corridor

11016

12,46,520.00

Basement

2916

3,06,180.00

104449

94,45,745.00

. GRAND TOTAL =

Cost per Sft •.

t;.

=

9,84,960.00
61,560.00

9 4 ,45,22.5. 00
104449

3,06,180.00

Univel'sity of Islamabad
University Guest

A)

H01;lse

Areas

1)

10 Bed Rooms

lOx (l7x14)

=

2380 sft.

2)

10 Bath hooms

lOx (9x9)

=

810 sft.

3)

Dining Room
Kit chen et c • 17x29 =
493 sft.
i';ntrance Lobby Stairs Hall 2{17x25;,,; 850 sft.

4)
5)

~nquiry/neception/LinenStorage

.

.

17x17

,

6) Common Lounge

17 x 29
1

7) Family Suite
8)' Corridors etc.

,

1x17 x29

the two floors
2 {4Ox8)+2(24x8)

=

2$9 8ft.

=

493 sft.

=

493 sft.

=

2048 sft.

Oi,

7804 sft.
. Say 8000 s.ft.
'/

B)

Cost_

8000 s.ft.

~ ~.55/-

per sft.

= '-s. 4,40,000
Say

,

rs.

4.50 Lacs

•.• 28 - ,
UNIVERSITY OF ISLAMABAD
MOBitUE (ACADEMIC CAMPUS)

(A) AREA'
~.Q..:.

SIZE

AREA

1~

Main praying Hall

52 x 32

2704

2..

Ablution

16 x 14·

224

3.

Lavatory Block

16 x12

192

4.

Store room

10 x

5.

Boiler room

6.

7

70

7x 7

49

Reading ROom/Library

16 x 12

192

7.

Imam's Quarter

16 x 22

352

8.

Reflection pool etc.

31 x 15

465

9.

Minerate

10"

Add

300
1000

for stair etc.

5548
11..

Prayer Area (Open)

7075

Main Mosque @ Rs.63/- per Sft. 5548 x 63

Rs.3,49,524.oo

Prayer area @ Rs.25/- per Sft. 7075 x 25

Rs.1,76,875.00

'i'

•

TOTAL:

Rs.5,26,399.00

or SAY:

Rs.5,26,000.00

- 29 !?!

CAFETKRIA

I

BUILDING

DETAILS OF BUILDING COST
A~

~

Sft

.a)

Entrance Hall (Main)

29.5'x46'

1357

b!

Dinning Hall (North)

"

1357

)South)

"

1357

(Central)

46x46

2116

(Formal)
(Ladies)

20.75x29.5+8.75x11.25 ;
17'x29.5

c)

"

d)

"
"
"

e)

f)

"
"
"
"

g)

Service Hall

29.5x46

1350

h)

Kitchen

29.5x46

870

i)

Storage etc

21x17.75

372

j)

Bearer's Preparation Room

29.5x8.5

250

k)

Manager Room

12.25x13

155

1)

Toilets/Wash etc

8.75x9+13.5x
29.5+8x12.25

570

m)

Electric Room

8.75x9.5

80
11052
1185

Sub Total

4(7.5x39.5)
T

B.

Grand Total:

12237

Cost estimate

Main building 11052 Sft @ Rs. 75/- per Sft
Verandahs

1185 Sft

@

Rs.25/- per Sft

;

External Works & Other Services
Furniture and Fixture

E.

Equipment and Utensils

29,625/8.58.525/8,58,000/-

Say Rs.:
D.

8,28,900/-

=

Total

c.

710
510

3,67,000/-

.50,O~0/

25,eeo/-

****.**********

~otal:

13,00,OO~/

Or Say 1.30

million

.

- 30 HEALTH CENTRE

ROUGH COST ESTIMATE
~.

Main working area

5040 Sft.

Corridors/Lobby

2266 Sft.
7300 Sft.

".

2270 Sft.

Terr.aces

9570 Sft.

ROUGH COST ESTIMATE:
a)

Main Building 7300 Sft
Rs.80/- per Sft.

Rs,5,84,000.00

• @

b)

Terraces 2270 Sft
@ Rs.20/- per Sft.

c)

Rs.

45.400.00

Rs.5.84,000/-

Rs.

87.600.00

Air Conditioning {L.S.)

Rs.2. 92, OOO'.QO

External

Civil works and

services ( i.e. water supply"
sewerage,el~ctricitYtSui Gas

etc.)

@ Rs.15% of building cost i.e.
d)

Rs.~0,09,000.00

e)

Hospital Equipment (L.S.)

Rs.1,40,000.00
GRAND TOTAL:
or SAY :

1ls.11,49,000.00
1ls.11.50 Lacs.

".

- 31 '" •
BREAKUP RESIDENTIAL COLONY

I Category
No. 0 of House

51.

0 Pay Range

r

0
I

plinth-Area I No. of \mitsto r Total plinth I Cost per S.ft.
p~r unit
i be constructed i Area S.Ft. i

!

0

Total estimated cost

1.

A

0-224

500

80

40000

Rs.55/-

Rs.22,OO,OOO

2.

B

225-449

1000

42

42000

Rs.55/-

Ra.23,10,000

3.

C

450-1249

1800

10

18000

Rs.60j-

Rs.lO,80,OOO

4.

D

2500

8

20000

Rs.60/~

Rs.12 ,00,OOO

140

120000

1250 and
above

Total
or Say

Rs.67,90, 000
Rs.68,oo,oOO

w

(J/!Y

32ANNEXURE-B
."" .............

DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE AND

BEN~FITS

OF THE PROJECT

The lleell for establishing this University, its aims and objects

and characteristic features are
graphs.

on~

2.

briefly in the following para-

They are given in more detail in the Report submitted to the

'United Nations
here

d~scribed

a fact

Development Programme by the.Unesco experts who had come
findi~g m~ss,ion.

A copy &! the R,;tp,?rt is annexed herewith.

Pakistan needs a large number of experts and specialists in .. _

varioue;· branches cf knowledge and different fields. of scientific and
te.chnological disciplines to staff its colleges-, Universities, rese·arch
laboratories, ·pr,.fe"ssional and technical departments of Government, a"1.d

the continually expanding sphere of trade and industry.

All our natio~al

plMs. and schemes for economic development depend on the availablity of a
large J.1umber of men o"f requisite. qualifications and competence ":

n

.

. uytil now the country has been depending largely, if not wholly,
on foreign countries for its programm,f,s of higher training.

But it is

obvious that this arrangement c~not cont~: indefi~itely. Moreover, the
number required has become so large that the training of all those people"
in foreign countries would involve
~.obaDge.

~Alossal

expenditure

i~ for~ign

,There is also the added risk of brain- drain when so many youne

men go abroad for long period of training.

4'.

'.Faking stock of the whole 'situation Government felt concerned

about the production of trained manpower, and about the quality and standard

.r

education and advanced studies and research in the country.

They

felt ·theta stage had been reached in the national development when,accordint t'o ..the recommendations of international organizations like UNESCO,

th~

fl0':lntry should set up its own Centres f<?r Advanced St udies and Research
comparable to the best in'the worlq..

'5.

to

It was becau'se of these considerations that the GovernQient decided
es1~ablishthe

University of Islamabaq.. as a residential and unitary:

inati1;ution devoted to post-graduate studies and ~o~toral and post-19G'l.oral

research.

.~hey

were anxious that the new

Univers~ty

should produce

schol,.rs. and speeialists who may be able to contribute effectively to the

development of the country, and. who may provide l,adership in "education
"and seience of the best
. ".,

internati~nal

standards•
Contd •• 2.

--------------,-

~he' main object~ves of the ,Islamabad University' can be explained

6.

brie fly as follows:
(a) Since very few Ph.D~. have boen produced in the country in the
major scientific dis.ciplines, so ~far:t ,·the Islamabad University: would meet·

the growing demand for loaders and.creative scholars, who

combineprofessi6~

nal excellence with breadth of education, experienc~ and outlook which could
.be gained in

s~ch

a centre o;f higher learning, and which will' be increasing-

ly vital as- the-'country
..

,

develope~co,nornicallY and sociallYe

(b) The University would also provide a stimulus to the research

scholars and add to the scope and diversity of education at the highest

academ-?-c level.
(c) It is well-known that post_graduat§ studies in any subject cannot
be developed properly and adequately unless a .onsiderable number of highly
qualified and competent

in one

institut~:t.:lO~-.

spec2alis~5

F-or

exa:n~le

'in any

in~ividual

SUbj0Ct

ar~ assembl~d

•. there are several major branches in Pure

. Mathematics for teaching each of which at the post-gr?duate level separat0
specialists are needed.

Our post-graduate studies have not prospered so f&r

m~nly because we do not have the requisite number of well qualified specia-

list teachers assembled in one place.

The few good people are

scatt~red

all

over the country invarious-institutions,.and consequently it has not been
possible for them to develop post_graduate education and research on proper
lines anywhere.
The main characteristic features of the University are as follows:-

7.

(i) It will have a number of constituent Institutes and colleges,
(.

and very few affiliated instituttions.

The Education Commission-and

recognized authorities have emphasiz,cd that ,for ensuring good stand':~'rd and

.

kt

qUality of ..ducation,a universitilto be. (j'fthe unitary type,•. Although the
Islamabad University may have a' few affiliated institutions, it will be
mainly a

unit~y

in character and its emphasis will be on its. own constituent

Institutes'.•nd Colleges.
(ii) The University would deal largely with advanced post-graduate
studies and research, and to a small extent with. undergraduate adyancement
of

knowl~dge,and

produce- scholars and

expcrt~

of high

ca~ibre

needed for

various sectors oJ natio"",l life. .It 'awards the M.s...~M.Pl>iland Pli.:D_
Contd •• P.3.

Degr~es, and provides opportunities for post~doctoral research.

(iii) Anothor feature. of the University is that it awards Hesearch

FellowshipsjAssociatoships to young talentGd scholars \",ho have compl,cted
their Ph.D. and who wish to continue a life o-f research activity;

(tv) In all of its plans and policies, the University recognises
that research and education are inseparablc,and that

each.reinforces the

other.
(v) The University provides an opportunity for
~nd

thinking,

~riginal

creative

thus encourages individual development and initiative.

(1i) The University rocognises tho growing inter-relationship among
different branches of knowledge and fields of learning and research.

In

its structure and in all of its progranmos, the Univ&rsity stresses the
unity of

knowl~dge,

and seeks to achieve a

in~er-relationship.amongvari~us

fle~ibility

which promotes

fields, and which avoids rigidly

organise~

departments.

8.

ih.:m

fully develo.ped, the

Uiiivc<r~;'5fty~'{ill

consist of the

foll,;~~inr:

Faculties.
1•

Faculty of Nathulnatical Sci::nces.

2.

Faculty .of Physiciil. Sciences •
Faculty of Chemie·.el.·Scienc es.

3·
4.
5.
6.
7·
8.

Faculty of Biological Sciences.
Faculty of Earth Sciences.
Faculty of Social Sciences ..
Faculty of Area Studies ..
Faculty of Pakistan Studies.

The various Faculties will, for the time being, deal with the
followi.ng sUbjeots:-

9.

FACULTY OJ<' MATHEHATICAL SCHNCES
1.

Pure Mathematics.

2.
3.

Applied Mathematics.
Computer· S9 ieQc<>

.c_

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
1.

Theoretical Physics

2.

Experimental Physics.

3. Nuclear TeChnology.
4. Electronics

FACULTY OF CHEllICAL SCIENCES

1.Physioal Chemistry
2.0rganic Chemistry
3.Analytical Chemistry.
Contd •• 4.

,.,.

_-t.-

FACULTY OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
10

"'Botany.

2_

Ge~ics.

J. Physiology.
~ •. Pio-,CJ:ie1lli.s:h7.

~ULTY OF EARTII
"1. GeQ-pnys~c& ..

2.

.

sCHlEiiCE"s

Geography.'

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIZNCES
1.

Economics.

2.

International Relations.

J.

Cultural Hister;r·
'.
4. /Business Admiuistrati.n •.

5-

6. Psychdlogy

1. Anth

rop6l~gy

Sociology:.

FACULTY OF. AREA STUDIES
1.

North America Studies.

2.

South America Studies

3.

Africa Studies.

FACULTY OF

PAKIS~AN

STUDISS

1. Pakistan Studies
2.~

1'.

Pakistani Languages.

At the end of 1964 GOVernment decided to set up a post-graduate

.Un~vcrsity at Islamabad 1 and arrangements were made for the preparation of

the plans, and 0tr'anisation of the work.

The seheme of the University was

prepared in the PC I form and forwarded to the Planning Division by the

.Ministry of Education in February 1965.
11.
The Central Developmont ~orking Pa~ty considered and recommended
the, Scheme in Nay, 1965 'arid the Executive Committ,:e of the National
Economic Council approved it in prillCiple in March 1966.

It Was finally

approved by' the JCNEC in July 1971, Vias estimated to cost Rs.3.30 crores
in capital expenditure and Rs.1.37 crores in Recurring expenditure druing

the five years period.
12.

me~suring

A site

about 1500 Acre' was acquired on the Margala

Avenue .in Islamabad, and the Ar~hitects (Edward D. Stone of New York and

Tajuddin Bhamani of Karachi) were appointed in

Sept~mbor

1966.

The Master

plan was approved in 1967, . and the £oundation of the new University
Campus was

laid

by the'~r~sident of Pakistan, who is also Chancellor of

the University in June 1967.
1:;.
"

The University Act was 'passed by the National Assembly and was

promulgated by Government after the approval of the·President in July

.

1967~

The Vice-Chancellor Was appointed under the Act. and the Syndieate,

.

Academic 'Council and other University Bodies were constituted under the

Act and the Statutes •

. 14..

The ,"ork of l'r"par1.ns the

~

<lOlDo ilD.s.gn development as

well as of working drawing and tender documents. of the bulldi.xtgs· to be

Corttd •• 5.

----

',-

",

constru(~ted

in

th~ firs~

pO-hsc. was ,started by the Archit,ects '. early in

1968.··· Construction of the first building was started in August' 1968,

and the follwoing'fourte~n bUildings included in the first
b~en' cO'l'lstructed

1)

have

so far.

3 BlllCks

Hostels

...

2.-' "Administ'ration

2

3."' Mathematics&; Computer

2

II

4.'

1

II

5..,' Physics

2

II

6~

2

II'

Z

n··

Social Sciences
Chemistry

7.' Biology'
Tota1:-

1~~

t,,:..
p~se

1'4"

II

The last 6ix Buildings have been delayed because' of the

shortf~ll

, of Rs.t.. '?5 million' in the grant of the University during the year 1970-71
and
16~

197'1-72.
Pending the construction of permanent Campus, post-graduate studies

and res "arch in Mathematics (Pure & Applied), Physics (Theoretical and
:Experimental.), Chemistry (Physictll aild Organic) and Economics (Hathematics.l)

and-

Nodm.;"n Languages i were conducted on a small scala in somo temporary

buildings in the Satellite 'fown f"~m 1967 to 1971.,

During 1967-1972 the

Univ'ersity has been able to produce 242 post graduate Scholars;
-',

The University Institutes,

Offices and Hostels were shif~cd to the new Campus in August-October 1971.

If,he sub~iects of' Botany, Genti'cS'", Phsiology., Geo Physics .. Int-ernational
Relations, Cultu'ral History and Paki.stan Studies for advance _" ..

"

';.,-' '.

studies and research while the Diploma in Computer Scien~cshnve been

started during the

Session ("I!'7-").

,

' 1--.

As nresuH ,of shifting to the

'"

perlllC'!-nent Campus and with the introduction aforcsJ.d'
admissicm of student to variousdi.scipl'ines
'the session, 1912-73
s~osionJ.

. '10"9

:l.·,:w

S'ubjects the

has be,en raised to .579 durinG

andthe numb"r will almc,,,t be doubled during thc next

t~acherst most of :hom wert: ''Working in Europe and America,

have been appointed pending the completion of laboratories and introduction
of new Eiubjeets,

This rav~rsal o'f th:J brain-drain is regarded in national

and internntional¢ircles as

a

very commondablefeature of the University.

Contd •• 6.

f7d

The UnLversity is developing advanced studies

a~d

t~c

research in

Students are selected from the point· of view of their

above subjectv

ability and c'apaei-ty for

re~ea.rch

but .. as far as, p.ossi'ble,. they are admi:tted

i'n the' first instance to the Haster's Degree course in' order to give· them
an intensive training in the ~pec£alised subj·.ct which they wish to take
ar~

fouil<;l
c'ompetent and .c·apable and. who show a good re.cord· at -the 1'1 .. So',. lr~vel,. are

up for' their Ph ..D., Degree..

Those among the H•.Sc .. students who

allowed to continue with the ad~~nced studies for the M.Phil. course.
After· completing this pre-Doctoral .y'ear su,ccessfully',. they are admitted to
Ph ..,D.· research status.·

Selection of' students at the various lev:els i.s rJade

carefUlly by the teachers concerned after

~nterviewing

testing them for their intellectual ability and

the

capac~ty.

candidates~ ~nd

Talented and

deserving students are given an adequate allowange as Scholarship and
Fellowship, and arrangements
residenc·e.

18.

are made to accommodate them in the Halls of

The staft of the University will consist mainly of talented pakistan

scho~ars

whQ

compl~es

lists of Pakistani scholars working

I~

a~e

working abroad

like U.K., U.$.A., etc.

~t

present,

The
~n

M~nistry

of Education

some advanced countries,
subj~cts there are

These lists show that in many

a 8uffieient number of brilliant Pakistanis in almost every branch of·
knowledge,· and every: effort is being made to bring
Islamabad

Universit~

thc~

back to the

either as teachers or as research scholars and

Since the University started work in 1967, a good

~umber

~ellows.

of highly

AUalified and talented Scientists have been repatriatod by the University
and many more of t.hem are waiting to come back as soon as the laboratories
are completed, and new
19.

subj~cts

are introduced.

A number of people in the existing colleges, universities and

other institutions of +earning and research, are coming to the University
to work as visiting scholars for a specified period with the concurrence
organization~ Their

stay in this congenial atmosphere
prOVides them with an oppor·tunity of contact, consultation and discussion
with brilliant and talented scholars in their own subj,~ct or allied fields t
of their parent

and gives them an incentivG to do good repearch work for which the
facilities and opportunities are not always available in the parent
institutions •
20.

International Organizations like the Ford ~oundation, Unesco

and the United Nations Development Programm~ have examined the scheme,
plans and working of the University during the last few

year~

through

~

number of experts, and, having satisfied themselves., have extended <:on.siderable

s~pport

to the University in foreign exchange.
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